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Beauty is in the
Serious music appreciation involves more than plush seats, which absorb sound waves). The result:

just your sense of hearing.

It involves your individual sense of taste.

Which is why we created a revolutionary new

DSP car audio unit. One that,

when added onto your current
system, lets you fine-tune

your sound with a level of accu-

racy never before possible.

So that now you can hear music

in a completely new way. The way you like it.

Introducing the Premier- DEQ-7500 Digital
Signal Processor from Pioneer.®

While most DSP units just let you choose dif-

ferent sound field options, the DEQ-7500

does something radically different. It actu-

ally corrects the deficiencies in your sound,

caused by an imperfect car interior environ-

ment (everything from poor speaker placement to

our new DEQ-7500 gives you the premium sound

performance your car's interior

has been depriving you of.

This is all made possible

thanks to Pioneer's dual -chip Digital Signal

Processor-high-powered integrated circuitry that
carries out thousands of complex functions, all in a

unique three -step process.

Step one: Correcting your existing sound.

The DEQ-7500 lets you choose between four-

band, 1/3 octave parametric EQ or seven -band

graphic EQ, to dial in the best overall sound char-

acteristics for your particular car environment.

You can then add parametric bass and tre-

ble for even further refinement. And

when you're all finished, save these critical

adjustments with six user presets.

Step two: Having corrected your sound, you

Premier.," Advanced technology from Pioneer. 0 1992 Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc., Long Beach, CA



ar of the beholder.
can then use the Listening Position Selector to move

the center stage image around your car. So that

no matter where you're sitting, it'll always sound

like the best seat in the house. Once

you've chosen the position you want,

you can use the Image Focus Control

for ultraprecise imaging and staging,

particularly in vocals.

Step three: At last, you can start enhancing your

sound. Choose from any

of five listening environments:

Studio, Jazz Club, Concert

Hall, Cathedral and Stadium.

better to sit behind the wheel and experience it for

yourself. Which reminds us of one final step:

visiting your nearest Premier dealer. He's part of a

network of expert craftsmen who install mid

SFC [1, 11
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You can then further fine-tune your

sound field, by adjusting the delay time

and intensity within each of these par-

ticular venue modes.

Of course, while it's nice to sit here

and read about the DEQ-7500, it's even

- REAMER.design sound systems with

the utmost care and attention to detail.

If you'd like more information regarding the

DEQ-7500, as well as the name and address

of the Premier dealer located closest to you, simply

give us a call at 1-800-421-1601, extension 904.

And discover how nice it is

to have an audio unit that adapts

to your ears. Instead of the other way around.

CID PIONEER
The Art of Entertainment
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Perhaps the most Important feature of all

in Compact Disc Players.
In a category where manufacturers try to con-

vince you of their superiority with digital theory and

laboratory specifications, Denon adds an all-important

new criterion: Overall Consumer Satisfaction.

In the most exhaustive research ever conducted,

Verity Research, the nation's leading independent

Consumer Electronics research firm, ranked Denon CD

Players Number 1 in Overall Consumer Satisfaction.

This honor, determined by interviewing hundreds

of thousands of people across America, takes into

account the many factors that make someone fully

satisfied with their purchase.

Denon is especially proud to win in this category,

because CD Players, more than any other component,

challenge a company's abilities in the electro-mechanical,

analog anddigital domains.

Denon is even prouder, because the ultimate judge

in this unprecedented competition was not a reviewer or

a magazine editor, but someone just like you.

DENON
The first name in digital audio.

Denon America. Inc_ 222 New Roaa Parsippany. New Jersey 07054 (201)575-7810
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by William Livingstone and Glenn Kenny

Pack In the Kit Bag
This spring when the Heath
Company announced that it
was closing out its line of
do-it-yourself kits for
amateurs to assemble
radios, TV sets, AM/FM
receivers, and other
electronic products, the
news was reported on the
front page of the New York
Times as a change in the
American way of life. The
Times said that former
Senator Barry Goldwater is
among those who have
wired more than a hundred
Heathkits.

According to Heath, more
than 95 percent of its kit
customers were men. Fran
Dym, a publicist for
electronics firms, is the only
woman we know who wired
more than one kit, and she
says. "I built more than

twenty of them when I was
in school. It gave me a
tremendous sense of
accomplishment and made
me think more analytically."

Julian Hirsch, the head of
Hirsch -Houck Laboratories,
says, "Building kits was the
nucleus of my entry into this
field. I built my first test
instruments from kits, and it
was a lot of fun.
Discontinuing Heathkits
marks the end of an era."

DCC Made in USA
American consumer -
electronics manufacturing

is about to acquire a higher
profile courtesy of Tandy
Corporation, the Texas
company best known for its
chain of Radio Shack stores.
Over a year ago Tandy
announced its intention to
make and market Digital
Compact Cassette (DCC)
decks, and production is
scheduled to begin at its
Fort Worth, Texas, facility
in June. The decks are
expected to be in stores
some time in the third
quarter of the year. Tandy
plans to manufacture blank
DCC's at its factory for
magnetic products in
California.

Popular Music
The Recording Industry
Association of America has
certified a multi -Platinum
award (3 million units sold)
to Amy Grant's "Heart in
Motion" (A&M), a Platinum
award to Red Hot Chili
Peppers' "Blood Sugar Sex
Magic" (Warner Brothers),
and Gold awards to Black
Sheep's "A Wolf in Sheep's
Clothing" (Mercury) and
Mary -Chapin Carpenter's
"Shooting Straight in the
Dark" (Columbia). . . . On
June 2, Ringo Starr begins
an international tour that
will take him to Europe in
July and bring him back to
America in August. His
band includes (among
others) Nils Lofgren, Todd
Rundgren, Dave Edmunds,
and Starr's son Zak Starkey,
who (like his father) is a
drummer. . . . Legislation in
Washington state to
prohibit the sale or
distribution of so-called
"erotic" recordings to
minors becomes law on
June 13.

Strides in Car Stereo
Blaupunkt has introduced a
ZL series of car speakers
featuring Electronic Bass
Injection (EBi), provided by
an extra woofer voice coil
that allows the use of a
separate, high -power bass
input. The speakers, which
fit car manufacturers'

standard mounting holes,
are intended to provide
better imaging and fader
control as well as improved
deep -bass response. . . .

Infinity Systems (part of the
Harman International
loudspeaker group) is
providing custom -designed
sound systems for Vector
Aeromotive, a maker of
hand -built, high-
performance luxury cars.
The first of the systems is in
the Vector A-WX3 supercar
first shown this spring at
the Geneva Auto Show
(price: over $750,000). . .

Bose Corporation has
developed a new music
system for the redesigned
1993 Mazda RX-7 using
Bose's patented Acoustic
Wave speaker technology-
its first appearance in car
audio. A Bose executive has
described the result as "a
unique sound system on
wheels that comes with a
sports car."

Poster Art Mozart
A print of Mozart at the
billiards table, created by
Bernard Childs and
reproduced in the April 1991
issue of Sumo REVIEW, has
been made into a poster in
honor of the Mozart
Bicentennial at Lincoln
Center. The poster is
available at the gift shops
of Lincoln Center for $25 or
by calling toll free (800) 453-
2258. It is also available by
mail for $29 (including $4 for
shipping, tax and
handling). Send mail orders
with a check for $29 made
out to Lincoln Center for the
Performing Arts to Childs
Poster, Mozart Bicentennial
at Lincoln Center, 70
Lincoln Center Plaza, New
York, NY 10023-5393.

Names Making News
Koss Corporation, the
leading manufacturer of
high-fidelity stereophones,
has licensed its Koss brand
name to the Dutch firm
Hagemeyer for use on audio
and video electronic
products. Eighteen items

are to be introduced this
spring and early
autumn. . . . The Energy
Conservation Center in
Tokyo has given Yamaha its
Energy Conservation
Vanguard 21 Award,
intended to recognize new
devices that have
significant conservation
potential, for Yamaha's
Power Stream technology,
said to make devices that
use switching power
supplies smaller and more
efficient. . . . Fuji has been
named the official brand of
photo film, magnetic tape,
and computer media of
the U.S. Open Tennis
Championships to be held
August 31 to September 13
in Flushing Meadows, New
York.

Honors
The Pulitzer Prize for music
was won this year by
Wayne Peterson for an
orchestral composition
titled The Face of the Night,
the Heart of the Dark. . . .

The composers John
Harbison and Ellen Taaffe
Zwilich have been elected
to the American Academy
and Institute of Arts and
Letters.

JVC Jazz
Dedicated to the New York
City jazz musician, this
year's JVC Jazz Festival will
take place in the Big Apple
June 19-27. Among the
many jazz stars who will
participate in concerts all
over town are Dizzy
Gillespie, Bobby McFerrin,
Lew Tabackin, Wynton
Marsalis, Nina Simone, the
Modern Jazz Quartet, Astrud
Gilberto, Lionel Hampton,
Laurindo Almeida, Ray
Charles, B.B. King, and
many, many others. For
information about the
festival in New York or its
coast -to -coast summer tour,
which runs from August 22
to September 12, call (212)
787-2020 or write to the JVC
Jazz Festival, P.O. Box 1169,
Ansonia Station, New York,
NY 10023.
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MusicSystem
Are4Ase Acoustic Wave _HOME"

Bose
Research

Laboratories

Why
The

New
Acoustic

Wave
Music

System

Is Like
NoOther

Stereo

In Performance,

Size,
And

Versatility.

Dear
Fellow

Music
Lover.

You're
probably

as interested

in music
and

hi-fi
as I am.

So I'd liketo tell you
about

amusic
system

I believe
is very

special
- the Acoustic

Wave'
music

system.
Using

waveguide

technology,

we have
created

amuch
smaller

and more
versatile

stereo

system
- without

sacrificing

sound
quality.

The
system

includes
a CD player.

AM,
FM tuner,

bi-amplification.

dynamic
equal-

ization.
andspeakers.

itworks
with

AC ofDC power

High
fidelity

sound
from

a system
thissmall

may
seem

like a technical
impossibility.

Italmost
was.

When
the project

began,
the technoogy

to make
it a reality

wasn't
available.

We

spent
14 years

it research
todevelop

a technchogy

that
would

move
enough

air to

reproduce

lifelike
sound.

without
large

drivers
Jr high

amplifier
power.

I've been
partof many

exciting
projects

atBose.
bit I can

honestly
saythat the

Acoustic
Wake'

music
system

is the inventi,)n
ofwhich

Dr. Bose
and

I are
most

proud.
Itwas

the most
challenging,

andthe mos:.
rewarding.

And
it won

the

national
award

forthe Invention
of the Year

in 1987.
The Acoustic

Wave'
music

system
changed

the way
Ienjoy

music.
Maybe.

itwill do the same
for you.

One
more

thing.
Although

wehave
thousanc's

ofdealers
worldwide,

the

Acoustic
Wave

music
system

isonly
available

directly
from

Bose.

For in-formation

about
how

you can
hear

the Acoustic
Wave'

music
system.

please
call thetoll-free

number
at the boftom

of this page.

Sincerely,

Dr. William
R. Short

Bose
Corporation

Principal
Rasear_th

Engineer

1-800_28430sE
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The Mitsubishi
CS -35X7 35 inch TV

features aunique
digital ghost reduction

circuit, a dual
conversion tuner, an

invar shadow
mask, finer phosphor

pitch and the
industry's first true
three dimensional

comb filter.



That means it costs
somewhere in

the neighborhood
of S7,500

That's a fair sum of money, even
for an ardent videophile. But, as the
saying goes,"You get what you pay
for."Namely, the most advanced 35"
direct -view TV we've ever offered.

A unique digital ghost reduction
circuit subdues those stationary
ghosts that are typical of broadcast
signals. While our dual conver-
sion tuner improves the image re-
jection ratio, along with various
other cable -signal irregularities.

The CRT has the industry's
finest phosphor pitch, plus a very -
large -aperture electron gun, for an
amazingly bright, sharp picture.

A special high -contrast coating
on our Diamond Vision' picture
tube increases the contrast by 20%.

And to completely separate black
&white and color elements, while
maintaining maximum picture res-
olution, we designed a true three
dimensional digital comb filter.

The new CS -35X7.
Like we said, the best 35" TVa lot

of money can buy.

at MITSUBISHI
TECHNICALLY, ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE°

© 1992 Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. For the name of your nearest dealer call toll -free 1-800-374-2222. CIRCLE NO 22 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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LETTERS
Blue on Blonde

I was thrilled by Steve Simels's won-
derful review in April of the debut CD,
"Blue on Blonde," by my band, Jona-
than Gregg and the Lonesome Debon-
aires, but I must correct the statement
attributed to Vernon Reid. While he did
cite us (among others) in a radio inter-
view as one of his favorite New York
bands, as far as I know he never men-
tioned my guitar playing in particular.

Nonetheless, it was inspiring to be
recognized in your pages, especially
considering that we have done the entire
project-recording, distribution, and
promotion-without any outside assis-
tance. Do-it-yourselfers, take heart!

JONATHAN GREGG
New York, NY

How DAT Went Wrong
Ken Pohlmann missed the point in his

April column, "Where Did DAT Go
Wrong?" There are only four reasons to
make a home recording:

1) To preserve fragile vinyl discs by
copying them onto tape and then playing
only the tape.

2) To copy discs for playback where
using a phonograph is impossible, as in a
car or while walking or jogging.

3) To pirate recordings.
4) To record original sounds, of which

there are two types: voice ("living let-
ters" or "talking books") and every-
thing else.

The compact disc removed the first
two reasons. Why "preserve" a CD
when it has a longer expected life than
the tape used to copy it? Why install a
car DAT player when you can install a
cheaper CD player and not have to have
two copies of everything? As for porta-
ble uses, perhaps if there were a $29.95
cigarette -pack -size DAT player avail-
able it could compete, but even a yuppy
would balk at spending $700 just to listen
to Vivaldi while jogging.

Ignoring the lack of morality in pirat-
ing recordings, it made economic sense
when one could record a $6 LP onto a
tape costing $1.50. It does not make
economic sense to record a $13 CD onto
a tape costing $10 using a recorder cost-
ing $700.

-As for the last reason, for voice re-
cording DAT is overkill. The analog
cassette is quite adequate for the task.
That leaves only amateur musicians and
environmental -sounds enthusiasts, for
whom DAT is a godsend. Unfortunately,
there aren't enough of them to support
the format.

DAT went hopelessly wrong when the
designers opted for a unique tape format.
Had they chosen the 8mm videocas-
sette, DAT would have been a pirate's

dream machine. So long as there was no
large base of users to keep the price of
tapes low, the record companies had no
reason to fear pirates. That's the real
reason for DAT's failure: the high cost of
the blank tape. WILLIAM G. NABOR

Mission Viejo, CA

People who don't record won't buy
DAT or DCC. The tapes don't last like
CD's. Those who do record will [use
these formats] to record, listen, and rere-
cord-not to store. They'll buy CD's for
that. DCC can't compare with DAT as a
recording medium, period.

I bought DAT, and I wasn't disap-
pointed. I make less than $19,000 a year
and found it a great value. But if I had
known about the data -buffer delay cir-
cuits in coming CD players, I might not
have bothered. Scorr A. SAmL.AsKA

Sioux Falls, SD

Surround Sound
I was impressed with Peter W. Mitch-

ell's "Surround Sound" in April. On
page 46, he describes a do-it-yourself
surround system using a 5 -watt, 25 -ohm
potentiometer and a 20 -millisecond elec-
tronic delay. But these are not everyday
Radio Shack parts as he seemed to im-
ply. Also, because of space limitations,
if I added rear speakers they could only
be about 12 feet back from the front
speakers, mounted on the walls on either
side of the listener. Would the delay be
necessary with this setup?

SCOTT D. JONES
Panama City, FL

The potentiometer should be readily avail-
able at electronics stores, but if you want
delay, you're probably going to have to
spring for a Dolby Surround processor.
(The do-it-yourself system described in
the article didn't include delay.) The clos-
er the rear speakers to the listener, the
more beneficial the delay.

A/V Connections
Thanks for Daniel Kumin's excellent

article in April on home -theater connec-
tions. I have one point to add concerning
systems that have both composite -video
and S -video inputs and outputs. As Mr.
Kumin states, many A/V receivers and
amplifiers have pass -through S -video in-
puts and outputs as well as parallel com-
posite -video hook-ups. Video gear typi-
cally has both types of input. If both
connections are made, the S -video input
overrides the composite -video input. In
a system with both types of sources, the
only way to see a composite signal is to
unplug the S -video cable from the moni-
tor. Some A/V receivers and amps elimi-
nate this problem by automatically con -
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GRAND PRIZE
A trip for two to see Eric

Clapton Live in San Francisco'
PLUS, a JVC 20" TV, JVC

hi-fi stereo VCR and MX -77
Compact Component system!

FIRST PRIZE
An autographed

Eric Clapton Fender'
Stratocaster.guitar!

Enter the JVC Eric Clapton
Tour Sweepstakes and qualify to
win a Trip to San Francisco to
experience Eric Clapton live in
concert! Other fabulous prizes
include a JVC entertainment
center, an autographed Eric
Clapton Fender Stratocaster"
Guitar and other Eric Clapton
tour prizes!
Simply Ell out the entry form or
listen to your local radio station
for more details on how to win
other JVC Eric Clapton Tour
Sweepstakes giveaways!
Enter today!

Visit participating dealers forlianother Eric Clapton Promotion.
ERIC CLAPTON TOUR SWEEPSTAKES OFFICIAL RULES. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. PRIZES. F

Grand Prizes eath a trip tor two to San Francisco to see Enc Clapton patient in September 1992 includng snare

hotel and beliefs to the concert approximate real value S15001 and a JVC entenainment center including a 20-

lelewsion. stereo VCR (model HRD91illa and M0-77 competent system (approximate retail value $15001 Foe 15

fin( Ram clan autographed Enc Capon model Fencer  Stratocastee! guar (approximate real value $1300

Twenty (20) second dues of an Enc Chetah silk tour packet and JVC Dual CD portable stereo system amide PC,

013) lapproornele reed value ROO) Thee hundred 1300) Med pus packages ol an Enc Capon '24 Nights' CD

and tour t-shon (approximate retail value $301 The odes of wiming von vary wei Me actual nur-me-

Sadiron. onzes may be added. NOW TO ENTER: Mai to JVC Enc Claplon Tour S..: .
Unron Street. Dept S Pasadena. CA 91101 Lana Re entry pee envelope. No mechanically reproo.cec

wril be accepted An entries must Ise reserved by August 31.1992 EUGIOILITY: Sweepstakes wen to aL U S

residents except employees and families M JVC Corporation, as advertising and promobons agencies. and is

suppliers of sweepstakes rnatenals and services Vold Own prohteed or daatnclial by law. AA federal s"it

Local regulations apply Taxes are the responsible), 01 the prize wows. Winners will be 110.1wed to

allidawts or eligibility and publicity release. Grand dues wan by a mow wil be awarded lo a parent

gunman PRIZE DRAWING: Lena one due per tart*. household or OrgereZelOn. No substerlion d prux -

pores roll be awarded try September 30 1992 AZ pnze case are siOpct loventcanco JVC. Eric Caper air

their management promotional and sweepstakes companies are not responsible for illegible. damaged. Late d -

misdirected °nines WINNERS LIST For a list of the grand pnze winners send a sea -addressed stamped

enveaee to JVC Eric Captors Tour Winners List 230 E pinion Street Dept W Pasadena. Ca 91101

SECOND PRIZE
An Eric Clapton Tour

Jacket and a JVC PC-XT3
dual CD system!

THIRD PRIZE
Eric Clapton CD and

tour T-shirt!

AVAILABLE ON REPRISE
CASSEI 11...s AND CDs.

r

L

JVC pr0s0zit Ea ERIC iaLAPTON
S AAT E E 13' S 'T A IC E
To enter: mai: to JVC Eric Clapton Tour Sweepstakes, 230 E. Union
Street, Dept. S, Pasadena, CA 911C1

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY S-ATE ZIP

PHONE( AGE

SR All entries must be received by Aug -1st 31, 1992.
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LETTERS
veiling composite -video signals to S-
video and vice versa. And if your
monitor has more than one input, you
could use one for S -video sources and
another for composite sources.

MARK P. BALDWIN
Issaquah, WA

I was confused by the explanation in
"Home Theater Connections" of how to
wire a powered subwoofer and a center-
channel speaker along with main speak-
ers using only one external power ampli-
fier: "Feed the subwoofer the full -range
signal from the receiver's main left/right
line -level outputs. These signals must
then be returned from the subwoofer's
own line outputs back to the receiver's
front -channel amplifier inputs."

MARK RAGER
Decatur, IL

The connection described is meant for use
with line -level preamp-out and main -amp -
in jacks, which many A/V receivers and
amplifiers provide in addition to their
speaker outputs. These outputs and inputs
normally are jumpered together, but the
link can he broken to enable insertion of a
signal processor, a beefier power amplifi-

er, or a powered subwoofer. Powered
suhwoofers normally have internal elec-
tronic crossovers that blend low -frequen-
cy signals from the two incoming chan-
nels to mono for the subwoofer:s amplifier
and return the higher -frequency portions
of the incoming signals to the main ampli-
fiers. Reread the section under the sub-
head "The Next Step," and the idea
probably will become clear.

I have an integrated amplifier with
Dolby Surround. There's a way to hook
up an amplified subwoofer but not a
center -channel speaker. Is there any
way I can hook up a center speaker
without replacing my amplifier?

DOUGLAS C. BEAUCHAMP
Windsor, Ontario

If the subwoofer output is actually full-
range, you could use it to add an amplifier
and a center speaker. But instead of going
to all that trouble for a relatively small
gain, you probably would he better off
replacing your current amplifier with a
five -channel model that has Dolby Pro
Logic decoding, which would give much
better performance and perhaps not cost
all that much more in the end.

Compact Disc
Interactive

The review of the Philips CD -I player
in April was very informative, but Julian
Hirsch omitted mention of the similar
Commodore Dynamic Total Vision
(CDTV) player and format, which pre-
ceded CD -I by several months. Both
players support standard CD audio and
the CD + G format but different formats
for interactive applications. Both sup-
port a quickly growing line of interactive
recordings, and each has advantages and
disadvantages. I strongly recommend
that prospective buyers review both
products, including the available soft-
ware. JAMES EASTLAND

Springfield, VA

Hughes AK -100
I have the Hughes AK -100 Sound Re-

trieval System (tested in March) in my
system and find that the extension of the
stereo stage beyond the speakers is rath-
er extraordinary. In Track 5 of Steve
Earle's "Copperhead Road," a banjo
you can hardly pick out unprocessed
distinctly stands out at least 4 feet be -

JUAN MURILLO PERFORMING LIVE AT TH

CROSSWAYS FARK WEST. WOODBURY NEW YORK 11797 PI A FARMAN INTERNATIONA COMPANY. IN CANADA CONTACT: GOULD



yond and in front of the left speaker. The
organ in several tracks of "The Run-
away" by Booker T. Jones is heard the
same distance beyond both speakers.
The difference the Hughes device makes
is less prominent with higher -quality
CD's but certainly noticeable.

GEOFFREY WII.I.IAMS
Carmel, CA

DDD or Die
March "Bulletin" mentioned that the

Society of Professional Audio Recording
Services (SPARS) recommended dis-
continuing the use of the SPARS code on
compact discs. The explanation given,
that current audio technology is too
complex, is pure bull' I, for one, will not
even consider buying a disc that does not
have a SPARS code, and if the code is
other than DDD (all digital), I will not
buy it at all. I have a huge LP collection
and certainly don't want more analog
recordings. C. ANTHONY BENSON

Pacifica, CA

I'm glad that over the last several
years I made a maximum effort to buy
CD's of all the music most important to

me while it was still possible to tell which
ones were real-that is, DDD. If the
Society of Professional Audio Recording
Services is going to grinch the heretofore
admirable truth in labeling of CD's so
that you can't identify the pseudo stuff-
well, I don't really need any more CD's.

No, it is not "complex." It is very
simple: Either the signal did pass through
an analog storage medium, or it did not.
If it passed through an analog medium, it
has irreducible residual flutter.

JOHN F. Fox
New York, NY

Replacement Grilles
I read with great interest the "Audio

Q&A" item about replacing foam speak-
er grilles in the April issue. We custom
make replacement grilles of all types.
And Scott Paper no longer has a foam
division-it now operates under the
name Foamex International.

BOB SHAFFER
Custom Sound, P.O. Box 463026

Mount Clemens, MI 48046

Radio Shack sells foam that can be cut
to fit speaker panels. It comes in 17 x 23 -

inch sheets for $7.95 each (brown, #40-
1946; black, #40-1951). NICK DEGARIS

Sandwich, MA

Stereo AM
Where's the equipment for stereo

AM? I would like to buy a new receiver
but can't find one with this feature.
There are several stations in my area
broadcasting in stereo, but the effort is
wasted if there's no receiver to hear the
difference.

HERMINI0 ESTREMERA ACEVEDO, JR.
Ponce, PR

We don't know of any current receiver
that has a stereo AM section, and there's
only one separate tuner-the Caner TX -
11b. Denon has announced a tuner with
stereo AM, the TU-680NAB, which we
hope to review when it becomes available.

We welcome your letters. Please address
correspondence to Editor, STEREO R EV

1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
You should include your address and
telephone number for verilicar . Letters
may be edited for clarity and length.

THOUSANDS OF MILES OF PAVEMENT IN EVERY

DIRECTION. AND THERE'S NO SPEED LIMIT FOR

YOUR MUSIC. SO NO MATTER WHERE YOU GO,

JBEs SELECTION OF OVER 40 AMPS, CROSSOVERS

AND SPEAKERS WILL MAKE SURE THAT YOU AND

THE BAND ARE COMING IN, LOUD AND CLEAR.

Concert sound
for your car.

ORNER OF HARBOR AND SIGNAL BLVD.

, INC., 3003 ETINGIN, MONTREAL. QC, CANADA H4S 1Y7  514 333 4446 1 800 336 4J CIRCLE NO 23 ON READER SERVICE CARD



CAN TUBES
WARM UP CD

SOUND?
How a very old technology can make a brand new compact

disc player sound extraordinarily good

Our ultra -

advanced new

SD/A-490t

includes two

vacuum tubes

whose classic design

has remained

unchanged for over 35 years.

We and many other critical listeners believe that this

anachronistic addition to an already excellent CD

player design significantly enhances its sound.

THE AMPLIFIER THAT DOESN'T AMPLIFY.

Between a CD players D/A converter and external

outputs is circuitry called a buffer amplifier which

actually doesn't boost the signal strength at all.

Instead, the buffer amp is a unity gain device which

increases output current, and acts as a sort of elec-

tronic shock absorber, isolating the relatively fragile

D/A chip set from the nasty outside world of

demanding analog components.

TUBES VERSUS SOLID STATE.

More than 98% of all CD players use solid state

devices for buffer amplifiers. A handful of hard -to -

find, esoteric designs in the $1200 to $2500 range

employ one or more tubes instead. As does our

readily -available $699 SD/A-490t.

In ultra -expensive preamplifiers and power

amplifiers, tube sound is subjectively described as

"mellower", "warmer", "more open and natu-
ral" or simply "less harsh than sold stale".

Objectively, it's safe to say that tubes: 1) Produce

even -order distortion versus transistors' odd -order

distortion, particularly 3rd harmonics which are

especially unpleasant to the ear; 2) Act as a pure

Class A device when used in a buffer stage (Class A

output is considered the optimal amplifier configu-

ration) 3) "Round off' the waveform when they

clip, while over -driven solid state devices cut off

sharply, causing audible distortion.

THE SD/A-490t'S OUTPUT SECTION.

Our new CD player uses two 6DJ8 dual triodes

placed between the digital -to -analog converter and

a motorized volume

control. Operated

at less than

30% of

their maximum

capacity, the tubes
The Carver SD/A-490t.

At $699, its suggested retail is
achieve a highly linear $500 less than the nearest com-

petitor with tube output.'
output voltage with

very low static and transient

distortion while providing

very high dynamic

headroom.

And because

they're "loaf-

ing" at 1/3

their rated

current capa-

bility, the SD/A-490t's tubes

are designed to last the life of the CD player without

replacement or need for adjustment.

AN ARRAY OF FEATURES AS RICH
AS ITS SOUND.

We've designed the SD/A-490t to be both useful

and easy -to -use. 21 -key front panel or remote pro-

gramming. Fixed and variable output. Program-

ming grid display. Random "shuffle" play.

Variable length fade. Automatic song selection to fit

any length of tape. Even index programming for

classical CD's.

Plus our proprietary Soft EQ circuitry which com-

pensates for variables in spacial (L -R) information

and midrange equalization found in many CD's

mastered from analou. tapes.

BRING YOUR TWO BEST CRITICS TO A
CARVER DEALER.

It's tempting to further regale you with how well

we think the SD/A-490t's tubes and Single Bit D/A

circuitry improve the sound of a compact disc. But

your own ears should be the final arbiter of quality.

Bring them to a Carver dealer and compare tube

output with solid state designs costing $1000 or

more. Suffice it to say that almost all critical listen-

ers not only are able to hear a difference, but prefer

the sound of the remarkably affordable SD/A-490t's

dual triode transfer function.

THE SD/A-490t

 Dual 6DJ8 Vacuum Tube Output Stage

 Over -sized Disc Stabilizer Transport

 24 -Track Programming with Music Calendar

Display and 21 -key front panel and

remote input

 Indexing
 Random Play

 Motorized Volume Control

 Time Edit/Fade Taping Feature with

user -variable time parameters

 2 to 10 Second Variable Length Fade

 Optical and Coaxial Digital Outputs

 Exclusive Carver Soft EQ

CARVER
Powerful  Musical  Accurate
Carver Corporation, Lynnwood, Washington, U. .A
Call (206)775-1202 for information and dealer listings
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Celestion
The Celestion Digital Loudspeaker

Processor (DLP) is designed for use with
the company's SL600 and SL600Si com-
pact speakers. Placed in the signal chain
between a CD or digital -tape transport
and a digital -to -analog converter (using
either optical or coaxial connections),
the DLP uses digital signal processing to
rectify time -domain errors and improve

the phase response of the SL600 or
SL600Si. The company claims that when
used with the DLP, these speakers show
almost perfectly linear phase character-
istics at all reproduced frequencies.
Price: $599. Celestion Industries, Inc.,
Dept. SR, 89 Doug Brown Way, Hollis-
ton, MA 01746.
Circle 120 on reader service card

TDK
TDK's normal -bias DS -X cassettes,

designed for high-speed dubbing, are
said to have greater sensitivity and bet-
ter bass response than ordinary Type I
tapes. The shell mechanism is designed
to insure consistent tape -to -head contact
at high speeds. Prices: C-60, $2.49; C-90,
$2.99; C-100, $3.69. TDK Electronics,
Dept. SR, 12 Harbor Drive Park, Port
Washington, NY 11050.
Circle 122 on reader service card

Paradigm
Paradigm's Studio Monitor three-way

speaker system features a pure -alumi-
num dome tweeter, a midrange driver
with a mineral -filled homopolymer poly-
propylene cone and vented aluminum
voice -coil former, and dual woofers with
high-pressure diecast aluminum chassis,
co -polymer cones, and 40 -ounce mag-
nets. Frequency response is rated as 25
to 20,000 Hz ±2 dB, power handling as
15 to 300 watts. Dimensions are 121/4 x
431/2 x 16V2 inches. Price: $1,899 a pair.
Distributed in the U.S. by AudioStream,
Dept. SR, MPO Box 2410, Niagara
Falls, NY 14302.
Circle 121 on reader service card

Marantz
The Marantz Music Link half-size

components, each less than 10 inches
wide, are intended to save on shelf space
without sacrificing sound quality. The
SC -22 straight-line preamplifier (top left
in photo) has four line -level inputs. The
PH -22 phono-equalizer amplifier (bot-
tom left) provides RIAA equalization or
a choice of three other equalization
curves. A pair of 50 -watt MA -22 Class
AB mono power amplifiers (right, top
and bottom) complete the array. Not
shown is a 30 -watt Class A version of the
power amp, the MA -24. Prices: SC -22,
$999; PH -22, $999; MA -22, $899 each;
MA -24, $1,249 each. Marantz, Dept.
SR, 1150 Feehanville Dr., Mount Pros-
pect, IL 60056.
Circle 123 on reader service card
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NEW PRODUCTS

Infinity
Infinity's Video I speaker is designed

specifically for the center channel in a
home -theater setup. Its sharply angled
speaker panel projects sound upward
toward the listener if the speaker is
placed on the floor below a TV set or
video monitor (magnetic shielding pre-
vents picture interference). Detachable
feet are supplied to adjust the angle, and

the two-way system, with dual 51/2 -inch
woofers and a ferrofluid-cooled tweeter,
can also be used vertically. Power han-
dling is rated as 10 to 100 watts. Dimen-
sions are 181/4 x 7 x 51/2 inches. Price:
$189. Infinity Systems, Inc., Dept. SR,
9409 Owensmouth Ave., Chatsworth,
CA 91311.
Circle 124 on reader service card

NEAR
The AES- 1 .1 compact outdoor speak-

er from NEAR (New England Audio
Resource) is said to be a true waterproof
(as opposed to "water-resistant") sys-
tem. The 51/4 -inch full -range driver is

of a hard alloy material, and the
cabinet, made of NEAR's proprietary
variable -density polyethylene, has a
rustproof cast -aluminum frame. Fre-
quency response is given as 65 to 16,000
Hz ±3 dB, power handling as 100 watts,
and nominal impedance as 8 ohms. The
AES-I .1 is available finished in black,
white, or beige. Dimensions are 73/4 x 71/4
x 71/4 inches. Price: $299 a pair. NEAR,
Dept. SR, 679 Lisbon Rd., Lisbon Falls,
MN 04252.
Circle 126 on reader service card

Design Acoustics
The Design Acoustics PS -SW sub-

woofer features a 10 -inch driver with a
long -throw, carbon -fiber -impregnated
cone and dual aluminium voice coils.
The design is said to achieve the correct
stiffness -to -weight ratio for accurate
transient response and low distortion.
The cabinet is extensively braced to
suppress unwanted resonances. Re-
sponse is rated as 30 to 130 Hz, nominal
impedance as 8 ohms. Recommended
amplifier power is 15 to 200 watts. Di-
mensions are 22 x 161/4 x 11 inches. Price:
$340. Design Acoustics, Dept. SR, 1221
Commerce Dr., Stow, OH 44224.
Circle 125 on reader service card

Autotek
The Autotek 705OBTS car stereo am-

plifier delivers 22 watts per channel into
4 ohms or 50 watts into 2 ohms. It can be
bridged for a mono output of 100 watts
into 4 ohms, and it features passive
bypass circuitry that is said to enable
Class A operation at higher output than
would otherwise be possible. The ampli-
fier can drive a mono subwoofer and
stereo satellite speakers simultaneously.
There are bass and treble tone controls
and a three-way switch to bypass
preamp or EQ circuits for very low -noise
operation. The regulated power supply
has a tuned induction circuit said to
increase efficiency by absorbing power
pulses. Price: $229. Autotek, Dept. SR,
855 Cowan Rd., Burlingame, CA 94010.
Circle 127 on reader service card
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Introducing the New Bose® Acoustimass -5 Series II Speaker System.

The part you see

The part you dorit see.

Three acoustic masses
provide 36dB/octave acoustic

crossover rolloff!
Benefit: Soundstage determined

by cube speakers. Complete
freedom to hide the bass module

anywhere in Nola ronin

New elliptical toroid condtat for
the radiating air mass provides

for laminar air flow.
Benefit: No audible noise

caused by turbulence, even at
high loudness levels.

New system
protection circuit.

Benefit: More system
protection at high output

volumes. Increased

b ,ft
-97-4firit- -

I

Three acoustic

compression chambers.
Benefit: Reduced cone motion
providing virtual elimination

of audible distortion.

(Plexiglas model for illustranon ooposes only/

Your eyes work believe your ears.
When you place an Acoustimass-5 speaker system in
your home, all you see are two tiny cube speaker arrays

(shown left). You can easily hide the compact bass
module (lower left) anywhere in the room, out of view.

You may find it difficult to believe the small size be-

cause of what you hear: sound so spacious and lifelike,

it approaches the realism of a live performance.

The cube speaker arrays feature Bose Direct/Reflecting'
speaker technology. They can re-create a natural bal-

ance of reflected and direct sound that conventional
speakers cannot match. Rotate the arrays to cause big

rooms to sound more intimate, or small rooms more

spacious. You can listen from almost anywhere in the
room and still hear full stereo. All the music, even the
lowest bass notes, appears to come from the small
cubes, regardless of where the bass module is hidden.

The Acoustimass bass module contains technology
unlike that of any conventional speaker. It launches
sound into the room by an air mass, rather than directly
from a vibrating surface. Some benefits of this patented
Bose technology are shown in the pictorial on the
lower left.

Compare the sound to conventional
speakers costing far more.
The best way to appreciate the benefits of this technol-
ogy is to ask your dealer to demonstrate it side by side

with conventional speakers costing far more. For more
information about Bose products, and names of Bose
dealers near you, call toll -free;

1-800-444-BOSE Ext. 117
USA; 8:3OAM-9:OOPM (ET) Canada; 9:OOAM-5:OOPM (ET)

.1740WAE"
Better sound through research.

®1 991 Base Colporatin. The Mountain, Framingham. MA 01701 USA. Bose products are auilahl: through our exclusive distrikil. r,

For Details call 508.679-7330. extension 6269.

racd, Venemtla, and elsewhere in South and Central America



NEW PRODUCTS

Audio Control
Audio Control's C-131 thirty -band

(one -third -octave) mono graphic equal-
izer (top in photo) features Constant Q
circuitry, which automatically adjusts
the bands adjacent to the one that the
user is adjusting for quicker, more pre-
cise results. It also has a four -position,
switchable infrasonic filter to suppress
unwanted signals at frequencies below
the audible range. Signal-to-noise ratio is
rated as 112 dB. The R-130 real-time
analyzer (bottom), designed to be used
in conjunction with a pair of equalizers,
also has thirty bands. It has a digital
pink -noise generator and comes with a
calibrated stereo microphone. The dot
or bar display can show the left or right
channel or both together. Distortion is
rated at 0.002 percent. Prices: C-131,
$529 each; R-130, $649. Audio Control,
Dept. SR, 22313 70th Ave. W., Mount-
lake Terrace, WA 98043.
Circle 128 on reader service card

PSB
The Alpha is the first in a series of

budget -price speakers from the Canadi-
an manufacturer PSB. The two-way
bookshelf system has a 61/2 -inch foam -

suspended polypropylene woofer and a
1/2 -inch ferrofluid-cooled dome tweeter.
The low -diffraction design is said to pre-
serve midrange and treble clarity and
enhance natural stereo imaging. Band-
width is given as 50 to 21,000 Hz, and
power handling is 60 watts. Dimensions
are 83/4 x 125/8 x 91/2 inches. Price: $199 a
pair. PSB, Dept. SR, 633 Granite Ct.,
Pickering, Ontario L1W 3K I .

Circle 129 on reader service card
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Coustic
Coustic's CC -55 car CD changer holds

up to ten discs. It features dual 1 -bit
digital -to -analog conveners and also has
a digital output. Supplied with a remote
control, the CC -55's programming fea-
tures include shuffle play, track repeat,
disc repeat, and reverse/forward music

search. It can be connected to any head
unit that has an auxiliary input or
through a car's antenna loop using an
optional RF modulator. Price: $599.
Coustic, Dept. SR, 4260 Charter St.,
Vernon, CA 90058-2596.
Circle 130 on reader service card

Case Logic
Responding to the growing popularity

of CD changers, Case Logic is introduc-
ing the first carrying case for CD maga-
zines. The Model M-1 magazine holder
will store seven six -disc magazines or
four ten -disc magazines. The black case
is lined with thick, high -density, closed-

cell foam padding for maximum protec-
tion, and it has an adjustable Velcro
interior divider. Price: $19.95. Case Log-
ic, Dept. SR, 6930 Winchester Circle,
Boulder, CO 80301.
Circle 131 on reader service card



INXS: Live Baby Live
(Atlantic) 52528
Paula Abdul:
Spellbound
(Virgin) 73320
Enya: Shepherd Moons
(Reprise) 53190
Derek 8 The Dominos:
Layla And Other
Assorted Love Songs
(Polydor) 25249
Until The End Of The
World/Sdtrk.
(Warner Bros 1 15420

Yanni:
In Celebration Of Life
(Private Music) 83187
Jody Watley: Affairs 01
The Heart (MCA) 53144
Kenny Rogers:
Back Home Again
(Reprise) 64302
Digital Underground:
Sons 01 The P
(Tommy Boy) 02152
Vanessa Williams:
The Comfort Zone
(Wing/Mercury) 25066
The Cult: Ceremony
(Reprise:Sire) 11133
Randy Travis:
High Lonesome
(Warner Bros ) 11075

Paul Simon:
Negotiations And
Love Songs 1971-86
(Warner Bros ) 20461

Metallica: ...And Justice
For All (Elektra) 00478
Bryan Adams: Reckless
(ABM) 51540
The Bonnie Raitt
Collection
(Warner Bros : 00569
Dave Brubeck:
Quiet As The Moon
(MusicMastersi 40290
Boyz N The Hood/Sdtrk.
(Owest) 24419
Aretha Franklin: What
You See Is What You
Sweat :Arista) 72220
Hi -Five Wive) 10542
Desmond Child:
Discipline
(Elektra) 24472
Fourplay
(Warner Bros) 10723
Anita Baker:
Compositions
(Elektra) 00921
Traveling Wilburys, Vol.
3 (Warner Bros) 24817

Boyz II Men:
Cooleyhighharmony
Mulowii! 10930

Erasure: Chorus
(Repose Snip 92228
Bette Midler:
For The Boys/Sdtrk.
(Atlantic) 74065
Horowitz At Home
(DG) 25211
Elvis Presley: Sings
Leiber And Stoller
(RCA) 44359
Dying Young/Sdtrk.
(Arista) 73769
Bon Jovi: New Jersey
(Mercury) 00516
Bird/Original
Recordings Of Charlie
Parker (Verve 01044
The Farm: Spartacus
(ReprisprSire) 14672
Bette Midler:
Some People's Lives
(Atlantic) 53568
George Jones: ...And
Along Came Jones
(MCA) 73708
R.E.M.: Eponymous
(IRS /MCA) 00701
Wilson Phillips
(SBK) 00726
Whitney Houston:
I'm Your Baby Tonight
(Arista) 10663
Rick Astley: Free
(RCA) 53656
Squeeze: Play
(Reprise) 70549
Spyro Gyra: Collection
(GRP) 33286
Keith Whitley: Kentucky
Bluebird (RCA) 34233
Morrissey: Bona Drag
(Sire) 00578
Patsy Cline: 12 Greatest
Hits (MCA) 53849
k.d. tang And The
Reclines: Absolute
Torch And Twang
(Sire) 60257
Fleetwood Mac:
Greatest Hits
(Warner Bros) 00796
Broadway Classics.
Vol. 1 (MCA1 53987
Janet Jackson: Control
(ABM) 34526
The Police: Outlandos
D'Amour (ARM! 24159
Bobby Lyle:
Pianomagic
(Atlantic) 44119
Blind Faith
(Polydor) 25073

Jodeci: Forever My
Lady (MCA) 90177
Anita Baker:
The Songstress
(Elektrw 40154
Miles Davis/Michel
Legrand: Dingo-Sdtrk.
(Warner Bros) 64201
Placido Domingo:
The Broadway I Love
(Atlantic) 30015
Linda Ronstadt:
Mas Condones
(Elektra) 50090
Happy Mondays: Live
(Elektra) 10599
Tone-Loc:
Cool Hand Loc
(Delicious Vinyl) 20039
Batt: Ratt 8 Roil 8191
(Atlanta 60098
David Benoit: Shadows
(GRP) 00284
The Rippingtons:
Curves Ahead
(GRP) 20610
Patti Austin: Carry On
(GRP) 10520

Dave Grusin: The
Gershwin Connection
(GRP) 10620
Keith Sweat: Keep It
Commrt )Elektra: 80100
Michael Crawford
Performs Andrew
Lloyd Webber
(Atlantic) 74128
Oleta Adams: Circle Of
One (Fontana 25028
House Party II/Sdtrk.
(MCA) 63345
Allman Bros. Band:
A Decade 01 Hits 1969-
1979 (Poiydori 35031
Gerald Albright:
Live At Birdland West
(Atlantic) 14096
Eric Clapton: Slowhand
(Polydor) 25094
Cathy Dennis: Move To
This (Polydor) 25100
Black Box: Mixed Up!
(RCA( 53463
Chick Corea Elektric
Band: Beneath The
Mask (GRP) 20660
Andy Gibb: Greatest
Hits (Polydor) 25124

John Mellencamp:
Whenever We Wanted
(Mercury) 74582
Kathy Mattea:
Time Passes By
(Mercury: 44575
Skid Row: Slave To The
Grind (Atlantic) 54433
Kentucky Headhunters:
Electric Barnyard
(Mercury) 25138
Kiss: Double Platinum
(Casablanca) 25149
Grease/Sdtrk.
(Polydor) 35125
Engelbert Humperdinck:
His Greatest Hits
(Mercury) 35131
Glenn Miller:
Chattanooga Choo
Choo-The NI Hits
iBluet)irdi 11052
James Ingram: The
Power 01 Great Music
(Warner Bros ) 11131

Depeche Mode: Violator
(Sire) 73408
Dire Straits:
Brothers In Arms
(Warner Bros ) 14734

Billy Idol: Vital Idol
(Chrysalis) 54038

Richard Marx: Rush
Street (Capitol) 15574
The Doors/Sdtrk.
(Elektra) 54289
Janet Jackson's
Rhythm Nation 1814
(A8 MI 72386
The Very Best Of Nana
Mouskouri: Only Love
(Philips) 64615
Macao Parker: Mo'
Roots (Verve! 64645
a Top: Recycler
(Warner Bros ) 73969

Eagles: Greatest Hits
1971-1975
(Asylum 23481

The Very Best Of
Righteous Brothers:
Unchained Melody -
(Verve) 44658
The Who: Who's Better,
Who's Best
(MCA) 00790
Vangelis: Chariots Of
Fire (Polydor) 24869
U2: Rattle And Hum
(Island) 00596
Slaughter: Stick It Live
(Chrysalis) 20666
Starship: Greatest Hits
(RCA) 90270
Best Of B.B. King
(MCA) 23935

EMF: Schubert Dip
05604

Pet Shop Boys:
Discography -The
Complete Singles
Collection (EMI, 05605
Travis Tritt: It's All
About To Change
(Warner Bros) 64147
George Strait:
Ten Strait Hits
(MCA) 25425
Tanya Tucker:
What Do I Do With Me
(Capitol) 25536
Gary Burton: Cool
Nights (GRP) 63652
Best 01 Grateful Dead/
Skeletons From
The Closet
(Warner Bros ) 83892
Richie Sambora:
Stranger In This Town
(Mercury) 64685
Spinal Tap/Sdtrk.
(Polydor 34691
Rythm Syndicate
(Impact/MCA) 62320
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Start with 4 COMPACT DISCS NOW

Buy just 1 smash hit in one year's time

Then get 3 Hs of your choice. FREE

Enjoy 8 CDs for the price of one

Nothing more to buy...EVER!

Amy Grant: Heart In
Motion (PAM: 25182
Lou Reed:
Magic & Loss
(Warner/Sire) 15470
Rosette: Joyride
(EMI) 10473
Heart: Rock The House
"Live"! (Capitol) 05603
The Pogues: Essential
(Island) 15459
Emmylou Harris 8 The
Nash Ramblers At The
Ryman (Reprise) 25475
The Best Of Split Enz:
History Never Repeats
IA8M) 35201
Donna Summer
On The Radio -
Greatest Hits Voll 8 II
(Casablanca 124715
The Best Of Stevie B
(LMR) 53460
Bon Jovi:
Slippery When Wet
Iktlett-t1,0, 43465

Sounds 01 Blackness:
The Evolution 01 Gospel
(ABM Persuecluziu 15195
Squeeze: Singles 45's 8
Under (ABM) 35208
Divinyls (Virgin) 74057

Tevin Campbell:
T.E.V.I.N.
(OwestAalarner) 35412
Stevie Wonder:
Jungle Fever/ Sdtrk.
:Motown) 54197
Neil Young: Ragged
Glory (Reprise) 34621
Van Helen
(Warner Bros I 14620

De La Soul Is Dead
!Tommy Boy) 64101
Frank Sinatra: Sinatra
Reprise/The Very Good
Years (Reprise) 80304
The Cars: Greatest Hits
(Elektral 53702
The Alice Cooper Show
(Warner Bros I 11103
Jesus Jones: Doubt
:SBKI 44654
Joe Jackson: Look
Sharp ! (A8M) 25192
Styx: Paradise Theatre
)ABM) 25243

David Sanborn:
Another Hand
(Elektral 54527
Diamond Rio
lAristai 10702
Seal
(Warner Bros 161992

Marky Mark And The
Funky Bunch: Music
For The People
(Interscoper 53860
Dire Straits:
On Every Street
(Warner Bros I 74151

Anthrax:
Attack 01 The Killer B's
(Megaforce Island) 25154
Paul Simon: The
Rhythm Of The Saints
(Warner Bros) 10455
Barry White: Put Me In
Your Mix (ABM) 15248
Trisha Yearwood

A. 64033
Supertramp:
Breakfast In America
iArrikti 25246
Traffic: The Low Spark
Of High Heeled Boys
Islandi 25169

The Commitments/
Sdtrk. MCA: 74016
Roy Hargrove: Public
Eye inlmils) 54579
Concrete Blonde:
Bloodletting
(I S ) 84212
Kenny Rogers:
20 Great Years
(Reprise) 25449
Bobby Blue Bland:
Portrait Of The Blues
(Malacol 73458
Kenny Kirkland
(GRP) 63554
Gerardo: Mo'ritmo
(Interscopel 43803

P.M. Dawn:
Of The Heart, 01 The
Soul & Of The Cross
IGee StreeVIsland) 15156
Van Haien: For
Unlawful. Carnal
Knowledge
(Warner Bros( 10016
The Cure:
Disintegration
(Elektral 01109
Scorpions: Best Of
Rockers 'N' Ballads
(Mercury) 63492
Extreme, Pornograffitti
(ABM( 43557
SInoad O'Connor:
I Do Not Want What I
Haven't Got
(Chrysalis) 33512
Steve Winwood:
Refugees Of The Heart
Biagio) 54232
The Big Chill/Sdtrk.
Motown 133970

K.T. Oslin:
Love In A Small Town
(RCA) 74327
Chick Corea
Akoustic Band: Alive
(GRP) 10721
Jimmy Buffett Live!:
Feeding Frenzy
(MCA) 24853
Southside Johnny 8
The Asbury Jukes.
Better Days
(Impact) 61604

am

01-rLegit

"rxprn 2ito() 5514

L

With
Nothing More
to Buy Ever!

START SAVING NOW - MAIL THIS POSTPAID CARD TODAY!

The Best Of Stevie
Nicks: Timespace
(Modern) 10940
Eagles: Greatest Hits.
Vol. 2 (Asylum) 63318
The Best Of
The Doobie Brothers
(Warner Bros 143738
Clint Black: Put
Yourself In My Shoes
(RCA) 24690
Fine Young Cannibals:
The Raw 8 The Remix
(MCA) 53904
Bryan Ferry/Rosy
Music: Street Life -
20 Greatest Hits
(Reprise) 10490
Marc Cohn
(Atlantic) 82983
Carreras, Domingo,
Pavarotti: 3 Tenors
(London 35078
The Best Of Dolly
Parton 'RCA) 51583
Another Bad Creation:
Coolin' At The
Playground Ya Know!
IMolown. 10456

ieBritny Fox:
Bite Down Hard (East
West America) 53455
Neil Diamond:
12 Greatest Hits
'MCA) 84050

AC/DC: The Razors
Edge iniJ-ri 33379
New Edition:
Greatest Hits. Vol. 1
(MCA) 83623

Bell Biv DeVoe: WBBD-
Boot City! -The Remix
Album (MCA: 54360
The Police: Every
Breath You Take-The
Singles )ABM 73924

Red Hot Chili Peppers
Blood Sugar Sex Magik
(Warner Bros ) 11127

The Judds:
Greatest Hits. Vol. 2
(RCA) 74054
Jane's Addiction:
Ritual de lo Habitual

10020

Kraftwerk: The Mix
,t,k.11 54373

Talking Heads:
Stop Making Sense
(Sire) 24560
Ralph Tresvant
(MCA) 14889
Bill 8 Ted's Bogus
Journey/Sdtrk.
(Interscope) 43812
A Tribe Called Guest:
The Low End Theory
)Jivel 24809
David Bowie:
Changesbowie

43693
Catching Up With
Depeche Mode

00560

Vanilla Ice: Extremely
Live (SBK) 70017
ZZ Top: Eliminator
(Warner Bros ) 34129
Best Of Dire Straits:
Money For Nothing
(Warner Bros ) 00713

Rod Stewart:
Downtown Train
(Warner Bros ) 10708

Judy Garland: The Best
01 The Decca Years.
Vol. 1 (MCA) 10497
Sting: The Soul Cages
)A8M) 25218
Pixies: Tromp Le
Monde iElektrai 80319
Motley Crile,
Dr. Feelgood
(Elektral 33928
Queen Latifah:
Nature Of A Sista'
(Tommy Boi, i 21034

Karyn White
(Warner Bros 00832
The KLF: White Room
(Arista) 23333
Patty Loveless:
On Down The Line
(MCA) 00553
Steely Dan: Gold
(MCA) 74339
Led Zeppelin IV
(Atlantic) 12014
Michael Feinstein:
Sings The Jule Styne
Songbook
(Nonesuch) 70282

Tom Petty: Full Moon START WITH 4 COMPACT DISCS NOW! Yes.Fever IMCA ) 33911

Deee-Ella: World Clique start with any 4 compact discs shown here! You
(Elektra) 52050 need buy just 1 more hit at regular Club prices
Guy!: Guy'...The Future
(MCA) 14875

($14.98 and up). and take up to one full year to do
it. Then choose 3 more CDs Free. That's 8 CDs

Jimi Hendrix Experience: for the price of 1 with nothing more to buy...ever!
Live At Wiriterland
IR ykodisc) 63650 (Shipping and handling charges are added.)

HOW THE CLUB OPERATES. You select from
hundreds of exciting CDs described in the Club's
magazine, which is mailed to you approximately
every three weeks (19 times a year). Each issue
highlights a Featured Selection in your preferred
music category, plus altemate selections. If you'd
like the Featured Selection, do nothing. It will be
sent to you automatically. If you'd prefer an alter-
nate selection, or none at all, just return the card
enclosed with each issue of your magazine by
the date specified on the card. You will have at
least 10 days to decide or you may retum your
Featured Selection at our expense. After you've
completed your membership agreement, you
may cancel at any time simply by writing to us.
Or remain a member and take advantage of
instant 50°0 -off bonus discounts!
FREE 10 -DAY TRIAL. Listen to your 4 introductory
selections for a full 10 days. If not satisfied. return
them with no further obligation. You send no money
now. so complete the postpaid card and mail it today.

FOR CASSETTES. (Check box on order card.)
Take any 4 cassettes under the same terms as
above. You need buy just 1 more cassette at
regular club prices ($8.98 and up) in one year.
Then choose 3 more cassettes FREE.
If application is missing, please write to' BMG Music
Services, P.O. Box 91001, Indianapolis. IN 46291
'A shipping and handing charge IS added

0:1781 RAG Compact Disc Club 6550 E 30th St . Indonapoi6. IN 46219-
1194 TRADEMARKS USED IN THIS ADV'T ARE THE PROPERTY OF
VARIOUS TRADEMARK OWNERS

© 1992 BMG Direct Marketing. Inc.

RES ~El G
1

COMPACT
please accept my membership in the BMG Compact Disc Club and send my
first four CDs (check box below for cassettes) as I have indicated here under

11111111./P the terms of this offer. I need buy just one more CD at regular Club prices during the
DPNAMIIii next year - after which I can choose 3 more CDs FREE! That's 8 CDs for the price of

one ... with nothing more to buy. ever! (Shipping and handling charges are added.)
RUSH ME THESE 4 CDs NOW I

ilndicate by number(INSTANT
50% OFF
BONUS DISCOUNTS

FOR MEMBERS WHO
CHOOSE CDs,

It's the BMG
difference!

You earn INSTANT
50°. OFF BONUS
DISCOUNTS every

time you buy a CD at
regular Club prices.

In a nutshell ... buy 1.
take another at half

price. With other
clubs. you must first
buy 6 or more at full
price and become a
"Preferred Member"

before you earn
savings like this!

I am most interested in the music category checked here - but I am always free to choose from any (check OM only):

I II. LIGHT SOUNDS 2 LI COUNTRY 3 Li HARD ROCK 4 E POP/SOFT ROCK
Barry Manilow Reba McEntire Dire Straits Paula Abdul
Frank Sinatra Alabama Van Halen Paul Simon

5 L CLASSICAL 6 [A JAZZ 7 CI HEAVY METAL
Luciano Pavarotti Earl Klugh Motley Crue
Vladimir Hnrowiti Dave Grusin Skid Roy;

Ei Mr.
12 Mrs.
r: Ms.
Address

First Name Itt.L.11

City State

Telephone. please (

Area code

Signature

del Nam'

We reserve the right to request additional information or reject any appIrcatron
Limited to new members. continental USA only One membership per family.
Local taxes if any will be added

"'Cassette members will be serviced by the BMG Music Service
current Music Service members are not eligible.

 I PREFER CASSETTES!
(You may choose
cassettes with the same
10 -day no -obligation
privilege Full member-
ship details will follow.)

are trademarks of General Electric Company. Photocopies of this couponare
acceptable.

USA BMG logo TM BMG Music
BFDYJ AS



CD Recorders
For Sale

T'S human nature, I guess. Whatev-
er you have, you always want a little
more. A hundred dollars in your
checking account? Two hundred
would be better. A Hyundai in your
driveway? Gosh, that new Cadillac

STS looks nice. The same thing is true
with audio technology. About five
minutes after the compact disc was
introduced, someone asked, "Is there
any way you could make it record-
able?" Understandably, after sinking
hundreds of millions of dollars into the
development of the CD, Philips and
Sony couldn't understand why a com-
pact and sturdy disc able to hold 74
minutes of high-fidelity stereo audio
wouldn't be enough to satisfy people.

Nevertheless, the questions about
recording capability kept coming, and
ten years later audio manufacturers
have fulfilled that desire and begun to
market CD recorders (CD -R). These
devices aren't cheap (they are aimed
at professional recordists and high -
end enthusiasts), but they fulfill the
dream of loading a blank disc and
recording your own music. Moreover,
once recorded, the disc can be played
back on any CD player.

The task of modifying the original
CD specifications to permit recording
proved to be almost as challenging as
the invention of the CD itself. Com-
plete data -encoding circuitry had to be
added to the player, and a new disc
had to be designed. The playback -only
CD was designed to hold prerecorded

SIGNALS
by Ken C. Pohlmann

data in the form of tiny pits, and play-
back is accomplished by shining a
laser beam on the surface and monitor-
ing the changes in intensity of the
reflected beam. To be playable in stan-
dard CD players, a recordable disc
would have to use the same playback
mechanism. Thus, the recording medi-
um would have to be about as reflec-
tive as a standard CD. After consider-
able research, a disc was developed
that is 73 percent reflective (the CD
standard calls for at least 70 percent)
and permits heat -mode recording. To
achieve the required reflectivity, how-
ever, the recording layer must be
backed with a gold layer.

The disc is made of a polycarbonate
substrate, a solid -dye recording layer,
a gold reflective layer, and a top pro-
tective layer. A writing laser with 4
to 8 milliwatts of power passes
through the substrate and heats the
dye layer to 250° C. It melts, and the
adjacent polycarbonate layer swells,
creating a pit. To read data, the same
laser beam (now at 0.5-milliwatt pow-
er) is reflected from the pit and its
changing intensity is monitored. Up to
74 minutes of audio can be recorded,
but the disc cannot be erased and
rerecorded. (An aside: LP -sentimen-
talists will be happy to learn that
grooves are back! To increase com-
patibility, CD -R discs are manufac-
tured with a spiral groove to guide the
recording laser.)

With some CD -R recorders, those
adhering to the Orange Book I stan-
dard, you must record through an en-
tire disc without pause. When the end
of the disc is reached, the recorder
automatically records a table of con-
tents (TOC) in the lead-in portion of
the disc so that a standard player can
read it. Newer, Orange Book II re-
corders offer a significant advantage.
A disc can be recorded piecemeal, one
or a few tracks at a time. A partially
recorded disc can be played on the
CD -R recorder, but it cannot be
played on a regular player until the
TOC is recorded in the lead-in area.

A CD -R disc looks like a regular CD
but is distinguished by its gold layer
and the blue dye used for the recording
layer (which looks green against the
gold backing). In addition, if you look
very closely, you might notice addi-
tional data areas within the inner data

circumference, the program -calibra-
tion area (PCA) and program -memory
area (PMA). The recorder uses them to
make a test recording to determine opti-
mal laser writing power and to store a
temporary table of contents until the
recorder writes the final TOC. A CD -R
recorder is the same size as a regular
player but has additional buttons for
recording and other features. For ex-
ample, some recorders let you delete
an unwanted track (perhaps a false
start) from the TOC so that the CD -R
player will skip over it (regular CD
players will continue to play the track).

Both CD -R discs and recorders
have entered the marketplace. Credit
for solving the knotty engineering ob-

About five minutes after
the compact disc was
introduced, someone
asked, "Is there any way
you could make it
recordable?"

stacles in disc design goes to the Taiyo
Yuden company, but already big
blank -media companies such as TDK
are also offering discs. Price? About
$35 to $40 apiece in small quantities. A
number of companies are making CD-
R recorders. Perhaps the slickest is the
Marantz CDR -I, an Orange Book II
model with track -editing capabilities
and Philips Bitstream 1 -bit analog -to -
digital and digital -to -analog convert-
ers as well as optical and coaxial digi-
tal inputs and outputs. Price? $7,000.
Not cheap, but less than other CD -R
recorders and even some high -end CD
players. Will prices come down? Let
history be your guide: The reading
laser in first -generation CD players
cost $300. Now it costs $18.

Without question, the advent of re-
cordable CD's is a great accomplish-
ment-every bit as remarkable as the
development of the original CD. Once
again, audio manufacturers deserve
our unbounded, heartfelt gratitude.
Thanks, guys.

Now, do you think you could make
them erasable?
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A warning to those with toupees, small

vulnerable house pets, and a fear of flying:

Maxell has taken high bias tapes to an even

higher level of performance.

Compared to other tapes, XL//S has a
higher density of magnetic particles.

The tape is

XLII-S. The power

behind it is Black

Magnetite-a
unique magnetic

material recently

harnessed by Maxell engineers.

With 13% greater power than the

magnetic coating on all other high bias

tapes, Black Magnetite helps XLII-S

deliver higher maximum output levels and

wider dynamic range.

Black Magnetite's tiny magnetic par

ticles are not only more powerful than con

ventional gamma ferric oxide particles

they're smaller and

more uniform in shape.

This enables us to

pack more particles

more densely onto the

surface of the tape.

Man/ tapes'
magnetic

particles go on
in a snarl.

HIGH BIAS
During manufacture, conventional

- tapes run through a magnetic field where

- many of the magnetic particles adhere any-

, old -which -way. Like flies on flypaper.

Mcxell's
"'path-

oratation"
technrlogy sets

the peptic/es
straight.

But at Maxell,

we employ a complex

process called "multi -

orientation" to set

the particles straight.

The result is a



BLACK MAGNETITE
smoother magnetic coating, which pro-

duces less AC bias noise.

Unwanted noise is further reduced by

our patented dual -surface base film. One

side of the film is super -smooth for closer

tape -to -head contact. The other is rough,

deliberately so, for a stable ride through

your transport mechanism with the least

possible friction and tape jitter.

These innovations, however, are no

more remarkable than the cassette shell

that houses them.

More rigid and weightier than standard

cassettes, the XLII-S

high resonance -

damping cassette has

been precision en-

gineered to reduce
XLII-S vibration -damping cassette

shell has five support points for
increased rigidity and durability.

modulation noise. By making the window

smaller, for instance, we were able to build

in more anti -resonant material and five

support points instead of three.

All of which helps XLII-S maintain

phase accuracy as well as an extremely

low noise threshold.

You can feel a difference in XLII-S just

by picking up the cassette. Of course, it's

nothing compared to what you'll feel the

moment you press 'play'.

TAKE YOUR MUSIC
TO THE MAX.



Sampling Rates
aI'm interested in the new digital re-
cording formats, but I'm confused
about the different sampling rates

used. Does the 48 -kHz rate employed by
DAT and DCC machines sound any better
than the compact disc's 44.1 kHz?

ERIC ACREE
St. Louis, MO

In digital audio, the only requirement
of a sampling rate is that it be at least
twice the highest frequency the me-

dium is required to carry. The 44.1 -kHz
CD standard, and the 48 -kHz rate used
by the different recordable media, were
chosen for a variety of nonaudio rea-
sons, but both are comfortably above the
bare -minimum 40 kHz required to repro-
duce a full 20,000 -Hz signal bandwidth.
The CD standard does allow a slightly
narrower overall recording bandwidth,
but that has nothing to do with sound
quality. The proposed digital broadcast
satellites will use 32 kHz, and that does
restrict the system to a maximum of 16
kHz, but most of us can't hear much
above that anyway; FM radio goes only
to 15 kHz, and most people consider it
high fidelity.

Microphone Inputs

Q

I want to use my tape deck for live
recordings, but it doesn't provide mi-
crophone inputs. Is there a way to

connect microphones to the recorder's
line inputs? If not, what do I need to make
live recordings? ROGER WHEATLY

Dallas, TX

AThe standard line inputs provided on a
cassette deck are designed for much
higher signal levels than a micro-

phone can produce. There are a few
recorders on the market that do have
separate microphone inputs, so you

AUDIO il&A
by Ian G. Masters
might consider trading in your present
deck on one of those. Perhaps a more
practical solution, however, would be to
buy an inexpensive mixer with built-in
microphone preamps. This would not
only match signal levels properly but
would enable you to blend the signals
from several microphones and control
the levels of each one individually. Fora
start, check out Radio Shack, which has
several inexpensive models that might
do the trick.

Surround Speakers
aVarious audio salespeople have sug-
gested that the sound quality in a
surround system will be degraded if all

the speakers are not purchased as a set
(from them, of course) and powered
equally. I realize that all speakers hate
their own personalities, but how critical is
it for, say, the center speaker in a Dolby
Pro Logic system to match the main
speakers? TURNER LYLE

Charlottesville, VA

AIt's definitely desirable for all the
speakers in a surround -sound system
to have similar sonic characteristics.

Otherwise, effects moving from one
channel to another would change in
character as well as position. And, in
general, the more power available to
drive any speaker, the less likely you are
to encounter distortion from amplifier
clipping at dramatic (loud) moments.

Still, it's not really necessary for all
channels to be identical. For one thing,
the surround channel in Dolby Surround
rolls off below about 100 Hz and above
about 7,000 Hz, so the rear speakers can
be smaller than the front ones, with
much less extended response. And as-
suming that the front channels are ade-
quately powered and that the rear speak-
ers are at least as sensitive as those in the
front, you can usually get by with a
quarter to a third as much power for the
rear speakers.

The center speaker is more critical,
however. In fact, the center channel is
the main channel in most Dolby Sur-
round mixes, which means that, ideally,
it should have as much power available
to it as the left and right front speakers. It
should also match the tonal quality of the
left and right speakers as closely as
possible, at least from the lower mid-
range through the treble. This means
that it's almost always best to use a
center speaker from the same manufac-
turer as that of the main stereo speakers,
if not exactly the same model. Fortu-
nately, the Normal mode in Dolby Pro
Logic sends center -channel bass infor-
mation (below 100 Hz or so) to the left
and right front speakers, enabling you to

use a smaller speaker for the center
without losing low -frequency impact or
running into power -handling limitations.
If the three front speakers are properly
matched, the system should perform
well. As for the surround speakers, ex-
act matching is less crucial, although if
they sound too different from the front
speakers they may begin to affect the
system's overall balance.

Level Matching
When I make tapes to play in my car, I
have a lot of difficulty keeping the
sound level consistent from one song

to the next. I assume radio stations do it
by using some sort of automatic black
box. Is such a thing available to ordinary
folks? CARL SHRADER

Albertson, NY

ASome broadcasters do use various
forms of signal processing-primari-
ly compression and peak limiting-

both to maximize their output and to
homogenize their sound. Whatever the
commercial justification for such pro-
cessing, audiophiles and equipment
manufacturers have usually considered
it a reduction of fidelity, so there has
been little demand for consumer ver-
sions of the equipment. Switchable com-
pression circuits have been included oc-
casionally in car CD players, however,
and some NAD home players incorpo-
rate such a circuit, primarily for use in
making tapes for the car or for playing
background music.

For most of us, the only satisfactory
way to achieve good balance from selec-
tion to selection is by ear. The main thing
to realize is that the level meters on your
tape recorder are not necessarily a reli-
able guide for assembling different
pieces of music into a program. Nowa-
days, most such meters indicate peak
level, and that's useful for preventing
overload, but our impression of apparent
loudness has more to do with the average
level of a signal, which most meters
don't show (although older VU meters
did approximate it). For example, a
piece of music with a lot of high -frequen-
cy percussive content will read relative-
ly high on peak meters, yet come out
sounding quiet, while a "warmer" piece
can be pushed to a higher average level
and still not overload. Only experience
and a lot of trial and error will tell you the
proper corrections to make. D

If you have a question about hi-fi, send
it to Q&A, STEREO REVIEW,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
Sorry, only questions chosen
for publication can be answered.
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Henry Kloss Does It Again.
"Henry Voss has demonstrated
a rare talent for spotting
important new concepts and
incorporating them into readily
affordable consumer products.
He new models have stemmed

from a deeply rooted desire to
mow audio technology for-
ward and provide bgers with
previously unavailable benefits."
Audio Maganne, February 1992

Audio Hall of Fame member Henry Kloss
created the dominant speakers of the '50s (AR),
'60s (KLH) and ' 70s (Advent). Now he's created
a new kind of audio company with factory -direct
savings...Cambridge SoundWorics.

The SurroundTM II. Price
Breakthrough In Dipole Radiator

Surround Speaker.
The Surround II is specifically designed for use

as a rear/side speaker in Dolby Surround or DSP
systems. They "surround" the listener with non-
dfrectional ambient sounds, unlike conventional
speakers that are designed to create a precise
stereo "stage'

The Surround II is a dipole radiator. Mounted
on the side walls of your listening room, the
sound is directed towards the
front and rear of the room, using

The Surround I I delivers dipole radiaux
surround sound performance at afar -
don of the cost of carpeting speakers
using similar technology

And Again.
phase cancellation to create a null in the direc-

tion of the listener. The sound then reaches the
listener from all directions, the way it was meant
to be heard. The acoustic performance of The
Surround H is essentially identical to that of
our original surround speaker, The Surround!
At $249 pr., The Surround II is the value on
the market.

Introducing The In -Wall
AmbianceTm Speaker System.

Ambiance In -Wall provides overall per-

formance (particularly deep bass response)
unmatched by its competitors. Unlike many
in -wall speakers, Ambiance In -Wall uses

a true acoustic suspension enclosure. We know
of no other system like it that can match its

bass performance.
Henry Kloss designed Ambiance In -Wall with

Our Ambiance in-Wzil spearrs use a true acoustic
suspension sealed cabfrietfor optimum buss response.

a wide dispersion tweeter delivering
accurate response over a wide area.
Place Ambiance In -Wall where it
looks right in your wali (or your
ceiling), and still have it sound ifght
no matter where you are in the room.

Stereo Review said Ambiance "easily held
its own against substantially larger, more expen-
sive speakers'Ambiance In -Wall is also wry
simple to install-it's a custom installer's and do -it -
your selfer's delight f At $329 a pair ($165 each),

direct from the factory it's an outstanding value.

7,07001.0 7V into a home theater! In our catakgyoull
find complete Dolby Sigmund Sound .rystems starting
at lab .000.

CALL 1-800-FOR-HIFI.

24 hours a day 365 days a year. send
you our 48 -page color catalog with components
from Cambridg SoundWorks, Pioneer, Philips,
Denon and others.

144 1Cnow How lb
Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS
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The Critics Love Ensemble
And Ensemble II.

What's The Difference, Anyway?
Cambridge SoundWorks changed

the audio world when we began
direct -marketing Ensembles by Henry
Kloss. Ensemble is a revolutionary
dual-subwoofer/satellite speaker
system offering all-out performance,
without cluttering up your room with
huge speaker cabinets. Available onfr
factory -direct from Cambridge
SoundWorks, with no expensive
middle -men, Ensemble is priced at hun-
dreds less than it would have sold for in
stores. Audio magazine says Ensemble

"may be the best value in the world:'

And Then There Were Two.
Now Cambridge SoundWorks has

introduced Ensemble II, a more affordable
version of Ensemble using only one cabi-
net to hold both subwoofer drivers.
Ensemble II has joined Ensemble in the
ranks of the country's best-selling speak-

The real difference is in the subwoofer.

ers. We believe Ensemble II is a better
system than the new Bose' AM -5 Series
II. And because we sell it factory -direct,
it's half the price. Stereo Review said

"Ensemble II performs so far beyond its
price and size that it can be compared
only with much larger speakers at sub-
stantially higher prices." We agree with
the writer who said, "It's hard to imagine
going wrong with Ensemble." The question
is, which Ensemble system is right foryou?

The Same
Satellite Speakers.

When you listen to either Ensem-
ble system, almost 90% of the music
you hear is being reproduced by the
satellite speakers. Both Ensemble
and Ensemble II use satellite speak-
ers that are virtually identical
Unlike many competing systems,
Ensemble's satellites are true two-

way speaker systems, each containing a
high performance tweeter and a 4 -inch
woofer. Stereo Review said, "The Ensemble
satellites delivered a smoother output than

Pue acoustic
suspension,
sealed subwoofer
cavity.

Cavity acts as
acoustic band-pass
filter

S.

"Ensemble may be the
best value in the world."

Audio
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many larger and more expensive speakers."
Small (8'/8" x5% " x4") and unobtru-

sive, they'l fit into the decor of any room.
They're available in scratch -resistant
gunmetal grey Nextel, or primed so you
can paint them any color you wish.

Ensemble satellite speakers are available primed for
painting, so they can matchyour decor exactly.

The Same Overall Sound.
In many rooms, Ensemble II sounds

virtually me same as Ensemble, especially
when Ensemble's two subwoofers are
placed tight next to each other. The real
difference between the two systems is
that Ensemble, with its two ultra -compact
subwoofers (12" x 21" x 414"), gives you
ultimate placementflexibilioi.

The Same Attention Tb Detail.
Ensemble and Ensemble II are con-

structed with the very best materials and
no -compromise workmanship. Their
subwoofers use heavy-duty woofers in
true acoustic suspension enclosures. The
satellites are genuine two-way systems
with very high quality speaker compo-
nents. Individual crossover networks are

built into every cabinet for maximum
wiring flexibility. Robust construction is
used throughout, featuring solid MDF
cabinets and solid metal grilles.

The Same
Factory -Direct Savings.

Cambridge SoundVVorks products are

available on factory -direct. By eliminat-
ing the mid le -men, we're able to sell
Ensemble and Ensemble II for hundreds
less than if they were sold in stores.

The Same 30 -Day Total
Satisfaction Guarantee.

Choosing a loudspeaker after a brief
listen at a dealer's showroom is like decid-
ing on a car after one quick trip around
the block. So we make it possible to audi-

tion our speakers the right way-

Stereo vstemsftatufing Ensemble and Ensemble II
speakers with Pioneer or Philips electronics start at
only $799, including CD player. Dolby Surround
Sound systems start at only $999.

in your own home. You get to listen for
hours without a salesman hovering near-
by. If within 30 days you're not happy,
return your speaker system for a full re -

CAMBRIDGE
Sot st_MoR

"Ensemble II performs so far
beyond its price and size that it
can be compared only with
much larger speakers at
substantially higher prices."

Steno Review

fund. We even reimburse original UPS
ground shipping charges in the continental
United States.

The only difference in satellites is that the original
Ensembles use gold-plated connectors that allow use
of even the heaviest gauge wire.

The Real Difference: The
Ultimate Placement Flexibility

Of Dual Subwoofers.
Placement of bass and high -frequency

speakers in a room-and how those
speakers interact with the acoustics of the
room-has more influence on the overall
sound quality of a stereo system than just
about anything. As an alternative to
spending hundreds (or thousands) of
dollars on this or that "latest" amplifier
or CD player design, you should invest
some of your time experimenting with
various speaker positioning schemes.
Ensemble's two ultra -slim (4'/2") sub -
woofers give you more placement flexibil-
ity than any speaker system we know of
(including Ensemble II), and is most likely
to provide the performance you want
in real world...in-your room.

How To Order.
The dual-subwoofer Ensemble system

is available in two versions. With hand-
some black -laminate subwoofers for $599.
Or with black vinyl -clad subwoofers for
$499. Ensemble II is priced at $399. For
more information, a free 48 -page catalog,
or to order...

CALL 1-800-FOR-HIFI

24 hours a day, 365 days a year. We'll
send you our 48 -page color catalog with
stereo and surround sound components
and systems from Cambridge SoundWorks,
Pioneer, Philips, Denon and others.
Because we sell factory -direct, eliminating
expensive middle -men, you can save
hundreds of dollars.

VW Know How lb
Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

C 1992 Critbridge SoundlAbria. Ensemble is a registered trademark of
Cambridge BoundVbrits. Ambiance and The Surround are trademarks of
CambridgeSounhbrits. AR & Advent are trademarks ollensen laboratories
Bose is a registered trademark of Bose Corporation. Prices do not include
shipping. 'Only the connecting tenninars are different.
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Alpine 7980 In -Dash
Tuner/CD Changer

EVERY once in a while, a product
comes along that is so ground-
breaking, so practical, and so de-
sirable that a really objective re-
view is almost impossible. The
Alpine 7980 is just such a product:

About 3 seconds after unpacking it, I
knew that I had to have one for my car.

The 7980 is an in -dash CD player
with an AM/FM tuner. Nothing partic-
ularly remarkable about that nowa-
days, except that it loads and plays not
one CD but three. It is, in fact, an in -
dash CD changer, combining the con-
venience of the hands-on disc selec-
tion of a dashboard player with the
convenience of hands-off multidisc
playback of a trunk -mounted changer.
In -dash CD players with the capability
of controlling a changer come close to
this level of convenience, but the extra
cost of an outboard changer, the has-
sle of installing it, and the trunk space
it gobbles up are all drawbacks.

The 7980's front panel is pure Al-
pine, featuring the company's trade-
mark array of six large, green -lighted
translucent buttons. The styling is
subtly different from that of past Al-
pine equipment, however, with a
smoother, more rounded look that
gives a fresh, contemporary appear-
ance. A knob is used to control a
variety of functions: volume, treble,
bass, balance, and fader. The knob is
continuously variable so that any set-
ting in any mode is instantly available.
You monitor your adjustments via an
alphanumeric liquid -crystal display
(LCD) that indicates which mode you

Ken C. Pohlmann, Hammer Laboratories

are in and its setting. The bass and
treble controls have an interesting hid-
den feature: Their settings are auto-
matically and individually memorized
for AM, FM, and CD playback. When-
ever a source is selected, the bass and
treble controls return to its settings.
To switch between modes, you simply
press the knob repeatedly until you get
to the one you want. Power is switched
with a small nearby pushbutton.

Above the knob is a cluster of small
buttons. The D.SEL/DX button is used
to select one of the three loaded discs
when listening to CD's or to switch
between distant and local sensitivity
when listening to the radio. The eject
button is used to eject the three -disc
cartridge. The mono button switches
the tuner between stereo and mono,
and the button labeled P.SCAN se-
quences through the tuner presets,
giving you a brief sample of each sta-
tion (automatically skipping any that
may have become too weak for clean
reception). When the tuner is in use,
the DisPrruNE button switches be-
tween manual tuning, automatic -seek
tuning, and automatic -store tuning,
which loads the six strongest receiv-
able stations into the selected preset
bank. During CD playback, the button
switches the display between disc/
track numbers and elapsed time.

A mechanical button levers a handle
forward so that the 7980 can be re-
moved from its mounting chassis. The
handle is made of sturdy metal, and,
unlike the cheesy plastic handles on
some other head units, it should re-

main unbent even after extensive use.
There are three small buttons on the

front panel's far right-hand side. The
Disc button is used to switch to CD
playback and to toggle between play
and pause. The DAP (direct access pre-
set) button enables you to store any
combination of AM and FM station
frequencies in a bank of six DAP memo-
ries. The remaining eighteen presets
are grouped in three banks selected
with the TUNER/BAND button.

Directly to the right of the display
are the six large, green buttons. In
tuner mode they let you choose among
the presets in a selected bank. In CD
playback, the same six buttons take on
distinct disc -related functions: mix,
which initiates random track selec-
tion; REPEAT, which is used to replay a
single track or an entire disc; SCAN,
which plays the first 12 seconds of
each track; PTM (preferred track mem-
ory), which you can use to program a
sequence of as many as six tracks from
the three discs; and CLEAR, which
deletes tracks from the PTM.

A vertical rocker button to the left of
the display is used to tune up and down
the radio band, to skip from track to
track on a CD (when pressed briefly),
or to scan forward or backward on a
disc (when held down). Besides CD
disc and track numbers and elapsed
time, the display has indicators for the
tuner preset number, band, stereo,
distant sensitivity (Dx), and other op-
erational modes. The green illumina-
tion is quite effective, and all buttons
and controls are backlit.
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Nestled beside the lone knob is an
infrared window to receive commands
from a wireless remote control. The
supplied remote is the length and
width of a credit card and about three
times as thick. It has nine buttons:
MODE, to switch between CD and tun-
er; MUTE, which reduces the volume
by 20 dB; a pair of up/down volume
buttons; another pair of up/down but-
tons for stepping through station pre-
sets or CD tracks; BAND for selecting
the tuner band and preset bank; and
UP/SEEK/DISC, which tunes across the
radio band or selects the next CD.
Designed to work with a number of
Alpine head units, the remote also has
an EXT/DAT button that is inactive with
the 7980.

The front panel's most prominent
feature is the tall loading slot (giving
the 7980 a look very reminiscent of old
eight -track tape players) designed to
accept a three -disc cartridge. CD's
slip into three partitions inside the
cartridge, label side up, and are eject-
ed by mechanical levers. You load a
cartridge into the head unit by pushing
it into the slot until it docks. That the
player's interior is very cramped is
evident whenever a disc is changed:
The cartridge temporarily pushes part-
way out, protruding about 3 inches in
all, to make room for the disc -change
operation, then slides back in. Three-
inch CD's can be loaded into the car-
tridge with ring adaptors.

The changer mechanism's space re-
quirements forced the tuner circuitry
into a separate hideaway chassis,
which also serves to isolate the 7980's
analog output electronics from the
high -frequency clock signals in the CD
player. The tuner/output chassis con-
nects to the dash unit by a single eight -
pin DIN cable. To increase installation
flexibility, Alpine thoughtfully sup-
plies a 6 -foot -long extension cable.
There are no user controls on the
hideaway unit-just four phono jacks
for stereo front and rear line outputs to
downstream power amplifiers. A pow-
er harness on the hideaway has leads
for chassis ground, ignition, battery,
remote turn -on, power antenna, and
audio mute, and, of course, there is
also an antenna lead.

The removable CD chassis connects
to its mounting sleeve by an eleven -pin
socket that floats slightly to prevent
docking -alignment problems. The
mounting sleeve sprouts a pigtail DIN

Why Other Lo eaker
Companies Cant Runnis Ad.

There are almost 400 speaker companies in the United States.
But none of them can offer you all this...

Audio Hall of Fame member Henry Kloss.
Cambridge SoundWorl:s products are designed by our
co-founder. Henry Kioss, who created the dominant
speakers of the '50s (AR), '60s (KU -1) and '70s (Advent).

High performance transportable system.
Our Model Eleven combines a powerful 3 -channel amplifier,

two satellite speakers and a BaSSraCen' subwoofertanying
case. ),Nbrics on 110, 220 & 12 -volts.

V* eliminated the expensive middle -men.
By selling factory -direct to the public, we eliminate huge
distribution expenses. Don't be fooled by our reasonable
prices. Our products are wrywell made.

Audio experts on call 365 days a year.
Our knowledgeable audio experts mot clerks) are on duty
for achice, hook-up information. or orders, 8AM-midnight
every day, including Sundays and holidays.

Ambiance ultra -compact speaker system.
W think ;Ambiance is the best "mini" speaker on the

market, regardless of price. Deep bass and high-frequenc
dispersion are unmatched in its category.

30 -Day lbtal Satisfaction Guarantee.
"Ity our speakers in your cnvn home. with your music, for
30 days. If you're not satisfied. return them for a refund.
111' even refund original ground shipping charges.

The best values in Dolby Surround Sound.
Vte believe The Surround and The Surround II are the
cotuuy's best values in surround speakers. Complete Dolby
Surround Sound systems start at under 51,000.

Free48-page color catalog.
Our catalog is loaded with highAalue systems and audio
products from Cambridge SoundlAbrics. Pioneer, Philips.
Denon, Sony, Thorens and more.

Mil send you our 48 -page color catalog with components
from Cambridge Sound INbrks, Pioneer Philips, Denon and others.

vtt Know How 71) Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
154 California St., Suite 1021U, Newton, MA 02158 '1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936 We ship worldwide, including APO & FPO.
'$2 Camendge Sound,Ateks Etwernbk s a registered trademark of Cambndge SoundWorks

Ambance aid The Strand ate trademarks of Can*,, SoureAbrks 11i Et Advent are trademark d knsert Liboratones  Exert for cnerail paver harder capabity

CALL 1-800-FOR-HIFI* 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
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The Breakthrough.

The original Adcom GFA-555 power amplifier.

The New Breakthrou
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The new Adcom GFA-55.511 power amplifier."'-
Upon its introduction, the Adcom GFA-555

power amplifier was considered a breakthrough in
audio technology. Rated superior to amplifiers cost-
ing two and three times as much, some critics had
difficulty in naming a better component at any price.

Now, after years of using the GFA-555 as their
model of superior performance and value, Adcom
engineers announce another breakthrough. The new,
upgraded GFA-555II, rated at 200 watts per
channel*, offers greater stability, superior heat
dissipation and less distortion. It is everything
which made the GFA-555 "...one of the best selling
amplifiers of all time,"** and more.

With the GFA-555II, Adcom begins a new gener-
ation of amplifiers, designed to set a new standard
for performance at a reasonable price... giving more

and more music lovers the opportunity of experiencing
the thrill of sonic perfection without the shock of
exorbitant costs.

Visit your Adcom dealer and listen to the new
GFA-555II. Then ask its price. You'll hear how good
this new breakthrough sounds.

*Power output watslchannel, continuous both channels driven into 8
ohms, 20 Hz - 20 kHz at less than 0.04% THD.

**Stereophile, October 1990.

details you can hear

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire. Quebec H9R 4X5
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CAA STEREO
cable that connects to the one from the
tuner chassis and a dimmer lead so
that the brightness of the front -panel
illumination can be regulated by the
car's lighting circuits.

Inside the head unit is an eight-
times-oversampling filter feeding hy-
brid l-bit/20-bit digital -to -analog (D/A)
converters. Like most other modern
tuners, the 7980's uses phase -locked -
loop digital frequency synthesis. The
head unit also contains a temperature
sensor, which shuts it down if things
get too hot.

Lab Tests
The Alpine 7980 performed well on

the test bench. The CD player's fre-
quency response was flat within about
half a decibel across the audio band,
and its distortion was quite low. Dy-
namic range and signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N) likewise were quite good. D/A
linearity error at -90 dB was a mere
0.4 dB (excellent even for a home
deck), and de -emphasis error was out-

standingly low. Defect tracking was
good though not great.

The tuner section also performed
well, turning in excellent sensitivity
and alternate -channel selectivity fig-
ures (adjacent -channel selectivity was
just average). Image and AM rejection
were both good, and noise and distor-
tion were low in stereo as well as
mono. In the preproduction sample
supplied to us, the bass and treble
controls were slightly erratic-exhib-
iting different boost and cut ranges at
different times, for example-possibly
because of a software glitch.

Installation
Installing the Alpine 7980 was mar-

ginally tougher than average, but far
easier than putting in a typical head-
unit/changer combo. It was an easy
matter to fit the mounting sleeve into
my car's dashboard, bending tabs
where necessary and securing a rear
mounting strap. The head unit itself
simply slipped into the sleeve. If you

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

 Compact Disc Section
Maximum output level: 2.24 volts

Frequency response: 20 to 20,000 Hz
+0.08, -0.45 dB
De -emphasis error: -0.04 dB at
16,000 Hz

Channel separation: 60.3 dB
at 1,000 Hz, 57.2 dB at 20,000 Hz

Dynamic range (A -weighted): 97.2 dB

Signal-to-noise ratio (A -weighted):
%.1 dB

Harmonic distortion (THD + N at
1,000 Hz): 0.028% at 0 dB, 0.038%
at - 20 dB

Linearity error: + 0.4 dB at - 90 dB

Interchannel phase shift: 0.2 degree
at 20,000 Hz

Defect tracking: tracked 1,250 -
micrometer errors on Pierre Verany
#2 test disc

 Tuner Section (all measurements
FM only except frequency response)

Usable sensitivity (mono, 75 -ohm
input): 13.8 dBf

50 -dB quieting sensitivity (mono,
75 -ohm input): 23.0 dBf

Harmonic distortion (THD + N) at
65 dBf: mono, 0.44%; stereo, 0.76%

Signal-to-noise ratio at 65 dBf:
mono, 70.3 dB; stereo, 51.2 dB

Channel separation at 1,000 Hz (65
dBf): 37.2 dB

AM rejection (65 dBf): 48.6 dB

Capture ratio (65 dBf): 2.0 dB

Selectivity: alternate -channel, 90.6
dB; adjacent -channel, 7.2 dB

Image rejection: 67.0 dB

Frequency response: FM, 30 to
15,000 Hz +0, -1.9 dB; AM, 30 to
3,000 Hz +0.6, - 7.5 dB

Maximum output voltage (FM, 100%
modulation): 0.74 volt

 Preamplifier Section

Treble -control range: + 10.3,
- 10.2 dB at 10,000 Hz

Bass -control range: + 10.7, -10.5
dB at 100 Hz

Our
Transportable

Component
System.

Model Eleven
110, 220 0112 volts

Audio Catalog
Our 48 -page color catalog is

loaded with stereo components
and music systems from
Cambridge SounNbrks,
Pioneer, Philips, Denon,
Sony, Thorens and others.

Because you buy factory -

direct, you can save hundreds of dollars.
you can buy a complete Dolby

Surround Sound system -with our Ensemble II
subwoofer-satellite speaker system, rear
speakers, Pioneer Dolby Surround receiver, CD
player and system remote -for under $1,000.
So call today and find out what thousands and
thousands of satisfied customers already
know: This is the right way to get the tight
deals on the right audio components.

 Call toll -free for factory -direct savings.

 Save hundreds on components and systems
from Cambridge Soun&brks, Pioneer,
Philips, Denon, Sony and more.

 Audio experts will answer your questions,
before and after you buy. 8AM-midnight,
365 days a year -even holidays.

 30 -day lbtal Satisfaction Guarantee on all
Cambridge SoundWorks products.

CALL 1-800-FOR-HIFI
24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

lAtIlsend you our 48 -page color catalog with
components from Cambridge SotuichAbrks,
Pioneer; Philips, Denon and others.

Iht Know How TO
Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

154 California St., Suite 102IU,Newton, MA02158
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229 Canada: 1-800-525-4434

Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
C 19.2 Cambridge SoundMIcs

0 Inamble a reglered trademark of Cambndg SoundWarks.
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CAR STEREO
don't need removability, the unit can
be permanently installed without the
mounting chassis.

Next I mounted the tuner chassis in
my car's front trunk. It could be locat-
ed almost anywhere, even stuffed in-
side the dashboard, but I hate to leave
things dangling and preferred to
mount it securely. Unfortunately, the
tuner chassis has no integral mounting
brackets, so a little custom metal
bracket work was required. Finally, I
attached the DIN cable between the
units, hooked up the tuner's power
harness and antenna leads, and con-
nected the four audio outputs.

Road Tests
I loaded three CD's into the car-

tridge, filled up a CD wallet as well,
and hit the South Florida roadways.
The changer's mechanical operation
was pretty smooth, with the normal
sound of gears and motors when it was
changing discs. It took about 18 sec-
onds to change discs-not fast, but not
too bad. The in -and -out cycling of the
cartridge during disc changes took
some getting used to, though. Also,
when ejecting the cartridge, you have
to wait while the cartridge pushes out
to unload the playing disc, pulls in
again, and then pops out (total time,
about 12 seconds). If you try to pull the
cartridge out too soon, the player stub-
bornly won't let go. A minor problem
to watch for: In my car, it was impossi-
ble to shift into second gear while the
cartridge was protruding to change
discs-not enough clearance.

Sonically, the player was absolutely
superb. There was no hint of distortion

or noise, and even a fade -to -zero test
signal failed to elicit any audible low-
level nonlinearity. In short, Alpine did
not cut any corners when adding mul-
tidisc capacity to this player; indeed,
this changer performs better than
many single -disc players. It did skip
when I drove across seismic -quality
railroad tracks, but about half of the
CD players I've evaluated have failed
this very abusive test.

The tuner section was an altogether
worthy companion to the excellent CD
player. Alpine's design team made a
wise decision in moving the tuner elec-
tronics to an external box instead of
trying to squeeze it into the head unit
itself. Undoubtedly, the extra space
permitted the use of more sophisticat-
ed tuner circuitry, which performed
better than the tuners in most other
head units. Reception of weak stations
was quite good-aided by the option
of manually selecting distant or local
sensitivity and of switching to mono
when necessary-and multipath dis-
tortion was low even in the shadows
of skyscrapers. Sound quality was
more than satisfactory, especially un-
der strong signal conditions.

The Alpine 7980 is one of the most
exciting car audio products to come
along in years. Development work on
in -dash CD changers had been ru-
mored for some time, and undoubted-
ly we will see competing models in the
months to come, but Alpine was the
first to bring one to market, and it has
done a superlative job in the design
and execution. And I'm not just saying
that so they'll give me a good deal
when I buy one.

". . . Yes, I think I felt the bass from your subwoofer just then-
you say you've got it hooked up in your garage?"

Stereo Review presents

THE BASIC
REPERTORY
ON COMPACT DISC

a critical

discography

new for

1992
 n response to readers' requests, the
 noted critic Richard Freed has cho-
sen the best available CD recordings of
the standard compositions in the classi-
cal orchestral repertory. Hundreds of
recordings of symphonic works from
Bach to Wagner!

To receive your copy of this useful
pamphlet, send a self-addressed

business -size (#10) envelope, stamped
with 520 postage, and a check or money
order for $3, payable to Stereo Review
(no cash, please), to The Basic Reper-
tory, Stereo Review, 1633 Broadway,
New York, NY 10019. Outside the
United States, where you cannot buy
American stamps, send the self-ad-
dressed envelope and $4 (payable in
U.S. funds) to the same address.
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JTX3'69 WITH 190 WAFTS PEAK POWER

CRANK UP A FAIR OF NEW JENSEN EX'S. THE SPEAKERS THATGO FROM 0 -TO -190 MIND-

BLOWING WATTS OF CLEAN, UNDISTORTED SOUND. THAT'S BECAUSE THE"' HAVE A
MYLAR DYNAMIC TWEETER FOR PURE HIGHS AT ANY VOLUME. AND A SPECIAL HIGH-

TECH, HIGH -GLOSS COATING ON THE WOOFER FOR EVEN BIGGER BASS. THE KIND OF

SMOOTI- BASS RESPONSE THAT GETS EVERYONE IN HIGH GEAR. FOR OVER 50 YEARS,

JENSEN HAS BEEN MAKING GREAT SPEAHERS. FOR MORE INFORMA-10N AEOUT

THE SPEAKERS THAT WILL MAKE YOU NEVER WANT

TO LEAVE YOJR CAR, CALL 1 -830 -67 -SOUND.

MADE IN USA
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BUYING TIME

Critically Speaking
Reproducing the signal-seventh

in a series on the practical business of

buying audio equipment

IN an audio system, what begins as
sound eventually has to end up as
sound, and the devices that make
that happen, called transducers,
are speakers and headphones. In
both cases, a form of linear motor

pushes air back and forth in step with
the electrical audio signal coming from
an amplifier. The pressure differences
are what we hear as sound.

In some ways, these devices are the
simplest in the audio chain, but they
are also the most critical. Converting a
varying electrical signal to sound is far
from easy, and all speakers are flawed
to some degree. The extent and the
specific nature of the flaws in any
given speaker have to be assessed and
carefully weighed. In the end, you'll
choose speakers whose deficiencies
you can live with.

What you choose will determine
how your whole system sounds. Sonic
differences can occur at other points in
an audio system, but they are insignifi-
cant compared with the variations in
sound from one speaker to another.
The only way to find out what you like
is to get out and do the shops. There
are hundreds of speaker models, so
don't expect the process to be a
speedy one.

Bear in mind as well that your
speakers will make up only half of an
acoustic system; the other half is your
listening room. The materials on your
walls and furniture can have a pro-
found effect on the sound you hear. So
can the shape of the room, where you
choose to sit, where you place your
speakers, what kind of music you lis-
ten to, and what you use for amplifica-

tion. Before you head for the stores,
then, take some time to figure out
where the speakers will be placed,
how big they can be, how loud they
will need to play, how much deep bass
they will need to reproduce, and so
forth. Then you can avoid spending
time looking at products that will turn
out to be unsuitable.

Headphones are easier to choose

because you can listen to them in a
dealer's showroom and know immedi-
ately whether you like them or not.
Speakers will eventually have to inter-
act with your room, and the result may
be unexpected and unpleasant. For
that reason, it's important that you
buy from a dealer who will allow you
to exchange your speakers if they fail
that last, critical test.

BY IAN G. MASTERS



BUYING TIMIS

The Lingo

When hi-fi people discuss
speakers, they use some of the most
whimsical terms in audio. But some of
the phrases are important nonetheless.

WOOFERS AND TWEETERS.
Although most of us look at a box and
say "there's a speaker," we should
really call it a speaker system. Old-
style radios and TV's contained single
speakers that were called upon to
handle the whole audio range, but
virtually all hi-fi speakers divide the
band into two or more parts, with
separate speakers, or drivers, to
handle each. Treble notes are
reproduced by a tweeter, bass ones by
a woofer. Some systems contain a
third driver for frequencies in the
middle, called a midrange (at one time
there was some effort to dub this a
squawker, but even audiophiles
rebelled at that). Occasionally a
system contains extra drivers for the
extremes of the spectrum,
supertweeters and subwoofers, but
"subwoofer" now usually refers either
to a separate unit added to enhance
performance in the lowest octave or to
the low -frequency part of a satellite!
subwoofer system, which typically
features tiny speakers to handle the
midrange and highs.

A speaker system with only a
woofer and a tweeter is a two-way
system; add a midrange and you get a
three-way. Actually, these terms refer
to the way the spectrum is divided, not
the number of drivers. Theoretically,
you could have a system with nine
tweeters and four woofers and still call
it a two-way. The appropriate parts of
the signal are distributed to the drivers
by a crossover network. Some speakers
let you connect the different parts of
the crossover to the amplifier by

i. separate wires, a technique called
biwiring. If separate amplifiers are
used to power the various drivers, the
system is biamplified or triamplified,
which may require the use of a
separate electronic crossover before

1 the amplifiers.

BOXES. The various drivers have to
be mounted in something, and speaker
designers have come up with a number
of enclosure types over the years. By
and large, the variations in enclosure
design concern only low -frequency
performance, their main job being to
prevent the energy radiated by the
back of the woofer from creeping
around and canceling the front wave.
One way is to use a sealedbox that
simply absorbs the back wave. This is
called an acoustic -suspension design.
The other popular type of enclosure
for hi-fi use employs a port or vent that
allows the back wave to escape, in
phase, to reinforce the front wave.
Most ported speakers are called bass -
reflex systems, but other names are
used for specialized variants, such as
passive radiators and transmission
lines. A few horn speakers still exist,
although this is mainly a professional
design technique, and a number of
boxless, flat -panel speakers are
available, mostly using both front and
back radiation to create a spacious
sound stage (such speakers, usually
electrostatic designs, are known as
dipole radiators).

OVER AND AROUND. Headphones
come in two basic forms, depending
on how they relate to a listener's outer
ear. If the phones use ring -shaped
pads that rest on the head without
touching the ear, they are circumaural.
If they use pads that rest on the ears
themselves, as most of today's
lightweight phones do, they are supra -
aural (or open-air). Circumaural
models may have closed backs for
increased acoustic isolation, but they
can also be open instead (and you may
not be able to tell the difference
without carefully reading the manual).
At one time, closed -back phones were
the only way to achieve real bass. But
today headphones of all types boast
fine low -frequency performance, even
the tiniest in -ear, or earbud, models in
which the transducer couples directly
to the ear canal.

WHAT MATTERS
There is really only one thing that
means anything when it comes to
speakers and headphones, and that's
what they sound like. How a designer
makes them sound that way is of im-
portance only to him. What you need
to do is to spend time-lots of time-
listening to what a transducer does.
Before you start, however, there are a
few matters that you should take into
account, even if that only helps you to
eliminate some models.

 SENSITIVITY. Loudspeakers vary
widely in the amount of sound-speci-
fied in decibels of sound -pressure lev-
el (SPL)-they are able to produce
from a given amount of amplifier pow-
er. Even if you don't intend to play
music at ear -shattering levels, both
your listening habits and your listening
room will impose some requirements
on the amplifier/speaker combination.
A very large room, or a very "dead"
(nonreflective) one, will require great-
er acoustic output than a small, "live"
space. Higher output can be achieved
by using more amplifier power, but
beyond a certain point you run the risk
of increasing distortion to high levels
or even of frying your speakers. The
alternative is to choose a fairly sensi-
tive speaker that can make the most of
the watts you have available.

 POSITIONING. Most of us have
only a few places we can put a pair of
speakers, so make sure that the ones
you're considering don't have place-
ment requirements you can't satisfy.
If you can put speakers only on a shelf
against a wall, for example, avoid
those that must sit away from the room
boundaries for best results. And if the
speakers' ultimate locations will be
dissimilar acoustically-one next to a
wall, the other in open space, say-
choose models that are relatively in-
sensitive to placement. If you can,
have the dealer set up your top candi-
dates in positions that come as close as
possible to your own setup, and audi-
tion them from the equivalent of your
own listening position. This will never
give you a perfect idea of what the
speakers will sound like at home, but it
can provide a rough guide.

 IMPEDANCE. Many amplifiers are
unhappy driving speakers with too low
an impedance; distortion or even am -
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Bryan Adams -Waking Up The
Neighbours. Can't Stop This Thing
We Started: etc (A&M) 429.779

Eric Clapton-Rush
(Reprise) 433.714

Pet Shop Boys -Complete
Singles (EMI) 433.425

Jean-Pierre Rampal-
Great Flute Concertos
(Sony Classical)

432471/392477
Yo Yo Ma & Bobby
McFerrin -Hush
(Sony Master) 432.930

The Temptations--Mile-
stone(Motown) 432.740

Rod Stewart -Downtown
Train/Selections From
The Storyteller Anthology
(Warner Bros I 425.322

Hammer -Too Legit To
Quit (Capitol) 433.094

George Strait -Ten
Strait Hits (MCA) 432.617

Tevin Campbell-
TEVIN (Owest/
Warner Bros.) 431.585

Various Artists -New
York Rock & Soul
Revue (Giant) 431.411

Murray Perahia-
Brahms (Sony Classical)

431.379

The Spielberg/Williams
Collaboration -John
Williams. conductor (Sony
Classical) 431.254

Steppenwolf-Born To
Be Wild (MCA)

430478/390474

Neil Young 8 Crazy
Horse Weld (Reprise)

430.645/390.641

The Very Best Of The
Platters (Mercury)

430.611

Erasure -Chorus
(Sire/Reprise) 430.546

Mariah Carey -Emotions. Prince And The N.P.G.-
Title cut plus. Can't Let Go. Diamonds And Pearls.
more (Columbia) 428.029 (Paisley Perk) 427.419

"Juice Ong. Sndtrk
(S 0 U ) 433.243

The Allman Brothers
Band -A Decade Of Hits
1969-79 (Polydor)430439

Frank Sinatra -Sinatra
Repnse/The Very Good
Years (Reprise) 430.363

INKS -Live Baby Live
(Atlantic) 430.298

Eric Clapton-24 Nights
(Reprise) 430.249/390.245

PM Dawn -The Utopian
Experience (Gee Street/
Island) 430.207

New Edition-Gn. Hits.
Vol 1 (MCA) 430.066

Israel Phil. Orch.
Welcomes Berliner Phil.
Mehta cond. (Sony
Class.) 430.041

"The Commitments'
(Sndtrk) (MCA) 429.753

Pixies -Tromp Le Monde
(4AD Ltd /Elektra)429.571

The Ocean Blue -
Cerulean (Reprise/Sire)

429.431

Pearl Jam -Ten (Eg433
Associated) 4

The Cult -Ceremony
(Sire/Reprise) 428.300

Soundgarden-13admo-
torlinger (ABM) 428.250

Ozzy Osbourne-No
More Tears (Epic/
Associated) 428.128

Public Enemy -
Apocalypse 91 (Del Jam/
Columbia) 428.003

Simple Minds -Real Life
(A&MNirgin) 427.203

The Byrds-20 Essential
Tracks (Columbia/Legacy)

426.940

The Robert Cray Band
-Strong Persuader
(Mercury) 426.189

John Williams -I Love A
Parade (Sony Classical)

422.717

Trisha Yearwood
(MCA) 426.148

Clivilles & Cole -
Greatest Remixes, Vol. 1
(Columbia) 431.783

Poison --Swallow This
(Capitol) 433028/393.124

Seal (SireiWa-ner Bros )
425.827

The Best Of Stevie
Nicks (Modern) 425.694

Robyn Hitchcock & The
Egyptians -Perspex
Island (ABM) 425.645

James Brown -CD Of
JB (Polydor) 425.025

Sting -The Soul Cages
(ABM) 424.440

"Phantom Of The
Opera" -Highlights (Ong.
London Cast) (Polydor)

424.333

Roger Waters -The
Wall/Berlin 1990
(Mercury)423.855/393.4350

Tears For Fears -Songs
From The Big Chair
(Mercury) 423.848

"Saturday Night Fever
(Sndtrk.) (Pulydor)

423.806/393401

Rush-Chroricles
(Mercury)

423.780/3930785

The Very Best 01 The
Righteous Brothers -
Unchained Melody
(Verve) 423.772

The Moody Blues-Grt,
Hits (Polydor) 423.756

Blind Faith
(Polydor) 423473

Bachman -Turner
Overdrive -Greatest Hits
(Mercury) 423.657

Scorpions -Crazy World
(Mercury) _423.608
John Mellencamp-Amer-
ican Fool (Rive) 423.566

C & C Music Factory -
Gonna Make You Sweat
(Columbia) 416.933

Eric Clapton-Time
Pieces (Polydor) 423467
Jon Bon Jovl-Blaze Of
Glory (Mercu y) 423400
Crowded House -Wood
face (Capitol) 422.253

Bette Midler-Tor The
Boys " Ong Motion Pic.
Sndtrk (Atlartic) 430.876

U2-Achtur g Baby. The Garth Broocs-Ropin' The Michael Bolton -Time, Love
Fly. Mysteric us Ways. etc Wind. What She's Doing Now. 8 Tenderness. Missing You
(Island) 431.213 mo e. (Libery) 428.862 Now, etc (Columbia) 415.711

Richard Marx -Rush
Street (Capitol) 433.110

Skid Row -Slave To The
Grind (Atlantic) 422220
The Allman Brothers
Band -Shades Of Two
Worlds (Epic)_ 422.212
Bad English -Backlash
(Epic) 422.170

Travis Trill -It's All
About To Change
(Warner Bros.) 422.113

The Psychedelic Furs -
World Outside (Columbia)

422.055

Marc Cohn (Atlantic)
421.552

EMF-Schubert Dip (EMI)
421.487

Midori-Lve Al Carnegie
Hall (Sony Class )420.570

Another Bad Creation-
Coolin' At The Playground
Ya' Know! (Motown)

419.903

Lenny Kravitz -Mama
Said (Virgin) 418.814

Yes -Union (Arista)
417424

Paul McCartney -Tripping
The Live Fantastic/High-
lights (Capitol) 417.477

David Lee Roth -A Little
Ain't Enough (Warner
Bros) 416.610

Gloria Eirrefam-Into The
Light (Epic) 415.943

Big Audio Dynamite
The Globe (Columbia)

414449
Madonna -Immaculate
Collection (Warner Bros /
Sire) 414457
The Traveling
Wilburys-Vol. 3 (Warner
Bros. Wilbury) 413.872

Paul Simon -The
Rhythm Cl The Saints
(Warner Bros ) 412.809

David Bowie -Changes -
bowie (Rykodisc) 412.247
Whitney Houston -I'm
Your Baby Tonight
(Arista) 411.710

John Mellencamp-
Wheneve. We Wanted
(Mercury) 430.231

Enya- Shepherd Moons
(Reprise) 431.718

Warrart-Cherry Pie
(Columbia) 411.389

Toto-Past To Present
1977-1990 (Columbia)

411371
The Vaughan Brothers
-Family Style (Epic/
Associated) 411.306

George Michael -Listen
Without Prejudice. Vol 1
(Columbia) 411181

L.L. Cool J -Mama Said
Knock You Out (Def Jam/
Columbia) 411.165

AC/DC-The Razors'
Edge (ATCO) 410.662

Hollies-Epic Anthology
(Epic) 409.730

Extreme-Pornograllitti
(ABM) 409.003

Jane's Addiction -Ritual
De Lo Habitual (Warner
Bros) 407.098

Wilson Philips (SBK)
406.793

Harry 7.onnick, Jr. -We
Are In _ove (Columbia)

406.645

Vladimir Horowitz -The
Last Recording (Sony
Classical) 405485
Damn Yankees
(Warner Bros ) 405.886

Depectie Mode -Violator
(Sire/Feprise) 405.423

"Pretty Woman"
(Sndtrid (EMI) 405.407

M.G. Hammer -Please
Hammer Don't Hurt 'Em
(Capitol) 403.477

Eddie Money-Grt. Hits
Sound Of Money
(Columbia) 403.428

Nine Inch Nails -Pretty
Hate Pvtachine (TVT)402.438

Kenny G -Live (Arista)
401.505

Robert Palmer -Addictions
Vol 1 (Island) 400.937

Eric Clapton-Journey.
man ( Reprise) 400457
Reba McEntire -
For My Broken Heart
(MCA, 430.090

Jodeci-Forever My
Lady (MCA) 430459
Linda Ronstadt-Cry
Like A Rainstorm -Howl
Like The Wind (Elektra)

389.874
Janet Jackson -Rhythm
Nation 1814 (ABM)

388.918
Bernstein Songbook -
From "West Side Story -
(CBS) 371.088
Michael Bolton -Soul
Provider (Columbia)

383.083
Billy Joel -Storm Front
(Columbia) 387.902

11.4.re

Motley Criie-Decade Of
Decadence '81-'91
(Elektra) 429.316

Chris !seek -Heart
Shaped World (Reprise)

386.144

Tom Petty -Full Moon
Fever (MCA) 382.184

Lynyrd Skynyrd Band-
Skynyrd's Innyrds/Their
Grt. Hits (MCA) 381.129

"Beaches" (Sndtrk.)
(Atlantic) 379.669
Roy Orbison-The All -
Time Hits. Vols. 1 8 2
(CSP) 377.945
The Who -Who's Bener,
Who's Best (MCA)

376.657
Fleetwood Mac-Grt.
Hits (Warner Bros.)

375.782

Journey's Greatest Hits
(Columbia) 375.279
Van Halen-OU812
(Warner Bros ) 369.371

Marvin Gaye -Greatest
Hits (Motown) 367.565

Tom Petty & The Heart-
breakers -Into The Great
Wide Open (MCA)429795

Entertaining America...One Person at a Time. MORE SELECTIONS



Color Me Badd-C.M.B. I Wanna Sex Natalie Cole -Unforgettable. Title cut, The
You Up. more (Giant/Reprise) 426.916 Very Thought Of You, etc (Elektra) 422.279

Two ROOMS
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I I. TON & BEKNIE TAUPIN
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Bonnie Rain -Luck Of The Draw. Come Two Rooms -Celebrating The Songs Of Elton John
And Bernie Taupin (Various Artists). (Polydor) 430.421

AND A CHANCE TO GET
ONE MORE CD -FREE!
See details below.

To Me, many more (Capitol) 423.186

ANY 8 CDs FOR A PEN
Amy Grant Heart
In Motion(A&M) 424457
Joni Mitchell -Court and
Spark (Asylum) 367.102
The Best Of The Doors
(Elektra) 357416/397412
U2 -The Joshua Tree
(Island) 354.449
Yes -Fragile
(Atlantic) 351.957

Stevie Ray Vaughan
Double Trouble -The
Sky Is Crying (Epee)

42$2f4
Traffic -The Low Spark
Of High Heeled Boys
(Island) 351.924
The Rolling Stones -
Sticky Fingers (Rolling
Stones Rec.) 350.645

Singles -45's
&Scrndier(&M) 317474
Chicago -GM Hits 1982-
89(Reprise) 401.168

Van Helen For Unlawful
Carnal Knowledge
(Warner Bros.) 420.273
Kronos Quartet -
Pazzolla Five Tango
Sensations (Elektra/
Nonesuch) 418.506

Carreras/Domingo/Pave
-rotti-Favorite Anas
(Sony Master) 425470

R.E.M.-Out 01 Time
(Warner Bros.) 417423

The Police -Every
Breath You Take -The
Singles (MM) 348.318

Beach Boys -Made In
U S A (Capitol) 346.445

Bad Company -10 From
6 (Atlantic) 341.313

A Decade Of Steely Dan
(MCA) 341.073

Jethro Tull--Ong.Masters
(Chrysalis) 340.315

The Cars Greatest Hits
(Elektra) 339.903

Best Of Elvis Costello
8 The Attractions
(Columbia) 339446
Bob Marley & The
Wailers -Legend (Island)

337457
Van Morrieen-Moondance
(Warner Bros.) 349.103

Billy Joel-Grt Hits,
Vols 1 & 2 (Columbia)

3343961396490
Bruce Sprin
Born In Therr -
(Columbia) 326429
Motown's 25 111 Hits
From 25 Yews (Motown)

319496/399498
ZZ Top -Eliminator
(Warner Bros) 319424
Aretha Franklin -30
Greatest Hits (Atlantic)

354793/394799
Elton John's Greatest
Hits (MCA) 319.541

Stevie Wonder-
-Jungle Fever" (Sndtdc.)
(Motown) 412.130

Foreigner -Records
(Atlantic) 311.055

Stevie Wonder's
Original Musiquarium I
(Tamla) 314997/394499
Garth Brooks -No
Fences (Capitol) 411.587

Jesus Jones -Doubt
(SBK) 417491

Barbra Streisand-A
Collection Gil Hits ...8
More (Columbia) 401.141

Bell Biv Devoe-WBBD-
Bootaty (MCA) 424217

Eagles -Their Gil Hits.
1971-75 (Asylum)287003

ALL THI
Richard Elliot -On The
Town (Manhattan)
433.771

Stan Getz -The Best Of
Verve Years, Vol. 1
(Verve) 434706094702
Abbey Lincoln -You
Gotta Pay The Band
(Verve) 432.706
Gerald Albright -Live At
Birdland West (Atlantic)

430.777
Patty Austin-Caaa 86n
(GRP)

David Benoit -Shadows
(GRP) 430452
The Earl Kk4t Trio -Vol.
1 (Warner Bros.) 430.561

Nancy Wilson -With My
Lover Beside Me
(Columbia) 429.225

Fourplay
(Warner Bros) 428.334

Branford Marsalis-The
Beautyful Ones Are Not
Yet Born (Columbia)

428.078
Ella Fltzgereld-The
Cole Porter Songbook.
Vol 1 (Polydor) 426.692

S JAZZ
Nat King Cole-Jumpin'
At Capitol (Rhino)421462

Gyre-Colto.olionso

The Manhattan Transfer
-The Offbeat Of Avenues
(Columbia) 420.208

George Benson Big
Boss Band (Warner Bros.)

412.476

Hattie Hancock -
Maiden Voyage (Blue
Note) 408.724

The Divine Sarah
Vaughan -The Columbia
Years 1949/53 (Columbia)

374.280/394488
John Coltrane -Giant
Steps (Atlantic) 371491
Duke Ellington At
Newport (Columbia Jazz
Masterpieces) 354462
Dave Brubeck Quartet -
Time Out (Columbia Jazz
Masterpieces) 353.060
Miles Davis -Kind Of
Blue (Columbia Jazz
Masterpieces) 353445
The Rippingtons-Curves
Ahead (GRP) 426-874

Creedence Clearwater
Revival -Chronicles 20
Grt Hits (Fantasy)

308.049
Wynton Marsalis-Thick
In The South, Vol 1

(Columbia) 425.587

The Steve Miller Band-
Grt. Hits 1974-78 (Capitol)

290.171

Red Hot Chili Peppers
-Blood Sugar Sex Magi(
(Warner Bros.) 428.367

Saischons mm two numbers ototavn 2 cos and coon, as 2 h wrae notn ntantatts

Meat Loaf -Bat Out Of
Hell (Epic) 274133
Peter Frampton -
Frampton Comes Alive!
(ABM) 262.311/392.316

lriXS-"r
(Atlantic) 412.106

Bruce Springstaen-
Born To Run (Columbia)

257.279

Dire Straits -On Every
Street (Warner Bros.)

426.359

(c) 1992, The Columbia House Company

COLUMBIA HOUSE, 1400 N. Fruitridge Ave.
P.O. Box 1129, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1129
Please accept my membership application under the terms outlined in this
advertisement. I am enclosing check or money order for $186 (that's 1C for the 8
CDs indicated here, plus $1.85 for shipping and handling). I agree to buy six
selections, at regular Club prices, in the next three years -and may cancel
membership anytime after doing so.
My main musical interest is (check one): (Bur i may always choose from any category)

Hard Rock Soft Rock [ Modern Rock Light Sounds Ci Rap
Van Haien, Michael Bolton. R E M . Red Hot Bette Maer. LL. Cool J.
ZZ Top Manah Carey Chili Peppers James Taylor Public Enemy

Heavy Metal R&B/Soul Easy Listening LJ Jazz  Dance Pop
Skid Row, Luther Vandross. Frank Sinatra. The , C&C Music Factory,
Ozzy Osboume Boyz II Men Ray Conniff Eat, Jody Watley

Country: Garth Brooks. Reba McEntire [ ideseical: V. Horowitz, J. Flamm!

Send these 8 CDs for lc
Write one number rn each box

Mrs.
Miss Print ring Norm Moho) Last Noma

Address

Cay

Age

State Zip
Do you hove o VCR? (04) 0 Yes 0 No
Do you have a weak earsit (03) 0 Yes 0 No 430/F92

Extra Bonus Offer:
also send one more CD

now, for which I am enclosing
an additional $6.95.

..and I'm entitled to get
this extra CD FREE!

James Taylor -New Moon
Shine (Columbia) 429.209

Jim Croce -Photographs
Memories -His Gil. Hits

(Sa)al 246468
Simon & Garfunkel's
Greatest Hits (Columbia)

219.477

Bob Dylan's Greatest
Hits Vol. N Cip4111.3unibial.)2)454

21

The Very Best Of The
Everly Brothers
(Warner Bros.) 372.912

Essential John Waite
(Chrysalis) 433472
"Beauty & The Beast"
Original Soundtrack
(Disneyland) 432490
Jerry Garcia Band
(Arista) 428.425/398420
Dan Fogelberg--Grt. Hits
(Full Moon/Epic) 317.149

Vanessa Williams -The
Comfort Zone (Wing)

426.510

Squeeze -Play (MM)
425477

Jimi Hendrix -Smash
Hits (Reprise) 291441
Essential Count Bask

Vol. 1 (Columbia Jazz
Masterpieces) 357.756

Boyz II Men-Cooley-
highharmony (Motown)

424.754

James Taylor's Grt. Hits
(Warner Bros) 291.302

Dawn Upshaw-The Girl
With Orange Lips
(Elektra/ Nonesuch)

424.275
Luther Vendroes-Power
Of Love (Epic) 418.648
Boston (Epic) 269.209

Mariah Carey
(Columbia) 407.510

A Tribe Called Quest -
Low End Theory (Jive)

432.195
Paula Abdul -Forever
Your Girl (Virgin) 374437

Heavy D. & The Boyz-
Peaceful Journey (MCA)

424416

Harry Connick Jr. -
Blue Light, Red Light
(Columbia) 4210191

Mr. Big -Lean Into N
(Atlantic) 418.796

Molly Hatchet -Greatest
Hits (Epic) 416.099
Grateful Dead -
Skeletons From The
Closet (Warner Bros.)

379.406

Eddie Money -Right
Here (Columbia)

Paula Abdul -Spell-
bound (Virgin) 420.257
Firehouse (Epic) 414.018

HERE'S HOW TO GET YOUR 8 CDs FOR lc...
 Just mail the coupon together with check or money
order for $1.86 (that's le for your first 8 CDs, plus $1.85
for shipping and handling).
 You agree to buy just six more selections in the next
three years, at regular Club prices (currently $12.98 to
$15.98, plus shipping and handling) -and you may cancel
membership at any time after doing so.
 Free Music Magazine sent every four weeks (up to 13
times a year), describing the Regular Selection for your
listening interest, plus hundreds of alternates. And Special
Selection mailings up to six times a year (total of up to 19
buying opportunities).
 Buy only what you want! II you want the Regular or
Special Selection, do nothing -it will be sent automatically.
if you'd prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, just
mail the response card always provided by the date
specified.
 You always have 10 days to decide; if not, you may
return the Selection at our expense.
 Half -Price Bonus Plan. If you continue your
membership after fulfilling your obligation, you'll be eligible
for our money -saving bonus plan. It lets you buy one CD
at half-price for each CD you buy at regular Club pnce.
 10 -Day Risk -Free Trial. We'll send details of the
Club's operation with your introductory package. If not
satisfied, return everything within 10 days for a full refund
and no further obligation.
 Extra Bonus Otter: you may take one additional CD
right now at the super -low price of only $6.95 -and you
are then entitled to take an extra CD as a bonus FREE!
And you'll receive your discounted CD and your bonus CD
with your 8 introductory selections -a total of 10 CDs In all!

If the application is missing, write to: Columbia
House, 1400 N Fruitridge Ave, Terre Haute, IN 47811-1129.
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BUYING TIME
plifier damage may result. But the
"nominal impedance" spec that most
speaker manufacturers give is of limit-
ed utility: The single number is an
average over the frequency range or
the value at a single frequency and
may mask potentially damaging im-
pedances at certain frequencies. If the
dealer doesn't know about the imped-
ance characteristics of an otherwise
attractive speaker, and you still want
it, make sure your current amplifier or
the one you are buying works well
with it.

 CONSTRUCTION. A speaker en-
closure should be solid, or it is likely to
buzz or resonate-eventually if not
immediately. A few sharp raps with
your knuckle on all surfaces should
tell you what you need to know. If the
box makes any noise other than a dead
thud, it's probably too resonant. An-
other fairly reliable guide for full -range
speakers and subwoofers is overall
weight: the heavier the better (within
reason).

 APPEARANCE. What a speaker
looks like has nothing to do with how it
sounds, but in most cases a speaker
will be the one component that can't
be stashed away out of sight. You-
and everyone else in your family-will
have to live with the speakers you
choose, so it only makes sense to clear
the design with whoever is going to
have to stare at them. If you can't
come to a consensus, it may be worth-
while to investigate three-piece or in -
wall speakers, which can be made
very inconspicuous, but they aren't
the solution for all tastes or rooms.

 COMFORT. Headphones are the
only audio component that we actually
wear, so it's important not only that
they sound good but that they feel
good as well. Check out the weight for
a start, and then make sure the head-
band isn't uncomfortable-different
heads have different shapes. Also
make sure that the phones clamp se-
curely to your head and won't fall off.
If you are choosing earbuds, make
sure that they fit tightly enough to stay
in your ears, but not so tightly that
they hurt.

WHAT DOESN'T
Speakers have more mythology and
misinformation surrounding them

than anything else in audio. Here is a
small selection:

 FREQUENCY -RESPONSE SPE-
CIFICATIONS. Speaker response
can be measured, and the measure-
ments can be used to predict sound
quality, but the actual curves are
tricky to produce and even trickier to
interpret, so manufacturers usually
don't publish them. The overall re-
sponse figures they do quote are fairly
useless as a basis for choosing a speak-
er. You're better off simply trusting
your ears.

 PRICE AND NAME. Sad to say,
spending more money will not neces-
sarily buy you better sound. Some of
the best -sounding speakers are rela-
tively inexpensive, and there are some
abysmal high -ticket models. More
money might buy you better construc-
tion quality or more power -handling
capability, but these should be consid-
ered only after you have found a sound
you like. By the same token, manufac-
turers are by no means consistent
when it comes to speakers. Last year's
models may be wonderful, this year's
unlistenable (although the variations
within one brand are rarely that dra-
matic). Choosing a name brand be-
cause you know you will be able to get
service later, or even for the status of

the name is okay, but only if the speak-
er sounds good, too.

 DESIGN DETAILS. Excellent loud-
speakers have been produced using a
bewildering variety of design tech-
niques. In the end, that means that no
design approach has an automatic ad-
vantage over the others. So it's safe to
ignore things like crossover frequen-
cies, the materials of the driver cones
and domes (or whether cones or
domes are used), the nature of the
enclosure, and even the number of
drivers used.

GET WITH IT
In most systems, the speakers are
placed at a considerable distance from
the amplifiers that drive them, so it's
important that nothing untoward hap-
pens to the signal as it travels from one
part of the listening room to the other.
Adequate cables are a must, therefore,
for your speakers to give their best.

For short runs, ordinary 18 -gauge
zip cord is probably enough, but for
runs longer than about 10 feet, 16 -
gauge cable should be considered a
minimum, especially with low -imped-
ance speakers. For runs greater than
25 feet or so, you probably should
consider moving up to 14- or even 12 -
gauge wire. Specialty audio cables
sometimes contain heavy -gauge wire,
but they are typically much more ex-
pensive than ordinary cable offering
equivalent performance. Definitely
avoid the skinny, transparent stuff of-
ten sold as "speaker wire."

When you're considering a particu-
lar speaker, have a look at the owner's
manual to see if there are special posi-
tioning or mounting instructions.
Many speakers are designed to func-
tion best when they're placed on
stands, which may or may not be
included with the speakers. It's usual-
ly wise to trust the speaker designer in
this matter, so if stands are recom-
mended, buy them.

Things like spikes to improve a
speaker's physical coupling to the
floor are a matter of some controver-
sy. Some audiophiles swear by them,
while others believe they do no good at
all. If you can, get the dealer to let you
hear the speakers with and without
such accessories. If you can't hear a
difference, save your money.

NEXT: Signal processors
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Flight of the
Bumblebee

.1. HE title of this month's column
was inspired by a letter from a
long-time reader who raises some
very logical questions about loud-
speakers. A "common-sense"
approach failed to resolve them in

his mind, and I was reminded of the
probably apocryphal aerodynamic
analysis proving that a bumblebee
simply cannot fly.

His first question concerns using a
passive radiator or a port so that the
back radiation from the woofer cone
enhances the bass output from the
front of the cone. He asks how this can
be, since the back pressure wave of
the driven cone is perfectly out of
phase with its front wave. Shouldn't
the back wave cancel the front wave,
as happens with an unbaffled speaker?

There is no fundamental difference
between a simple ported enclosure
and one with a passive radiator. Both
operate by shifting the phase of the
back radiation, using the volume of the
box and the mass of the air in the port
or duct as a tuned circuit that reso-
nates at a frequency below the reso-
nance formed by the box volume and
the mass of the driven woofer. The
dimensions of the active and passive
drivers, their mechanical properties,
and the box dimensions are all interre-
lated and must be considered in the
system design. The result, if properly
executed, is output from the passive
cone or port only at frequencies in the
desired enhancement range, below the

TECHNICAL TALK
by Julian Hirsch

woofer's low -frequency cutoff, and in
phase with the woofer output in that
range.

My correspondent's next question
concerns the use of a number of small
speaker drivers to reproduce the full
audio spectrum, citing the well-known
Bose 901 design in which nine 41/2 -inch
drivers operate together over the full
audio range. He recognizes that with
appropriate enclosure design and
equalization, as in the Bose 901, multi-
ple small drivers can handle the low
frequencies, but he wonders how driv-
ers as large as 41/2 inches can also be
effective treble radiators.

Actually, a 41/2 -inch cone can do a
pretty good job of radiating the upper
audio frequencies. True, its response
will roll off in the upper octaves com-
pared to that of, say, a 1 -inch dome
tweeter, but if the system's several
drivers are properly designed for their
purpose, the high frequencies can be
enhanced by equalization to provide
full coverage of the audio spectrum.
Since the signal is divided among sev-
eral drivers, no one of them is required
to handle a large low -frequency signal,
which might produce intermodulation
products with other frequencies.

A potentially more serious problem
when a relatively large cone handles
high frequencies is the narrow disper-
sion ("beaming") that inevitably re-
sults. A 10- or 12 -inch driver cannot
satisfactorily cover the listening area
at high frequencies. But the small
Bose drivers fall between the dimen-
sions of most midrange and treble
drivers, and by using a number of them
radiating in different directions, to-
gether with electronic equalization ap-
plied to the amplifier, the speaker
meets the requirements of a good
home music system.

The reader's final question is a good
one that most of us have probably
puzzled over. How can a single driver
cone simultaneously reproduce the
complex, and totally different, vibra-
tion patterns of a kettledrum, a violin,
and a flute-or a full orchestra?

To understand this, consider the
precise analog of the cone's action that
took place when the recording was
made. All of those sounds, with their
individually complex waveforms, im-
pinged on the diaphragm of a micro-
phone (usually several microphones,

but a single microphone is easier to
explain). That diaphragm vibrated just
as a speaker diaphragm does, and its
motion generated a single complex
electrical signal containing all those
nuances that will later be regenerated
in acoustic form by a loudspeaker.

The key to understanding this pro-
cess is to distinguish between the same
information presented in the frequency
domain and in the time domain. Many
signals can exist simultaneously at dif-
ferent frequencies, which is the cause
of my correspondent's confusion. But
even the most complex spectrum of
frequencies is mathematically and
electrically equivalent to a waveform
that has just a single value at any
instant in the time domain. That wave-
form corresponds to the complex volt-
age output of the microphone, which is
later recreated by the playback de-
vice, amplified, and eventually used to
drive your speaker cones.

So instead of having to create an
infinite number of waveforms simulta-
neously, your speaker cone "merely"
generates a single waveform repre-
senting the instantaneous sum of all
the countless frequency components
of the original sound. This is impres-
sive in itself, but you must keep in
mind that, no matter how complex the
signal may be, in the time domain it
has only a single value at any instant of
time. The speaker cone is never re-
quired to be in more than one place at a
time, no physical laws are violated,
and there is no mystery to it.

The bumblebee doesn't have to be
an aerodynamic expert-it just knows
how to fly without understanding ad-
vanced mathematics. Similarly, you
don't have to grapple with an apparent
paradox or get deeply involved in
mathematics to understand how your
loudspeaker reproduces a huge vari-
ety of different sounds simultaneous-
ly. Just keep in mind that any number
of simultaneous frequencies is equiva-
lent to a single -valued waveform at
each moment and that is all your
speaker is called upon to generate.
The conversion to a frequency spec-
trum takes place in the listener's ears
and brain. Fortunately, you no more
have to be an expert in Fourier trans-
forms to enjoy the sound than a bum-
blebee has to be an aeronautical engi-
neer before it can fly. 0
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Fourth Floor Balcony of the Soniat House, "Where the heat and the tourists can't get to you,"
New Orleans, LA, and the smooth, mellow taste of George Dickel No. 12.

Ain't Nothin' Better.

GEORGE DICKEL NP 12



The only

reason not to

buy an Onkyo

CD Carousel

in

is if you're

to antiques.

The
World's
First 6 Disc
Carousels

With the introduction of the world's first six
disc carousels, Onkyo takes the CD changer
into the future and consigns all other models
to the past.

But, Onkyo's new DX -C909, DX -C606, and
DX -C206 6 Disc Carousels don't accomplish
this by just being "one better" than conven-
tional 5 disc players.

The Integra DX -C909, for example, incorpo-
rates design elements usually reserved for
only the most costly single play components.

It utilizes Onkyo's proprietary Single Bit D/A
Converters and AccuPulse Quartz System for
unsurpassed linearity and stability, resulting in
musical reproduction that's indistinguishable
from the original performance. Onkyo's AEI
Transformer eliminates electro-magnetic flux
leakage (a hazard common to other players)
that can cause distortion. A copper plated
chassis provides greater shielding and lower
noise levels, while optical outputs insure the
purest possible signal transmission.

With Onkyo's new six disc carousels, opti-
mum engineering joins breakthrough conve-
nience for the first time as well. Onkyo's
Next Selection Function lets you change the
next track programmed without interrupting
the track that's playing. No other carousel,
magazine changer or single play machine has
this ability.

So, if you're purchasing a CD changer,
Onkyo's new carousels are really the only
choice you have.

Unless you're into antiques.

ONKILTO
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ 07446 201-825-7950



TEST REPORTS

MTX Soundcraftsmen A200
Power Amplifier
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

MTX SOUNDCRAFTSMEN says its
A200 power amplifier was spe-
cifically designed to drive
loudspeakers of any imped-
ance likely to be encountered
in a home music installation,

from 2 to 32 ohms. Its high current
capability is said to give the A200 the
headroom needed to handle the high-
level dynamic peaks often found in
digital recordings.

The A200's output stages use MOS-
FET's (metal -oxide semiconductor
field-effect transistors), which, like
vacuum tubes, are voltage -driven in
contrast to the current -driven opera-
tion of ordinary bipolar transistors.
MOSFET's have the advantage of be-
ing self -protecting, since the hotter
they get, the less current they pass,
unlike bipolar transistors, which pass
more current as they get hotter and
can destroy themselves in the process.
This enables the A200 to dispense with

current -limiting protection circuits,
which can degrade performance under
some conditions.

Other features of the A200's circuits
include automatic offset correction to
eliminate any DC component in the
outputs of its direct -coupled amplifi-
ers (input -blocking capacitors protect
the speakers from damage should
there be a DC component in the input
signal). The amplifier is protected
against overload damage by thermal
disconnects that shut it down if the
heat -sink becomes dangerously hot.

The Soundcraftsmen A200 is a pow-
erful amplifier, rated to deliver 125
watts per channel into 8 -ohm loads, or
190 watts into 4 -ohm loads, from 20 to
20,000 Hz with less than 0.05 percent
total harmonic distortion (THD). Its
midrange power rating (at 1,000 Hz) is
140 watts per channel into 8 ohms, 200
watts into 4 ohms, and 300 watts into 2
ohms.

Rated frequency response is 20 to
20,000 Hz ±0.1 dB. Slew rate is speci-
fied as greater than 40 volts per micro-
second, damping factor as greater than
200, and signal-to-noise ratio (SIN) as
greater than 105 dB (referred to the
rated output).

Like all other Soundcraftsmen com-
ponents, the A200 is manufactured in
the company's California factory. It
weighs 241/2 pounds and measures 17
inches wide, 10% inches deep, and 51/4
inches high. The all -black exterior fea-
tures a sculptured front panel with
only one control, a square power but-
ton. A small red LED is the power
pilot light, and two small LED's at the
right of the panel serve as clipping
(overload) indicators. Soundcrafts-
men describes these as true peak -clip-
ping indicators, which monitor the am-
plifier's feedback circuit to determine
when its linear limits have been ex-
ceeded. Price: $470. MTX Sound -
craftsmen, Dept. SR, 220 S. Ritchey
St., Santa Ana, CA 92705.

Lab Tests
During the 1 -hour preconditioning

period prior to measurements, with
both channels driving 8 -ohm loads at
one-third rated power, the A200's heat
sinks became quite warm, though not
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TEST REPORTS
too hot to touch. In normal use, the
amplifier ran completely cool.

The clipping -level power output at
1,000 Hz into 8 -ohm loads was 165
watts. Into 4 ohms it was 230 watts,
and into 2 ohms it was 450 watts.
Dynamic power, during 20 -millisec-
ond bursts, was 190 watts into 8 ohms
(dynamic headroom of 1.8 dB), 350
watts into 4 ohms (headroom 2.65 dB),
and 460 watts into 2 ohms.

The amplifier's frequency response
was flat within +0, -0.2 dB from 20
to 20,000 Hz. Total harmonic distor-

The Soundcraftsmen A200
is a rugged, high -quality
power amplifier with
more than enough output
capability for any home
listening requirements.

tion (THD, excluding noise) at 125
watts into 8 ohms was 0.005 percent.
At 250 watts (one channel driven) into
4 ohms, the distortion was 0.01 per-
cent. The amplifier's sensitivity for a
reference output of 1 watt was 0.11
volt, and its A -weighted noise, relative
to 1 watt, was -93.5 dB, easily ex-
ceeding Soundcraftsmen's specifica-
tion when the difference in reference
levels is accounted for.

During high -power operation into 4 -
and 2 -ohm test loads the heat sinks
became quite hot, and at one point the
thermal -protection circuit shut the
amplifier down (power returned in 10

or 15 minutes). At no time did the rest
of the external metalwork become un-
comfortably warm. In normal listen-
ing, the exterior, including the heat
sinks, remained at room temperature.

Comments
As our measurements show, the

Soundcraftsmen A200 is a rugged,
high -quality amplifier with more than
enough power for any home listening
requirements. It had no problems driv-
ing very low -impedance loads, and it is
well protected against overheating.
The amplifier sounded as good as it
measured, too, imparting no audible
characteristic of its own to signals
passing through it.

The A200 is quite literally a "black
box" component, devoid of the visual
displays that are found on some ampli-
fiers. The AC pilot light and the peak -
clipping lights are so small that one is
hardly aware of their presence, and
our experience suggests that the am-
plifier can be tucked away and forgot-
ten (although it is a handsome, attrac-
tively styled component).

Our sole criticism of the A200 con-
cerns the sharp corners on its heat -
sink fins, which extend 2 inches be-
hind the rear apron of the chassis.
They can deliver painful scratches to
the unwary, and the amplifier should
be handled with care (the main part of
the chassis and the front panel have no
sharp edges or corners).

The Soundcraftsmen A200 is not
only a very powerful, rugged, and
attractively styled amplifier, but its
price is very moderate for what it
delivers. It is a strong performer and
an excellent value.

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

1,000 -Hz output power at clipping:
165 watts into 8 ohms, 230 watts into 4
ohms, 450 watts into 2 ohms

Clipping headroom: 8 ohms, 1.2 dB;
4 ohms, 0.&3 dB

Dynamic power output: 190 watts
into 8 ohms, 330 watts into 4 ohms, 450
watts into 2 ohms

Dynamic headroom: 8 ohms, 1.8 dB;
4 ohms, 2.65 dB

Frequency response: +0, -0.2 dB
from 20 to 20,000 Hz

Maximum distortion (THD + noise
from 20 to 20,000 Hz into 8 ohms):
0.13% at 1 watt output

Sensitivity (for a 1 -watt output into 8
ohms): 0.11 volt

A -weighted noise (referred to a

1 -watt output): -93.5 dB
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AK -Pyramid: Anchorage.
AL-Likis Audio: Birmingham.
AB -Leisure Electronics: Little Rock.
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DA Audio Concepts: L. Beach, San Gabriel* Creative
Stereo: Sta Barbara, Sta Maria, Thousand Oaks, Ven-
tura- David Rutledge: Palm Springs. Pacific Coast A/
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Ovation Audio: Lexington, Louisville.
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Most of the
World's

Finest Sounding
Loudspeakers

Cost Over $5000.
Only One Sells for Under $375 Each:

The Definitive Technology DR7!
"Incredible"

- Peter Moncrieff, IAR

When Peter Moncrieff of
International Audio Review,
one of the world's most well
respected high end audio
journals, heard Definitive's
new DR7 he had only one
word for it, "Incredible."

At under $375 each, the
DR7's breathtaking three-
dimensional imaging,
lifelike clarity, natural
musicality, astounding bass,
and elegantly sleek designer
styling make it simply the
best value in the history of
hi fi.

How does Definitive do
it? Advanced technologies
and components, like
imported European cast
basket drivers, computer
synthesized transmission
line bass tuning, low
diffraction monocoque
cabinets and Linkwitz-Riley
crossovers, all help. But
most importantly, we hear
very well and we care.

"Incredible," you bet!
Hear them for yourself and
you will agree.

DefinitiveTechnology"
11105 Valley Heights Drive  Baltimore, MD 21117

See dealer list on facing page (301) 363-7148

1.11 1.81111.346417 7 1 CIRCLE NO 19 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TEST REPORTS

Celestion 11
Loudspeaker System

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

CELESTION earned its reputation in
the U.S. hi-fi market with the SL
series of compact, innovative
speakers, which offered excep-
tional sound quality and stereo
imaging but at relatively high

prices. Over the last few years, how-
ever, the company has introduced a
line of more affordable speakers that
have brought a new level of quality to
the lowest price brackets. The first,
and perhaps most stunning, example
was the Model 3, a diminutive two-
way system that we reviewed in June
1989.

Since then Celestion has added four
larger speakers to the series, including
the Model 5, which we reviewed in
May 1991, and most recently the Mod-

els 9 and 11, which are three-way
systems differing only in the size of
their woofers and cabinets. The larger
of the two, the Model 11, is based on
an 8 -inch woofer with a felted fiber
cone in a ducted -port enclosure.

The Model 11's woofer is construct-
ed with a one-piece chassis and
mounting ring, molded of polycarbon-
ate to minimize resonances, and has
an improved surround for better
acoustic termination of its cone -edge.
At 1,000 Hz there is a crossover to a
new 41/4 -inch midrange driver, also
constructed on a resonance -free mold-
ed-polycarbonate chassis. It is housed
in a separate internally ribbed and
acoustically damped enclosure that
isolates it from the woofer.

The second crossover, at 4,000 Hz,
is to a 1 -inch titanium -dome tweeter.
Both crossovers use l2 -dB -per -octave
slopes. The input connectors, re-
cessed into the rear of the enclosure,
accept single banana plugs, wires, or
spade lugs. Their 11/4 -inch spacing pre-
vents the use of dual banana plugs.
The woofer port is on the rear of the
enclosure, just above the binding -post
terminals. The internal duct leading to
the port is placed at an angle to the rear
of the cabinet, permitting a greater
length within the enclosure, and a
curved plastic mouth provides a
smooth transition at the port for mini-
mum turbulence.

The Celestion 11's cabinet mea-
sures 22'/4 inches high, 95/4 inches
wide, and 12 inches deep. It is covered
in oak or black ash woodgrain vinyl.
The black cloth grille, on a molded
plastic frame, plugs into retaining
holes on the front panel. Each speaker
weighs 201/2 pounds.

Specifications include a frequency
response of 50 to 20,000 Hz ± 3 dB
( -6 dB at 42 Hz), sensitivity of 89 dB
sound -pressure level (SPL) at 1 meter
with a 1 -watt input, nominal imped-
ance of 8 ohms, and maximum power -
handling capacity of 120 watts. Price:
$699 a pair. Celestion Industries, Inc.,
Dept. SR, 89 Doug Brown Way, Hol-
liston, MA 01746.

Lab Tests
The Celestion 11 is designed for

optimum performance when it is
placed relatively close to the wall be-
hind it, unlike many speakers (includ-
ing Celestion's high -price models) that
are at their best when well away from
the room boundaries. Most of our lis-
tening was done with the speakers on
19 -inch Celestion stands that placed
the tweeters just below ear height for a
seated listener. For practical measure-
ment reasons, however, we did most
of our testing with the speakers (still
on the stands) several feet from any
wall.

The composite frequency response,
combining the averaged and smoothed
room response of the two speakers
and the quasi-anechoic bass response
measured close to the woofer (and the
port), was both unambiguous and con-
sistent with what we heard. Overall
variation was ± 3 dB from 25 to 20,000
Hz, with a slight elevation (2 to 21/2 dB)
in the output from 80 to 400 Hz and a
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Smokers, here's a free offer
worth checking out.

Get this butane lighter free, just for answering
a few questions about the brand of cigarettes
you smoke.

Please take a moment to fill out the postage -
paid Smoker's Survey on the back, and drop
it in the mail today.

Your answers will help us better under-
stand the preferences of today's smokers.
And you could be eligible for future offers
of special interest to smokers.

SMOKER'S SURVEY
Survey exclusively for smokers 21 years of age or older.

®1992 Consumer Survey Associates, New Y)rk

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS MAIL PERMIT NQ 12015 MARYLAND HTS, MO

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

CONSUMER SURVEY ASSOCIATES
PO BOX 2536
MARYLAND HEIGHTS MO 63043-9736

NO POSTAGE

NECESSARY

IF MAILED

IN THE

UNITED STATES



FOLD

 ,

Get a free lighter, just for
answering this Smoker's Survey.

For Smokers 21 Or Older. Please complete the following
inforrnation about yourself, fold, seal and mail today.

To receive your free lighter, be sure to sign where indicated.

Thank you.

 Mr.
 Ms.
 Mrs. First

MU)

Address Apt #

City State Zip Phone I

 Male
 Female

By responding to the following survey and signing below, I certify that I am a cigarette smoker 21 years of age of older. I am also willing to receive free
samples of cigarettes and incentive items in the mail, subject to applicable state and federal law.

Signature
(required) X

1. What is your regular brand of cigarettes -
that is, the brand you smoke most often?

!brand name)

2a.ls your regular brand...? (Check one.)

 Regular/King Size, 0100's or  120's

2b.ls your regular brand...? (Check one.)

 Menthol or  Non -Menthol

2c. Is your regular brand...? (Check one.)

 Filter or  Non -Filter

2d.ls your regular brand...? (Check one.)

 Lowest/1 mg Tar
 Ultra/Extra Low Tar
 Light/Mild
 Medium
 Full Flavor

3. Do you usually buy it by the...?

 Pack  Carton  Both Ways

4. How long have you smoked this brand?

 Less than 1 yr.  3 to 5 yrs.
01 to 2 yrs.  Over 5 yrs.
0 2 to 3 yrs.

5. What, if any, was your previous brand?

(brand name)

Birthdate
(required)

6. The next time you go to the store, if your
regular brand were not available, what
would you do? (Check one.)

 Go to another store to buy my
regular brand.

 Buy another type or length of my
regular brand.

 Wait until the store has my regular brand.

 Buy a different brand entirely.

7. Out of the last 10 times you bought
cigarettes, how many times did you use
money -off coupons?

 None  3 to 6 times
 1 to 2 times 7 or more times

8. If your regular brand were not available,
which of the following brands would you
consider buying? (Check all that apply.)

 Alpine
 Benson &

Hedges

 Bristol
 Bucks
 Cambridge
 Camel
 Capri
 Carlton
 Doral
 Kent
 Kool
 Magna
 Marlboro
 Other

(brand name)

 None

 Merit
 Misty
 Montclair
 Newport
 Now
 Parliament
 Salem
 Store/Generic
 Superslims
 Vantage
 Virginia Slims
 Winston

Mandl Day Year

Ho.v many packs of cigarettes did you
smoke in the past month?
(Nose:Icarian =10 packs) Total # Packs

IL Of these total packs, how many were your
regular brand and how many were other
brands?

Regular Brand # Packs

Other # Packs

Other # Packs

Ogler # Packs

11 Where do you usually buy your
cigarettes? (Check one.)

 Supermarket chain
 Neighborhood grocery
 Convenience/Gas
 Drug Store/Pharmacy
 Discount store

(brand name,

12 Are there other smokers in your household,
21 years of age or older, that are willing
to raceive free samples of cigarettes and
incentive items in the mail? Please print
full names and birthdates.

Fns Name M.I. Last

B Midair

Firm Name M.I. Last

RtrIlIdate

Frns Lighter Offer good until 12/31/92, or while supplies
last Pleme allow 8 to 10 weeks for delivery. Only manufac-
turer's wisranty applies. Not responsible for lost, late, mis-
&meted, mutilated or postage -due mail. Offer good only
it LS.A. Consumer Survey Associates lighter offers are lim-
ited to one per person regardless of the number of surveys
completed. Void where otherwise prohibited, taxed or
lice Ised. Of fer limited to smokers 21 years of age or older.

63876

FOLD

Moisten here to seal before mailing



What is PARA?

TEST REPORTS
similar shallow depression from 4,000
to 13,000 Hz.

We measured the lowest bass fre-
quencies at the port, whose output
exceeded the cone's contribution be-
low 65 Hz. Our composite curve is
intended to show what the speaker
actually delivered into our room from
about 400 Hz to 20,000 Hz and what it
could do in an anechoic environment
below 400 Hz.

Other response measurements
made with several techniques, includ-
ing swept noise and FFT (MLS), gen-
erally confirmed the shape of the
speaker's room response. Although
we would not have expected this
speaker to actually reproduce the low-
est audible frequencies, it proved that
it could put out a relatively clean and
very audible signal down to 30 Hz.

Our impedance measurements con-
firmed the manufacturer's 8 -ohm rat-
ing. The minimum impedance was
about 6.5 ohms at 200 and 10,000 Hz.
Elsewhere it averaged well over 8
ohms, with peaks of 29 ohms at 65 Hz,
23 ohms at 1,000 Hz, and 17 ohms at
3,000 Hz.

Sensitivity was 90 dB, slightly high-
er than rated. Woofer distortion at that
level was between 0.6 and 1.2 percent
from 60 to 1,600 Hz, except for a rise
to 2 percent at 600 Hz. In the low bass,
the distortion was a surprisingly low 2
to 4 percent from 45 Hz down to 20 Hz.
The midrange driver's distortion was
less than 0.8 percent in the range of 650
to 3,900 Hz.

The tweeter's horizontal dispersion
was as good as one can expect from a
1 -inch dome. The response 45 degrees
off -axis was about the same as the on -
axis response (down about 2 dB) up to
about 6,000 Hz, where the two curves
began to diverge. Their difference
reached 6 dB at 10,000 Hz, 8 dB at
15,000 Hz, and 12 dB at 20,000 Hz.

Group delay (linearity of the speak-
er's phase response) was very con-
stant (within ± 0.25 millisecond) over
the full tweeter range above 4,000 Hz.
Because of the microphone's distance
from the speaker, measurements be-
low that frequency were not necessar-
ily representative of the speaker's ac-
tual performance.

The Celestion 11, rated for use with
amplifiers up to 120 watts output, was
able to absorb much higher levels for
short periods. At frequencies from 100
to 10,000 Hz, a single -cycle burst of

sine -wave signal clipped our amplifier
(at power levels ranging from 550 to
1,030 watts) before the speaker
showed any audible distress.

Comments
The Celestion 11 sounded very

much the way its response curves
looked. Obviously smooth and peak -
free, it had a slight warmth that proba-
bly came from the gently accentuated
lower midrange. The highs were all
there, but without a trace of sharpness
or sizzle. All in all, the speaker gave
the sonic impression of being much
larger (and more expensive) than it
actually is.

The big surprise was its bass perfor-
mance. During some of our response

The Celestion 11's sound
was smooth and peak -
free, with a slight warmth.
All in all, it gave the sonic
impression of being a
much larger (and more
expensive) speaker than
it actually is.

measurements, the low bass was very
evident down to 30 Hz or so, although
there had been no suggestion of its
presence in preliminary casual listen-
ing to musical program material. De-
spite the slightly warm overall sound,
there was none of the artificial heavi-
ness on male voices, such as those of
most radio announcers, that is usually
associated with an accentuated upper -
bass or lower -midrange response.

More listening confirmed the reality
of the Model 11's low -bass response.
Certain recordings with occasional
deep -bass content produced sounds
that one would never expect from a
box of this size. We found only minor
changes in overall quality between
placements of the speakers within 1

foot of the wall or 4 feet in front of it.
Previous experience testing the Ce-

lestion Model 3 and Model 5 had given
us a deep respect for the talent of the
company's designers. The Model 11
reinforced that impression and left no
doubt that it is another winner.
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Professional
AudioVideo
Retailers
Association

PAPA stands for Professional AudioNideo
Retailers Association. We are a nationwide

organization of independent specialty audio/
video stores dedicated to providing our
customers with expert advice, quality
products, and world class customer service.
Our members foster the highest standards of

business ethics and professionalism for the
protection of the consuming public.

Why Buy from a Store That
Belongs to PARA?

We Help You Find What's Right for
You! In today's competitive market, it's
easy to get so confused you don't know
what to buy. The superstores tout low
prices, but there's never anyone who can
answer your questions or help you choose a
component that will be compatible with
what you already own. Because all PARA
members specialize in selling music and
home video systems, we are committed to
educating our employees to understand
today's newest products and technologies

so they can explain them to you in language
that is clear and easy to understand. We are

dedicated professionals who love music and
want to help you purchase the best sound
your money can buy.

We Let You Hear and See the Difference!
Because all components are not created
equal, PARA retailers maintain
sophisticated showrooms and demonstration
facilities to help you see and hear the
difference between components. Our stores

are designed to make your shopping
experience easy and enjoyable. We believe
in Ihe personal approach that treats each
person's needs differently and strives to
give you the most value for the money you
have to spend.

We Believe in Customer Service First,
Last, and Always! The hallmark of a PARA
audio/video store is our total dedication to
customer service and a true concern for the

well-being of our customers. PARA-member
stores are more concerned with your
lifetime patronage than any single sale. By
consistently going that extra mile to make
sure your needs are satisfied, we hope to
provide you and your family with the best in
home entertainment systems today and for

years to come.

To locate a PARA dealer near
you, call: (816) 444-3500



Now DCM opens a
window of opportunity for

you at Circuit City

Don't miss DCM Days at Circuit
City's Hifi Show and Sale. It's the
best time of the year to audition

DCM's critically acclaimed line
of TimeWindow'', TimeFrame-
and Monitor Series"' speakers.
You'll meet DCM factory

representatives and take

advantage of special DCM Days
values on all DCM products.

For more information, please call
DCM toll -free at 1 -800 -878 -TIME

or call your nearest Circuit City
location.

DCM DAYS

May 22 -24th

June 12 -14th

June 26 -28th

July 3 -5th

CIRCUIT CITY STORES

Hampton Roads, Virginia

Washington, D.C.

Cincinnati, Ohio

Baltimore, Maryland

DCM.

CIRCUIT
CITY

CIRCLE NO. 14 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TEST REPORTS

Boston Acoustics Voyager
Outdoor Loudspeaker

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck laboratories

THE Voyager, from Boston Acous-
tics, is an unusual indoor/outdoor
speaker featuring attractive styl-
ing, rugged construction, and
weatherproof design and claiming
true high-fidelity sound quality. It

is a two-way system with a 51/4 -inch
woofer and a 1 -inch dome tweeter in a
cabinet formed of Lexan, a very
strong plastic that is able to withstand
ultraviolet light, salt spray, heat, cold,
and vibration.

The Voyager's external hardware is
made of stainless steel or brass to
make the entire speaker exceptionally
resistant to corrosion. Its enclosure is
extremely rigid and nonresonant, as
evidenced by the inert "thud" pro-
duced by rapping it with the knuckles.
The Voyager measures 6'/2 inches
wide, 101/2 inches tall, and 61/4 inches
deep, and it weighs a mere 7 pounds.

A stainless -steel speaker grille that
matches the color of the cabinet pro-
tects the drivers. For mounting on
walls or ceilings, the Voyager is sup-
plied with a stainless -steel bracket that
fastens to the cabinet with a large knob

at each end. In addition to their corro-
sion -resistant material, the bracket
and grille are finished with a heat -
cured epoxy paint. The bracket, like
the rest of the speaker, can be repaint-
ed as required.

Although the Voyager's weather-
proof design makes it ideal for installa-
tion on a patio or boat, or in a recre-
ational vehicle (which will usually
require use of the support bracket), it
is equally at home on a bookshelf or
floor stand. In these cases, the bracket
can be removed and the speaker
placed on one end. The bracket's re-
taining knobs are faced in rubber, and
if they are replaced after removing the
bracket the thickness of the knob per-
mits the speaker to stand level on a flat
surface. It can also be placed on its
side if desired.

The Voyager's specifications in-
clude a frequency response of 70 to
20,000 Hz ±3 dB, nominal impedance
of 8 ohms, and sensitivity of 89 dB.
The crossover frequency is 2,500 Hz,
and the recommended amplifier power
is 5 to 60 watts. The woofer cone is

made of a copolymer, and the soft -
dome tweeter is similar to those used
in other Boston Acoustics products.
According to the manufacturer, a mag-
netic shorting -ring reduces woofer dis-
tortion, and the tweeter is cooled by
ferrofluid. Price: $400 a pair. Boston
Acoustics, Dept. SR, 70 Broadway,
Lynnfield, MA 01940.

Lab Tests
The averaged room response of the

two Voyager speakers, mounted on
stands well away from the walls, was
flat within ± 2.5 dB from 300 to 20,000
Hz except for a peak of 5 dB at 15,000
Hz. The close-miked woofer response
was flat within ±2 dB from 100 to
1,200 Hz (the close-miked measure-
ment is not valid at higher frequencies)
and fell off at 12 dB per octave from
100 Hz down to 20 Hz.

The bass curve spliced unambigu-
ously to the averaged room response,
resulting in an excellent composite
response of ± 2.5 dB from 80 to 13,000
Hz (20,000 Hz if the additional 2 -dB
output at 15,000 Hz is disregarded). A
response curve that was run by Boston
Acoustics on our test samples closely
matched the salient features of our
measurement.

The Voyager's minimum imped-
ance was 3.6 ohms at 260 Hz, with
maximum readings of 19 ohms at 90
Hz and 17 ohms at 2,500 Hz (the
crossover frequency). It was interest-
ing to note that there was not the
slightest trace of a crossover dip or
rise in any of our frequency -response
measurements.

The horizontal dispersion of the
tweeter was good up to 10,000 Hz,
where the output was down 5 dB at 45
degrees off the speaker's axis com-
pared to its on -axis output. The differ-
ence increased to 15 dB at 20,000 Hz.

The speaker's sensitivity was slight-
ly higher than rated, with a 90 -dB
sound -pressure level (SPL) measured
at 1 meter with an input of 2.83 volts of
pink noise. At that input level the
woofer distortion was very low, be-
tween 0.3 and 0.4 percent, from 200 to
800 Hz, increasing to 2 percent at 80
Hz. 5 percent at 50 Hz, and 10 percent
at 30 Hz.

The Voyager was able to absorb
very high peak power levels at middle
and high frequencies. With a single -
cycle tone -burst signal, our amplifier
clipped at 945 and 1,015 watts at 1,000
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In
100 +
pages,
you'll
see the
latest in
home and
car stereos,
video and
telephones.
Crutchfield's
one -of -a -kind

brings
you quality
brands like Sony,
Pioneer, Kenwood,
Advent, Bose, AR,
and many others -
all at discount prices.

You'll see each component in
detailed color and get Crutchfield's
exclusive comparison charts of specs
and features. Our technical staff and
writers highlight the unique benefits
of every product, so you can choose
the model you like best.
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Be sure to mention Stereo Review
when calling.
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Optional - Are you in the market for:
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TEST REPORTS
and 10,000 Hz, respectively, before
the speaker's output was significantly
distorted. At 100 Hz, however, the
woofer cone "bottomed" with an in-
put of 65 watts.

Comments
In a brochure describing the Voyag-

er, Boston Acoustics asks, "When is
the last time you heard speakers made
for the outdoors that sound as good as
the ones you have indoors?" As a
matter of fact, this was my first time.
Of course, it has been some time since
I evaluated an outdoor speaker, and in
those days they were far from meeting
the hi-fi standards of the time. Still, if
the comparison is taken with a degree
of looseness, it is true that, within its
useful frequency range, the Voyager
sounded about as good as most hi-fi
quality home speakers, and better
than many.

About 41/2 hours after
being immersed in a tub
of water, the Boston
Acoustics Voyager
measured and sounded as
it had originally.

As a matter of fact, under some
conditions the Voyager sounded better
than many highly regarded home
speakers. Very few larger systems are
as flat over the range of 100 to 10,000
Hz as this one is, and the absence of
lower -midrange coloration is one of
the most striking aspects of its sound.
The low bass is lacking, but that is to
be expected from a 51/4 -inch woofer.
When the program has no significant
content below about 80 Hz, this speak-
er will hold its own with most you
could name up to several times its
price. When true bass is present, of
course, the comparison is pointless.

On an unrelated subject, I feel that
the speaker's 8 -ohm rating is not justi-
fied by our actual measurements. It
would be more accurate to call it a 4 -
ohm speaker. Whatever the rating, it
should not overstrain any amplifier
likely to be used with it.

The brochure, commenting on the
Voyager's waterproof seals, mentions

that it is not only water-resistant but
also buoyant. Although our winter
weather when we tested the speaker
did not encourage me to install it out-
doors, I could not resist the implied
challenge. After all our other tests
were completed, I placed one of the
speakers in a bathtub, ran the shower
on it for about 5 minutes, then filled
the tub with enough water to cover the
speaker. It never fully submerged: As
the water level rose, the speaker began
to rise, turned over with the grille
down, and floated as claimed.

That was impressive, but the real
question was whether the speaker's
functioning had been affected by its
aquatic adventure. I removed the
speaker after about 10 minutes' im-
mersion, dried it off as much as possi-
ble, and took it back to the lab to plot
its impedance curve, since practically
anything that might affect its sonic
performance would almost certainly
alter the impedance characteristic in
some way.

About 10 minutes later, the woof-
er's resonant frequency had shifted
from its normal 90 Hz to about 120 Hz,
and the resonant impedance had fallen
from 19 to 9 ohms. An hour later, its
frequency was 150 Hz, and the imped-
ance had fallen to 5 ohms. There were
only minor changes above 200 Hz and
none at all in the tweeter range.

I continued to monitor the speaker's
impedance characteristic as it slowly
returned to normal. The entire process
took about 41/2 hours, after which the
speaker measured and sounded as it
had originally. During the drying
period, occasional listening checks
showed degraded sound quality and
reduced sensitivity, both of which im-
proved gradually as the speaker's im-
pedance returned to normal.

In general, indoor/outdoor speakers
should not be immersed in water (un-
less they are designed for continuous
submerged operation, which these are
not). But certainly no conventional
home speaker could be totally im-
mersed without permanent damage.

Our experience shows that the Voy-
ager is a rugged, versatile, and fine -
sounding speaker. When some expo-
sure to the elements is likely, it would
be an excellent choice. And even in an
indoor installation, its sound quality
should be fully competitive with that
of conventional speakers well above
its price.
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Today's Generation
Of Music Lovers

Years ago, it didn't matter what speakers looked
like as long as they sounded good. Admittedly,

some of the best sounding speakers did not
always blend perfectly into everyone's decor.

Today, those of us who consider
music an important part of our life
and who demand the highest
performance possible from our
stereo components prefer that our
loudspeakers reflect our lifestyle by
complementing our taste in home
furnishings.

The new RTA 15TL,
representing over 18 years of Polk's
research and development, is
already setting new standards of
sonic excellence. And its elegant
cabinet is a beautiful visual addition to any
environment or listening room.

By using a rare ULV Magnetic Fluid
to cool a tweeter's voice coil, both

performance and reliability
are vastly increased.

Low Viscosity Magnetic Fluid, nearly as thin as
water, to cool the SL 3000's voice coil, power
handling capacity would increase. Indeed, the
SL 3000 tweeter can significantly exceed normal
listening levels without loss of performance or

reliability.

The Clear Imaging of Polk's
Line Source Array

By arranging its four 6 1/2" drivers in
a vertical line source along with the
SL 3000 tweeter, superior imaging and
midrange purity is achieved. This line
source technology is the same advanced

principal used in Polk's flagship
"Signature Reference Series."

By clearly focusing midrange
frequencies and avoiding floor and ceiling
reflections, Polk's Line Source delivers a

wide open, natural sound without tonal coloration.
Consequently, the RTA 15TL performs superbly
in a wide variety of room sizes and placements.

  MI c.---11111111thpis th.a± seduce
Mr'

It All Begins With The Remarkable
SL 3000 Trilaminate Tweeter

Working with the Johns Hopkins University
Center for Non -Destructive Testing, Polk
engineers utilized Laser Interferometry to test
tweeter designs and materials. They found that
ultimately, by vapor -depositing stainless steel and
aluminum to a polyamide dome surface, an

extended, very flat
frequency response,

out to 26 kHz, was
achieved.

Polk also
discovered that by
using a rare Ultra

Polk RTA Seri

Polk's Line Source Technology reduces floor and ceiling reflections by focusing the
vertical dispersion of midrange frequencies.

Controlling Diffraction To
Create A Lifelike Stage

The grille of the RTA 15TL has been specially
designed to eliminate mid and high frequency
diffraction and to actually enhance dispersion.
In fact, the RTA 15TL sounds better with the
grille on than off.



And to eliminate any possibility of phase
anomalies and other colorations, Polk developed a
unique "diffraction spoiler" which dramatically
improves audible frequency response and imaging.

By controlling diffraction, "smearing" of the
sonic image and "peaky" characteristics are
eliminated.

Polk Bass: Deep, Powerful & Tight

Two independently tuned, 10 inch bass
radiators, one facing front, one facing rear, deliver
the impressive bass for which Polk is known. These
two radiators move a significant amount of air and
at the same time produce a more accurate
reproduction of an instrument's timbre and
transience than a single conventional woofer. This
configuration provides the tight, well defined bass
normally associated with small systems combined
with the deep, powerful performance found in
large systems.

I AL

Listen To The Next Generation
Of Loudspeakers

The new RTA 15TL is both a sonic and
aesthetic breakthrough. It is also priced to create a
new standard in value. Ask for a demonstration at
your authorized Polk dealer. You'll hear the detail,
depth and excitement of a live performance.

You'll hear...and see... the next generation of
loudspeakers. For Drab, lAratiem

I:all I -8110-992.2520

The Speaker Specialists

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, MD 21215 (301)358-3600

The RTA ISTL is available in natural oak, natural
walnut and black oak wood veneer finishes,
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NSM CD 3101
Compact Disc Changer System

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

Ns. calls the CD 3101 a Favorite
Program System, which falls well
short of describing the true na-
ture of this unusual product. Call-
ing it a CD changer, though less
unwieldy, isn't much better (it's a

bit like calling a modern automobile a
horseless carriage). For one thing, it is
truly a system, consisting of a control
unit and a Disc Library (the changer
section). The control unit, which can
be used to play single discs in the usual
way, is actually a modified Philips CD
player with all the typical features,
including Philips's Bitstream 1 -bit dig-
ital -to -analog (D/A) converters.

The Disc Library is a black steel box
measuring 181/2 inches wide, 131/4 inch-
es high, and 81/4 inches deep. Opening
its hinged, tinted -glass front reveals a
CD transport mechanism at the center
bottom, flanked by two disc maga-
zines, each about 81/4 inches high and
53/4 inches square. The magazines,

which hold up to fifty CD's apiece,
swing out for loading or unloading
discs, and they can be removed entire-
ly. Additional magazines (supplied
with dust -excluding cases) can be pur-
chased for storing large collections.

A magazine has fifty thin plastic disc
holders, which slide into numbered
slots on the plastic frame. The accom-
panying simple yet effective catalog-
ing system consists of a loose-leaf
notebook with twenty-five clear -plas-
tic pages. Each page has two pockets
that accept the printed inserts found in
CD jewel -box packages. Numbered
labels (from 00 to 99), supplied with
the magazine, can be affixed to the
pages next to the pockets holding the
inserts. After you locate a disc in the
catalog file, you can select it for play
by number, without further handling.

The changer section connects to the
control unit through a multiconductor
(RS -232) cable that carries the digital

control signals between the two units.
A separate optical -fiber cable carries
the digital playback signal to the con-
trol unit, where it is processed by the
Bitstream D/A converters and appears
at the analog audio jacks on the rear
apron of the control unit. Both fixed -
and variable -level output jacks are
provided, together with a headphone
jack on the front panel of the control
unit. There is a front -panel volume -
control knob for the headphone out-
puts, plus internal electronic volume -
control circuits, operated by the
system's wireless remote control, for
the variable -level line outputs. All the
controls and features of the CD 3101's
control unit can be used either for the
discs loaded into the Library or with a
single disc loaded in its own drawer.
Most of the time the system will be
operated using the remote control.

When the control unit is turned on
(manually), the interior of the Library
is softly illuminated and the words
INSERT DISC appear in the control
unit's display window. A single disc is
played in the usual way, by pressing
the open/close button on the disc
drawer and loading the disc manually.
To load a disc from a magazine, you
press the DISC button on the remote
control, which brings up LOAD DISC in
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Tired of wimpy woofers,
tinny tweeters, and
hissing cassette decks?

Want to upgrade your car
stereo to a state-of-the-art
system with all the bells
and whistles?

Then look no further.
Turn to Car Stereo
Review and tune in
studio -quality sound. No
other magazine brings you:
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More no -holds -barred test reports on
tuners, cassette decks, CDs, speakers,
amps, equalizers, security systems and
cellular phones. More in-depth features
on installations, wiring, acoustics,
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So, before you plunk
down your hard-earned
cash, check out Car
Stereo Review and you're
sure to come out with the
best possible system. At
the best possible price.

Shift into high gear and
save over 50%!

One Year just $8.49.

To get home delivery of
Car Stereo Review,

simply detach and mail the attached card.*

You'll get a one-year subscription (6 issues
in all) at our Special Introductory Rate of
just $8.49. That's a full 52% off the annual
newsstand cost. If you're not absolutely
delighted, we'll send you a full refund on
all unmailed copies. Sounds like a great
offer ... and it is!
*If someone already beat you to the attached
card, send your order to: Car Stereo Review,
P.O. Box 57316, Boulder, CO 80322-7316.

CAR STEREO REVIEWT.
Calif residents add 7 25': sales tan Canadian orders add 07 IX) per year for additional postage and 7': GST. GOT registration no 126016209. foreign orders add $700 per

year for postage. payment in U.S.funds must accompany order. Please allow 30 to 60 days (or delivery &first mime



TEST REPORTS
the window. Keying in the desired
number on the remote control causes
the changer to pull out that disc from
its magazine and lower it to the playing
mechanism in the bottom of the Li-
brary. The control unit's display now
shows DISC ## READY, its total number
of tracks, and the total playing time.
Pressing the play button changes the
display to PLAY ##, TRACK I, and the
elapsed time in that track. Any track
can be selected at any time by pressing
PAUSE, then the track number, and
then PAUSE again (which returns to
play). At the end of a disc, or when
STOP is pressed, the changer mecha-
nism lifts the disc from the drive spin-
dle, loads it into the correct slot in its
magazine, and returns to the original
standby condition.

The NSM CD 3101 system is fully
programmable, including the Favorite
Program System (FPS), similar to the
Favorite Track Selection that has been
a feature of Philips CD players for

some time. Up to ninety-nine individ-
ually customized programs, each con-
taining up to one hundred tracks (or
full CD's), can be stored in the sys-
tem's nonvolatile memory, for a maxi-
mum of 4,000 items. The FPS memory
is retained when power is removed
from the system, but it can be edited or
erased entirely at any time.

The system's other features are too
numerous to describe in detail but
include conventional programming by
disc and track, direct index access,
random -order playback, repeat of one
or all discs in a magazine or program,
and repeat of a selected portion of a
disc (A -B repeat). A scan mode plays
the first 10 or 20 seconds of each track
on a selected disc.

A number of characteristics can be
preset according to personal prefer-
ence, including the brightness of the
display, the initial sound level from the
player, automatic fade-in and fade-out
over a period adjustable up to 20 sec-

onds, pauses of up to 5 seconds be-
tween tracks, and automatic play (on
turn -on) of all discs in the changer, in a
program, or in an FPS program. These
operating conditions can be stored in
the system memory and will be acti-
vated automatically whenever the sys-
tem is turned on.

An idiosyncrasy of the CD 3101 is
that the shut -down process requires
opening and closing the disc drawer of
the control unit. This can be done
directly, by pressing the button on the
drawer, or from the remote control.
When the drawer opens, any disc in
the playing mechanism is returned to
its slot in one of the magazines. Anoth-
er press on the button closes the draw-
er, leaving INSERT DISC in the display
window (AC power must be shut off
manually, which also turns off the
power to the changer unit).

The CD 3101 control unit weighs
about 9 pounds. The empty Disc Li-
brary weighs about 33 pounds; fully

There's only one company out of the
hundreds of speaker manufacturers that also
makes musical instruments.

Yamaha.
Our grand pianos grace the stages of the

major concert halls throughout the world.
Yamaha, in fact, is the largest manufacturer

of musical instruments in the world.

For over 100 years
we've been making music.

No surprise then that we're a bit particular
about how all that wonderful music gets
reproduced.

Our new R/2 Series embody a simple,
elegant design that optimizes the location of the
drivers and minimizes edge diffraction.

They also utilize Yamaha's exclusive Multi-

layer Microcell Tweeter. A new design that

YAMAHA



TEST REPORTS
loaded, it can weigh 50 pounds or
more. The connecting cables are each
about 6 feet long. Price: $4,000; addi-
tional magazines, $150 each. NSM
America, Dept. SR, 5207 N. Rose St.,
Chicago, IL 60656.

Lab Tests
We tested the NSM CD 3101 system

much like any ordinary CD player or
changer, except that the test discs
were loaded into one of the fifty -disc
magazines (we repeated certain mea-
surements with a disc in the control
unit's drawer).

The system's output voltage, from a
0 -dB 1,000 -Hz test signal, was 1.92
volts. Slew time from Track 1 to Track
15 of the Philips TS4 test disc was a
very fast 1 second. The time required
to change discs depended on the
slots they were loaded into, which
governs how far the mechanism must
travel to pick up and return a disc
before going to pick up the next one.

The worst -case change time, going
from the beginning of Disc 00 to the
beginning of Disc 51, typically re-
quired about 15 to 20 seconds. Going
between adjacent discs usually re-
quired only a few seconds.

Probably because of its consider-
able mass, the changer unit was imper-
vious to external shock. Blows with a
fist or palm on any of its external
surfaces failed to induce a skip. The
control unit, on the other hand, was
fairly sensitive to finger taps on its side
(next to the disc -playing mechanism)
but required a moderately hard slap on
its top cover to induce a skip.

The control unit's defect tracking
was satisfactory, though far from the
best of today's CD players. The sys-
tem played through errors of 750
micrometers on the Pierre Verany #2
test disc without audible problems but
mistracked at 1,000 micrometers.

Frequency response was +0.15,
-0.02 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz. Re-

sponse ripples above 1,000 Hz had a
peak -to -peak amplitude of 0.08 dB.
De -emphasis response error varied
from +0.14 dB to -0.22 dB, from
1,000 to 16,000 Hz. The levels of the
two channels differed by only 0.05 dB.

Channel separation was between
87.5 and 89.2 dB from 100 to 20,000 Hz
left to right and very similar (86.9 to
89.1 dB) from right to left. Total har-
monic distortion (THD) plus noise at
1,000 Hz was almost independent of
level, 0.0056 percent from -10 to - 60
dB and 0.0063 percent at 0 dB. At the
0 -dB level, THD plus noise was 0.006
percent from 20 to 2,000 Hz, rising to
0.035 percent at 20,000 Hz.

The D/A converters' linearity error
at 1,000 Hz increased from - 0.5 dB at
a -60 -dB level to -0.9 dB at -70
dB. - 2.2 dB at -80dB, and - 3.5 dB
at -90 dB. The A -weighted noise level
in the player's output was -94.4 dB,
the quantization noise was - 84.6 dB,
and the dynamic range was 98 dB. Fre-

uses a remarkably light yet rigid micracell
diaphragm material. Creating a tweeter that
recovers and responds virtually instantly
to any audio signal.

Resulting in a line of speakers with excep-
tionally smooth tonal balance and superior
imaging characteristics.

Speakers as transparent to the ear as they

Introducing four new ways
to appreciate it.

Yamaha's R/2 Series Loudspeakers.
Available in either oak or black finish.

are appealing to the eye.
Stop by your Yamaha dealer and hear the

remarkable new R;2 loudspeakers for yourself.
But don't be surprised at how great they sound.

After all, we've been practicing for well over

100
years.YAMAHA

4111111111111111111

Yamaha CT] .r,it Ion. PI ) 6600. Roma Park. C.\ 904)22
1991 Yamaha Elt-ctromcs ConN,rat [SA



TEST REPORTS
quency (speed) error was +0.0012 per-
cent. The maximum interchannel phase
shift was 0.6 degree at 20,000 Hz.

Comments
Considered simply as a CD player,

the NSM CD 3101 system was a good
performer, though not at all exception-
al. Most surprising was the low-level
nonlinearity, which resembled that of
a good but unremarkable multibit D/A
converter (low enough not to be audi-

bly objectionable). On the other hand,
many other 1 -bit converters have
shown essentially perfect linearity.

But that is really a small matter in
the context of the system's overall
performance, and the CD 3101 was a
pleasure to use. It is undeniably com-
plex, if you intend to use many of its
features, but the instruction manual is
complete and quite specific. Still,
don't expect to be able to use its
programming and special operating

FEATURES

 Modified single -disc CD player
connects to Disc Library (changer
unit) through optical data cable and
RS -232 control cable

 Bitstream 1 -bit D/A conversion

 Wireless remote control duplicates
most front -panel functions, plus
added features

 Forward and reverse scan and track
skipping

 Direct numerical access to stored
discs, index points (through remote
only), and tracks

 Favorite Program System (FPS) stores
up to ninety-nine sets of programmed
disc/track sequences

 Repeat of FPS program, entire disc,
programmed sequence, selected
portion of disc (A -B repeat)

 Scan feature plays first 10 or 20
seconds of each track or disc

 Edit feature selects tracks to fit
recording time of cassette

LABORATORY M

Maximum output level: 1.92 volts

Frequency response: + 0.15, - 0.02
dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz

De -emphasis error: -0.22 dB at
1,000 Hz

Channel separation: 88 dB at 100 Hz,
89 dB at 1,000 Hz, 87 dB at 20,000 Hz

Dynamic range (A -weighted): 98 dB

Signal-to-noise ratio (A -weighted):
94.4 dB

Maximum interchannel phase shift:
0.6 degree at 20,000 Hz

 Random play of discs, tracks, or
programmed sequences

 I leadphone jack with volume control

 Preset selection of display
brightness, default operating mode,
output level, fade-in and fade-out at
beginning and end of play, pause of
up to 5 seconds between tracks for
tape dubbing

 Disc Library contains disc -playing
mechanism, one or two storage
magazines

 Each magazine holds up to fifty
standard -size CD's; easily removable
from Disc Library for changing
magazines or shipping unit

 Magazines supplied with loose-leaf
catalog notebook for CD insert
booklets

 Front of Disc Library protected by
lockable, tinted -glass hinged cover

 Fixed- and variable -level analog
outputs

EASUREMENTS

Linearity error: - 0.5 dB at - 60
dB, - 0.9 dB at -70 dB, - 2.2 dB at
-80 dB, -3.5 dB at -90 dB
Distortion (THD + N at 1,000 Hz):
0.0063% at 0 dB

Defect tracking: tracked 750 -
micrometer errors on Pierre Verany #2
test disc

Slewing time: 1 second

Speed error: +0.0012%

Impact resistance: control unit, B on
top, C on side; changer, A+ anywhere

features without a good bit of hands-
on practice.

The real convenience of the CD
3101 is its performance as a library of
CD's. If you have a few dozen discs,
and mostly listen to only a few of
them, you won't be able to take full
advantage of this remarkably versatile
system. A simple five -disc changer
would probably meet your needs with
far less complexity and at far less cost.
But if you have at least one hundred
discs, and especially if you have sever-
al hundred, the NSM 3101 will give
you uniquely easy access to anything
in your collection.

The mechanical process of selecting
a disc, carrying it to the playing plat-
form, and later returning it is highly
ingenious and effective. It worked
with unfailing accuracy and incredible
speed in our tests (unfortunately, the
tinted window makes it difficult to
follow the action, and opening the
glass panel instantly shuts down the
changer). But it was also very noisy,
considerably more audible than the
internal actions of a typical carousel or
magazine -type CD changer.

Most people who choose the CD
3101 for their home music systems will
probably wish to locate the Library
unit well away from the listening area,
allowing the control unit to replace
both the usual CD player and the nor-
mally visible collection of discs in the
listening room. The standard 6 -foot
cables make this difficult, though you
could place the Library unit in a
soundproofed enclosure, but it should
be possible to obtain longer RS -232
and optical cables if desired.

Our only unhappy experience re-
sulted from taking one of the maga-
zines out of the Library unit and tilting
it slightly to examine its construction.
Unfortunately, there is nothing to hold
the disc trays inside, and the result
was a number of discs and trays scat-
tered about the floor. The manual does
not warn of this possibility.

Nevertheless, our overall impres-
sion of this system, both in its concept
and its execution, was overwhelming-
ly positive. As complex as it is, it
performed flawlessly right out of the
box. We used it only as a music library
and found it to be ideal for that pur-
pose. If you also find the Favorite
Program System feature useful, there
is really no substitute for the NSM
CD 3101. 0
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Compact Disc: On a Roll-



CD Takes
a Road Trip.
Grab your driving gloves, your
darkest shades and a few of your
favorite CD's. Come with us as
Sony celebrates the 10th
Anniversary of the Compact Disc
the best way we know how. By
taking to the streets. Because
your car is the ultimate place to
enjoy the ultimate sound. In fact,
we had your car in mind when we
first introduced the Compact Disc
10 years ago.

You see, when Sony invented
the Compact Disc, we knew the
brilliance of digital audio would
make any car stereo system
sound its best. The CD's
resistance to dust, dirt,
fingerprints and scratches was
ideal for the less -than -clinically
clean car environment. Even the
CD itself-at 41/4 inches in
diameter-was just the right size
for car CD players.

Americans have already bought
over 40 million CD players and
I billion CD's. So we know that
many of you have CD's at home.
But if you're not enjoying CD in
the car, you're missing half the
fun. Why miss out? Putting CD in
your car is easier than ever. It's
also far less expensive, thanks to
a new generation of Sony car CD
players and our Car Discman'
models. These versatile
performers go anywhere: home,
outdoors or into your car. On the
road, a Discman player can be
powered from your cigarette
lighter and delivers music to your

car stereo system by way of an
ingenious cassette adaptor.

Of course, Sony Discman
players were the worlds' first CD
portables. So it's no surprise that
today's Discman designs enjoy all
the best: the sonic quality of I -bit
pulse converters, the sonic
tailoring of Digital Signal
Processing (DSP) and the
convenience of 22 -track
programming. Even the buttons
are carefully considered: they're
back -lit for easy use at night. Just
another way car Discman players
make the song of the open road
infinitely more alluring.

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING (DSP) LETS YOU

ADJUST THE SOUND WITH THE DIGITAL PRECISION.
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For Higher
Performance, Add
a Dash of CD.
You say your old car stereo just
doesn't make it anymore? You say
you long for the clarity and
convenience of Compact Discs?
But you're not sure how to make
the change? Well Sony, the
company that introduced the
world's first car CD player, has
news for you. Moving up to
Compact Disc is easy. lust replace
your old car radio with a new
Sony in -dash CD player.

It's a simple swap, because
Sony included everything you
need. There's FM. AM. CD. Even
amplifiers to drive your speakers.
And in -dash CD has never been
more affordable.

Even Sony's lowest -price in -
dash CD player offers sound and
convenience far beyond the
dreams of ordinary car stereo.
Going up from there, it just keeps
getting better. Sophisticated I -bit
pulse converters give your music
new realism and resolution.
Sony's anti -theft detachable
faceplates, like the one pictured
here from our CDX-U8000, fit in
your pocket. They leave behind
an inconspicuous and inoperable
black box. With selected models,
our optional wireless remote
controls add a touch of fun-
making mobile entertainment
more entertaining.

And you can always add
amplifiers, equalizers, crossovers
and speakers, to build an
autosound system of sonic
brilliance and gut -wrenching
power. After all, with the best
sound source on wheels, you just
naturally want to take full
advantage. WHEN YOU POCKET YOUR CD PLAYER'S FACEPLATE,

IT'S FAR LESS LIKELY THAT SOMEBODY ELSE WILL

POCKET YOUR PLAYER.





Disc.Jockey' CD
Changers: Music for
the Long Run.
If you like the idea of playing one
CD, imagine playing ten.
Suddenly, you've got more tunes,
more options, more genres of
music and more ways to have fun.
A Sony Disdockey" ten -disc
changer lets you jump from disc
to disc, without opening and
closing jewel boxes. You can
mount a ten -disc changer safely
out of sight. And you can run the
whole show from an
inconspicuous remote control.

With Sony, you can have it all
quite easily. You see, we invented
car CD changers. And that
explains why Sony has so many
different ways to enjoy them.

Want to add a CD changer to
your existing car stereo? No
problem. We have many models
that will connect with ease. Want
to build a new system around
your CD changer? You can do
that, too. Want to have it all: AM,
FM, cassettes and CD? We have a
choice of cassette/receivers with
CD changer control.

What's more, our Custom File'"
system even tells you which disc
is playing. Instead of a simple
readout of "Disc 2" or "Disc 9," an
8 -character display lets you
assign each of your discs titles
like "BEETH-9 or "BLUES:'
Making this one feature you'll
appreciate miles down the road.

mourn
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A SONY CASSETTE/RECEIVER WITH CD CHANGER

CONTROL. NOTE THE DISCS IN YOUR CHANGER DON'T

JUST HAVE NUMBERS. THEY HAVE NAMES.

DISCJOCKEY 10 -DISC MAGAZINES AREN'T JUST FOR

THE CAR. THEY'RE EQUALLY AT HOME IN SONY HOME

10 -DISC CHANGERS.





MOBILE ES: Where Car Stereo Is_
MobileES: Where Car Stereo Is
Heading_
Many consider CD the last word
in car stereo. But at Sony, it's just
the beginning. Our Mobile ES
extends CD's digital technology
throughout the entire car stereo
system-a breakthrough of
profound proportions. In fact,
high fidelity critic Len Feldman
proclaimed that Mobile ES, "may
well be the most revolutionary
concept to hit car audio in
decades."'

Mobile ES starts with Sony's
finest DiscJockey CD changer, and
continues with Digital Signal
Processing (DSP) preamplifier,
digital crossover and frequency -
optimized amplifiers. Taking it all
in, Car Stereo Review exclaimed,
"Add Mobile ES to topnotch
speakers and you finally may
have a system that won't need
upgrading in your lifetime:'2

All of which strongly suggests
that Company Disc is not simply
the car stereo format for today.
It's also the format of the future.

C11101 I I

THE MOST ADVANCED SYSTEM IN AUTOSOUND

DESERVES THE MOST ADVANCED DISPLAY: THE 15,000 -

PIXEL MOBILE ES SYSTEM DISPLAY.

RELAX AND KEEP YOUR EYES ON THE ROAD. THE

MOBILE ES JOYSTICK LETS YOU OPERATE THE SYSTEM

ENTIRELY BY FEEL.

C 1992 Sony Corporation of Americo. All rights reserved. Sony,
DiscJockey Discrnan, Compact Disc 10th Anniversary Logo ond
UniLink ore trademarks of Sony. All features ond specifications
subject to change without notice
lien Feldman quote from the April/May 1991 issue of Jona
Reprinted with permission

2Cor Stereo Review quote by Bill Wolfe, appearing in the
September/October 1991 issue Reprinted with permission.

SONY
Sony Corporation of Americo
Notional Operations Headquarters
Sony Drive, Pork Ridge, New Jersey 07656



SPECIE CD OMB

A UNIQUE
JAZZ AND
CLASSICAL
SAMPLER

CHESKY RECORDS, a young company with a loyal
following among audiophiles, has created a
dynamite sampler disc exclusively for STEREO

REVIEW readers. The sixteen tracks on the disc
have a total playing time of 73:16, and they give
an excellent overall view of the artists and
Repertoire that make up Chesky's tightly
tocused catalog. To get your copy simply fill

out the coupon below with your name and address
and send it to Chesky with a check or money order
for $4, which includes handling and postage.

Founded only five years ago by the brothers
Norman and David Chesky, the company is best
known for its cutting -edge approach to technology. In
pursuit of a completely natural sound, Chesky
engineers use minimalist miking techniques, and the
company was the first in the world to use 128 -times
oversampling in its digital recordings. At exhibitions
like the Consumer Electronics Show, many
manufacturers use Chesky records to demonstrate the
quality of their equipment.

Norman Chesky, the president, says, "The high -
end community helped establish our company as one
of the leading audiophile labels in the world. Now it is
my goal to take us to the next level by discovering
and developing new and unique artists." David
Chesky, who is a pianist and composer, functions as
the director of artists and repertoire, and he says the
label's focus should be on the musician. "I imagine a
company that will give musical artists an arena in
which they can express themselves freely without
inhibition or limitation."

Among the artists on the Chesky roster-and on
the special STEREO REVIEW sampler-are such
outstanding jazz musicians as Phil Woods, Clark
Terry, John Pizzarelli, and McCoy Tyner. When new
pop or folk -oriented artists, like Sara K. or Kenny
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Rankin, begin recording for Chesky, they are
encouraged to go off in new directions. The
saxophonist and clarinetist Paquito D'Rivera and the
Brazilian singer Ana Caram give a Latin flavor to
Chesky's list. David Chesky's own music is a
synthesis of Latin pop with jazz and classical
influences, and the chamber ensemble Orquesta Nova
combines Latin American popular music with
classical.

Chesky's established classical stars include the
American piano virtuoso Earl Wild and the
harpsichordist/conductor Igor Kipnis (new to the
label) as well as the rapidly rising flutist Gary
Schocker. Along with Fred Hersch, Bruce Dunlap,
and Tom Harrell, all the artists mentioned here are
represented on the sampler with tracks from their
recent releases. See complete contents above. All
new! All digital! All wonderful! All yours for a mere
four bucks! At this price you can't afford not to
order it.

Send to Chesky Reco-ds, P.O. Box 1110,
Long Island City , NY 111 01-111 0

 ADDRESS
(STREET AND NUMBER(

(CITY)

Include a check or money order tor $4 (which covers postage and handling) payable to Chesky
Records. Outside the United States send US$6. Do not send cash. Offer void after July 31, 1992.

For CHESKY RECORDS SPECIAL SAMPLER

NAME
(PLEASE PRINT)

(STATE) (ZIP)
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YOU'VE spent a ton of money on your
car stereo. Your CD changer features
eight -times oversampling and I -bit
D/A converters. The changer con-
nects to the head unit via fiber optics.
The tuner has triple phase -locked -loop
circuitry and high-performance ce-
ramic filters. Your equalizers contain
only discrete electronics and your
crossovers are all active, and both
have been tuned to perfection using a
professional real-time analyzer.
In a fit of passior, you
even pulled out your
cassette tape play-
er and installed
a DAT player '
instead. But

-sr

wir
your system doesn't sound very good.
In fact, it sounds downright bad.

Whether you've invested $200 or
$20,000 in your car's sound system, it
won't make the grade unless the fideli-
ty of the loudspeakers is at least as high
as the fidelity of the rest of the system.
Smart car audio installers and enthusi-
asts know that the secret of great
sound is in the loudspeakers. In fact,
because differences in sound quality

between electronic com-
ponents are so much

smaller than differ-
ences between
speakers, care-

ful speak-
er selection

 :04-OA.,
04156:

-

BY KEN C. POHLMANN

Choosing
the right
speakers
for your
car stereo
system

The a d s Model 320i s

two-way stereo

component system

(S570) features a three -

position tweeter level

control and a tweeter

protection switch.
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Jensen's JXL-401
full -

range speaker
(S50 a pair)

uses a dual-cone driver. Its
Sensitivity is rated as 88
dB and its power handling
as 30 watts. The mounting
depth is 1% inches,

MB Quart's OM 160 KX
coaxial speaker

(S279 a
pair) has a 6',? -inch wooffr.
a'/. -inch titanium -dome
tweeter, and a rated
power -handling capability
of 80 watts. The system
can be biamplified.

Originally soli as a marine
speaker. Pioneers

full -range TS-MR163

(S139 a pair) has found its
way into cars trucks,
and utility vehicles.

particularly those that are
regularly driven open or
exposed to the elements.
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The eodel 6.2 single-

charmel component system

from Boston Acoustics

IS43)1 has a 6',2 -inch

copolymer -cone woofer

and a 1 -inch tweeter.

The tweeters are available

in r.ulace-mount and

anc le -mount versions.

The JBL T06 tweeter (S129

a pair) has a pure -titanium

diar hagm. It can be

surface -mounted or flush-

moLn ed. Power handling

is rated as 50 watts.

sensilvity as 92 dB.

and placement can make a modest
system competitive with a much more
expensive installation.

Getting Started
Good sound can start with a system

using as few as two speakers, prefera-
bly mounted in the front doors. The
most basic setup is a pair of coaxial or

triaxial speakers. Such speakers
contain two or three drivers in a
single frame, making installation
easy, and they often provide
reasonably satisfactory fre-
quency response.

First, examine your car's
doors to see what size speaker

can be installed. Beneath the interi-
or trim, most car doors have cut-outs
for the speakers available in factory -
option sound systems. If you are
squeamish about exposing your car's
innards, any professional installer can
instantly tell you whether it can ac-
commodate 4- or 6 -inch round speak-
ers or some other configuration. Next,
listen to coaxials and triaxials that will
fit in your car. Because speaker per-
formance is so dependent on installa-
tion, it is important to try to listen to
speakers installed in a car instead of on
a speaker demo board in a showroom.
Play music that you are familiar with
through amplifiers with power ratings
similar to that of your amplifier.

Although they have their limita-
tions, specifications can help you trim
down your list of candidates. Make
sure that the rated frequency response
is reasonably smooth, but be aware
that different measurement tech-
niques can give very different results
and that the installation and your car's
interior design will greatly affect re-
sponse. Pick a speaker whose rated
power -handling capability exceeds
your amplifier's rated output. If its
power -handling capacity is too low for
your amp, its voice -coil temperature
could rise to dangerous levels, possi-
bly even to the point of melt-down. If
the power -handling capability isn't
specified, remember that speakers
with large voice coils, vented pole
pieces, and vented dust caps always
dissipate heat better than unvented
models with small voice coils.

Also check the speaker's rated sen-
sitivity: The more efficient it is, the
less power needed to drive it. If sensi-
tivity isn't rated, check the magnet
size-in theory, a doubling in magnet
size doubles efficiency (all else being
equal). In addition, edge -wound
voice -coil wire increases efficiency
over round wire.

Coaxials and triaxials are handy be -
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cause they can drop into factory -cut
speaker locations. Another type of
full -range system is called a plate
speaker, which places the drivers side
by side in a rectangular baffle. Plate
speakers are usually surface -mounted
on a car's rear package tray.

A number of good coaxials are avail-
able. JBL's T600 has a 61/2 -inch woofer
and a 1/2 -inch titanium tweeter ($149 a
pair). The MB Quart QM 130 KX has a
51/4 -inch woofer and a 3/4 -inch titanium -

dome tweeter with an external cross-
over ($249 a pair). Or you may want to
try a triaxial. The Jensen J1401 has a 4
x 10 -inch woofer, a 2 -inch midrange
driver, and a 2 -inch tweeter ($130 a
pair). The Infinity RS 6903 has a 6 x 9 -
inch woofer, a 2 -inch midrange, and a
3/4 -inch tweeter ($200 a pair). Altec
Lansing's ALS-500 is a good example
of a plate system, with a 1 -inch tweet-
er, a 51/4 -inch woofer, and a crossover
($260 a pair).

Step by Step
While a pair of coaxial, triaxial, or

plate speakers is a good choice for a
modest car audio system, if your goal
is to build toward a showpiece system
you'll want to use separate component
speakers, adding components as your
budget permits. Midrange and low -
frequency speakers are the place to
start. As with coaxials and triaxials,
determine the size that best fits your
car, but be careful to choose models
that can be integrated easily with addi-
tional speakers later on. In other
words, plan ahead so the upgrading
process will be as smooth as the de-
sired sound.

1

Y themselves, of course, mid-
range or low -frequency speakers
cannot cover the entire audio fre-
quency range. They are selected
primarily to provide a solid mid-
range sound spectrum. A number
of good models are available, in-

cluding the Soundstream SS 4.0 4 -inch
midrange speaker ($115 a pair), the
JBL T51 51/4 -inch woofer ($139 a pair),
and the Pioneer TS -MR 163 61/2 -inch
dual -cone full -range speakers ($150 a
pair). Although marketed primarily as
a marine speaker, the TS-MR163 has
found some popularity in the auto -
sound arena.

Higher fidelity requires the addition
of separate tweeters to bring presence
and realism, clarity and nuance to the
sound system. Satisfactory tweeter
performance is more elusive than one
might think. The ear is forgiving of
low -frequency distortion, and, in-
deed, the low -frequency sound many
listeners prefer is far from hi-fi. But



when it comes to high frequencies,
everyone agrees that a brittle, harsh,
or shrieking sound is big trouble.
When auditioning tweeters, choose
music with natural high -frequency
content and listen carefully for realism
and smooth sound quality. Any tweet-
er that is harsh or fatiguing, especially
after extended listening, no matter
how clean or bright it initially seems,
must be ruled out. Instead, find a
tweeter that imparts openness to the
music, blending with the middle fre-
quencies to provide a cohesive whole.
One other point: Hearing varies from
person to person most at high frequen-
cies. Choose the tweeter you like, not
necessarily one recommended to you.

On the one hand, tweeters are easy
to install because they are small and do
not need enclosures. On the other
hand, because of their directionality,
their placement is critical. Moreover,
the best tweeter locations, ear level
and forward, are unfortunately al-
ready occupied by the windshield.
Some installers place the tweeters in
the front doors, perhaps nestled near
an arm rest. This is not ideal, however,
because hands and arms can block the
sound from reaching your ears. Other
installers find nooks and crannies in
the instrument panel-some even sac-
rifice creature comforts and hide
tweeters in air-conditioning vents.
That can work well, but the tweeters
will often be quite low, which tends to
pull the entire sound stage down
around your knees. Other installers
choose locations on the top of the
dashboard, aiming the tweeters up-
ward so their sound reflects from the
windshield to the listener's ears. Al-
though that, too, is workable, the re-
flections cause imaging to be quite
fuzzy, and a phenomenon known as
NSL (near -site localization) tends to
distort the sound stage further.

Perhaps the best tweeter position is
at the bottom of the A -pillar where the
outside rear-view mirror is usually at-
tached. This area is usually free (al-
though some cars have manual mirror -
positioning controls there) and
provides an unobstructed path to the
ears. In addition, it is relatively high,
near ear level. But because one tweet-
er is so near each front seat, the stereo
panorama is sometimes pulled to the
side. This problem can be solved by
crossfiring the tweeters-aiming each
one across the car to the opposite seat.

Popular 1 -inch tweeters include the
G&S NS DT1 ($37 each), the Boston
Acoustics 701 ($100 a pair), and the
KEF KAR-33 ($120 a pair). A more
exotic approach can be found in the

The "TBX" in the Boston

Acoustics TBX8 (S400 a

pair) stands for Truck Box.

Designed especially for

use in trucks. the wedge-

shaped two-way system

contains a 61'? -inch woofer.

an 8 -inch passive radiator.

and a 1 -inch tweeter.

Soundstream's SS 4.0 full -

range speaker (S115 a

pair) uses a computer -

optimized center cone that

is said to enhance high -

frequency dispersion. It is

designed to fit standard 4 -

inch car speaker cutouts.
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The Polk C4 Compound

Mobile Subwoofer System

(;350) contains four 6 x 9-

iech drivers. Its flat bottom

aril roinded top make

passib e a neat fit in a

hatchb3ck or van.



The Infinity EM

(top in photo) is featured in

the CS -1A component

system (S440 complete:

tweeter. 5190 a pair). The

surface -mount driver is

rated for 50 watts power

handling. 93 dB sensitivity.

Advent's Model 5.21

coaxial (S119) couples the

tweeter diaphragm to

the woofer's voice coil.

eliminating the

need for a crossover.

planar -magnetic Infinity RSDS EMIT-
N ($190 a pair), although its large size
( I 1/4 x 21/4 inches) may make placement
more problematic. Some coaxials en-
able you to separate the tweeter from
the midrange driver for greater flexi-
bility. The Nakamichi SP -65C coaxial
contains a 61/2 -inch woofer and a re-
movable 1 -inch tweeter, and it comes
with a crossover and switchable atten-
uator ($330 a pair).

Subwoofers
The next step to improved sound is

to add subwoofers. The low -frequen-
cy foundation they provide is essential
to achieving the ultimate in fidelity,
but their cost and size dictate a signifi-
cant commitment on your part. More-
over, both the cost and size are greatly
augmented by the speaker enclosures
that are critical for good bass perfor-
mance (not to mention the cost of
extra amplifiers). On the up side, sub -
woofer placement is absolutely not
critical. In fact, some subwoofers are
designed to be mounted in the trunk,
with their output reaching the passen-
ger compartment through the rear seat
cushions.

While 12- and 15 -inch subwoofers
certainly look impressive, not all cars
(or owners) can readily accommodate
speakers of such magnitude. Fortu-
nately, ample bass can be obtained
with 8- or 10 -inch woofers, if they're
properly installed. Whatever the cone
diameter, good bass is most certainly
not achieved by simply cutting out
holes and dropping in speakers. Al-
most certainly you'll get an inade-
quate, muddy, muffled boom, proba-
bly distinguished by a highly resonant
"one -note bass" sound that annoys
people within a hundred -yard radius.
This effect is too often confused with
real bass response, which is strong and
accurately balanced across the entire
low -frequency range. To achieve this,
you must either place your car in the
hands of a professional installer, tack-
le the job of designing a custom enclo-
sure yourself (see "Designing Sub -
woofer Enclosures" on the facing
page), or consider buying a manufac-
tured bass cabinet.

When selecting a subwoofer, check
on its mounting requirements. The
manufacturer should state whether the
speaker has been designed for a sealed
or vented enclosure or for free -air
operation, and for best results you
should not deviate from this. Also
consider the speaker's sensitivity and
power -handling capability. Because of
the high power levels required to re-
produce good bass, the speakers

should be as efficient, and protected,
as possible.

Speaking of protection, also check
the subwoofer's impedance. To in-
crease the number of drivers, but not
amplifiers, subwoofers are often wired
in parallel across amplifier outputs.
But if the combined impedance drops
below 2 ohms, the resulting current
draw could damage the power amplifi-
er. To be safe, limit yourself to a pair
of paralleled 8 -ohm subwoofers, yield-
ing a combined 4 -ohm impedance. To
simplify the installation, you might
consider ready-made subwoofer sys-
tems with the driver prepackaged in an
enclosure. Some of these models even
contain their own power amplifiers.

The number of subwoofers avail-
able is staggering. Good examples of
8-, 10-, and 12 -inch models are the JBL
T80 ($119 each) and the Altec Lansing
ALS-I0 ($325 each) and ALS-12 ($375
each). The Collins CST 1203S is a 12 -
inch subwoofer in a tube enclosure
($550 a pair). The Southern Audio
Services T82A Bazooka is an 8 -inch
subwoofer in a tube enclosure that
also contains a crossover and 40 -watt
amplifier ($349 each).

Matched Separates
Rather than pick and choose, you

may want to buy your speakers in a
matched set-many manufacturers
market their speaker separates as
packages, selling, for example, a
tweeter, midrange, and woofer togeth-
er. That helps to narrow down the
bewildering number of car speaker
choices and almost infinite number of
possible combinations, making your
life easier. In addition, it helps guaran-
tee that the speakers you buy will
work well together in terms of power -

handling capacity and combined fre-
quency response-although the way
the individual speakers are installed
will still greatly affect the resulting
performance. In addition, as with any
package deal, you may save a little
money. On the other hand, you may
not like all the speakers in a set and
end up with a tweeter, say, that
doesn't suit you. In practice, many
dealers will agree to break up the sets
and sell you any individual speaker
you wish.

A few of the available sets are the
Boston Acoustics Model 4.2, a two-
way system with a 1 -inch tweeter, 4 -
inch midrange, and crossover ($379);
the MB Quart QM 335CX, a three-way
system with a 1 -inch tweeter, 4 -inch
midrange, 8 -inch woofer, and cross-
over ($799 a pair); and the a/d/s/
Model 320i/s, a two-way system with a
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1 -inch tweeter, 51/4 -inch woofer, and
crossover ($570).

Some folks prefer ready-made box-
es that contain pairs of tweeters, mid-
ranges, and woofers as well as cross-
overs-just like home speakers except
there's one box instead of two. In
particular, such systems make sense
in hatchbacks and pick-up trucks
where conventional installations are
difficult or impossible. And if your car
is a temporary one, or if you want to
move the speakers between several
cars, or if you simply cannot bear to
cut into your car's precious vinyl,
drop -in speaker boxes fill the bill.
They're also fast: If you don't have
time for a custom installation, buy a
box, drop it in, and go.

8

N the down side, all -in -one boxes
take up a lot of space and are the
easiest speakers to steal-many
of them even have handles.
Moreover, because they are de-
signed to sit in the back of the
vehicle, the entire sound field is

launched from the rear-not an entire-
ly satisfactory arrangement. For this
reason, some installers prefer to use
boxes only when independent front -
mounted speakers are also installed.
The combination, in fact, can sound
surprisingly good.

There are a number of excellent
boxes to choose from, and the most
popular are three-way systems. The
MTX BTE-IOW Blue Thunder con-
tains a pair of I -inch tweeters, two 5 -
inch midranges, and two 10 -inch woof-
ers ($440); 20 -inch -long ducts in the
rear of the box help augment bass
response. Stillwater Designs' Kicker
TLM ($630) uses two I -inch tweeters,
two 4 -inch midranges, and two 10 -inch
woofers; the midrange drivers are aug-
mented with ducted ports.

After he's covered the basics, a true
enthusiast will detect a frequency -re-
sponse dip that calls for additional
"fill" speakers in the rear package
tray, decide that a center -channel
speaker is a necessity for perfect imag-
ing, and even discard his spare tire to
make room for yet another subwoofer
cabinet. A system that began modestly
with two speakers may evolve into a
transducer phantasmagoria with twen-
ty or more speakers. Well, the ability
to expand your system, and to be very,
very creative in its design, is half the
fun of car stereo. But when it comes to
the loudspeakers, quality is infinitely
more important than quantity. If you
run out of space for speakers before
you run out of money, chances are
you're very rich, or you have a bad -
sounding car sound system. CI
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THE design of loudspeaker enclosures

used to be entrusted only tc rocket

scientists. Today, with the help of a

computer program. anyone can desicn an

enclosure that optimizes the performance

of a speaker to within a hair of its ideal

operating characteristics. Loudspeaker

enclosures are the provi-ice of woofers

and subwoofers, higher-i'ecuency dr vers

do not need the augmentation provided by

an enclosed air volume and are designed

to operate without one. No3fers and

subwoofers, including midrange speakers

that have to reproduce law frequencies as

well, must be placed in enclosures

specifically designed for their operat ng

characteristics and the desired response

of the finished system.

Designing a proper woofer or

subwoofer enclosure requires the us3 of

certain key specifications, normally

provided by the driver manufacturer. They

are known as the Thiele-Snall

parameters, after A. N. Thiele and R. H.

Smal, the engineers who originally

defined them and formaized their

appf cation. Using these specifications

and the right equations, one can choose

appropriate drivers and design and tuild

optimal enclosures for them. This process

used to be very tedious because of the

complexity of the equations and the

interactions between them. but it hai

been much simplified and streamlined by

the advent of equation -solving compiler

programs. Moreover. wah 'ast and

powerful personal compote's and

DICRISHIIES

loudspeaker -enclosure software programs

that do the math and guide the user

through the design process, almost

anyone can achieve professional results.

For example. the TERM -1 loudspeaker

program can be used to design sealed,

ported, or lsobarik enclosures and

explore the effects of changing such

things as port size or '.he number of ports.

Frequency response and power output can

be evaluated graphically using a cross -

hair cursor to pinpoint specific values on

the graphs. The program enables you to

design either rectangular or wedge-

shaped boxes and to vary parameters

such as wood thickness. TERM -1 also

includes a program tc design passive

crossovers. It can molel low-pass.

baedpass. or high-pass filters with

different slopes and cutoff frequencies; it

even generates a schematic complete

with component values.

3est of all, although it is a very

sophisticated program, TERM -1 is easy t)

use. Even beginners can complete their

own designs. But to take full advantage of

the program. a more thorough knowledge

of :he principles invo ved is very helpful.

Balks such as Vance Dickason's The

Loudspeaker Design Cookbook (Marsha II

Jones Co.) are ready to assist. TERM -1.

which runs on IBM-compatible personal

computers, is available from the Perfect

Interface division of Fockford

Corporation. 649 S. Rockford Dr., Tempe,

AZ 85281; telephone 800) 366-2349,

extension 3026. Retail price is 5299.

Altec Lansing's ALS-10 10 -

inch subwoofer (S325I is

rated for a frequency

response )f 30 to 5.000 Hz

and sensitivity of 98 dB.
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LOT has changed in the twen-
ty-one years since Richard
Packer first had his stereo sys-
tem profiled in STEREO RE-
VIEW. The paneled walls of his
listening room have gone from

dark pine to light oak, and the deep -
red shag rug has given way to a
contemporary mauve low -pile car-
pet. The family TV-a new 32 -inch
Toshiba CF3254J monitor/receiver
-is now connected to the audio
system, and the number of speak-
ers has increased by three to ac-
commodate Packer's Dolby Pro
Logic surround -sound system.

All of the electronic equipment
has been replaced, too. "We sold
the old system to help pay for a new
one," Packer says. Infinity 8 Kap-
pa speakers, which he uses for the front channels, have
replaced his early model Bose 901's. Packer and his wife,
Jill, chose the Kappas because their sound resembled that of
Symphony Hall in Salt Lake City, where the couple attend
concerts by the Utah Symphony. The Kappas also pack
enough bass to eliminate the need for a subwoofer. Packer
saved two old Lafayette speakers from an earlier system for
the surround channel, and he built a cabinet/TV stand
around a leftover Radio Shack speaker for the center
channel. The decision to employ retired speakers was
financially driven, but "they do the job," he says.

Where one Sansui 5000a receiver sufficed twenty years
ago, today Packer uses an Adcom GFA-555 200 -watt -per -
channel power amplifier to drive the Kappas, and a five -
channel Pioneer VSX-9500S Dolby Pro Logic receiver
delivers 125 watts to the center speaker and 30 watts per side
in the rear. Source equipment includes a Sony CDP-C67ES
carousel CD changer, a Pioneer CLD-3070 combi-player,
and a JVC HR -S55000 S -VHS VCR. Conspicuous by its
absence in the new system is Packer's old Teac A-6010
open -reel tape deck-or any audio tape deck, for that
matter. "The difference in sound from tape to CD is so
dramatic that I haven't had the impulse to hook up the reel-
to-reel," says the former disc jockey, who owns more than
three thousand 7 -inch reels. There is a turntable, but the
Dual CS 620Q doesn't see a lot of action these days.

The change in equipment paral-
lels a shift in the Packers' musical by R e b e

A 1970's
Classic Updated

habits from rock-and-roll to classi-
cal. "I was around when rock-and-
roll was born," says Packer.
"That's what led me into radio in
the early 1960's. "Roy Orbison,
Buddy Holly, the Everlys, the Bea-
tles . . . that music was my first
love." Now he and his wife love the
classical masters, too-Wagner,
Tchaikovsky, and Strauss. "I al-
ways liked classical music, but it
was scratchy on records," he says.
"You could hear all the pops and
hisses in the quiet passages." The
CD changed all that, and "now we
listen to classical more than any-
thing else."

The 60 x 17 x 28 -inch coffee-
table/equipment cabinet that Pack-
er designed and built, of white ash

with accents of South American purpleheart, was designed
originally "for stereo within easy reach." Although that
purpose has been largely supplanted by remote controls,
Packer says that changing discs and tapes is still much easier
at arm's length from the couch. But now he can also control
the system from his desk in the adjacent room by pointing
his Pioneer universal remote at the Zapit infrared repeater
that sits on one of the rear speakers.

Although there's room for storing a few discs and tapes in
the cabinet, most are kept in drawers in another room.
Packer, now a woodworker by trade, was concerned that
the Adcom amp would run too hot inside the cabinet, so he
built a wooden caddy for it and placed it on the side. If he's
using the system all day, he'll open the cabinet's tambour
doors to allow air to circulate so that the other components
don't become overheated. Monster Cable speaker wires and
extension cords for the equipment run through troughs that
Packer cut in the heavy foam padding between the carpet
and the concrete floor underneath.

As advanced as Packer's entertainment system is now,
it's not likely to stay the same for long. He's already
weighing replacing the turntable with a Digital Compact
Cassette (DCC) deck as soon as he can get one, and he might
just put those extra amplifier channels in the Pioneer
receiver to work driving a pair of speakers in another room.
But when it comes to music, he's not likely to stray from his

favorites-both nineteenth cen-c c a Day tury and 1950's.
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A DECADE ago the subwoofer was a
rare and exotic species of loudspeak-
er, found in the homes of only a few
relatively wealthy audiophiles. But in
recent years the breed has flourished.
STEREO REVIEW'S 1992 Stereo Buyers'
Guide lists more than a hundred
"true" subwoofers, not including
those sold as part of three-piece sub-
woofer/satellite systems. The appeal
of subwoofers was stimulated by four
developments:
 The compact disc. CD's, unlike LP's
and analog tape cassettes, are able to
reproduce very low frequencies with-
out restriction. CD players have flat
response to below 10 Hz, and the
inclusion of high-level bass does not
cause distortion, print -through, or
shortened playing time as it does with
LP's and tapes. CD's contain a lot of
low -frequency information that you
won't hear unless your speakers have
strong response in the bottom octave
(20 to 40 Hz). The newest digital audio
media, DCC and Mini Disc, have
the same unrestricted low -frequency
range as the CD.
 Cinema sound. During the last fif-
teen years the sound in movie theaters
has been transformed by Dolby Ste-
reo, surround sound, Spectral Record-
ing, and (very recently) digitally en-
coded sound on film. And while
VCR's and television sets were mono
and low-fi a decade ago, wide -range
stereo sound is now commonplace in
laserdiscs, videocassettes, and TV
broadcasts. Most surround -sound de-
coders have a socket on the back
labeled SUBWOOFER-a clear invita-
tion for you to enjoy at home the

spaceship rumble and booming explo-
sions that you hear in the theater.
 Car stereo. Ordinarily an 8 -inch
woofer in a 2 -cubic -foot box rolls off
below 50 Hz. But if you put the same
woofer in a car its response actually
rises, producing powerful lows that
you can feel all the way down to 20 Hz.
This is because of the small size of the
"room." When the dimensions of the
listening space are smaller than a half -
wavelength, sound waves have no
room to travel; the woofer simply acts
as an air pump, uniformly pressurizing
the car's interior. And once you have
felt the visceral impact of a bass drum
in a car, you may wish to experience
the same sensation in the larger and
more difficult environment of your
living mom.
 The sub/sat concept. In the early
days of stereo, people wanting full -
range sound usually bought large, ex-
pensive three-way speakers that were
likely to dominate their living rooms.
Then designers noticed that the lowest
frequencies, which require a relatively
big box, could be relegated to a bass
cabinet hidden in a corner. Everything
above 100 Hz, including all of the
spatial and directional cues of two -
channel stereo reproduction, could be
reproduced by very small satellite
speakers. With this division of respon-
sibility, full -range sound can be both
economical and inconspicuous.

Satellite speakers become nearly in-
visible when they are mounted in a
wall and covered by grilles painted to
match their surroundings. In -wall
speakers also have no dangling wires
to trip over. But there are practical

BY PETER \V. MITCHELL
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The a d s SUB12 powered subwoofer

(S1,895) features a 12 -inch driver and a

built-in 350 -watt amplifier.

Cenvin-Vega's SW -12B (S320) is a vented

design with a floor -facing woofer:

its rated power range is 5 to 125 watts.

At 250 watts, the Servo F-1500 (S995) is

the highest -powered model in Velodyne's line

of Foundation amplified subwoofers.

limits to how much bass you can get
from them. Woofers usually work best
in a large enclosure, and the cavities in
most walls don't provide enough
space.

Even if a woofer could be made to
work well in a wall, in -wall speakers
inescapably transmit some of their vi-
bration directly to the wall. An in -wall
woofer might turn the entire wall into a
sounding -board, adding a thick and
boomy resonance to your music. A
better -sounding and more cost-effec-
tive alternative is to use in -wall speak-
ers only above 100 Hz, while sending
lower frequencies to a separate bass
cabinet.

Many of the principles and com-
ments in this article apply both to true
subwoofers and to the bass cabinets
used with small satellites or in -wall
speakers. Since "sub" means under,
the term "subwoofer" should proper-
ly apply only to speakers that operate
below the range of normal woofers. A
conventional 8 -inch woofer can work

well down to about 50 Hz, so a
true subwoofer should extend
a system's response from
there down to 30 Hz, 20 Hz, or
even lower. But subwoofers
also provide other benefits be-
sides deep -bass response.

Invisibility. Since low fre-
quencies are nondirectional, a
subwoofer can be hidden in a
corner or used as an end table,

while the stereo image is formed en-
tirely by small speakers that don't
conflict with the room's decor. Com-
pact minispeakers may also sound bet-
ter in the midrange than speakers in
big boxes, since they produce less
panel resonance and cabinet -edge dif-
fraction.

Imaging. All -in -one speakers often
suffer from a placement compromise.
For the best sound quality and stereo
imaging, speakers should be located
away from large surfaces. When
strong floor and wall reflections com-
bine with a speaker's direct sound,
irregular frequency response and
smeared imaging result. For this rea-
son, many audiophiles mount loud-
speakers on stands in the middle of the
room. But a woofer should be close to
walls and floor (within a quarter -wave-
length) because in -phase reflections
from any nearby boundary surfaces
strengthen the bass at no cost.

A separate subwoofer resolves this
conflict. It can be installed where it
produces the most bass while the
placement of your main speakers is
optimized for the clearest sound and
best stereo image.

Reduced distortion. Adding a sub -
woofer allows you to keep the low
bass out of your main speakers-in-
suring, for example, that bass -reflex
speakers won't be overdriven by fre-
quencies below their design limits. If
your main speakers are two-way sys-
tems, the addition of a subwoofer
gives you a three-way system in which
midrange frequencies are no longer
produced by the same cone that han-
dles lows.

When a woofer is driven beyond its
linear range to produce a deep -bass
tone at high volume, midrange tones
from the same cone are distorted. For
example, when you play the opening
passage of Also Sprach Zarathustra by
Richard Strauss (featured in the
soundtrack of2001: A Space Odyssey),
do the organ pedal tones cause the
trumpet sound to warble, or is it
steady? Keeping powerful bass tones
out of your main speakers may also
alleviate cabinet -resonance problems
that are muddying the lower midrange.
Improved midrange clarity may be the
greatest benefit of a subwoofer.

What's Down There?
A badly designed or maladjusted

subwoofer that produces excess mid -
bass output (the 50- to 100 -Hz range)
may boom constantly. But a good sub -
woofer alters the sound very little-
most of the time. Very few musical
instruments are able to produce signif-
icant sound below 50 Hz, and even
those are called upon to do so only
occasionally.

The lowest key on a grand piano is
nominally pitched at 27.4 Hz, but it
produces mainly harmonics; the fun-
damental is too weak to hear. The
contrabassoon, tuba, and bass fiddle
have a few notes below 50 Hz, but
most of their music lies between 50
and 100 Hz. A Mahler symphony may
end with a massive 35 -Hz bass -drum
roll, but it occupies less than a minute
in an hour-long composition. Large
pipe organs emit floor -shaking pedal
tones as low as 16 Hz, but many
organs built in the Baroque style can-
not even manage the low C at 32 Hz.

For classical music and acoustic
jazz, owning a subwoofer is rather like
owning a 200- or 300 -watt amplifier.
Most of the time its expensive capabil-
ity goes unused, but the cost seems
fully justified in those moments when
its full capacity is called into play.
Once you have heard the lowest oc-
tave reproduced correctly, you may
not want to live without it. Hearing
(and, equally important, feeling) the
tonal foundations of a Bach fugue or a
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better reproduction of the lowest audi-
ble frequencies? Or are you hungering
for more mid -bass power? The chest -
thumping impact of the bass in a disco
or at a rock concert is not produced by
frequencies below 40 Hz, but by very
high levels at frequencies in the 40- to
80 -Hz range. Achieving high -intensity
bass requires powerful amplifiers and
very efficient woofers. If that's your
aim, you'll also need tolerant (or dis-
tant) neighbors.

NExr: How to choose a subwoofer and
install it in your system
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The guitar luminary

and King Crimson

kingpin Robert Fripp

didn't like what he

heard on the CD

reissues of his back

catalog. So he took

matters and
masters into his

own hands.

by Glenn Kenny

"None of the mechanics of reproduc-

ing music interest me at all," Robert

Fripp admits midway through a con-

versation on that very subject. "What

interests me are the rare moments

when music leans over and takes you

into its confidence." But the compos-

er/guitarist's altogether reasonable be-

lief that such moments as have been

documented on vinyl should make the

transition to a new music -storage me-

dium intact has forced him to take an

active interest in those mechanics.

For Fripp, a particularly pressing
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case in point-although not the only
one, since his work over the past two
decades and more has generated a
wide range of reissued recordings-is
the catalog of his band King Crimson,
one of the most controversial and in-
fluential of the so-called progressive
rock bands that began popping up in
the late 1960's. As the compact disc
took off in the mid -1980's, record com-
panies began reissuing items from

their back catalogs on CD. Since the
new format boasted "perfect sound

forever," and since it could repli-
cate highs and lows that were

effectively unreproducible
on vinyl, many assumed

that CD reissues would sound
at least as good as their vinyl

forebears, if not better.
But, as a legion of professionals and

consumers have learned, and are still
learning, it's not necessarily that sim-
ple. One early example of that was the
initial batch of King Crimson CD reis-
sues. Fripp was not even aware of
what was happening to some of his
most famous recordings until he re-
ceived a royalty statement from EG,
which at the time was both his man-
agement firm and his record company.

"When EG first released the Crim-
son catalog on CD," Fripp recalls, "it
was a straight transfer from copy mas-
ters in the 15-ips [inches per second]
quarter -inch format done by people
I'd never met, probably assistant
neers in various studios. In other

' to words, it was done badly. The [band]
e) paid for the cost of that transfer. I

remember quite well receiving my my-
rri alty check and discovering £5,000 had

been deducted from my royalties for
the CD transfer, although I hadn't
been involved in it at all."

Complaints about the noisy, muddy
CD versions of such albums as King
Crimson's legendary 1969 debut, "In
the Court of the Crimson King,"
began showing up in the press and
at EG's offices-"sentiments with
which I heartily concurred," says
Fripp. "My view was . . . if that mate-
rial were to be available on CD, it
should be in the best format and best
condition reasonably available." So
Fripp took matters into his own
hands-at his own expense-and
teamed up with the renowned audio
engineer Tony Arnold to remaster the
King Crimson catalog once again. The
fruits of their efforts can be heard on a
dozen individual reissues of Crimson
and Fripp albums and on the recently
released four -disc box set "Frame by
Frame: The Essential King Crimson."

It wasn't easy. In most cases, par-

ticularly with the earliest King Crim-
son recordings, the original master
tapes-that is, the tapes used to create
the first vinyl version-were unavail-
able. Fripp and Arnold had only
"copy masters" to work with, second -
or third -generation masters supplied
to companies releasing the record out-
side of its country of origin.

"When 'Court' was cut in America
from the quarter -inch copy master,
there was a fault in the right channel.
What we did to balance it at that time
was to add 10k [10,000 Hz] and let the
right side break up . . . . And when we
remastered it in 1989, instead of using
a fixed -band EQ we used dynamic
equalization with an Aphex. The cur-
rently available remastered 'Court'
has things on it you can't hear even on
the original vinyl. But the master [we
had to use] was flawed, probably be-
cause the original two -track machine
at Wessex Studio in 1969 that made it
had either a worn or damaged head on
the right channel, or else there was dirt
on the head which wasn't recognized
at the time. The original master-I
have no idea where it is. I'm only
working from the best copy masters I
can get. The eight -track of 21st Centu-
ry Schizoid Man was stolen from the
Wessex tape stock, which in those
days was a cupboard that anyone
could go into and lift a tape out of. You
see, [pop] recording in 1969 was by
and large not a professional concern."

THE difficulties Fripp de-
scribes are not unusual ones.
What is shocking is the music
industry's apparent tenden-
cy to overlook such difficul-
ties when preparing back -
catalog recordings for CD
reissue. A recent Billboard

article reported that Roger Nichols,
the ace engineer behind Steely Dan's
sound, made digital transfers of the
already deteriorating masters of the
Steely Dan albums for MCNs use in
the early 1980's, but MCA ran off only
one pressing from those transfers and
then reverted to second- or third -gen-
eration masters for subsequent runs.
Another calamity revealed was the use
of equalized masters for CD transfers.
Such masters are intended solely for
use on vinyl, with equalization on cuts
near the end of a side to compensate
for potential groove -tracing problems.
Under the microscope of digital re-
cording and CD playback, such equal-
ization can sound gruesome.

Fripp is familiar with all these hor-
ror stories-he's been embroiled with
his former label and management firm
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"What it comes down

to is this: I've got to be

eternally vigilant

about my catalog."

over CD transfers and much, much
more for a good number of years (he
does seem to enjoy friendly relations
with Virgin, which now owns EG's
record catalog). Still, after detailing a
litany of fairly outrageous music-in-
dus:ry abuses, he says, "I'm not cyni-
cal about it. What it comes down to is
this In a democratic society the price
of Ireedom is eternal vigilance. I've
got to be eternally vigilant about my
catdog."

Although Fripp is far happier with
his own King Crimson reissues than
with the initial batch, he insists that,
given more time and money, he could
do even better. Fripp and Arnold are
continually looking at both analog and
digital equipment that will enable them
to improve their efforts.

"Since we did those remasters,
technology has moved on again. I'm
abcut to go into the studio with Tony
Arnold again to experiment with the
ver latest technology in noise reduc-
tion. This system is being pioneered
by a man who worked for the English
Ministry of Defense, in radar. And
what he's done is use that technology
to hunt hiss. Arnold himself is now off
to check the latest on -the -market
noise -reduction system-£1,000 a day
to hire. His test for such systems is to
put through them this old tape he has
of a drummer using brushes. And if the
noise reduction removes the brushes
along with the hiss, the noise reduc-
tion is not effective. So we may be able
to move the format along a little fur-
ther for future releases."

Not that Fripp is completely pleased
with the CD format to begin with. In
the vinyl vs. CD debate, he falls into
the vinyl camp, but only in ideal terms:
"I accept that people with real ears
probably would prefer vinyl to CD's.
However, if you use vinyl, you've got
to have virgin vinyl, you've got to
have a superb pressing plant, you've
got to have superb metal work. And
you're not going to get it."

All this might suggest that Robert
Fripp is living in the past, but that's far
from the truth. He recently completed
a mini tour of Japan with musicians
David Sylvian and Trey Gunn and
performed in a Guitar Masters series
at New York City's World Financial
Center, both solo and with students
from his own Guitar Craft school. And
for this year's end he's planning the
next incarnation of, yes, King Crim-
son. "The players are in place," he
says, smiling a Cheshire Cat smile that
means, no, I'm not going to tell you
their names and, yes, it will be worth
the wait to find out. 0
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DIN

Stereo Review's critics choose the

0

Michelle Shocked's THE.

Heroes and Homemade Jam
No matter what you think of Mi-
chelle Shocked's artistry and vo-
cal personality-punk-rock/folk-
country genderbender with in -
your -face politics-you can't
say she's predictable. Who ex-

pected the exhilarating "Short, Sharp,
Shocked" after the rawness of "The
Texas Campfire Tapes"? And who,
except the most skilled periscope op-
erator, could have possibly seen the
arch but seductive "Captain Swing"
on the horizon?

Now, three years later, Shocked is
back with what she calls the final
installment in a trilogy begun by
"Short, Sharp, Shocked." Her idea
was to do an album for each of her
musical influences. If "Short . . ."
reflected her fondness for such Texas
songwriters as Guy Clark, and "Cap-
tain Swing" displayed her blues/swing
bent, the new record, 'Arkansas
Traveler," captures the "homemade
jam" years Shocked spent growing up
playing mandolin and guitar with her
father and brother. Mostly a country
and rural -blues record, "Arkansas
Traveler" is still not like anything you
might expect. And that, of course,
makes it a typical Michelle Shocked
album.

Recorded on a mobile unit in as
many places as there are songs, the
album is built around fiddle tunes
Shocked adapted for her mandolin and
augmented with offbeat tale -spinner's
words. She took to the road to record
them in loose, extremely informal per-
formances with her heroes and re-
spected contemporaries-Doc Wat-
son, Clarence "Gatemouth" Brown,
the Red Clay Ramblers, Levon Helm
and Garth Hudson, Pops Staples, Ali-
son Krauss, Taj Mahal, and others.

The album opens with two pieces
that stand on their own but offer no

* warning of the kind of fragmented,
rough-hewn jamming that is to follow.
33 RPM Soul, recorded in Chicago
with Pops Staples on guitar and vocal,
mates a grungy r -&-b groove with a
litany of lyric references to a captain's
widow who cavorts with pretty boys,

outstanding current releases

the importance of consecrating your
soul, and "the hellfire brimstone
blues." The Don Was -produced Come
a Long Way, a folky travelogue of
L.A. as seen from the back of a
repossessed motorbike, enhances
Shocked's self -mythology as she re-
ports on everything from sighting nude
gay boys in the window to making the
scene "like the one that took little
Jimmy Dean."

After that, Shocked-the-boho-so-
phisticate gets as down-home as they
come. Not all of this material works as
well as it should, and most of it takes a
lot of getting in the mood. But when it
cooks, as it does in Secret to a Long
Life, Strawberry Jam, and Prodigal
Daughter (Cotton Eyed Joe), it seeps
under the skin and floods the brain.

Shocked has been accused by some
of putting music second to image, but
if she's more interested in being outra-

geous than performing a song, she
doesn't show it here. Instead, she
takes a back seat to most of the guest
performers and gives her label the next
to most uncommercial record of her
career. That may be part of her eccen-
tric unpredictability, but it also speaks
of a woman who has more real music
in her heart than anything else.

Alanna Nash

MICHELLE SHOCKED: Arkansas Trav-
eler. Michelle Shocked (vocals, guitar,
mandolin, giggles); other musicians. 33
RPM Soul; Come a Long Way; Secret to a
Long Life; Contest Coming (Cripple
Creek); Over the Waterfall; Shaking
Hands (Soldier's Joy); Jump Jim Crow;
Hold Me Back (Frankie & Johnny);
Strawberry Jam; Prodigal Daughter (Cot-
ton Eyed Joe); Blackberry Blossom;
Weaving Way; Arkansas Traveler;
Woody's Rag. MERCURY ® 314 512 101-2
(59 min), C)314 512 101-4.

Shocked:
eccentric,
unpredictable,
and heartfelt



Ashkenazy's Knockout
Shostakovich

0

NE of the several conductors en-
gaged in recording the complete
cycle of Shostakovich sympho-
nies is Vladimir Ashkenazy, who
is making his way through them
with the Royal Philharmonic for

London. While the earlier installments
in his series-Nos. 1, 4, 5, and 6-may
have been less than compelling, his
new recording of No. 10 has the stron-
gest all-round appeal of any version
available now.

The Tenth, probably the greatest of
Shostakovich's fifteen symphonies,
has been recorded a lot lately. What
Ashkenazy has achieved, though, is
one of those realizations so fulfilling in
their own right as to render compari-
sons fairly pointless. He has the RPO
playing on a level it has not reached in
years, playing not only with brilliance
to burn but with evident commitment
to match Ashkenazy's own. There are
no encumbering gestures. The music

us with irresistible force, in
the lyric passages as well as the fero-
cious ones, and London has surpassed
itself with the overall realism and pow-
er of its sonic frame.

And there is more. While most re -

Garland Jeffreys:
State of the Union?

GARLAND JEFFREYS has written
only eight studio albums in twen-
ty years, but while he might not
be prolific, he more than makes
up for it in quality. His newest
album, "Don't Call Me Buck-

wheat," is a career high-water mark,
and how many other fortysomething
rockers can make such a claim?

The somewhat startling theme of the
album is race relations-startling be-
cause the issues are treated not with
rage (a la Public Enemy) but with an
honesty, passion, and basis in fact that
are even more focused and forceful.
The autobiographical quality of many
of the thirteen songs here reflects Jef-
freys's mixed lineage: black, white,
and Puerto Rican. He grew up in New

York City and is a one-man melting
pot with an authoritative perspective
on the thorny matter of prejudice. If
this were simply an album of lyrics
that connect with the force of a round-
house right ("Don't call me nig, nig,
nig, nig," for instance, from the title
track), it would stand as a potent piece
of literature. But the words are welded
to music that's equally strong, from
rock -steady reggae grooves to pol-
ished urban r -&-b balladry to sweet
street -corner a cappella, and that
makes "Don't Call Me Buckwheat" a
recording that deserves to be heard,
pondered, and even taught.

The opener is a breathtaking harmo-
ny number, Moonshine in the Corn-
field, which dissolves with the force of

cordings of the Tenth either take up a
whole CD or have an innocuous little
overture or ballet suite as filler, this
one comes with the composer -autho-
rized Rudolf Barshai transcription of
Shostakovich's String Quartet No. 8
as the Chamber Symphony, Op. 110a.
Barshai himself made a fine recording
of this piece not long ago with the
Chamber Orchestra of Europe, but I
think Ashkenazy's is even more per-
suasive. It is more consistently true to
the spirit of the original, its impact
again unimpeded by any gratuitous
interpretive overlay. It is, in any
event, an apt companion piece for the
Tenth Symphony because of the
prominence of the "D.Sch." motto
that marks both works as being among
the composer's most personal utter-
ances. Both would seem to have great
personal significance to Ashkenazy as
well, for he has given us nothing finer
in his many recordings as a conductor.

Richard Freed

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. 10,
Op. 93; Chamber Symphony, Op. 110a.
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Vladimir
Ashkenazy cond. LONDON © 433 028-2
(75 min).
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a whiperack into the blunt black and
white of the ska-tinged Welcome to the
World. Though the music is minor -
keyed in songs like Welcome and
Lonelyville, the beat is indomitable,
and the spirit is never defeated. Jef-
freys's songs possess a cinematic
sweep as verses segue from incidents
on a modern-day city street to recol-
lections drawn from childhood to a
date -studded recounting of black his-
tory. Color Line salutes those pioneer-
ing black athletes who took the risk of
competing in a whites -only world, and
Hail Hail Rock 'n' Roll traces the roots
of rock in rhythm-and-blues. Along
the way, Jeffreys unburdens himself of
a personal confession in the sly, in-

sinuating I Was Afraid of Mal- C:44s ?.. _,0
?

ff E Ti.color, which is set to riffy, big -
beat music reminiscent of Gary
Glitter's Rock and Roll, Pt. 2.

The real point of this album is that
while racism can be considered and
decried in broad terms, it is the fear
and loss of self-esteem on an individ-
ual, day-to-day level-hostile stares in
a store, watching an on -duty cab pass
by your outstretched hand, living
scared of being gunned down in the
ghetto's unending bloodbath-that is
the real tragedy of racial inequality, no
less in the 1990's than in the 1950's or
even the 1850's. It just won't go away,
but neither does the search for an
answer. Garland Jeffreys has come up

Global Rachmaninoff
IHE combination of a relatively lit-
tle-known Japanese conductor
and a Welsh orchestra playing the
Rachmaninoff Second Symphony
uncut, in all its gorgeous sprawl-
ing length, would seem unlikely to

yield an outstanding recording. But
the new Nimbus CD with Tadaaki
Otaka leading the BBC Welsh Sym-
phony is just that.

Otaka is in his middle forties and has
been in charge of the Welsh orchestra
since 1987. His recording of the Rach-
maninoff Second shows not only that
he has welded his Welsh players into
an absolutely first-rate ensemble but
also that he is an interpreter of the late-
Romantic repertory who will bear
watching in years to come.

I was impressed from the very open-
ing pages of the symphony by Otaka's
phrasing, which is flexible yet stays
completely within the bounds set by
the music's basic pulse. He builds
slowly and organically to his climaxes,
and he takes great care both with the
proportions of his dynamic scheme
and with the music's essential struc-
ture. I felt at the end of the long
opening movement that the progres-
sion had been an inevitable one. The
scherzo is paced with care, with the
balances between brass and strings
expertly managed. The coda is as
spookily menacing as I have ever
heard it. The slow movement with its
long opening clarinet solo, faultlessly
executed here, is a challenge to a
conductor in terms of sustaining the

Conductor Tadaaki Otaka

line and timing the arrival of its huge
climax-actually the high point of the
whole work. It takes some real doing
to make the final movement sound all
of a piece, but Otaka and his players
pull it off.

The 6 -minute Vocalise may seem
something of an anticlimax after the
symphony, but it is a pleasure to hear
it done with such tenderness and deli-
cacy, and not a trace of sentimental
swooning. In both works Nimbus has
done a simply superb job of recording
at Swansea's Brangwyn Hall. There is
a sense of space and warmth from start

with one worth remembering in
a song called The Answer: "Ain't

no preacher gonna teach us 'bout the
meaning of love / It's up to you and me
to give what we got plenty of / Give it
up and kick it out / Lift yourself up just
like a dancer . . . / Lift yourself up and
you'll find the answer."

Parke Puterbaugh

GARLAND JEFFREYS: Don't Call Me
Buckwheat. Garland Jeffreys (vocals);
other musicians. Moonshine in the Corn-
field; Welcome to the World; Don't Call
Me Buckwheat; Color Line; Murder Jubi-
lee; I'm Not a Know It All; and seven
others. RCA C) 07863 61112-2 (52 min),
© 07863 61112-4.

to finish and first-rate lateral and depth
imaging.

There have been a number of excep-
tionally distinguished recordings of
the Rachmaninoff Second Symphony,
notably those of Ashkenazy, Rozh-
destvensky, and Temirkanov. This
one by Otaka and his Welsh orchestra
belongs in that august company.

David Hall

RACHMANINOFF: Symphony No. 2,
Op. 27; Vocalise, Op. 34, No. 14. BBC
Welsh Symphony Orchestra, Tadaaki
Otaka cond. NIMBUS (:) NI 5322 (66 min).

a
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k\\O Popular Music
Discs and tapes

reviewed by Chris Albertson,

Phyl Garland, Hon Givens,

Roy Hemming, Alanna Nash, Parke

Puterbaugh, and Steve Simels

TORI AMOS: Little Earthquakes. Tori
Amos (vocals, piano); other musicians.
Crucify; Girl; Silent All These Years; Pre-
cious Things; Winter; Happy Phantom;
and six others. ATLANTIC ® 82358-2 (57
min), © 82358-4.

Performance: Strong stuff
Recording: Good

Let's hear it for the confessional singer,
the heart that cannot help but pour out its
innermost feelings, the soul that cannot
help but cast out its deepest secrets.
Since rock-and-roll stormed the pop -
music fort, there have been singers liber-
ated enough to treat each listener as best
friend, clergyman, therapist. That's cer-
tainly the attitude behind "Little Earth-
quakes," the debut album by Tori
Amos. Amos tells us the awful, the pain-
ful, the exhilarating stories of her life-
and they hit us like body blows.

As with any pop singer who wears her
life on her sleeve, the resemblances to
Joni Mitchell are obvious, both in the
way Amos rumbles through a song on
piano and in the way she pushes her
voice and her lyrics to extremes. You
almost want to tell her to relax a little bit.
And yet if she weren't willing to relive
the cruelty of adolescent sex in Precious
Things, we wouldn't have its nasty, pur-
ple, acidic lyrics. And if she weren't bold
enough to tell us about a one-nighter
gone wrong in Leather, we wouldn't
have such sardonically vulnerable lines
as, "I could just pretend that you love
me/The night would lose all sense of fear/
But why do I need you to love me/When
you can't hold what I hold dear."

Of course, Amos sometimes goes too
far-"Little Earthquakes" wouldn't be
so good if she didn't. But she almost
always redeems her excesseswith her
voice, which can move from a whisper to
a howl to sigh. The music behind her is
carefully calculated to put the capital
"R" back in Romantic: lurid strings,
depth -charge backbeats, layers of her
own overdubbed back-up vocals. Obvi-
ously not an album for the squeamish,

Explanation of Symbols
= Compact disc
= Tape cassette

"Little Earthquakes" is convincing
proof that sometimes more is more. R.G.

BAHIA BLACK: Ritual Beating System.
Bahia Black (vocals and instrumentals).
Retrato Calado; Capita° do Asfalto; The
Seven Powers; Uma Viagem del Baldes
de Larry Wright; Follow Me; and four
others. Axiom @ 314-510 856-2 (42 min),
© 314-510 856-4.

Performance: Multicultural
Recording: Good

It's not important whether you bang the
drum slowly or bang the drum quickly as
long as you bang the drum right. Bahia
Black is the name of an ad hoc group of
musicians from Brazil and the U.S.,
including the singer -guitarist Carlinhos
Brown, the percussion group Olodum
(which played in Paul Simon's The
Obvious Child), and the jazz players
Wayne Shorter and Herbie Hancock.
They come together in various combina-
tions for an amazing musical mix, most
spectacularly in The Seven Powers,
where the chugging, marching -band
polyrhythms of Olodum act as a perco-
lating counterpoint for the swirling post -
bop filagrees of Shorter and Hancock.
Far simpler, but just as impressive, is
Uma Viagem del Baldes de Larry Wright,
which features the dazzling plastic -
bucket firestorm of Larry Wright, a
street musician whose quick -handed ef-
forts on homemade instruments are
slightly augmented by rolls on tiny Bra-
zilian drums. If you live for the beat, this
album is a must. R.G.

TEVIN CAMPBELL. Tevin Campbell
(vocals); other musicians. Round and
Round (soul -mix edit); Interlude/Over the
Rainbow and On to the Sun; Tell Me What
You Want Me to Do; Lil' Brother; Straw-
berry Letter; and eight others. QwEST/
WARNER BROS. O 26291-2 (50 min), ©
26291-4.

Performance: Wow!
Recording: Fine

This is one of the best debut vocal al-
bums I have heard in many, many years,
and that's without taking into consider-
ation that Tevin Campbell is only four-
teen years old. Far more than just a cute
kid who has learned how to go through
the paces technically, he sings with an
authority of attack, certainty of tone,
and maturity of interpretation that im-
mediately command respect. There is a
passion in his work that marks the true
artist.

In spite of his youth, Campbell is not
exactly a newcomer, but this solo album
demonstrates musical growth beyond
his previous work on records by Quincy
Jones and Prince. Even the texture and
pitch of his voice have developed, caus-
ing him at times to sound a bit like the

young Stevie Wonder. He's had produc-
tion assistance from Jones, Narada Mi-
chael Walden, and Al B. Sure!, along
with some good songs, but all that would
amount to nothing if he could not put
over the material. While the emphasis is
on highly melodic, tastefully fashioned
songs bound to appeal to a large audi-
ence, Campbell reflects his generation
by indulging in a little light rapping. His
age becomes the focus in the humorous
Lil' Brother, he moves comfortably
through the strutting rhythms of She's
All That and Shuggie Otis's Strawberry
Letter 23, and he is fully up to the lovely

Amos: Romantic with a capital "R"

lyrical quality of the ballads Alone with
You, Just Ask Me To, and Confused. His
searing performance in Tell Me What
You Want Me to Do, where he revises the
melody and reaches up into the strato-
sphere for tingly vocal effects, suggests
his full potential. Here's one prodigy
who is well on his way to a brilliant
future. P.G.

MELISSA ETHERIDGE: NeverEnough.
Melissa Etheridge (vocals, guitars, pi-
ano); Kevin McCormick (bass, back-
ground vocals); Steuart Smith (guitar);
other musicians. Ain't it Heavy; 2001;
Dance Without Sleeping; Place Your
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Hand; Must Be Crazy for Me; Meet Me in
the Back; and four others. ISLAND ® 314-
512 120-2 (46 min), © 314-512 120-4.

Performance: Heart attack
Recording: Very good

Two and a half years after "Brave and
Crazy," her second album, Melissa
Etheridge will surprise those who know
her mainly as a high-octane rocker. In
her new album, "Never Enough," the
hot and sexy libidinal teases are easy
enough to find. But Etheridge proves
equally adept at cerebral dance music,
especially in 2001, which vaguely ad-
dresses the ominous threats to the plan-
et. And she positively shines in her bal-
lads about loneliness, emptiness, and
desperation, hitting her stride in The
Letting Go, a mature and finely wrought
song about recovering from the pain of
romantic separation. Etheridge stum-
bles at times in her attempts to branch
out into other styles. Place Your Hand,

Etheridge: hitting her stride

for example, a song about being beset by
demons and hoping for sexual healing,
gets lost in an arty British folk-rock
bridge. But overall this is an impressive,
fully rounded album, one that sacrifices
no emotional intensity or cut -to -the -
bone playing in helping Etheridge show
the full range of her writing and perform-
ing skills. A stunner. A.N.

JOHN FAHEY: Old Girlfriends and Other
Horrible Memories. John Fahey (guitar);
Terry Robb (guitar); Melody Fahey
(ukulele). Twilight Time; The Sea of
Love; A Rose and a Baby Ruth; and nine
others. VARRICK O VR 031 (43 min).

Performance: Typically personal
Recording: Good

John Fahey has been making solo al-
bums of steel -string guitar music since

1958, setting a standard for an entire
generation of younger guitarists includ-
ing Leo Kottke (whom he discovered)
and Michael Hedges. Weaving strands
of blues, folk, classical, and ethnic music
with a folk -bluegrass fingerpicking style,
Fahey can be spellbinding, but he can
also be lethargic. In "Old Girlfriends and
Other Horrible Memories," a title that's
snappier than any of the tunes, he slips
into a sentimental mood. That's not nec-
essarily good. Covers of The Sea of
Love, Blueberry Hill, and Don't (which
Leiber and Stoller wrote for Elvis Pres-
ley) evoke the Fifties, all right, but the
decade's worst qualities: tameness, con-
servatism, and reliance on nostalgia in-
stead of passionate expression.

Of the original pieces, the 4 -minute In
Darkest Night: The Objectification and
Recurrent Sightings of Bizarre and Ca-
thected Screen Memories (from Below)
Along the Sligo sounds like the noise a
six -year -old would make if he picked up
a guitar, the nearly 8 -minute Dianne Kel-
ly works a very earthy Mississippi Delta
blues vein before changing into baroque
folk, and Fear & Loathing at 4th &
Butternut, which utilizes an uncredited
instrument I can't identify-imagine a
harmonica with the drone of a bagpipe-
is pleasantly ominous. Buyer, be inter-
ested, but beware. A.N.

FALLING FROM GRACE. Original mo-
tion -picture soundtrack. Lisa Germano:
Bud's Theme. Nanci Griffith: Cradle of
the Interstate. Larry Crane: Whiskey
Burnin'. Dwight Yoakam: Common Day
Man. John Mellencamp: It Don't Scare
Me None. And eight others. MERCURY ®
314 512 004-2 (50 min), © 314 512 004-4.

Performance: Rootsy
Recording: Good

Larry McMurtry wrote the script, John
Mellencamp directed and starred, and
Mellencamp and friends produced the
nifty soundtrack for Falling from Grace.
The film's musical souvenir is a collec-
tion of songs cohering around the shared
sensibilities of the artists involved, in-
cluding Mellencamp, Dwight Yoakam,
John Prine, Nanci Griffith, Janis Ian,
and Mellencamp's former guitarist,
Larry Crane. Some of the strongest
songwriting comes from Crane, such as
the two songs Mellencamp performs: the
churchy Nothing's for Free and a twangy
survivor's tune called It Don't Scare Me
None that contains the album's best
lines, "I wrestle with my conscience/But
my conscience never wins." Crane sings
his own Whiskey Burnin', a lament for
hard times in a small town that's chang-
ing too fast. Mellencamp, for his part,
casts original songs in the direction of
Yoakam (the righteous, countrified
Common Day Man) and the Buzzin'
Cousins, a folk -rock -country group with
Prine, Joe Ely, James McMurtry, Yoa-
kam, and Mellencamp (Sweet Suzanne).
Add in the sweetest love song in a blue
moon, Hold Me Like You Used to Do,
performed by QKYUMBRZ, and ster-

ling contributions by Griffith and Prine,
and you've got a real winner that casts
Mellencamp and Co. in a ruminative,
folksy light. P.P.

GEORGE FOX: Spice of Life. George
Fox (vocals); the Enjoyers (instrumen-
tals); other musicians. There Goes My
Love; Fell in Love and I Can't Get Out;
Only the Best; I Know Where You Go;
Wastin' Time; and five others. WARNER
BROS. ® 26566-2 (31 min), © 26566-4.

Performance: Easygoing
Recording: Good

George Fox, a Canadian with a country
itch, does his best to scratch it in "Spice
of Life," his second American album.
All in all, he does a decent job. Fox has
good song sense-he pays homage to
Buck Owens (There Goes My Love),
favors traditional pedal -steel guitar lac-
ing (It Don't Really Matter Why), handles
modern bluesy material well (Wastin'
Time), and co -writes with Rory Michael
Burke, Charlie Black, and Bob DiPiero.
He also has an earnest if not remarkable
tenor, which means he's usually just as
good as his material.

Fox makes his strongest mark here
with Roger Ferris's I Know Where You
Go, a snaky, Gordon Lightfootish tune
that takes place in the mind of a man
who's waited up all night and half the
morning for his little cheater to return. A
guy can go half bonkers in a situation like
that, and Fox's reading is insinuating
enough to race the imagination. Danger
becomes him more than nice-guyism
ever could. A . /V.

A HARD TIME TO BE SINGLE (Brian
Gari). Larry Victor, Janet Kirker, Ange-
la Warren, Michael McAssey (vocals);
Brian Gari (piano); Jeff Olmsted (various
instruments). ORIGINAL CAST ® 0C913
(54 min), © OCT913.

Performance: Persuasive
Recording: Good

Even harder than being single is for a
talented young composer to get an origi-
nal musical show into a Broadway the-
ater these days-especially one that
doesn't duck the changing nature of per-
sonal relationships in the age of AIDS.
That's why Brian Gari's clever, sharply
perceptive, and musically attractive A
Hard Time to Be Single had to settle
recently for extended engagements in a
pseudo -revue format in several different
New York City cabaret rooms. Happily,
the four original singers were able to get
into a recording studio before the end of
one run to make this album, and other
cabaret performers have quickly picked
up some of the best songs for their acts.

Despite the understandably limited 2
and essentially soft -rock arrangements,
Gari shows a fresher and stronger me- §
Iodic flair than do the composers of sev- 5
eral recent shows that have made Broad-
way. And his lyrics neatly mix the ur-
bandy comic and the seriously insight- n
ful, sometimes in the same song. The E
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young performers make a good case for
most of the songs, although both of the
women's voices sometimes come across
more stridently in the recording than
they did when 1 heard them live. R.H.

HIGHWAY 101: Bing, Bang, Boom.
Highway 101 (vocals and instrumentals);
other musicians. Bing Bang Boom; Wher-
ever You Are; The Blame; Storm of Love;
Restless Kind; and six others. WARNER
BROS. ® 26588-2 (35 min), © 26588-4.

Performance: Refreshing
Recording: Very good

When Paulette Carlson left Highway 101
to go solo, naysayers insisted that Carl-
son was Highway 101 and that without
her lead vocals and songwriting input the
band would flounder. Wrong. New vo-
calist Nikki Nelson brings loads of
strengths to the job, namely a true coun-
try -sounding soprano and a feisty and
heartfelt delivery. Without Carlson's
songs-many of which actually sounded
somewhat like parodies of country
tunes-the band has a new vitality. The
overall sound now straddles the fence
between modern (Bing Bang Boom) and
traditional country (The Blame), largely
through the songwriting efforts of Mi-
chael Henderson and band members
Cactus Moser and Curtis Stone. Hender-

son's Restless Kind contains a great line,
"People sure get nervous when a girl is
free," and Nelson knows just how to put
it across. She also puts across a remake
of Tammy Wynette's Till I Get It Right.
Look for Highway 101 to solidify into a
far more credible quartet than Carlson
ever dreamed. A.N.

THE HOLMES BROTHERS: Where It's
At. The Holmes Brothers Band (vocals
and instrumentals); other musicians.
That's Where It's At; The Love You Save;
You Can't Hold On to a Love That's
Gone; I've Been a Loser; High Heel
Sneakers; and six others. ROUNDER ®
CD 2111 (48 min), ©C 2111.

Performance: Ouch!
Recording: Satisfactory

After years of obscurity, the Holmes
Brothers began attracting public recog-
nition in 1989 with the release of their
first album, "In the Spirit." This new
album ranges from blues staples (Big
Maceo's Worried Life Blues) to r -&-b
classics (Drown in My Own Tears) to
authentic country (Hank Williams's I
Saw the Light). Highlighting the set are
the full-bodied and inspired instrumen-
tals by Wendell Holmes on guitar, Sher-
man Holmes on bass, Popsy Dixon on
drums, Gib Wharton on pedal -steel gui-

tar, the Hell's Kitchen Horns, and Jon
Cleary's convincing keyboards.

The album would be thoroughly de-
lightful, in fact, except for the utterly
awful, ear -wrenching voice of Wendell
Holmes, who sings lead in all but one
selection. I know that blues singers
aren't supposed to sound like helden-
tenors, and a healthy portion of gritti-
ness makes their vocals earthier, but
there are limits. Holmes sounds like he's
choking on a fish bone the whole time.
I've heard more melodious snores. Until
they release a karaoke version, listen at
your own risk. P.G.

GARLAND JEFFREYS: Don't Call Me
Buckwheat (see Best of the Month, page
80)

PATTY LOVELESS: Up Against My
Heart. Patty Loveless (vocals); vocal
and instrumental accompaniment. Jeal-
ous Bone; Nobody Loves You Like I Do; I
Already Miss You (Like You're Already
Gone); Hurt Me Bad (In a Real Good
Way); and six others. MCA © MCAD-
10336 (32 min), MCAC-10336.

Performance: Rich
Recording: Very good

Patty Loveless has become one of the
most exciting singers in country music-
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and she's done it by being true to herself.
"Up Against My Heart," her fifth al-
bum, is a prime example. Clearly, she
loves smack -dab -in -the -middle coun-
try. You can hear that loyalty in every
throb of Can't Stop Myself from Loving
You, a reasonable facsimile of Patsy
Cline's classic work. But Loveless also
has neotraditional instincts, which come
out in the blend of amplified guitars with
mandolins and dobros. She sounds thor-
oughly modern yet convincingly retro in
I Already Miss You (Like You're Already
Gone), where her voice has a smoky -
hollow sadness, and I Came Straight to
You, with its hit -kicking fiddle. Some-
times she sounds simply like a woman in
love with a tune, no matter what style
you call it. Jealous Bone, for example,
sounds more rocky and bluesy than any-
thing else, and she sings it with a hard,
unyielding edge.

Fortunately for us, Loveless has a
thing for all ten of the songs in "Up
Against My Heart." From the heart-
break of If You Don't Want Me to the
resolute determination of God Will,
Loveless takes us on a roller -coaster
tour of love. The trip gets a little bumpy
at times, but it's always a thrill. R.G.

archival performances from the Fifties
(the era when the mambo ruled). But
then you'd miss the point of The Mambo
Kings, which is to introduce this music
to a new audience by adding a few con-
temporary wrinkles as points of entry for
the uninitiated. A wild and joyous romp
it is, too. Mambos, with their syncopat-
ed 4/4 tunes performed by an army of
horn players (with trumpets screeching
over the top) and percussionists (congas,
bongos, timbales), are always a feast of
rhythm and romance.

The bandleader Tito Puente and his
twenty -one-piece orchestra shine in the
bold, brassy Ran Kan Kan and steal the
show in Para Los Rumberos, which to
rock -trained ears will sound like Santana
with horns. The vocal numbers range
from Celia Cruz's fiery, accented take
on three songs, including the familiar
Guantanamera, to Antonio Banderas's
poised, suave delivery in Beautiful Maria
of My Soul. The mambo is all about
feeling good, and its revival is a timely
and welcome antidote to the recession-
ary blues. P.P.

MY BLOODY VALENTINE: Loveless.
My Bloody Valentine (vocals and instru-

Tito Puente and His Orchestra: scenes from a Mambo

THE MAMBO KINGS. Original motion -
picture soundtrack. Celia Cruz: La Di-
cha Mia. Tito Puente: Ran Kan Kan;
Cuban Pete. Arturo Sandoval: Mambo
Caliente. Linda Ronstadt: Quiereme Mu-
cho. And eleven others. ELEKTRA ®
61240-2 (49 min), © 61240-4.

Performance: Lively
Recording: Excellent

You don't have to be an expert on the
mambo to love the music in The Mambo
Kings. In fact, it might help not to be an
expert, because if you were you'd proba-
bly nit-pick over the presence of Linda
Ronstadt and Los Lobos or carp about
the pristine digital sound and the lack of

mentals). Only Shallow; Loonier;
Touched; To Here Knows When; When
You Sleep; Come In Alone; and five oth-
ers. SIRE/WARNER BROS. ® 26759-2 (49
min), © 26759-4.

Performance: Grungy
Recording: Appropriately murky

My Bloody Valentine is the seminal
band in the dream -pop genre, which is
beginning to invade the States from
across the Big Pond. The frequently
catchy riffs and melodies, as well as the
limpid vocals, come swathed in thick
layers of distortion. The combination
certainly has its energizing moments-
To Here Knows When sounds like a

swarm of electronic bees circling your
head-but to me this stuff more often
seems like nasty canned music. R.G.

YOUSSOU N'DOUR: Eyes Open. Yous-
sou N'Dour (vocals); other musicians.
New Africa; Am Am; Marie -Madeleine la
Saint-Louisienne; Live Television; No
More; Hope; Africa Remembers; and
seven others. 40 ACRES & A MULE
MUSICWORKS/COLUMBIA OO CK 48714
(74 min), © CT 48714.

Performance: Irresistible
Recording: Very good

You can hear a lot of world music these
days, but there are very few world musi-
cians. The best, in my opinion, is Yous-
sou N'Dour. Since bursting upon the
international scene in the mid -1980's,
this Senegalese singer -drummer has
broadened his horizons beyond the
mbalax style of his native Senegal. In the
new "Eyes Open," N'Dour continues to
pump out a propulsive sound that's daz-
zling in its rich combination of rhythms
and irresistible in its melodic urgency.
But his musical vocabulary now includes
American jazz, gospel, and pop as well
as other exotic colorations from Africa.
Listening to all these elements-James
Brown horns, stuttering Senegalese
bass, impassioned gospel piano, zesty
talking drum, fluttering jazz flute, chimy
sub-Saharan guitar, fusion keyboards-
flowing together can be intoxicating.
And that's just the launching pad for
N'Dour's incredibly expressive voice, a
keening high tenor that packs a lot of
emotion and moral force into each heart-
breaking melisma.

"Eyes Open" draws out a gentler,
more reflective N'Dour than in his earli-
er albums-he's just as committed to
social justice and peace as before, but
he's less likely to grab you by the lapels.
If it were mandatory listening for every-
body on the planet, the world would be a
better place, and all of its citizens would
have a hell of a good time. R.G.

LEON RUSSELL: Anything Can Happen.
Leon Russell (vocals, keyboards);
Bruce Hornsby (keyboards); other musi-
cians. Anything Can Happen; Black Ha-
los; No Man's Land; Monkey Business;
Angel Ways; Life of the Party; and four
others. VIRGIN O 91821-2 (36 min), ©
91821-4.

Performance: All over the map
Recording: Okay

It's been a decade since Leon Russell
made his last record, and we might still
be waiting to hear from this talented
eccentric again if Bruce Hornsby hadn't
interceded. Thanks to Hornsby, we've
got "Anything Can Happen," a collec-
tion of sardonic -going -on -maudlin songs
filled with Russell's squinty -eyed obser-
vations on life and love. Also thanks to
Hornsby, Russell's pungent lyrics and
vinegary vocals are wrapped up in
glossy, synthesized arrangements. I'm
not saying Hornsby is strictly responsi-
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ble for the sound here, nor am I saying
the music is bad. But I do miss the
whiskey sting of the old Russell, and the
piano here more often sounds like the
sweet tinkling of Bruce than the rollick-
ing barrelhouse of Leon.

That said, there's some cool stuff in
this album. Russell conjures up a Middle
Eastern apocalypse in Black Halos,
cackles bitterly about being ditched in
Life of the Party, and tells a Bible story in
Jezebel. If the musical style seems to
range a little farther and wider than
you'd think humanly possible, well,
that's just Leon Russell catching us up
with what's been on his mind for a real
long time. It's good to hear from our old
friend. R.G.

MICHELLE SHOCKED: Arkansas Trav-
eler (see Best of the Month, page 79)

TOM VERLAINE: Warm and Cool. Tom
Verlaine (guitar); Patrick A. Derivaz
(bass); Billy Ficca (drums); other musi-
cians. Those Harbor Lights; Sleepwalk -
in'; The Deep Dark Clouds; Saucer
Crash; Depot (1951); Boulevard; Harley
Quinn; Sor Juanna; and six others. RY-
KODISC ® RCD 10216 (52 min), © RCC
10216.

Performance: Stark
Recording: Pristine

Fans of Tom Verlaine should approach
"Warm and Cool" with caution, for it is
neither like his previous song -oriented

is, instead, an instrumental album that
finds Verlaine exploring new avenues of
expression on the guitar, applying a
thinking postmodern rocker's minimal-
ism, a jazzman's improvisational skill,
and a vintage Fifties guitarist's predilec-
tion for reverb and twang. As such, it's
an entertaining side trip into uncharted
realms: New Age music for New Wave
people, and definitely not your typical
guitar hotshot's solo record.

As weird as Verlaine gets (the nearly
7 -minute Lore, which builds in waves of
pointillistic dissonance), he still offsets
the offbeat with fond, discernible nods to
the guitar -instrumental craze of the Fif-
ties and Sixties. There are echoes of
Duane Eddy's deep, reverberant tunnel
of twang, the Ventures' proto-rock
workouts, and obscurities like the Vis-
counts' evocative version of Harlem
Nocturne. In a few spots Verlaine noo-
dles like a lost spelunker without a light,
but when he hinges his improvisations to
a bit of structure-as in the spacy, trem-
olo -filled Saucer Crash, the sprightly,
jig -like Boulevard, and the album's me-

. iodic centerpiece, Harley Quinn-

. "Warm and Cool" becomes an engaging
tL9 trip into realms of pure sound. P.P.

rj WHITE ZOMBIE: La Sexorcisto: Devil
8 Music Vol. 1. White Zombie (vocals and
g instrumentals). Knuckle Duster (Radio 1-
5' A); Thunder Kiss '65; Black Sunshine;

Soul -Crusher; Cosmic Monsters Inc.; Spi-
derbaby (Yeah -Yeah -Yeah); and eight

White Zombie: mud -wrestling trough of the mind

others. GEFFEN OO GEFD-24460 (58
min), © GEFC-24460.

Performance: Bloodcurdling
Recording: Sonic sludge

If you were to cross the corrosive sound
of Metallica with a Grade B monster
movie in a mud -wrestling trough of the
mind, it would come out something like
White Zombie. These hirsute New
Yorkers play high -decibel sludge -rock in
which the guitars roar and grumble like a
chain saw carving through a cadaver
while the vocalist grunts and groans
menacingly, the unintelligible lyrics usu-
ally resolving to a troglodytic " Yeahhh-
uhhh." The songs are connected by
sound bites from Fifties zombie flicks
and knob -twiddling excursions down the
radio dial, all meant to suggest some
higher (or lower) concept that's not as
easily divined or as amusing as may have
been intended. Thunderous rave-ups
like Thrust! and (especially) Black Sun-
shine are a gas, if you don't mind a white -
knuckle ride with a pack of reprobates
who make like they're on a three-day
pass from the local lock -up.

In its half -funny, half-heavyhanded
way, "La Sexorcisto" is reminiscent of
early Alice Cooper (though the songs
aren't as good), the Dictators' first al-
bum (though the satire isn't as sharp),

and prime Black Sabbath (though the
concept isn't as obvious). In other
words, the cues-whether to laugh or to
bang your head-aren't as clear as they
ought to be. Perhaps the group itself
doesn't know. P.P.

Collections
I SHALL BE UNRELEASED: The Songs
of Bob Dylan. Rod Stewart: Only a Hobo.
Joan Baez: Love Is Just a Four -Letter
Word. Manfred Mann: If You Gotta Go,
Go Now. Eric Clapton and His Band:
Walk Out in the Rain. Ron Wood: Seven
Days. And thirteen others. RHINO OO R2
70518 (64 min), © R4 70518.

Performance: Erratic
Recording: Variable

The idea behind this interesting antholo-
gy was simple: performances by famous
folk of Bob Dylan songs that Dylan
himself never released. Between the
idea and realization, of course, Dylan
actually made most of the numbers here
available, in his 1991 "Bootleg Series"
boxed set, but "I Shall Be Unreleased"
is (by and large) a fun album anyway.

Two of these covers were actually
hits-Manfred Mann's 1965 If You Gotta
Go, which holds up just fine, and Joan
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TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

it is Impossible for us to verify all of the claims
of advertisers, including product availability
and existence of warranties. Therefore, the fol-
lowing information is provided for your pro-
tection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise information
with the seller, including brand, model, color or
finish, accessories and rebates included in the
price.

2. Understand the seller's return and refund -
policy, including the allowable return period and
who pays the postage for returned merchandise.
3. Understand the product's warranty. Is there
a manufacturer's warranty, and if so, is it from a
U.S. or foreign manufacturer? Does the seller it-
self offer a warranty? In either case, what is cov-
ered by warranty, how long is the warranty period,
where will the product be serviced, what do you
have to do, and will the product be repaired or
replaced? You may want to receive a copy of the
written warranty before placing your order.
4. Keep a copy of all transactions, including
cancelled checks, receipts and correspondence.
For phone orders, make a note of the order in-
cluding merchandise ordered, price, order date,
expected delivery date and salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise Is not shipped within the
promised time or if no time was promised, 30
days of receipt of the order, you generally have
the right to cancel the order and get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution without your ex-
press prior consent is not allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your order or the
merchandise, write a letter to the seller with all
the pertinent information and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain satisfaction from
the seller, contact the consumer protection agen-
cy in the seller's state or your local U.S. Postal
Service.

If, after following the above guidelines, you
experience a problem with a mail order adver-
tiser that you are unable to resolve, please let
us know. Write to Nick Matarazzo, Publisher of
STEREO REVIEW Magazine. Be sure to in-
clude copies of all correspondence.

DENO
AUTHORIZED DE

The mark of a true Denon.
This sticker tells you who is an authorized

Denon dealer and who isn't.
Some people who offer Denon products are

not authorized dealers. That can lead to problems.
First, only authorized dealers offer you the

protection of a Denon warranty with your
purchase: at other dealers, you may have no
warranty at all.

Authorized Denon dealers stock only
components designed for the U.S., and have the
training to help you select the one right for you.

Authorized dealers know Denon technology
inside and out and stock factory parts for your
Denon to preserve true Denon sound.

So before you buy your Denon, look for this
Denon Authorized Dealer Sticker.

It assures you of the authentic Denon tech-
nology and support you expect. And nothing less.

To find your nearest AUTHORIZED Denon Dealer call:
1-201-575-7810
(9:00 am 5:00 pm EST) DENON

Baez's 1969 Love Is Just a Four Letter
Word, which doesn't (get that sitar outta
there!). Most of the rest, except for Rod
Stewart's Only a Hobo from his superb
"Gasoline Alley," are obscurities
plucked from albums few people both-
ered with when they came out (in the
case of Blue Ash, Ohio's gift to early -
Seventies power pop, make that nobody
bothered with). But almost all are re-
warding on some level, if only as camp;
check out the Raiders track, which has
far too long a title to repeat here, and
you'll see what I mean. And the best is
very definitely saved for last-a live
Dream Syndicate version of Blind Willie
McTell done up like the most intense
Dylan and the Hawks bootleg you've
ever heard. (Personal aside to Ron
Wood, here heard mangling the eminent-
ly mangleable Seven Days: no more solo
albums, okay?) S.S.

Jazz
THE HARPER BROTHERS: You Can
Hide Inside the Music. Philip Harper
(trumpet); Winard Harper (drums); oth-
er musicians. Segment; Since I Fell for
You; P.S. I Love You; 'Round Midnight;
and eight others. VERVE ® 314-511-820-2
(58 min), (:) 314-511-820-4.

Performance: Mixed
Recording: Very good

The Harper Brothers run one of the most
rewarding jazz groups around. Their
three previous Verve albums firmly es-
tablished these young men, and in this
fourth one they extend their hands to
four veteran performers: trumpeter Har-
ry "Sweets" Edison, saxophonist Jim-
my Heath, organist Jimmy McGriff, and
singer Ernie Andrews. Unfortunately,
some of this reaching out is less benefi-
cial to the Harper Brothers. Andrews's
voice has become wobbly, and he has an
awful time getting through the title song.
But he is far more comfortable with
Since I Fell for You, a fine Heath arrange-
ment, and he really hits his groove with
She's Got the Blues for Sale, a straight -
ahead number featuring strong, appro-
priately funky input from McGriff.
Trumpeter Edison proves his worth in
'Round Midnight and / Wish I Knew, but
the Harper Brothers shine brightest
when they go it on their own, which they
do in several tracks. C.A.

THE SULLIVAN YEARS: Big Band All -
Stars. Harry James: Lester Leaps In;
Blues for Sale. Woody Herman: My Fa-
vorite Things; Apple Honey. Lionel
Hampton: Blues in E Flat; It Don't Mean
a Thing. And six others. TVT OO TVT
9431-2 (35 min), © TVT 9431-4.

Performance: Splendid
Recording: Good

For twenty-three years the Ed Sullivan
Show was the ultimate TV grab bag, a

Sunday -night entertainment stew that
mixed jugglers and acrobats with classi-
cal virtuosos, Hollywood celebrities,
and pop, rock, and jazz stars. "The
Sullivan Years" is a series of compila-
tion recordings preserving fascinating
moments from the show. "Big Band All -
Stars" offers appearances by six jazz
orchestras, all in splendid form, from
1957 to 1967.

Things kick off with two Harry James
numbers featuring crisp work by the
leader, a spirited 1960 version of Lester
Leaps In (arranged by Ernie Wilkins)
and Blues for Sale from seven years later.
Then it's on to Woody Herman's My
Favorite Things and a superb 1960 ver-
sion of Apple Honey that captures all the
spirit of the 1945 original. Two 1959
Lionel Hampton selections are rendered
in typical Hampton style, which means
that they swing joyfully, and Benny
Goodman's theme, Let's Dance (1957),
leads nicely into a 1960 version of Sing,
Sing, Sing, a highlight of Goodman's
historic 1938 Carnegie Hall concert.
Goodman is in excellent form, and
Mousey Alexander does well in Gene
Krupa's role. Next is a 1957 track by the
posthumous Glenn Miller Orchestra, but
a clone band is a clone band.

The last three tracks are 1959 and 1960
swingers by Count Basie's orchestra,
which at that time included Joe New-
man, Frank Wess, Frank Foster, and a
rhythm section with guitarist Freddie
Green, bassist Eddie Jones, and the ever
propulsive Sonny Payne. Joe Williams is
heard in top form in Roll 'Em Pete,
further enhanced by a liquid Frank Wess
flute solo. A 35 -minute playing time is
skimpy for a CD, but there's a lot of
exciting music packed into this one. C.A.

PHIL WOODS AND JIM McNEELY:
Flowers for Hodges. Phil Woods (clari-
nets, saxophones, vocal); Jim McNeely
(piano, synthesizer). Lost; Hodges; I
Didn't Know About You; Lotus; Dutch
Morning; and five others. CONCORD JAZZ
O CCD-4485 (55 min), © CJ -4485-C.

Performance: Mixed
Recording: Excellent

Phil Woods ranks high on my list of
favorite contemporary saxophone play-
ers, but I was somewhat disappointed by
"Flowers for Hodges," a new album
with his regular pianist, Jim McNeely
Some of these duet performances lived
up to my expectations, but Woods, who
plays with characteristic excellence
throughout, takes some unbecoming
side trips. McNeely is a musician of the
fusion generation, and it is when he
switches to a synthesizer that the music
sounds diluted. Fortunately, most of the
55 minutes offers music of substance,
and even the Kenny G -like background
fails to completely disarm Phil Woods.
Hodges, however, is horrible: a Woods
tune in which he sings (if you can call it
that) a contrived lyric that does justice
neither to him nor to its inspiration,
Johnny Hodges. CA.
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MONEY, TIME AND FREIGHT ON FAMOUS BRAND STEREO EQUIPMENT ZAN
e

11

SO

"Irina/ walk (800) 621-8042 (312) 664-0020
Hours: Monday thru Saturday 9-5

12 E. DELAWARE PLACE  CHICAGO, IL 60611

LOUDSPEAKERS

JBL-PRO VIII
2 Way Shielded Speaker System

 AV monitor  61/2" wool's!
 1" titanium tweeter

List
$429 00 Pr

JBL PRO PERF +
3 pc Sub/SAT Syst

DIAMOND II
41/2" 2 way

JBLL20t38K
2 -way bookshelf List
speaker system 299.00

ALLISON AL110
Ac sus 6I/,' woofer.
1" tweeter

JBL 62T
6 2 way

SALE $25904
LIST

SALES329N

lIs onoo150 00 SALEs .Vea

SALE$140$4

List
170.00 SALE ti9r.
List
115.00 SALOOM

PORTABLES

SONY WM-FX33
AM/FM Stereo Radio

Casette player
 Auto -reverse with direction and

mode selectors  Variable Mega bass
 Ultra -light MDR headphones

List
$84 95

SONY D-33
Discman Port.
CD Player

SONY CFD-50
WFMCDCAss. List

imic rnoting 19995 SALES 139"

SONY CFD-460
CDICass AM/FM/ List
Dubbing. 3 pc 28995 ssLFS189"
JVC RCX-610
AM/FMCDCass: List
DubbingRemote 29905 SALE 219"

SALE $4995

1179 .95 SALE1129"

List
Port CD 24995 sALE5169"

AUTO

'Aug v

PANASONIC CO-DP35
 AM/FM/CO  Removable chassis  15 r 4 AMP

List
549995 SALE $27995
JBL T-900
6Y9 9995 SALE 579,7

II SHERWOOD
111 XM-7000

Remote CD changer
6 disc capacity.
random play 30 track List

ma:ilitV

70000.. SALES399"

S
XA-12400
240 watt pow,' m p
4 channe& List
bridgable 350 00 SALE' 179"

CASSETTE DECKS

TEAC W -600O8
Double Cassette Deck
 Auto reverse  Full function

wireless remote  Dolby HO Pro  One toucr,
dubbing  Pitch control

List
5750 00 SALE $45900

TEAC V255CHX List
Dolby' B/C HO Pro 145.95 SALE589"

TEAC WS2OR
Dubbing AIR Lis!
Dolby' 8 & C EALES 159"

TECHNICS
TR-2
lb11/C/H% Pro Ust

DecRS

21

19995 TALF514995

JVC TDR-441
Dolby' B/C HO -Pro
Auto rev CALI. FOR PRICE

AIWA AD-WX777
Dual deck widbi
quick auto -reverse. List
Dolby' ETC NR 370.00 SALE 119"
JVC TD -W505
Twin Hi -h auto reverse. Dolby
HX-Pro BIC N R CALL FOR PRICE

TEAC V-3000
Dolby. BrC/HX Pro List
3 HD remote 500.00 SALF$33900

AUDIO TAPE
MAXELL XLII.100
Mgh Bias 10 52199

MAXELL 9-60 DM
Digital Tape DA T s6ra

MAXELL MX -90
Metal Bias 10 for Sire
MK SAX -90
High -Rios 10b, 119"
SONY SR -90
metal cass 10 tr Sir'
TDK MA -110
Metal tape 10'..12150

HEADPHONES
SONY MDR-CD6 Lid 5119 95
Digital Stereo
Headphones SALE $7995
SENNHEISER HD
250 LINEAR
Studio monitor, List
Closed cup design 19995 IALES129"

List
AKG K240M .120 00 SALE $72W

SONY MDR -M66 Lig
Music Monitor . 9495 SALE $5995

SONY MCD-CD30 29
List

95 SALES1995

SONY MDR 1F5K
Cordless List
Headphones 19995 SALES99"

RECEIVERS

TECHNICS SA-QX505
Qu 3rtz Synthesized

AM/RA Stereo Receiver
 110s2 front  10x2 rear  10 c snter

 Dolby' Pro -logic Surround

List
539995

TECHNICS
SA-GX710
125x2 front. 20 c2 rear.
20 center. Dolby'
hto-Logic Surround

JVC RX-307TN
BO waits ch
remote. Compulink

SALE $288°°

CALL FOR PRIC/

List
270.00 SIUES17911

TECHNICS
SA-GX303
85 watts w suwound List
sound 320 00 CALL FOR PRICI

TECHNICS SA-GX 100
40 watt ch , A,V
remote contrc I CALL I OR PRICE

JVC RX-507VT/I
80x2 front. 40x2 rear,
Dolby Pro -logic

JVC RX-905V
Dolby. Pro -Logic
Digital Sound Processing

CALL FOR PRICE

CALL FOR PRICI

VIDEO

a
PANASONIC LX -2C0

 Remote Lc sof Disc CD Player  Auto -rev
 Losei format  Optical ou put

LS90ist

0 00 SALE $5750'
JVC HRD 940 List
HIFI. 4 HD. Jop Shuttle 699 00 sis..0426W
SONY SLY -595 HF
Remote contsol, VHS
HIFI, VCR Plus." CALL FOR PRIC

SONY MDP-333
Remote Multiaisc
player CALL 2OR PRIC

PANASONIC
PV44167 List
SVHS with shuttle 749 00 SAIES5099*

AUDIO SOURCE
SS -3
With Dolby'
Pro -Logic

NEC
-

W
JVHRS6700U
S -VHS. HIFI, 4 ID

PHILIPS CDV-600
1 bit D A, mull laser -
disc player v remote

4130
List

00 siass21911

CAU-FOR Pince

CALLFOR PRICE

121 E. IDelawar: PI., Chicago 60611

NOTE: this Is just a partial listing of our exten-
sive inventory. Please call for quotes on addi-
tional i.ems or to request a free price list.

Prices in this ad ore for
moil -order only Freight
charges not included in
prices All merchandise
shipped brand new, fac-
tory fresh with full war-
ranty. Not responsible for
typographical errors.
Prices and availability
subject to change.

RETURN POLICY: Equipment received withil the first
14 days from date of lit 'Foment may be ref Jrned to
us for repair or replccement at no ackditionol
charge.' After the 14 day period it is the rronufac-
turer's resonsibilify to epair or replace an item
through their U.S vw:trra -My. NOTE. Certain manufac-
turers require all returns to be processed directly
through them and no through us so please ask
when making your purchase. All cancsIlatIons
ore subject to a senile* charge.

Does not Include shipping feet

CD PLAYERS

TECHNICS SL-PG300
Programmable

Compact Disc Player
 A new generation of CD player using the

MASH Digital -to -Analog converter
 10 key direct access on front panel

& remote control

CALL FOR PRICE
TECHNICS
SL -P705
Top load 5 disc
changer . MASH List "4 bit DIA 249 95 SALE$159

S

1 bit Mash

JVC XU -4S1
1 bit DAC
80s OversomplingOar
Mash digital to
analog converter

SANSUI DC -2700
1 bit MASH. 4 DAC
A M PS Remote

CALL FOR PRICE

CALL FOR PRICE

CALL FOR PRICE

1495 SALESii 9"
TECHNICS
SLPC-505
CD changer 5 D,sc. List
Mash 219 05 SALE$15991

TECHNICS
SL-PD827
.1 bit. Mash. front
loading remote CALL FOR PRICE

JVC XLM-507
1 bit DAC remote CALL FOR PRICE

JVCXL2-611
Dual 18 bit. DAC List
Digital °WI," 450 00 SALE5279"

TURNTABLES

TECHNICS S4GID33
Quartz Direct Drive

Turntable
 Automatic dual motor system
 Gimbol suspension tone arm

CALL FOR PRICE
TECHNICS SL 1200 11
 Quartz -locked direct
drive manual turntable
with tone arm CALL FOR PRICE

CARTRIDGES
SHURE List
M-111HE 149 95 sALE$570

AUDIO TECHNICA AT 155LC
Linear contact. List
Spec buy 299 05 SALES1199S

MINI SYSTEMS

=11111

PANASONIC SC-CH55
 Remote mini comp system  Al Jog dial

 1(arooke"  25 wattich  19 -band spectrum
analyzer  Dbl. AIR deck w/Dolby'

 CD player  3 -way bookshelf speakers

List
$79995

SONY MHC-1600
Mini

System

JVC MX -70
Midi system

DEMON DR -120
MIN System wICD
changer

ilocatinumtwwwwimpwlwencimpasaporammompiNkimaKimlopipimximnox_

SALE $479"

CALL FOR PRICE

List
1000 00 SALEs679"

List
1200.00 SALE 8829"
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Teac AG -1000
.10C v. ' ,emote$199"

remote '259"
Technics SA-GX303
 85 *279"
Technics SA-GX5OS

toy $29996
Technics SA-GX910 '699'

;

63

f --e -

--sal

Technics SA-GX130 Remote
Stereo Receiver

70 watts per channel rAM/FM digital tuner
with 30 station presets -4-audio/1-video in-
puts 36 key audio/video wireless remote
control

P $ / 9995nce ITEC SAGX130)

Sherwood RA -1140
. 25 ' mond sound . ..... *99 95

Teac AGV-1200

Cassette Decks

ie
Aiwa AD -R707 Quick Reverse

Stereo Cassette Deck
-fast 03 second auto reverse recording 8 play-
back -Feather-touch logic controls Dolby B C
noise reduction -Dolby HX-Pro -Electronic tope
counter Fine bias -Remote

$ 17995
Price (A1W ADR 70:k

Teac V-370
Dolby B select $79%
Teac V-510 '109'
Auto -Revers) X -Pro *18995
Technics RS-BX606
.3 -head Dom., '259'
Fast.: X18
'Portable Mud -050

Technics RS -B955
3 -head Dolby BM -IX -Pro '499'

Dolby B/C/Hk <

Technics RS-BR465

JBL 3800
Floor Standing Loudspeakers

-O-4ay Oesittn Bass- retie,. enclosure .8-incn
polymer laminate woofer 5 -inch polymer lami-
nate midrange 1 -inch titanium dome tweeter
.Power rating 10 to 150 watts -8 ohm impedance

2 9 995 Pair
(JBL 3800)

Design Acoustic PS -CV
ler tairs8 9'

Technics SB-L40
.2 -way Speakers IC woofer ri.$9995
Acoustic Research 850

shed par,s1 49 96

Pinnacle PN5+/Oak
. ... rvrsi 4995

Bose 301-11
. , ',: ).Hg Speakers 2 -way Parr 995
Cerwin Vega AT -12
.3 -way Speakers 12 woofer Pap $39995

Compact Disc Players

Technics SL-PG300 Remote
Compact Disc Player

-MASH 1 -bit digital -to -analog converter
servo system *Peak level search 30 -key re-
mote 20 -track programming Edit quid,
-Headphone output with volume control

Price$ 1 2995(TEC SLPG300)

Sherwood CD -1000C
.4 % sampling 16 track programming ......$99%
Teac PD -485
CD Player 8 x oversampling remote '1 O9
Teac PDC-400
.5 disc CD Changer rotary remote $1 59"
Teac PD -D700
.5 -disc 8 k oversampling '169'
Technics SL-PS700
MASH 1 -bit 32 x oversarnoii% '259'
Technics SL-PS900
VASH I-tI 64* ove,sa-,

- . '399'
Double Cassette Decks

Teac W-410
Double Cassette Deck

-Convenient way to make tape copies -Deck
1 features record 8 play -Deck # 2 is play-

back only -Dolby B noise reduction High
speed copying -Bias tine tuning

Our $ 9 995
(TEA W410)

Technics RS-TR232
"Auto -reverse Dolby B/CRIX-Pro '15995
Technics RS-TR333
Autorev Dolby BiC/HX-Pro .

Teac W-S8OR
Dual reverse roc 'play Dolby B/Cliv.Pn $1 99"
Technics RS-TR515
*Dual rem, $249"
Alwa AD-WX888
Auto -re CIO -Pro $299"
Teac W6000R
'Dual Auto -re, Dolby B/C/HX-Pro pier '459'

'19995

Loudspeakers

Yamaha NSA -635
3 -Way Speaker System

-Acoustic, suspension design -8 Inch woofer
-ferro-fluid cooled midrange 8. dome tweeter
Power rating 10-140 watts 8 ohm
impedance

?pow,,:e

$
9 9 95 Pair

(YAM NSA635)

Technics SB-L60
3 way Speakers 10 woofer . Pe$1 29"
Technics SEI-L80
. 3 -way Speakers 12 woofer pin51 69"
Cerwin Vega SW -12B
Sutwoofer 12' woofer Each -1 9995
Pinnacle13/48+/Oak
. 2 -Way 8 woofer draduct p.'299"
Design Acoustics PS -10A
.3 -way 10 woofer mirror image Pair CALL
Bose AMS-11 0749"Aenus!,nml-nc sneaker twern

Equalizers

At id ioSou rce

61011WASIMI
Audio Source EQ-11 10 -Band

Graphic Equalizer
10 -bands per channel LEDs on sliders
-Spectrum analyzer display AudioNideo input
switching (for proper impedance matching)Tape-
to-tape dubbing *E0 record 8 tape monitor
our
ow $ 129Price (ASO F0111

Technics SH-8017
HraphIc Equaileer 7-0.1 $69"
Audio Source EQ-8/II

Technics SH-GE70
presets $14995

Gemini PVX-31
*1 99

$9995

Audio Source Ea -1 '299'
DOD R-231 *349'

Headphones

SONY
mixEsszsin=m

Sony MDR -V6
Digital Ready Headphones

-Digital-ready -Dynamic closed -ear monitor
design -.Compact folding headband -Oval
earpads with 40mm drivers *One-sided litz
cord with urn -match plug -Response 5-30kHz

$ 7 995
Price (SON MDRVH)

Koss TD6O
plugs $1 9'

Audio Technica ATH-M3X,24,
 ..dphone,

Sony MDR -84
peadphones um -match plug $3995

'89"Sony MDR-CD6

Sony MOR-CD888XR
Series. '14996

Sony MDR-IFI510K
to,a,ess Stereo Headphones 1179"

Headphones/Microphones

Koss JCK/200
Kordless Stereophones

-The convenience of wireless listening
-Closed ear design Digital ready drivers
-Includes transmitter, wireless headphones
8 AC adaptor

$E199$
(KOS JCK200)

Audio Technica ATR-20 x1995
p 91

Koss PortaPro
 ..../.q) DI Head pones dual plugs

AKG K240M
Heference Headphones arcum.: $8995

Shure SM58-CN
VOL31 Mrc dynamic carded...$1 3995

Sennhelser HD -540
pen -Air Headphones 16-25 000H '1 49"-O

Beyer DT -990 Pro
:.lighIVRIght Monitoring Head P, '1 99"

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD

ite
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This Month's
Compact Disc Specials

4ILf OksilD SLAW) -I
llf PUN 10111blit5

(0,L1,0 titlOoi toar tut
eta II Mame SUUR/ROPF

Mill LOWS 511011011011(165111

RCA 60983

Your Choice/2"Per CD Rt AVM") t sit

Available On The Greatest Hits
Series $8.99 Per CD
Film Classics RCA 60833
Opera Goes To
The Movies RCA 60841

Cartoon Classics RCA 60738
Available For $12.99 Per CD
Rossini Recital:
Marilyn Home RCA 60811

Tchaikovsky: Rococo Variations:
Otra Harnoy RCA 60758

James Galway: Wind Beneath
My Wings RCA 60862

Audio Specials
33/45/78
SPEEDS

Thorens 180
3 -Speed Belt Drive Turntable

-35. 45. 78 r p m *Automatic shut -oft 8
auto -retract -Synchronous motor Adiustable
anti -skating -External power supply -Includes
Stanton cartridge

Low 29 99 Thr., 1801

Target BT1
.Tiitiswyel Speaker wail Bracket Pair $2995
Terk AF -3000
AM/FAA An, 1-plihed undomni . $3495
Parsec ARC
-AM Antenna frequency seec) '4996
Niles SPS-1

Lids 4 prs '69"
Panasonic SC-TS220

CD turntable $299"
Aiwa NS-XD3
4.4,n1 System w/Dual Cassette & CD $39995

a

ORDER TOLL -FREE

1800 221818024 HOURS A DAY Outside U.S.A. Call:
7 DAYS A WEEK 1-718-417-3737
JAR Music World, Dept. SR0692, 5950 Queens -Midtown Expressway, Maspeth, Queens, NY11378
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PUTERS/PRINTERS/MONITORS/COMPUTER SOFTWARE/FLOPPY DISKS/COMPUTER S
SS SYSTEMS/HOME SECURITY/PERSONAL COMPUTERS/POR

Super Specials!
Newest VHS Releases

Ihe511e11Ced the lolls

OniON.ONE VIDEO

Your Choice

S 169HS

Iso Available for $16.95
Postcards From The Edge
The Doors (movie)
Jacob's Ladder
Madonna: Truth or Dare
Edward Scissorhands
Miller's Crossing
Henry V
Paris, Texas

Newest Laser Releases
1,11()ruceri

I ,...r.esolige.rya  
The Fisher King

$34"
Laser

Shattered $22.95
Frankie & Johnny (P/S or Lno$29.95
Boyz In The Hood $29.95
2001: (LTX) $26.95
Eric Clapton 24 Nights $29.95
Hammer: 2 Legit To Dull $19.95

Disco Equipment

Gemini PMX-12
"Seratchmastern Disco Mixer

10" rack mount 2 phono, 2 line & 1 mic
input -Master volume -Removable cross -
fader control -Talkover -Cueing LED meters

Ltr

Price iGMI PMX121

Stanton 500ALMP
 DJ Standard mount 2Pack53295
Stanton 680EL
Dsco Cartridge wiextra stylus 15995
Gemini XL -111)10
Sernr-Auto Turntable belt, pitch '89"
Gemini MX -350
Dsco Mixer E0 3-phono inputs 124995
Digitech RDS-8000
-Digital Delay/Sampler '29995
Ness Disco Lights
.. aige Selection CALL

11

Video Specials

JVC HR -D910
Hi-Fi Stereo VHS Video Recorder

4 -head system .181 -channel came corn
patible tuner -On-screen menu -Digital AN
tracking 1-year/8-event programmable time
 Wireless remote control

CL)owur $39995
Price FIR09101

Craig PT -624A
VHS Video Player 3 -speed remote 11 5995
Samsung VR-3711
 VH5 Recorder on -screen remote 11 9991
P is PV -2110
VHS Recorder an -screen remote 122995
Samsung VR-8501
Hi-Fi Stereo VHS 4 -head 129991
Sony SLV-585
 VHS Hi-Fi Recorder 4 -head top rated CALL
Pioneer CLD-V720
,aser disc Karaake sound processor 169991

JVC RC -X250
Portable Radio/Cassette/CD

AM/FM tuner -Single cassette with auto -
stop -CD player with 20 -track programming
-Random play/intro-scan/skip-search R re-
peat play Clock/timer -Wireless remote

17995Price (JVC RCX250,

Sony CFD-440
AM/FWDual Cassette/CD 3 -pc. ...... 9995
JVC PC-X100J
3 pc AM/FM/CD/Cassette'22995
Aiwa CS-DSR3
AM/FM/Dual Cassette/CD 110220 a .. 124991
P Ic RX-DT630
-AM/FM/CD/Dual Cassette. 3 pc

Sony CFD-757
AM/FM/Dual Cassette/CD remote. $29995
Panasonic RX-DT505

DAM
534995

1-1/ a, CossereC11

Maxell AudioNideo Tape
TAPES SOLO IN

10 -PACKS

1118 \ H I I

Iii;1.1.11

120

rc:

DiEr

Maxell R- 1 20DM
Digital Audio Tape

-Metal particle tape with exclusive binder
system -Micro-smooth tape surface -High
precision housing for greeter dependabilit.

$699 Each
Price MAX1 R120DM)

Maxell MX -90
-Metal Audio Cassettes facb1249
Maxell MX -110
*Metal Aud)a Gasser, .Eech1279
Maxell 7-120HGX-Gold

Em$349 VHS high-grade Ti:

Maxell TC-30HGX
-High grade VHS -C Eich1499
Maxell P-120HOJC
 11mm high grade

uth$549

Maxell MV -90
 Venex Audiophile Metal Tape lo -E11099

CIRCLE NO 36 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Video/TV

Panasonic PV -M2021
VHS Recorder/20" Color TV

 Digitai quartz tuning -Quick piay -CArYscteen
programming 30/60/90 minute sleep timer
-Digital audio tracking 1-month/4-event pro-
gramming -Wireless remote
Our

$49995Price (PAN PV1e20211

Sony FD -510 59995
el.S Mega Watchman black & wine TV

Nady 201 HT10
Wireless Microphone System far Mee .$29995
Samsung VFA-3105
VHS Recorder/13' Color TV Comae 839995
JVC GR-AX5
VHS -C 'Camcorder ex power zoom . CALL
Sony CCD-F401
n3rnm Camcorder 2 -Lux 81 power Ka CALL
Panasonic PV -41
111IS Camcorder digital image stabilize- CALL

Personal Stereo

Aiwa HS-PX1000 Titanium Body
Personal Cassette Player

-LCD spectrum analyzer -4 pattern pre -.et gray,
equalizer -Dynamic Super Loudness -Dolby Ei
BBE processor -3-way auto reverse
-Rechargeable -Power Bass Pipe Headphones

(L)Orx S34995
Price (AIW HSIX10/1n,

Sony WM-FX55
AM/FM/Cassette Super Walkman.'14995
Aiwa HS -8X703
AM/Piti Worldwide Tuner Cassette '179"
Aiwa TPS-101
-Cassette Recorder Dolby B remote $27995
Panasonic RCIS-35V
AM/Fli auto -rev Cassette re'rc 11 8995
Sony WM-DD9
Auto -re, Cassette Dolby Bit $19995
Sony WM-D3
Pro Walkman Recorder Dolbv 5 124995

Case Logic Carry Bags

Case Logic CL -60
Cassette Storage Bag

-Compact-design case holds 60 topes Two
back-to-back compartments -Nylon with
thick foam padding -Adjustable shoulder
strap Black or grey
(fur

w $ .1399 (CAL CL606/131ack)
Price (CAL CL60G/Crey)

Case Logic CDV/-t 2
-C1) Wallet holds 12 6899
Case Logic CP-30 B/0
30 Cassette Case. black or grey ....... ......
Case Logic CD -30 BIG
30 -CD Carry Case black or grey.

812!9
Case Logic CSC -1
Car Stereo Case $12"
Case Logic CD -60 BIG

$249960 CD Carry case black or grey

Case Logic CL -120 B/0 s2499
.120 Cassette Case black or grew.

Video Add-Ons
NEW -

IMPROVED
MODEL

0 0 0
AudioSource SS -Three II

Surround Sound Processor
Doioy 18 -pit Pro Logic burrounu w. built-in
rearich amp -front center/ch output SUbwOofer
output 30-watts/channel -Remote control .1
rows of LEDs display the input signals

ItPrice $29995 (ASO SS -THREE)

Recoton 7V600
VI -1, Power Wave n''' *89"
Video Link Copycam+

AudioSource VS Two f.0'119""
Audio Source SS -One II

Vidicraft VDM-300
oncer,Cc cessar 11 9995

Videonics DirectED+
- nal Movie Maker ....... 10.P U.6

Olympus
SuperZoom 3000 Camera

-3 x zoom 38-110mm zoom .460 step
multi -beam autofocus -Weatherproof -Red
eye reduction -Auto flash off & fill in -Ultra
compact

? 'OW $28995
Price (OLM SZ3000,

Polaroid Spectra
AdvanceCt Instant  sonar rangefinder. 19995
Minolta Dual C

.a -lens Camera 11 2995
Nikon Zoom Touch 400 Kit

11 9995-Compaq

Sony MVCCI
'22995

Fuji Discovery 3000 Zoom QD
zoom

$24995
Canon Eos Rebel Kit

83mm lens CALL

ri00 221-81/1'

FREE CATALOGUE
For a FREE catalogue call toll -tree
800-221-8180. or Write:
J&R Music World
Department SR0692
59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway
Maspeth. NY 11378

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD
TO ORDER BY MAIL:

SEND MONEY ORDER. CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK. MASTERCARD. VISA. AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD ( Ir clude Interbank No.
expiration date and signature.) To J&R MUSIC WORLD, DEPT. 5E10692, 59-50 QUEENS -MIDTOWN EXPRESSWAY, MASPETH, QUEENS, NY 11378.
Personal and business checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing. Shipping. Handlinc & Insurance Charge 5°. of Total Order
with a S4.95 minimum (Canadian Orders Add 15°. Shipping with a $9 95 minimum charge.) Far shipments by air. please double these charges.
525 MINIMUM ORDER. DO NOT SEND CASH. SORRY, NO C.O.D.'s. NEW YORK RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD SALES TAX.

ORDER SUBJECT TO VERFICATION AND ACCEPTANCE.
ALL MERCHADISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 100% GUARANTEED. Copyright 1991 J&R Music World

IALLLII'
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by Robert Rippe,
Maryann Saltser,
& Steve Simels

mous has released the
soundtrack from the lat-

est Merchant Ivory film, How-
ards End, based on the novel
by E. M. Forster. The film
score was composed by Rich-
ard Robbins, who also wrote
the music for the Merchant
Ivory films Maurice, Mr. and
Mrs. Bridge, and A Room with
a View. Robbins incorporated
pieces by the British compos-
er Percy Grainger that were
popular in the Edwardian En-
gland Howards End so evoca-
tively depicts. A video release
is expected by this fall.

R ITAI N S Jesus and Mary
Chain, led by vocalist

Jim Reid and guitarist William
Reid, has released its first al -

1111%k ards End

bum in three years, "Honey's
Dead," on Def American, the
band's first for that label. The
Reid brothers wrote and pro-
duced nearly everything in the
new album, including the con-
troversial first single, Rever-
ence, which features the lyric,
"I wanna die just like Jesus
Christ / I wanna die just like
JFK." The song was promptly
banned by the BBC after en-
tering the British pop charts at
No. 10. (At press time it
hadn't entered Billboard's
U.S. chart yet.)

The JMC will be hitting the
road in the U.K. this spring,
along with a number of other
alternative acts such as My
Bloody Valentine, Blur, and
Dinosaur Jr., for an ambitious

0

Jesus and Mary Chain: banned by the BBC

tour dubbed "Rollercoaster."
It's loosely fashioned after
last year's "Lollapalooza"
tour, one of the few successful
offerings in a dismal concert
season plagued by recession.
Lollapalooza '92 kicks off
in the U.S. next month.

HE pianist Stefan Vladar.
winner of the 1985 Vien-

na Beethoven Competition,
was signed last year to an ex-
clusive contract with Sony
Classical. The twenty -seven-
year -old Vienna -born Vladar
admits to an "ambivalent rela-
tionship" with Beethoven but
claims that Mozart's piano
works "lie closest to my heart
as a musician." You can be
the judge, since his first Sony
recording, released last year,
was of Mozart sonatas, and
this March Sony released his
CD of Beethoven's "Dia-
belli" Variations. In between
came a disc with the Brahms
Piano Sonata No. I, Op. 1.

Vladar's upcoming U.S. ap-

Vladar: Vienna's own

pearances include the Ravinia
Festival with Andre Previn
this August.

ANDING the coveted po-
sition of music director/

arranger for Jay Leno's post -
Carson Tonight Show would
be more than enough for most
people. But the saxophonist
Branford Marsalis is also host-
ing Jazzset, a weekly National
Public Radio series, and has
been busy putting the final
touches on a new blues album
scheduled for a June release
on Columbia. Guest stars in-
clude B.B. King, John Lee
Hooker, and brothe- Wynton
Marsalis. June also brings the
premiere of The Music Tells
You, an hour-long documenta-
ry -style film featuring Marsa-
lis at work in a wide variety of
settings, from the recording
studio to student workshops.

HE violinist Anne -Sophie
Mutter has returned

from a year's sabbatical revi-
talized, judging by her upcom-
ing activities. This summer
brings three U.S. festival de-
buts: Ravinia on June 26,
where she performs and re-
cords (for Deutsche Grammo-
phon) the Berg concerto with
the Chicago Symphony and
James Levine; the opening
concert at Tanglewood on
July 3 with the Boston Sym-
phony and Seiji Ozawa; and
the July 7 and 8 opening con-
certs of Mostly Mozart with
Gerard Schwarz conducting.

Mutter's latest releases are a
Mozart disc with Neville Mar-
riner on EMI and the Bartok
Violin Concerto No. 2 and
Moret's En Reve with Ozawa
and the BSO on DG. She re-
turns to North America in Oc-
tober for concerts in Toronto,
Boston, New York, Prince-
ton, Chicago, Detroit, and
Washington.

HE Chicago Symphony
Orchestra made its first

visit to Carnegie Hall with its
new music director, Daniel
Barenboim, early in April pri-
or to departing for a European
tour. One of the two programs
presented in New York,
which were repeated abroad,
included John Corigliano's
Symphony No. 1. The Erato
recording of the work won
both a Grammy and a STEREO
REVIEW Record of the Year

Anne -Sophie Mutter

Award for Barenboim and the
CSO. Their two most recent
discs are Mahler's Das Lied
von der Erde and excerpts
from Wagner's Ring, both to
be released this spring.

HE Texas band Downy
Mildew, whose basic

sound has reminded critics of
R.E.M. and 10,000 Maniacs, is
getting its first album on a
major label. After four previ-
ous records on Texas Hotel
and Triple X Records, the
band's "An Oncoming Train"
is being released this month on
High Street/Windham Hill.
Downy Mildew is the first
rock band ever to be handled

94 STEREO REVIEW JUNE 1992



Downy Mildew: on the high road

by Windham Hill, known as a
bastion of New Age music.
'An Oncoming Train" was
mixed by Tchad Blake, who
has provided similar services
for Crowded House, Los Lo-
bos, and, most recently, the
re-formed Spinal Tap.

41) ORM ER angry young
punk Jah Wobble has re-

turned with his first album as a
group leader. "Rising Above
Bedlam" by Jah Wobble's In-
vaders of the Heart, on Atlan-
tic, features the former Public
Image Ltd. bassist continuing
his unique fusion of reggae,
heavy funk, and Islamic
trance music. Special guest is
Sinead O'Connor, who sings
in Visions of You (the first sin-
gle and video) as well as Sweet
Divinity. Wobble had earlier
played on O'Connor's break-
through album, "I Do Not
Want What I Haven't Got."
"Sinead is a very special per-
son," Wobble says, "and I

don't just mean in terms of her
voice; I mean in terms of
everything."

USICM ASTERS has re-
leased the last record-

ings by the legendary jazz
clarinetist Artie Shaw, record-
ed in New York and Holly-
wood in 1954 just before his
retirement. The two -CD set,
"The Last Recordings: Artie
Shaw Rare & Unreleased,"

features Shaw and his very
last Gramercy Five: Hank
Jones (piano), Tal Farlow (gui-
tar, replaced on the second
CD by Joe Puma), Tommy Pot-
ter (bass), Joe Roland (vibes),
and Iry Kluger (drums). The
selections include several
Shaw originals as well as such
standards as My Funny Valen-
tine and Someone to Watch
over Me.

H E Australian -born
French -horn player Bar-

ry Tuckwell has a new record
due out this month on the Et-
cetera label, "French Music

E S

for Horn and Piano." Tuck -
well and pianist Daniel Blu-
menthal perform works by
Saint -Satins, Gounod, Dukas,
Poulenc, and others. Carrying
a baton instead of a horn,
Tuckwell will lead the Mary-
land Symphony in the annual
Fourth of July Concert at the
Antietam Battlefield. The pro-
gram includes patriotic songs,
Sousa marches, a medley of
Civil War tunes, and Tchai-
kovsky's 1812 Overture (with
fireworks and cannons, of
course).

RACENOTES.
Upcoming

reissues from Rhino in-
clude a four -CD boxed set de-
voted to soul pioneer Jackie
Wilson and "The Bo Diddley
Beat," a collection of songs
by various artists who have
employed the only rhythm
named after a musician, Fif-
ties rocker Bo Diddley. . . .

The Second Symphony by the
great conductor/composer
Wilhelm Furtwangler was re-
corded in January by the BBC
Symphony under Alfred Wal-
ter for Marco Polo Records
(distributed by Harmonia
Mundi U.S.A.). Due for re-
lease this fall, it completes
Marco Polo's Furtwangler cy-
cle, of which the First and
Third Symphonies and the Pi-
ano Concerto are already
available. . . . Narada has just

Wobble and O'Connor.Who's angry now?

released David Arkenstone's
"The Spirit of Olympia," the
follow-up to his Grammy -
nominated 1991 album "In the
Wake of the Wind." A col-
laboration with Arkenstone's
fellow Narada recording artist
Kostia, the new album fea-
tures Daryl Steurmer, the tour
guitarist for Genesis and Phil
Collins, on several tracks. . . .

Pops Staples, the founder and

Itarr Focto.ell

still leader of the Staple Sing-
ers, got a little help from his
friends for his new Pointblank/
Charisma album, "Peace to
the Neighborhood." Ry Cood-
er is featured on two tracks,
and Jackson Browne and Bon-
nie Raitt join in for a cover of
Brown's World in Motion. 0



Call Alan today for Low Prices!
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We Sell For Less!
And still give you the best service!

um. our
JVC RX-507 Special
New for '92, 80 watts, digital Pro Logic, 7 band EQ

JVC RX-307 Call
New for '92, 80 watts, 40 presets, 0.03% THD.

JVC RX-807 Call
New for '92, 120 watts, Dolby Pro Logic, digital delay
69 key remote with power on/off

Call for prices on our complete selection of
Pro Logic Surround Sound Receivers!

MINI COMPONENT SYSTEMS

JVC UX-1 $439
Micro system, programmable CD, hyper -bass, 30 presets

Denon G-05 In Stock
36 wts/channel, Tuner with 12 presets, Dolby B, music search

Panasonic SC-CH7 Special
20 watts/channel, CD with 20 track programming, Dolby
B/C, tri-chamber bass, 2 way speackers

Yamaha YST-C11 $588
CD player, dual A/R casette deck, 4 band EQ, 3 way speakers

Aiwa AD-WX777 177
Dual well, Dolby B/C, fine bias control, full logic

JVC TDV541TN $244
3 head, full logic, Dolby B/C/Hx Pro, MPX

JVC TDW307
CallNew for '92, full logic, A/R, hi -speed dub, peak meter

Teac V390 CHX $99
Center mount mechanism, Auto tape selector

Magnavox CDC -552 $159
5 disc changer, 16 bit, 20 track programming, can change 4
during play!

Teac PDD-700 $167
5 disc carousel, 18 bit, 8X, multi -function remote

JVC XLM 407 Call
6 + 1 CD Changer, music calendar, random play, remote

386SX Complete System!

 386SX16 MHz
 2MB Memory
 100MB hard drive

 3.5" & 5.25" Floppies

!
 14- color monitor

l Mouse
 MS Windows/PFS

Window Works

$1369
Toshiba Laptops
486SX System Complete

Call!

$1659

Panasonic KXP1123 24 pin wide printer... Call!
Call!

Panasonic KXP4420 Laser printer

SPEAKERS

13.1C Muro
In -wall speaker system!
 Top Quality
 Easy to Install
 2 Models to choose from

Special
JBL L100t3 $699/pr.
Factory authorized close-out, light walnut finish

CAR AUDIO

JVC XLG-2000 $242
In -dash CD tuner, 22 watts/channel, 24 presets, seek, scan

JVC KSRX-175 $177
22 watts/channel, 20 presets, auto -reverse, fader

Alphasonik PMA 4030 $189
4 channel amplifier, 30 watts/channel

PERSONAL ELECTRONICS

Brother FAX 380
10 page document feeder,

FAX/telephone switch

$449
Sony D-202 Discman, 8X, Mega -Bass .... $179
Pana KXT4200, Cordless answer/phone ... $136
Whistler 2SE, 3 band radar detector $139

VISA or C.O.D Some Items closeout,
some limited items

WDS, 2417 W. Badger Rd.
Madison, WI 53713

10 -Day Return Policy: Returned items accepted within 10
days of purchase. (Must get prior authorization.) Original
condition. 10% restocking fee. Shipping and handling not
refundable.



C\\.% Classical Music

Discs and tapes

reviewed by Robert Ackart,

Richard freed, David Hall,

George Jellinek, Eric SaIman, and

David Patrick Stearns

BARBER: The Lovers, Op. 43; Prayers of
Kierkegaard, Op. 30. Sarah Reese (sopra-
no); Dale Duesing (baritone); Chicago
Symphony Chorus and Orchestra, An-
drew Schenck cond. KOCH INTERNA-
TIONAL CLASSICS ® 3-7125-2H1 (51 min).

Performance: Earnest
Recording: Good live job

After the failure of his Antony and Cleo-
patra on the opening night of the new
Metropolitan Opera house at Lincoln
Center in 1966, Samuel Barber still had
fifteen years to live, but he wrote very
little music. The one major exception is a
surprising one: The Lovers, a big and
sensuous work for baritone, chorus, and
orchestra based on erotic poetry by the
Chilean poet Pablo Neruda. Although
this cycle of nine pieces ends up in a
twilight mood, it has a down-to-earth
quality and a certain joy in life that are
engaging as well as refreshing and unex-
pected. I much prefer it to the all-pur-
pose religiosity of the better-known
Prayers of Kierkegaard, for soprano,
chorus, and orchestra.

The earnest performances here were
recorded live in Orchestra Hall, Chica-
go. I enjoyed the quality of the sound,
and I liked the energy of Dale Duesing,
the baritone in The Lovers. He captures
some of the earthiness and sensuality of
Neruda's poetry, qualities that rubbed
off on Barber's music but not quite
enough on these performances. E.S.

BA RT6K: Violin Concerto No. 2; Sonata
for Solo Violin. Christian Tetzlaff (vio-
lin); London Philharmonic Orchestra,
Michael Gielen cond. VIRGIN CLASSICS
C) 91483-2 (63 min).

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Excellent

Christian Tetzlaff plays two of this cen-
tury's greatest works for his instrument

u on this CD, Bartok's big Violin Concerto
 (the one now called No. 2) and the same
g composer's sonata for unaccompanied
E violin. These are profoundly musical

Explanation of Symbols
 = Compact disc
 = Tape cassette

performances. Tetzlaff deals comfort-
ably with every demand made upon him,
he maintains a stunningly handsome
tone, and if he comes no closer than any
other fiddler to matching Barta's in-
credibly precise timings for the concer-
to, he is in every other respect more
scrupulously faithful to the score than
most.

The conductor Michael Gielen is an
ideal partner. He lets no felicity of the
scoring go unnoticed yet allows none to
be so showcased as to impede the flow,
and he maintains the sort of perspective
that insures optimal balance between
soloist and orchestra while allowing for
genuine interaction between them. Vir-
gin's engineering team has preserved
that balance superbly.

In the solo sonata Tetzlaff is fairly
dazzling, and again not because he deals
so effortlessly with the work's chal-
lenges but because he distills so much
music from them. He is one of those
players for whom technical problems
simply do not exist, who are able to
devote all their energies to interpretive
ones. As is often the case with such
musicians, however, he also tends to
show greater strengths on the intellectu-
al level than on the emotional one. But
his playing is so communicative on its
own terms, and he is so persuasive in the
sonata, that many listeners will want this
disc even though it may not replace
existing favorites. R.F.

BRAHMS: Piano Concerto No. 1, Op. 15.
Elisabeth Leonskaja (piano); Philhar-
monia Orchestra, Eliahu Inbal cond.
TELDEC CD 46459-2 (50 min).

Performance: Aristocratic
Recording: Warm

Elisabeth Leonskaja makes it clear with
her first entrance that she is not about to
be bowled over by the big and burly
qualities of this work. She certainly has
the power for that sort of approach, but
she opts for a somewhat more intimate
one that pays rich dividends in listening
pleasure, and she could hardly have
asked for a more sympathetic partner
than Eliahu Inbal. They share a clear-
eyed, no-nonsense approach that allows
sentiment its due without indulgence but
gives pride of place to an aristocratic
sense of proportion. Pacing is fluid but
unrushed (how engagingly the adagio
moves along!), orchestral textures ex-
emplary in their clarity, the piano tone
unfailingly handsome, the integration of
the two elements altogether exceptional.
Listeners who choose to sample the disc
by trying the finale first might find it a
shade underanimated, but in the context
of the whole it works beautifully. In-
deed, the feeling of continuity through-
out the long work is another exceptional
factor here, and Leonskaja's elegant

playing makes this finale one I'm far
more likely to encore than any of those
by the more traditional thunderers. The
recording aims for warmth rather than
brilliance, and that suits both the work
and this performance just fine. R.F.

DVOIUK: Piano Quintets No. 1, Op. 5,
and No. 2, Op. 81. Rudolf Firkutn9 (pi-
ano); Ridge String Quartet. RCA VicroR
@ 60436-2 (67 min).

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Very good

It was in 1887, while looking over his
very early Piano Quintet, Op. 5, with an
eye to revising it, that Dvorak was
moved to compose his masterpiece in
the genre, the Quintet No. 2, Op. 81. It
therefore makes good sense to put both
works on a single CD.

Elisabeth Leonskaja

The early quintet is in three move-
ments, lacking a scherzo. The opening
movement is imbued with an impulsive
verve echoing Beethoven and Schu-
mann. The Schumann aspect comes
even more to the fore in the slow move-
ment. which boasts a fine coda endowed
with the melodic richness characteristic
of Dvorak. The Allegro con brio finale
fully lives up to its designation in this
performance.

With Op. 81, some performers tend to
over -sweeten the lyrical element. Not so
Rudolf Firkugnjt and the expert young
players who make up the Ridge Quartet.
The opening movement, complete with
exposition repeat, is done on a big, truly
Brahmsian scale, with Firkugn9 display-
ing imposing pianistic power. In the fol-
lowing Dumka movement, his command
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[ATE entries in the Mozart Year
Sweepstakes: recordings of The
Magic Flute led by Roger Norrington
(EMI) and Charles Mackerras (Tel -
arc). The sets were issued (in this
country at least) in the waning days

of 1991, making them the fourth and fifth
(or was it fifth and sixth?) Magic Flutes
of a very long Mozart year. And they just
might be the best of the bunch.

For most Mozart lovers, the current
competition will be Neville Marriner's
recent Philips version featuring such
stellar performers as Kiri Te Kanawa,
Cheryl Studer, Samuel Ramey, and Jose
van Dam. Choosing among these three
recordings is not an easy task.

If you want a comforting, classical,
and quite reassuring performance of the
traditional Flute, I recommend Mar-
riner's. The Mackerras set is an excel-
lent compromise between a familiar con-
temporary classical style and a lively
early -music approach. I find Norring-
ton's version the most challenging, the
most refreshing, and the truest to Mozart
and the eighteenth century-and the
most fun!

The most striking thing about both of
the new recordings is the lightness and
quickness of the tempos. The Romantics
started slowing down and museumizing
the classics early on. "Andante" is not a
slow tempo to an Italian -speaker (such
as Mozart); the word means "moving

Jerry Hadley
as Tamino

in the Met's
production

Mozart Magic

along." The Magic Flute, for all its un-
derlying seriousness, is a popular musi-
cal comedy. Pamina's second -act aria is
absurd as high tragedy; as performed by
Dawn Upshaw with Norrington or Bar-
bara Hendricks with Mackerras, it is a
moment of exquisite sorrow that inter-
rupts the course of true love.

Both Norrington and Mackerras,
working with talented and musical sing-
ers, understand the value of the old
ornaments: appoggiaturas, the improvi-
sational flourish or two. Somewhat more
dubiously, Norrington includes all the
surviving dialogue, and Mackerras (who
cuts the dialogue judiciously) includes a
Tamino-Papageno duet that seems to
have first appeared in 1802 and is not
likely to be by Mozart.

So far, it's just about even Steven. But
there are big differences, too. Norring-
ton is, incorrigibly, the early -music man.
The orchestra is his own excellent Lon-
don Classical Players: small, tuned to a
lower pitch, tuned in to the eighteenth
century, and set up like an old pit band
with cellos and basses scattered around,
horns and woodwinds at the back, first
and second violins divided up front, the
brass split left and right, and the conduc-
tor in the middle at the fortepiano. The
tempos are even lighter and quicker than
Mackerras's; the phrasing, in great part
based on the text, has a matching wit and
grace.

Mackerras might have an edge in cast-
ing with his fresh, strong Pamina (Barba-
ra Hendricks), a dashing Tamino (Jerry
Hadley), an unforgettable, ultrabass
Sarastro (Robert Lloyd), and an amus-
ing, idiomatic, Fischer-Dieskau-like Pa-
pageno (Thomas Allen). Norrington
typically casts lighter, younger, and
much less operatic voices, not only in
the fresh -sounding leads (Anthony Rolfe
Johnson and Dawn Upshaw) but also in
traditionally heavier roles like Sarastro
and the Queen of the Night (Cornelius
Hauptmann and Beverly Hoch).

The stumbling block in all these mod-
ern, international -cast Flutes is the text.
In spite of all the pieties and platitudes,
Die Zaubedieite is, if taken literally, both
sexist and racist, a slapstick comedy full
of heavyhanded, old-fashioned Vien-
nese comedy scenes that record awk-
wardly, even with native German -speak-
ers. There are no ideal solutions. One
recent recording suffers because it uses a
separate dialogue cast; others, like Nor-
rington's and Mackerras's, suffer be-
cause they don't.

Norrington does catch the fun and
high spirits in the music while keeping
the Masonic mumbo jumbo to a mini-
mum. Marriner and his Sarastro, Samuel
Ramey, take over 4 minutes for the
solemn "In diesen heir gen Hallen."
Mackerras and Robert Lloyd perform it
in 3:44, and Norrington and Cornelius
Hauptmann make it a full minute shorter
than that. Fast numbers are uptempo,
too; Papageno's second -act song in Nor-
rington's set is a good half -minute faster
than anybody else's. Too fast? For
some, maybe. I like it, and I think it is
perfectly Mozartian.

It's hard to imagine putting Marriner
third on any Mozart list, but I have to
rate Norrington's Flute No. 1, with
Mackerras a strong second. Truth to tell,
any of the three would be a good choice.

Eric Salzman

MOZART: Die Zaubeiflote. Dawn Up-
shaw (soprano), Pamina; Anthony Rolfe
Johnson (tenor), Tamino; Andreas
Schmidt (baritone), Papageno; Beverly
Hoch (soprano), Queen of the Night;
Cornelius Hauptmann (bass), Sarastro;
others. Schutz Choir; London Classical
Players, Roger Norrington cond. EMI
CLASSICS ® 54287-2 (139 min).

MOZART: Die Zaubeiflote. Barbara
Hendricks (soprano), Pamina; Jerry
Hadley (tenor), Tamino; Thomas Allen
(baritone), Papageno; June Anderson
(soprano), Queen of the Night; Robert
Lloyd (bass), Sarastro; others. Scottish
Chamber Chorus and Orchestra,
Charles Mackerras cond. TELARC ® CD-
80302 (152 min).
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of subtly shaded dynamics is a joy to the
ear. The folk -dance -style scherzo comes
off with a light hand and makes its most
telling effect in the lovely trio section.
The polka -style finale is both lucid and
spirited, especially in the fugato leading
up to the recapitulation. The recorded
sound is clear and full-bodied. D.H.

ELGAR: Cello Concerto in E Minor, Op.
85. TCHAIKOVSKY: Variations on a Ro-
coco Theme, Op. 33. Mischa Maisky (cel-
lo); Philharmonia Orchestra, Giuseppe
Sinopoli cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON
@ 431 685-2 (46 min).

Performance: Virile
Recording: Splendid

Elgar's last completed major work, the
once -neglected Cello Concerto from
1919, is now represented on compact
disc by more than a dozen interpreta-
tions. The team of Mischa Maisky and
Giuseppe Sinopoli has come up with yet
another, and it ranks with the very best.
The reading is virile and volatile without
becoming gruff, ardent without lapsing
into sentimentality. Maisky's virtuosity
in the mow perpetuo-style scherzo epi-
sode is dazzling, and the passages of
lamentation in the finale just before the
"chin up" conclusion are deeply mov-
ing. Add the fine work of Sinopoli and
the Philharmonia Orchestra in the warm
acoustic of Watford Town hall, and you
have a first-class recording.

I have two minor gripes: the short
playing time of the disc and the choice of
the stylistically incongruous Rococo
Variations by Tchaikovsky as a filler.
Still, it's a fine showcase for Maisky,
who uses the Fitzhagen edition em-
ployed by all but two of the cellists who
have recorded the work. He brings out
not only the music's pyrotechnics but a
good deal of poetry as well. D.H.

HAYDN: Symphony No. 61; Symphony
No. 103 ("Drum Roll"); Cello Concerto
No. 2. Janos Starker (cello); Scottish
Chamber Orchestra, Gerard Schwarz
cond. DELos @ DE 3063 (80 min).

Performance: Conscientous
Recording: Very good

The lively and extroverted Symphony
No. 61 seems the best suited to Gerard
Schwarz's temperament of the three
works on this exceptionally well -filled
CD. The outer movements have plenty
of verve, Schwarz and the Scots players
do well with the tender slow movement,
and there is ample vigor in the minuet.
The "Drum Roll" Symphony, one of my
favorites, fares less well. The slow intro-
duction is very slow indeed, and the
superb variations movement that fol-
lows seems a mite hasty. The minuet is a
trifle too sedate, and its trio section is
rhythmically slack. Matters are re-
deemed, however, by the spirited finale.

The Cello Concerto No. 2 seems to
have been recorded by just about every
cellist of note, and certainly Janos
Starker is one of the stars in that firma -

Jean -Yves Thibaudet

ment. His solo work here is a fine amal-
gam of the aristocratic and the brilliant,
but I find Schwarz's tempos something
of a drag. The sonics are excellent
throughout. D.H.

LISZT: Piano Concertos Nos. 1 and 2;
Hungarian Fantasy; Totentanz. Jean -
Yves Thibaudet (piano); Montreal Sym-
phony Orchestra, Charles Dutoit cond.
LONDON @ 433 075-2 (69 min).

Performance: Gorgeous
Recording: Transparent

Jean -Yves Thibaudet and Charles Dutoit
make a fine team, and they seem to be
having a wonderful time here with Liszt.
Thibaudet shows an exceptional sense of
freedom and flexibility, and his sound is
downright gorgeous. His runs and trills
embody a degree of poetry as well as
brilliance; his phrasing is always pointed
enough to command attention, while
never in the least degree eccentric. Du-
toit and his splendid orchestra match
him in alertness and commitment, and
there is at every step of the way that
heady level of stimulating exchange in
which the listener can feel the two princi-
pals not merely responding sympatheti-
cally but building on each other's re-
sponse. These are, in short, perfor-
mances that give nothing but pleasure, in
abundance, and they are enhanced by
rich, vivid sonics that make the most of
Thibaudet's pearly tone and the contri-
butions of the various orchestral soloists
as well as the body of sound. R.F.

MAHLER: Symphony No. 1. Berlin Phil-
harmonic Orchestra, Claudio Abbado
cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON @ 431
769-2 (55 min).

Performance: Very good
Recording: Could be better

Recorded in concert in 1989, this CD has
many musical virtues, not least the won-
drously delicate reading of the sympho-
ny's magical opening pages. Claudio Ab-
bado's view of the work as a whole is

more akin to the refinement of Christoph
von Dohnanyi's recording with the
Cleveland Orchestra than to the rumbus-
tious romanticism of Leonard Bern -
stein's New York and Amsterdam ver-
sions. Thus, the vulgar element in the
middle movements is somewhat tem-
pered. Transparency of texture and
rhythmic address seem to be the prime
goals. The finale is done with great bril-
liance, the lyrical episodes lingered over
lovingly but not mawkishly.

Unfortunately, the recorded sound
simply does not measure up to the best of
the half -dozen other competitive ver-
sions. I hear no genuinely solid and
sustained bass line. The brass is too loud
and forward relative to the musical tex-
ture as a whole, and in the pauses be-
tween movements, one is all too aware
of the respiratory ailments afflicting the
Berlin audience. It really is a shame not
to have Abbado's current view of this
work preserved better. D.H.

MUSSORGSKY: Boris Godunov. Nicolai
Ghiaurov (bass), Boris Godunov; Josef
Frank (tenor), Prince Shuisky; Michail
Svetlev (tenor), Grigory/Dimitri; Nicola
Ghiuselev (bass), Pimen; Stefka Mineva
(mezzo-soprano), Marina Mnishek; oth-
ers. Sofia National Opera Chorus; Sofia
Festival Orchestra, Emil Tchakarov
cond. SONY CLASSICAL @ S3K 45763
three CD's (221 min).

Performance: Good
Recording: Very good

Sony's worthy series of the great Rus-
sian operatic masterpieces recorded in
Bulgaria has come to an end with the
recent untimely death of conductor Emil
Tchakarov. This last entry may not be
the ultimate account of Mussorgsky's
Boris, but it is a well -prepared and fre-
quently moving one that ranks relatively
high among several equally well-inten-
tioned and imperfect contenders.

Sony labels the set "original version,"
but it is actually the composer's second
version, from 1872, plus the dramatically
essential St. Basil Scene from the 1869
original, the same composite currently
used at the Metropolitan Opera and oth-
er theaters. Mussorgsky's own austere
orchestration is used, possibly with oc-
casional touches by Shostakovich (the
annotation is ambiguous).

There is a certain lack of theatrical
excitement, but Tchakarov paces the
opera sensibly and makes all the needed
dramatic points. The orchestra reveals
no weaknesses, and the chorus is up to
the high Bulgarian standard. Nicolai
Ghiaurov recreates his familiar melan-
choly Boris, who never rants where elo-
quent, inflected singing will do. At sixty-
three. his tones do not ring out with the
solidity of earlier years, nor are the top
notes free of strain, but this remains a
moving characterization and a star turn.

The supporting cast is, in the main,
impressive. Nicolai Ghiuselev is a firm
and sonorous Pimen, nobly representing
probity and historical values. Michail
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NAKAMICHI RECEIVER 2-
 110 Watt Receiver  PLL Tuner
 Dual Gate MOSFET 10 AM/FM qr
Presets  System Remote Control

CARVER HR 732' 376 ONKYO TX -904' 276
CARVER HR 456 ONKYO TX -906' 366
CARVER HR 772' 596 ONKYO TX-SV7OPRO 596
DENON DRA-345R 206 ONKYO TX-SV909PRO 1296
DENON DRA-545R 266 SANSUI RZ9500AV 646
DENON DRA-635R 376 SONY STR-D590 186
DENON DRA-83511' 546 SONY STR-D790 276
DENON DRA-1035R 696 SONY STR-D990 356
DENON AVR-610' 466 SONY STR-D1090 456
DENON AVR-810' 586 SONY STR-D3070 966
DENON AVR-1010' 726 SONY STR-GX49E5' 286
JVC FtX-507VTN 256 SONY STR-GX69ES' 526
JVC RX-707VIN 326 TECHNICS SA-GX505 . ... 326
JVC RX-807VTN 396 TECHNICS SA-GX710 ..... 486
JVC RX-905VTN 656 TECHNICS SA-GX910 .......676
NAD 7240PE 296 YAMAHA RX-550' 286
NAD 7000' 456 YAMAHA RX-750' 386
NAD 7100X 596 YAMAHA RX-V660' 476
NAKAMICHI RECEIVER 3' 296 YAMAHA RX-V850' 656
NAKAMICHI RECEIVER 1' 696 YAMAHA RX-V1050' 926

AIWA ADF810
 Cassette Deck  Bias Fine Tune$28
 Dolbyz BBC, HX Pro NR
AIWA A W -X888
CARVER TOR 1200'
DENON ORM-510*
DENON DRM-710'
DENON DRS -810'
DENON DRW-660'
DENON DRR-730'
DENON DRW-850'
JVC TDW-541TN
JVC TOW-805TN

296
186
316
386
226
226
376
236
246

NAD 6340' 316
NAKAMICHI CASS DECK2 316
NAKAMICHI CASS DECK1 5' 546
NAKAMICHI CASS DECK1' 676
NAKAMICHI DRAGON' 1946
0,400 TARW-401' 286

ONKYO TARW-404' 236
ONKYO TARW-909' 546
SANSUI DX-211HXR CALL
SONY TCK-690' 256
SONY TCW-R875' 376
SONY TCK-890ES 496
TECHNICS RS-TR515 ... 236
YAMAHA KX-530' 286
YAMAHA KXW-332' 286
YAMAHA KXW-602' 376
YAMAHA XXW-952' 546

"DAT"
JVC XDZ-507TN 646
DENON DTR-80P' 696
SONY DTC-75E 6' 796
SONY TCO-D3' 626

ADCOM

ADCOM GFA-555MKI1*
 200 Watt P/C Power Amplifier
 Low -Negative -Feedback Design
 Torodial Transformer
ADCOM GFA-535MKII 316
ADCOM GFA-545MKII. 456
ADCOM GFA-565' 696
ADCOM GTP-500MKII 546
ARCAM ALPHA 3 CALL
AUDIO LAB 8000A CALL
CARVER CM -1090' 436
CARVER TFM-25' 516
CARVER CT -17' 626

CARVER DPL-33* 336
DENON AVC-3020* 726
LEXICON CP-3* CALL
ONKYO ASV -810 PRO* 766
SANSUI AV -7000 CALL

L..41

CARVER TFM-45' 736
DENON TU-660' 256
DENON PMA-860' 296
PARASOUND HCA-800 326
PARASOUND HCA-1200 736
TANDBERG TCA-3038 696
TANDBERG TPA -3016 1996
YAMAHA AX -550' 336
YAMAHA TX -550' 266

SHURE HTS-5300.. 696
SONY TAE-1000ES0* 886
SSI SYSTEM 3000 CALL
YAMAHA DSP-A1000" 1296
YAMAHA DSP-F 1000' 746

11 if
MONiE.v-BACK

RETURN POLICY
Returns accepted within

10 days (must be called in
for prior authorization).

Products must be in original
condition. Returns subject to
restocking fee, shipping and

handling not refundable.

ALLISON AL -120
 2 -Way Acoustic Suspension

 Thio 6'r'' Woofers
 1' Convex Tweeter
 Handles 200 Watts

ALL PRICES PER PAIR
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 570.266
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH M1 .. 186
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH M5 .. 656
ADVENT BABY II ...TOP RATED!
ADVENT LEGACY II TOP RATED!
ADVENT HERITAGE CALL
ADVENT NEW VISION . SERIES
ALLISON AL115 Top Rated 326
B. ACOUSTICS HD -5'  .....126
B. ACOUSTICS HD -7" . . 166
B. ACOUSTICS HD -8" 226
B. ACOUSTICS HD -10' 346
B. ACOUSTICS T-830SII' 396
B. ACOUSTICS T-930SII  576
BOSE 101 146
BOSE 2.2 156
BOSE ROOMMATE II 299
BOSE 6.2 CALL
BOSE 10.2 511 846
BOSE 901 CLASSIC VI .....1398
CELSTION DL4 Series II 196
CELESTION 3.5-7-9-11 ...CALL
CELESTION 3000 Seriesll .896
CELESTION SL -6S1 Top Wad!
DESIGN ACOUSTICS PSCV Call
INFINITY REFERENCE 1' .136
INFINITY REFERENCE 2' .236
INFINITY REFERENCE 4' .436
INFINITY REFERENCE 5'.536

ADS C -3001S 236
ADS C -4001S' 356
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 350' 226
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 360" 256
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 380'  356
INFINITY ERS-500' 176
INFINITY ERS-600* 236

$446
INFINITY KAPPA 7' 996
INFINITY SAA-112' 426
INFINITY SM-152' 646
JBL LX -44 386
JBL LX -55 CALL
JBL 2500 136
JBL 2800 266
JBL 4800 346
JBL L7 NEW "L" SERIES
KEF 0-60 446
KEF 0-80' 586
KEF 0-90' 766
KEF 102.2' 826
KEF 103.4' 1266
KEF 104.2' 1666
KEF 105.3' 2596
KEF 107.2' 3996
KLIPSCH KG -1' 236
KLIPSCH KG -4.2' 526
KLIPSCH KG -5.2' 646
OHM 0 1156
PINNACLE PN5. 146
PINNACLE PN-60 226
PINNACLE PNI3. 296
VELODYNE CALL
WHARFEDALE Diamond IVCALL

NHT
Now Hear This!
FULL LINE
IN STOCK!!

INFINITY ERS-800' 376
JBL S3 216
JBL S4 256
KEF CR-200' 316
KEF CR-250' 386
NILES FULL LINE IN STOCK.
SONANCE FULL LINE IN STOCK

DESIGN ACOUSTICS PS -3
 Satellite/Subwoofer System
 Two 3/4" Dome Tweeters
 Slot Loaded Bass Module
 Two 61'2" Woofers

V96
A. TECHNOLOGY 200 ......CALL BOSE AM -3 Series II 449
B. ACOUSTICS SUB SAT 6"416 BOSTON ACOUSTICS T6'  696
BOSE AM -5 Series II .........749 JBL PRO III PLUS 496

INFINRYINFINITESIMAL FOUR AND MICRO SUBWOOFER 736

PANASONIC LX -101 u
 Combination CD/Laser Player $396
 MASH Decoding System
 Full Function Remote Control
DE NON LA -2000' 446 PIONEER CL-DV720 ...KARAOKE
DENON LA -3000' 696 PIONEER CL-DV820 ...KARAOKE
PHILIPS CDV305 Best Buy 496 TOSHIBA XR-W70A 696
PHILIPS COV-600 796 SONY MDP333 396

ARISTON 0 DECK MKII 296 TECHNICS SL-1200MKII .... 376
DENON DP -47F 346 TECHNICS SL-1210MKII .... 396
DUAL CS -431 196 THORENS TD -180 3 SPEED
DUAL CS -750 3 SPEED THORENS TD-280MKII 276

WE ARE PLEASED TO ACCEPT
THESE MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

C3 0,11
PmilliKanr,okaa

ASK ABOUT 6" AVE'S
30 DAY SPEAKER TRIAL!

OVERNIGHT ANYWHERE IN THE
U.S., PUERTO RICO & USVI

PRODUCT NOT AUTHORIZED & COME WITH

A 1YEA11 P AVE RECIRONICS WARRANTY

- 61' AVE ELECTRONICS IS NOT AN

AUTHORIZED DEALER OF BOSTON ACOUSTICS

MERCHANDISE AND NE MANUFACTURER'S

WARRANTY DOES NOT APPLY

cm amp
MON THRU SAT LOAM -7

KENWOOD KRC-640*
 Removable Cassette Receiver
 AM/FM Presets  Seek  Fade!
 Quartz PLL Synthesized Tuning
BLAUPUNKT MALIBU 196
BLAUPUNKT DAYTONA CALL
CLARION 96709T 196
CLARION 3771RC.... 276
DENON DCR-5390' 226
DENON DCR-4270' 236

JVC KS -R
DENON DCR-G3J 3

286
5470* 76

JVC KS-RG5J 336
JVC KS-RG9J 426
JVC RX-3300 296
KENWOOD KRC-340' 186
KENWOOD KRC-440' 226
KENWOOD KRC-540 236
KENWOOD KRC-940 . CALL

ADS 3201S*
 2 Way Component Sys
 5" Woofer  1' Tweeter
 Handles 100 Watts eivik

$376

NAKAMICHI Tuner Deck3'346
NAKAMICHI Tuner Deck2'466
NAKAMICHI Tuner Neel '626
PIONEER KEH-M8200 .CALL
PIONEER KEH-5Z00
SOUNDSTREAM TC303 .. 316
SOUNDSTREAM TC306 .. 376
SONY XR-5250 196
SONY XR-5550 256
SONY XR-U770 CALL
SONY XR-U880" .....
SONY XR-U330 286
SONY XR-U550 366
YAMAHA YCR-340' 216
YAMAHA YCR-525' .. 316

ADS 200' 196
ADS 30011SS' 256
B. ACOUSTICS 797" 156
B. ACOUSTICS 841' 146
B. ACOUSTICS 851' 166
B. ACOUSTICS 861' 176
B. ACOUSTICS PRO 4.2"246
B. ACOUSTICS PRO 5.2' 256
B. ACOUSTICS PRO 6.2"276
BAZOOKA T-62 CALL
BAZOOKA T -82A CALL
BAZOOKA 1-102 CALL
INFINITY 62- KAPPA' 96
INFINITY 692 KAPPA' 126
INFINITY 693 KAPPA' ...166
INFINITY CS -5 KAPPA' .176

INFINITY CS -6 KAPPA' .206
INFINITY RS -6903' .. 136
JENSEN JXL-693 76
JBL 1500GTI CALL
JBL TO6 106
KENWOOD KFC-H0100* .76
KENWOOD KFC-H0160* 116
KENWOOD KFC-H0690' 146
KICKER FULL LINE IN STOCK
MTX ESW124 CALL
NAKAMICHI SP200' 206
NAKAMICHI SP65C* 256
PIONEER TS -A6904 66
PIONEER TS -A6908 116
R.FOSGATE SPP124 276
SOUND STREAM SS10' 176

GUARANTEED DELIVERY ON ALL ADVERTISED ITEMS We do our Best to Have Sufficient Inventory on all Advertised Products. Rain Checks Available. Prices are for MNICI



SINCE
1980

CALL 201-467-0100

IIPProgrammable CD/Receiver  1 Bit D/A Cony
Random  24 Presets DETACHABLE

. Track/Disc Search  Repeat FACEPLATE

It/NON DCC-8570' 426
RION 5770CD 386

*NON DGC-9770' 586
VC XL -G3500 386
'INWOOD KOC-67R 336
:ENWOOD KDC-77R 376
:ENWOOD KDC-85R 426

NAKAMICHI CD -TUNER V 576
PIONEER DEH-780 CALL
SONY CDX4040 266
SONY CDX5I 80 366
SONY CDX-U8000 486
SHERWOOD XC-6320P 286
YAMAHA YCD-T720 386

LARION 6300CD 386 SONY CDX-U300 326
ENON DGC-500* 376 I SONY CDX-U500 436

ep/C X LMG600 CALL SONY COX-U300RF 466
4-1- NWOOD KDC-C600 .336 SONY XES-C1* CALL
,yiAKAMICHI CDC101' ...686 PIONEER CDX-M40 CALL

IOCKFORD FOSGATE
1UNCH 150HD*

150 Watt Power Amp
2 Channels  Bridgeable

'Hybrid

-Design Circuitry

37
DS PH -15' 446
DS PO -8' 136
DS PO -10' 296
DS PO -20' 476
WOKS FULL LINE IN STOCK
ARVER PMA-4075' 376
ENON DCA-800' 446
3L GT0400 CALL
ENWOOD KAC-723 ....196
ENWOOD KAC-823 .... 296

DS 642CS* 186
UPUNKTI DSPOI CALL
RION 704E0A 116

NWOOD KGC6042" 216
NY XEC-1000 186

ONY XE-8MKII 246
ONY XES-Pr CALL

NAKAMICHI PA -202' 236
NAKAMICHI PA -302 346
NAKAMICHI PA -304' 366
R. FOSGATE 460SD . 216
R. FOSGATE PUNCH 45AID 226
R. FOSGATE PUNCH 75HD  316
S. STREAM D10011' 256
S. STREAM D20011' 366
S. STREAM MC 140X 346
S. STREAM MC 245' 456

BEL 966W 226
BEL 990 176
COBRA RD3182 116
K40 FULL LINE IN STOCK
UNIDEN RD9XL 76
UNIDEN RD65 76
WHISTLER SPEC 2SE 146

DENON DCD-2560.
 16x Oversampling  Random dp
 20 Bit D/A Converters  Repeat ql
 20 Track Programming  Remote
ADCOM GCD-575'
CARVER SDA-450'
CARVER SDA-490T
DENON DC0-590'
DENON DC0-690'
DENON DCD-970'
DENON DCD-1560'
DENON DCD-2560'
JVC XLV-25I TN
JVC XLZ-451TN
JVC XLZ-1050TN
MAGNAVOX COB -502
NAD 5000'
NAD 5440'

466 NAKAMICHI CD PLAYER r 276
376 NUMARK CD -6020 DUAL CD
526 ONKYO DX -703' 176
186 ONKYO DX -704' 266
236 ONKYO DX -706' 396
296 SONY CDP-497* 166
426 SONY CDP-997' 286
526 SONY CDP-497' CALL
146 SONY CDP-X229ES' 326
166 SONY CDP-X339ES' 556
676 TECHNICS SL-PG300 136
196 YAMAHA COX -550 226
396 YAMAHA CDX-750' 286
326 YAMAHA CDX-1060' 586

ONKYO DXC-606.
 5 Disc Carousel CD Changer $34 8x Oversampling  Program
 1 Bit D/A Converter  Remote
CARVER SDA-350' 326
CARVER TLM-3600* 526
DENON DCM-320' 226
DENON DCM-420' 296
DENON DCM-550* 386
DENON DCM-777' 496
JVC XLF-207TN 196
JVC XLM-307TN 206
JVC XLM-407TN 216
JVC XLM-507TN 246
MAGNAVOX CDC -552 246
NAD 5060' 336
NAKAMICHI CD PLAYER 3' 456
NAKAMICHI CD PLAYER 2' 626

AIWA XP -6R 196
SONY D-101 156
SONY D-202 166
SONY 0-303 226
SONY DT -24 186
SONY 0-802K 226
SONY 0-555 276

ONKYO DXC-206'
ONKYO DXC-909'
SHERWOOD CDC -3010
SONY CDP-C325'
SONY CDP-0525*
SONY CDP-C625'
SONY CDP-C725*
SONY CDP-C69ES'
SONY CDP-C79ES'
TECHNICS SL-PD607
TECHNICS SL-PD807
YAMAHA CDC -625
YAMAHA CDC -715'
YAMAHA CDC -815'

6
CALL

436
_. 246

196
236
286
336
336

CALL
196
226
246
326
38R

DENON DCP-70* 206
DENON DCP-150* 266
KENWOOD DCP-42 136
PANASONIC SL-NP1 136
PANASONIC SL-PH1 . ... 216
PHILIPS AZ -6806 226
TECHNICS SL-XP700 246

JVC MX -70
 40 AM/FM Presets
 100 Watt System
 Dual Auto Reverse

Tape Deck  CD Player

$596
AIWA NSX-D2 386 JVC MX -77M 746
AIWA NSX-D5 546 PANASONIC SCC-H55 456
AIWA NSX-D9 696 PROTON AI -3200 546
DENON G-05' 526 SANSUI AACX950AV CALL
DENON D-120' 766 SHARP COC-500 ...............596
DENON D-150' 896 SONY FHB-70CD... ........ .... 676
DE NON D-200' 1146 SONY MHC-1600 446
KENWOOD UD-70 CALL SONY MHC-2600 596
KENWOOD U0-90 CALL SONY MHC-3600 696
JVC UX1 446 YAMAHA YSTC10' CALL
JVC MX -55M 596 YAMAHA YSTC99' CALL

MITSUBISHI CS3525R
 35' Stereo MTS/SAP Color TV
 On Screen Displays
 'Picture -In -Picture"
 Remote Control

$1896
HITACHI CT2043B 326
HITACHI 27MX IB 486
HITACHI CT7893B 586
JVC AV -2081S ....... 416
JVC AV -2781S ....... 696
JVC AV -3551S 1596 SONY KV-32XBR51.... ..... 1376

SONY KV-32TS35 1296
TOSHIBA CX2786A CALL
TOSHIBA CZ3299K 1996
TOSHIBA CX3566A 35" TUBE

IIEZDZEarrirEM
MAGNAVOX CRM-202 5

PANASONIC PVM-1321 436
PANASONIC PVM-2021 476
QUASAR W-1213 486
SONY GV-200 8MM 786

MITSUBISHI CS2O1OR 356
MITSUBISHI CS271ORA 596
MITSUBISHI CS2724R 696
MITSUBISHI C53515R ... 1696
PHILIPS 27P275 896
RCA F27230ES Top Rated!
RCA F35050ST 35" 1699
SONY KV-13TR24 246
SONY KV-19TS20 336
SONY KV-20EX R2) 426

SONY KV-20TS27 346
SONY KV-27EXR25 696
SONY KV-27EXR20 656
SONY KV-27EXR90 796
SONY KV27XBR55 996

MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

GE 46GW951 Proj _1396 MAGNAVOX RM-8550 CALL
HITACHI 46UX7B 2196 MITSUBISHI CS -4507 2396
HITACHI 50UX7B .............2396 MISTUBISHI CS -5007 2466
MAGNAVOX RM-8341 .....1396 RCA P-52151 CALL

SONY SLV-585HF
 4 Head Hi-Fi Stereo VHS VCR
 8 Event/1 Month Timer
 Integrated Remote On -Screen
GO -VIDEO GV-2020X 696 MITSUBISHI HS -U65 736
HITACHI VTF-351A 346 MITSUBISHI HS -U82 ...... 1196
JVC HRD-X40U 236 PANASONIC PV -2101 ....... 196
JVC HRD-760U 296 PANASONIC PV -4110 ....... 246
JVC HRD-910U 376 PANASONIC PV -4160 296
JVC HRD-940U 426 RCA VR665HF 396
JVC HRS-4700U 516 SONY SLVRSUC CALL
JVC HRS67000. 636 SONY SLV- 696UC CALL
MITSUBISHI HS -U54 426 SONY EVS-900 ..1546
MITSUBISHI H34155 496 TOSHIBA SV-F990 ...IN STOCK
MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

SONY CCD-F401
 2 Lux/Low Light
 8:1 Zoom  8mm
 Flying Erase Head

$596
CANON Al DIGITAL 1296
CANON LI DIGITAL Top of Line
CANON UC-1 646
CANON UCS1 1076
HITACHI VM-E25A 796
JVC GR-AX1OU 636
JVC GR-S9OU S -VHS -C 976
PANASONIC PV41 776
PANASONIC PV704 596

SONY CCD-TR75E
SONY CCD-TRIOS
JVC GRAX-10E
PANASONIC NV -M1000
SONY KV-1484
HITACHI CMT-2159
PANASONIC AG -WI

PANASONIC PVS770 1096
RCA PRO865 TOP RATED!
SONY CCD-TR7 646
SONY CCD-TR9 656
SONY CCD-TR81 TOP RATED!
SONY CCD-TR51 656
SONY CCDF501 696
SONY CCDV801 1096
YASHICA KDH-170U 1396

PAL CAMCORDER 876
PAL CAMCORDER 896
PAL CAMCORDER 846
PAL CAMCORDER 946
14" MULTI SYSTEM TV 336
21" MULTI SYSTEM TV 596
PAL MULTI SYSTEM VCR CALL

6"' AVE ELECTRONICS RETAIL LOCATIONS

1024 &1030
6th AVENUE, NY
1 DAYS

A

WEEK MON-SAT 10.6:30

Ni14

NEW JERSEY
331 Rt.4 WEST
PARAMUS, NJ

201.489.0666

22 Rt. 22 WEST
SPRINGFIELD, NJ
7 DAYS A WEEK MON-SAT 10-9 SUN 11.5

201.467-0100
ty. Not Responsible for Typographical Errors. Ad Represents a Small Percentage of Inventory. Customer Service: Mon -Fri 10)W-6PM CALL 201-467-3905. PRICES VALID THRU 8/1/92.



Svetlev's tenor is a size too small for the
Pretender's music; he forces a lot but
sings cleanly and with considerable ex-
pression. Stevka Mineva certainly ranks
with the better Marinas on records, and
the minor roles are generally well done.
Only the Hostess in the Inn Scene falls
below the level of acceptability-not a
bad showing for such a large cast.

Except for a certain haziness in the
choral portions of Act III, the engineer-
ing creates a rich and well-balanced
sound. I find this set superior to the
Bolshoi-originated Philips set and thus
the best bet among the "original" (not
Rimskyfied) alternatives. Sony's pack-
aging is exemplary. GJ .

PROKOFIEV: Symphony No. 2, Op. 40;
Symphony No. 7, Op. 131. Berlin Philhar-
monic Orchestra, Seiji Ozawa cond.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON ® 435 027-2
(70 min).

Performance: Excellent No. 2
Recording: Richer in No. 2

Prokofiev said that his Second Sympho-
ny, laid out in the two -movement pattern
of Beethoven's Op. 1 1 1 piano sonata,
was "made of iron and steel." It pleased

William Christie

him little more than it did the audience at
its dismal Paris premiere in 1925, but
Seiji Ozawa makes an especially strong
case for it here, finding the lyrical thread
and stressing the melodic content. He is
less persuasive in the Seventh Sympho-
ny, which is normally far more ingratiat-
ing, characterized by an affectionate
fairy-tale wistfulness. That's the ele-
ment Ozawa misses, though he makes all
the right choices in respect to tempo and
balances, honoring Prokofiev's express

wish that his alternative bang-up conclu-
sion be ignored in favor of the original
quiet ending. Mstislav Rostropovich is
more successful in bringing out the
charm and wit of this work, as well as its
deeper emotions, in his recording with
the Orchestre National de France, reis-
sued recently at midprice on Erato. The
sound quality of Ozawa's Seventh, re-
corded in the Philharmonie, is markedly
dry, too, compared with that of the Sec-
ond, taped in the Jesus-Christus-Kirche,
Dahlem. R.F.

RACHMANINOFF: Symphony No. 2 (see
Best of the Month, page 82)

RAM EAU: Pygmalion; NOW et Myrthis.
Soloists, Chorus, and Orchestra of Les
Arts Florissants, William Christie cond.
HARMONIA MUNDI 901381 (78 min).

Performance: Mostly wonderful
Recording: Fine

While none of Rameau's stage works
have the popularity they deserve, the
one -act ballet Pygmalion turns up with
some frequency, partly because it's
short (45 minutes) and has a decent
libretto. Though not exactly a French
Baroque My Fair Lady (which is based
on the same myth), Pygmalion follows a
simple dramatic trajectory: The title
character falls in love with the statue he
has created, the statue comes alive, and
everything ends happily, with lots of
ingratiating music along the way. This is
the third recording of the work in the
past ten years, and in many ways it's the
best. William Christie has a special way
of directing Rameau's recitatives, bring-
ing out a great deal of nuance and expres-
sion while shaping their phrases and
tempos to meld fluidly with the sur-
rounding dances and airs.

The performance is full of memorable
moments, especially the one where the
statue comes alive. As the statue, Dona-
tienne Michel-Dansac projects a combi-
nation of girlish innocence and the sexi-
ness of a creature that exists only for
love. The only drawback is Howard
Crook in the title role. While he is alert to
the drama in the recitatives, he becomes
self-conscious in the airs, too concerned
with hitting the notes.

The disc offers a significant bonus in
what appears to be the first recording of
NOW et Myrthis, a more modest ballet
that has yet to be dated but seems char-
acteristic of middle -period Rameau,
with moments of brilliantly innovative
scoring. He could turn a short dance num-
ber into a miniature concerto for orches-
tra, and he did just that here. D. P S.

SCHUBERT: Impromptus. Krystian Zi-
merman (piano). DEUTSCHE GRAMMO-
PHON O 423 612-2 (65 min).

Performance: Personal
Recording: Excellent

Krystian Zimerman has never been one
to make "just another" recording of
anything, and that's especially the case

here. Increasingly, Schubert is thought
of as an important musical ancestor of
Mahler, both in the originality of his
chord constructions and in the confes-
sional emotionalism of his late works.
Rarely has this Mahlerian side of Schu-
bert been explored so uncompromising-
ly or convincingly as in this recording of
his two sets of impromptus.

The C Minor chord beginning the first
impromptu (Op. 90, No. I) is given a
rhetorical weight that suggests Zimer-
man considers the music explicitly pro-
grammatic. And so it goes with all eight
of these descriptive pieces, but there's
none of the romantic posturing you hear
with pianists such as Ivo Pogorelich.
Zimerman's ideas are deeply thought out
and clearly rooted in Schubert's sound
world (Op. 90, No. 2, for example, sug-
gests the horrific supernatural elements
of Erlkonig). But however much he ex-
pands the expressive range of these
works, his piano sound has an unped-
aled, bell -like clarity that suits the unaf-
fected youthfulness of Schubert's musi-
cal temperament.

For those who think Alfred Brendel's
recording on Philips approaches the final
word on this music, Zimerman's may
seem fussy, cheeky, and over -interpret-
ed to the point of deconstruction. But for
those who do not consider a perfor-
mance successful if it hasn't challenged
their ideas about a piece, this recording
offers rare stimulation. D. P S.

SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 9, D. 944.
NDR Symphony Orchestra, Gunter
Wand cond. RCA VICTOR O 09026-
60978-2 (53 min).

Performance: Insightful
Recording: Very good

Gunter Wand's new live recording of the
Schubert Ninth replaces an analog re-
cording he made some fourteen years
earlier with the Cologne Radio Orches-
tra. There is actually little difference
between the performances; the contrast
is chiefly in terms of sound quality, and
the 1991 digital recording does offer defi-
nite advantages in range, definition, and
all-round impact. As in the Cologne ver-
sion, there is a bit more gear -shifting
than we are accustomed to nowadays,
particularly in the slow movement, and
the trio in the third movement seems a
tad overdeliberate in respect to the tem-
po of the scherzo proper, but in general
Wand manages his tempo variations
with remarkable subtlety, giving an
overall impression of convincing fluidity
rather than stops and starts. His is not
the last word on this great work-no
single interpretation is likely to be that-
but it is a deeply satisfying account dis-
tinguished by its sense of proportion, its
momentum, and the insight, both affec-
tionate and enlivening, we have come to
expect from him in this repertory. R.F.

SCHUMANN: Symphonies No. 2, in C
Major, Op. 61, and No. 3, in E-jiat Major,
Op. 97 ("Rhenish"). London Philhar-
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lutfiaDO 2 SAVE
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ALL

MODELS
IN STOCK
CALL
FOR

PRICF"

inw Reveals all the Sound
Sound Inc. You've Never Heard!

BBEI 002 Sonic Maximizer
A REAL IMPROVEMENT!
3012 CAR UNIT
NOW ONLY8139

NOW
ON
SALE $ 89

AL_TEC
LANSING

111/11WAI-0-
FARED REPEATERS

-II--
LUME CONTROLS

-Iv-
KER SELECTORS

--9-
KERSWITCHERS

a/d/s/ SUPER SALE
R4 Receiver

L400E Bookshelf speaker

SW4 Subwoofer

M12 Tower Speaker

M1 5/90 Tower Speaker

$569
$399
$239
$799
CAL

ALSO AVAILAB1,_
SAT 5, SAT 6, SAT 7, STAND 1, SWS, SUB1C

,-.4001s

Come
Audition at

AudioSource
Home Theater System
4001 Dolby Pro Logic.
System Features:
 5S4 Dolby 1roLogic
Surround Sou -id Processor

The Full
Line of

Loudspeakers

 VS One vide,) shielded center chann l full range
speaker

LS-Ten/A surround sound speakers.
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$3

IAJXMAN Compact Disc Player

T,7 92 R -mote Compact Dice Player
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Orig '230
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. SOUND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

. one that even simulates lull S
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Louuspearterit i 41811111111111111=1M

PROTON

D1200 Power Amp
I 00W/ch power output (4, 8 ohms. Dy-
namic Power on Demand capable of 100W/
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output meters Factory B stock
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NOW ON LY
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'599 *22SNOW ONLY
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RF 2000 Power Amplifier

$1198

RF 200 Pre Amplifier
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oRIG. FRE WITH PURCHASE
$699 OF RF2000 AMP

Dees Not Apofv To Anv Previous Purchases

EADTOWN SHOPPING CENTER INFORMATION
ROUTE 23 SOUTH 201E838.3444

7KIN 0 CUSTOMER SERVICE
2010838.1180
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-Ow of SAMMAN'S ELECT.

COMPETITIVE PRICING ... CALL NOW FOR YOUR BEST DELIVERED PRICE!

CAR STEREOS
DETACHABLE FACE sk

FM! 1027 3:C 2 3

rune - Hint +

4
9E141,

5 6 AM

CD'
80-11

*AM FM CASSETTE
High Power, Pullout

 CAR CD CHANGER
Remote Mount

 AM, FM CD PLAYER
High Power, Pullout,
1 Bit Technology

ABOVE PRICES QUOTED
ON TOP NAME BRANDS
 SPEAKER SYSTEMS

 POWER AMPS OF THE GODS by
 HIFONICS

 THOR 8 ZEUS

CAMCORDERS
AUTHORIZED SALES CENTER

SONY, CANON, RCA,
JVC, PANASONIC'

 1992 SPRING MODELS
NOW ARRIVING,

 Note 8. VHS
zocnrem.ofe $559up

COMPACT

BOOKSHELF

STEREO MOST BRANDS

ALL the HOTTEST MODELS

& BRAND NAMES!
 ACTIVE HYPER -BASS CIRCUIT

 CD PLAYER w PROGRAM PLAY
OF UP TO 20 TRACKS
from $299.,

SUPER VHS & BETA
SPECIALS of the MONTH

 4 2 SUPER VHS HI-FI MIS Super Fly e A99

 TOSHIBA 4 HEAD HI-FI STEREO . .

 BE TAMAX

$319
$299

 Brrirn PLAYER/ RECORDER . . . . $329

VIDEO LASER PLAYERS

 VIDEO LASER DISC DIGITAL STEREO $299
*VIDEO DISC DIGITAL STEREOwiAuto

Reverse
99 *LASER DISC w/ Special

Effects 8 Optical Output $769

DOLBY® PRO -LOGIC
HOME THEATER
DIRECT VIEW TV's
 30' MIS TV $739
 32' PIP/MTS. STEREO TV $999
 35' DIRECT VIEW TV $1499
LCD 70" PROJECTOR -41099

27"
SVHS

STEREO

'449

HI-FIIRECEIVERS
 DOLBY* PRO LOGIC

100 Watts Per Channel $299
 DOLBY* SURROUND

8S Watts Per Channel Remcte . $199
 40 WATTS Per Channel,
STEREO S149

ALL FAMOUS BRANDS

40" - 70"
Rear Projections

b
TOSHIBA, HITACHI

SONY, JVC & MORE
OVER 900 LINES OF RESOLUTION

VIDEO PRINTERS

DIGITAL SPECIAL EFFECTS
Picture in Picture

 DIGITAL SPECIAL EFFECTS - MULTI PRINTS
4 9 16 or 25 Different Images on 1 Print

 NIGH QUALITY IMAGE PROCESSING
256 Color Gradations, Nearly 17 Million Colors

NAMES AVAIL. $899ALL BRAND (

SPEAKER SYSTEMSDOSE
 LIFELIKE SOUND
 VIRTUAL INVISIBILITY

 ALL MODELS AVAILABLE
CALL FOR BEST PRICE

THE LOWEST PRICE EVER
FOR PATENTED BOSE

ACOUSTIMASS SPEAKER
TECHNOLOGY

PORTABLE & CAR
DISC PLAYERS

$179 PORTABLE CD

 SONY* WALKMAN CALL

PORTABLE CD
COMPACT STEREOS
STARTING AT $149

CD DUAL CASSETTE $219

OPEN: M -F 9-9 SAT 9-6 SUN Closed

iTE
WHO

1166 HAMBURG "FI:" IC E _WAY NE, NJ 074.70

FOR CUSTOMER

WE WILL MATCH OR BEAT ANY LEGITIMATE PRICE SERVICE CALL

(2011696-6531
We ship within 24 hours
All prices quoted include
manufacturer's standard
accessories 8 U S Warran-
ty All units are factory
sealed Shipping 8 handling
extra

INFORMATION & ORDERS:

1 (800) 444-6300

CANADA WELCOME (201) 696-6531

VISA C 0 D

CIRCLE NO 13 ON
READER SERVICE CARD CONVENIENT FAX #(201) 633-1476



HARDBOUND OCTOBER DIRECTORIES
monic Orchestra, Kurt Masur cond.
TELDEC @ 46446-2 (66 min).

Performance: Brisk and bracing
Recording: Very good

Kurt Masur's Teldec recording of Schu-
mann's two other symphonies with the
LPO was one of last year's most appeal-
ing orchestral releases. This companion
disc again surpasses the Schumann per-
formances Masur recorded earlier in
Leipzig and is enjoyable in its own right,
but not as surpassingly so as the one of
Symphonies Nos. 1 and 4. I like the fleet
pacing and fine sense of momentum in
No. 2. At 8 minutes flat, this is probably
the fastest performance of the work's
slow movement on records, but there is
not a hint of breathlessness, and the
finale is utterly free of rhetorical ges-
tures. The "Rhenish", too, is generally
crisp and breezy, and that is generally to
the good. What is missing is a sense of
tenderness, of intimacy in the slow por-
tions of both symphonies. Of course,
that sort of thing tends to be overdone in
Schumann performances. Masur's no-
nonsense approach is certainly to be
preferred, but I think some other con-
ductors have struck a more attractive
balance. For the same coupling, I'm still
partial to Wolfgang Sawallisch's twenty-
year -old recording with the Dresden
State Orchestra on Angel. R.F.

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. 10;
Chamber Symphony (see Best of the
Month, page 80)

TCHAIKOVSKY: Variations on a Rococo
Theme (see ELGAR)

TELEMANN: Suite in B Minor for Flute,
Oboe, Bassoon, and Basso Continuo; Con-
certo in G Major for Flute, Oboe d'Amore,
and Basso Continuo; Six Canonic Sonatas,
Op. 5. European Baroque Soloists.
DENON @ 81757 9614-2 (44 min).

Performance: Expert, graceful
Recording: Homogenized

Telemann is sometimes described as the
German Vivaldi, but the charming and
graceful Suite in B Minor here is a
French pastorale in the Couperin or Ra-
meau vein, and the curious and learned
Canonic Sonatas-they are unaccompa-
nied duets for flute and oboe, and the
canons are as literally note for note as
Three Blind Mice-could only have been
written in Germany. The Concerto in G
Major, however, a double concerto with-
out orchestra, is quite in the Italian vein.

All these style switches are neatly
handled by these early -music specialists
in a recording that makes a mere handful
of musicians-a fivesome, a quartet, and
even six dry duos-sound like a whole
Baroque orchestra. It always baffles me,
though, when the special and crisp quali-
ties of old instruments are so mashed
down and homogenized by empty -cha-
pel acoustics (here a Schlosskapelle near
Salzburg) that you can hardly tell the
difference anyway. E.S.

1991 ANNUAL
EQUIPMENT
DIRECTORY

Great Reading!! Great Price!!
A ready reference for
audio enthusiasts.

A complete compendium of all
equipment, more than 5,400
products listed and over 90,000
basic specs. Years 1990, 1989, 1987
and 1985 also available in limited
quantities. ONLY $15.00 each.

All prices include postage and handling. All orders
postpaid. Check or money order only payable to AUDIO
MAGAZINE. Send orders to AUDIO, 1633 Broadway,
New York, N.Y. 10019, attn: Michael Bieber. Or call
212-767-6301 for further information.

THE EQUIPMENT AUTHORITY

U.S. Dental Research says, "You have a 75% chance of developing gum disease."

Stop Bleeding & Arrest
Gum Disease in 30 Days!

Use Swiss Technology

Dr. Woog®
PerioSystem®

The 4 -In -1 Home Professional
Periodontal System replaces:

1)An -1 c . rush
ak

2) IIr
ate

3) Rec

4)

I . ,.  :
..e M . I

Geneva, SwitzerlandSwitzerland - Revolutionary Swiss methodology
supported by 150 university clinical tests, worldwide. His
technology prevents and reduces bleeding and gum disease in
30 days. Plus eliminates most plague.

Already Over 100,000 PerioSystems Sold
Dr. P.G. Woog. Ph.D.. Toulouse University. Inventor of the first
electric toothbrush 11956), owned by E.R. Squibb & Sons as
BROXODENT''' since 1968.

A Brush Store Convenient and Mechanically More
Powerful than Interplak 

Unlike Interplak you can use your favorite toothpaste with the
Periosystem.And its hydraulically -powered brush removes
plaque. It gently and effortlessly massages gums; strengthens
them; cuts back on gum disease and bleeding.

The ?erioSystem does provide proper gingival stimulation to reduce
existing disease or aid in keeping such disease processes from being

- Dr. John H. Hann*. Formerly Professor ik Chairman. Dept
of General & Oral Pathology. Jibe, or Medinne 8 Dentistry of New Jersey

7 Jets of Water & AirUnlike WaterPik'
IV(5) microdroplets of water and air per second safely
ease away loosened plague and debris, act as an hydraulic
toothpick and accelerate circulation in gums.

Faster and Easier than Hand Flossing
4 custom periodontal attachments and micro -fractionated
action reach, clean and massage...even around
orthodontics, brass or chrome bridges, and partial
dentures! Mouthwash released precisely by a dispenser.

PLUS...1011q Money Back Guarantee!
Prose to yourself Is and effective the Woog is to use,

10 din risk free trial offer.

Dr.Woog PerioSystem
CCN, Inc.. I Research Park, Dept. 1463

Chester. CT OM I 2-1351, or call Toll -Free

1-800-677-5556
FAX: 1-800-666-2113 In Canada 1-800-999-4744

You sour h121.1 inionliattoll within 7days
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Stereo Review

NEW VOliK 1111i0LES;All
 Prices subject to change  Pr

 Not responsible tor
Ices exclude shipping charges
typographical errors

2 PARK AVENUE, DEPT. 15, NY, NY 10016
FOR FASTEST SERVICE CALL

(212) 684-636
CALL FOR PRICES ON CO

2132131 --
YAMAHA

OR FAX: (212)
3 684-8046
LOR TV S. FAX & VCR'S

YAMAHA
CDC625 2591 CDC610 469 60450 Cali A0550 379

COC715 339 CDC815 429 AVX700 549 MX630 429
DEMON MX830 679 9.0630 369

0CM320 9CM420 319 CX630 359 C0830 559

DCM520 399 DCD670 239 TX540 269 10950 339

DCO2560 549 DCD970 329 DSR7OPRO 199 10350 169

SONY TX550 299 8070 149

CDPC315 CDPC515 249 OSPE300 649 DSPA1000 1279

CDPC615 289 CDPC715 349 OSPE100 Call DSPE200 Call

COPC910 349 CDP591 179 NAD
PIONEER 1600 359 2200PE 529

PDTM1 349 PDM450 179 3225PE 209 3240PE 329
POM455 199 PDM550 219 3400 679 24001116 Call
PDM640 249 PDM650

NAD
289

5425 2491 5340 329 AIWA
5000 399 5060 369 X099 708 9005 498

HARMON KARDON CAWS 348 CSDR3 199
1L8600 4591 TL8500 365 NSXD3 368 65002 309

PORTABLE CD NSXD9 588 950810 448

SONY SONY

7808 2391 0303 249 1600 598
476951

26001313

7, '59 724 189 3600 718

MEIZEME YAMAHA Call

DENON G05 639
HARMON KARDON

r1,3400 2781 693500 368
SANSUI SYSTEM

MC -0908 9881 MC1000 429
YAMAHA

90450 95550 339 JVC

RX750 449 900850 649 MX70 6291 UX1 399

RXV1050 949 RXV660 589 KENWOOD
DENON U050 4991 U70 748

AVR 810 589 AVR1010 749 PIONEER SYSTEM

096335 219 096435 279 430 5991 330 488

096635 379 ORA835 559 PANASONIC
0981035 749 AVR610 469 SCH55 4681 SCH7 599

SONY CAR STEREOS
STRAV270
STRAV770 269
STRAV1070 449

NAD
7225 2691
701 279

PIONEER
501900 169

S02900 239
VSX39009 299
VSX5900S 499
VSX4800 339

STRAV570
STRAV970
STRD3O70

7240
704

502800
VSX3800
VSX4900S
VSX9900
VXSD15

179

359
799

379
399

199
269
389
729
879

ALPINE
7400 169

7208 399
7803 429
5954 Call

3308 109

3522 139

3552 309
3541 IN
6205 99

6266 79

6394 179

7401 199

7392 289
5953 189

5955 169

7290 269
3543 429
3554 389
3542 249

6265 129

6392 Call

7294S 429
LOUDSPEAKERS 6056 169 7516 369

ADVENT 6267 69 7915 429

HERITAGE 4991 LAUREATE 439 7914 399 7618 464

LEGACY 349 PRODIGY 249 72925 299 5952V 399

BOSE 3331 219 3527

101 1691 Roomate II 259 5957 429 3566

901 Classic 11991 AM5II 599 6257CD 59 3553

CANTON SONY

KARAT920 629 96961930 829 C00515 329 CDXA15RF 399

ERG070 1279 ERG080 1699 CDXA100 499 CDXA4ORF 469
CELESTION C007560 359 XR4257 169

SL6S I 799 DL6 II 329 697600 379 C005060 349
Model 3 229 Model 5 329 9E8 249 X97180 319

POLK 997280 369 0970713 269
46 229 7 469 XR5500 189 XM3040 249

5 JR 279 10 599 XM2040 129 X97130 289
RM3000 479 RM1000 269 PIONEER

INFINITY
REF 3 349 REF 6
SM82 249 SM102
SM122 389 SM152

JBL
L644 399 2600
LX22 248 2800

659
289
619

168

238

66170008 169

KEH9898 249
CDXM40 349
KEH8200 409
KEI16200 269
DE11580 279

OEH780 369

K1370009 209
KE3838 139

CDXFM45 419

KEH7200 289
0E65200 249

DE11680 349
DE11880 429

CASSETTE DECKS DE11980 489 FHM75 829

KEN WOOD
K09730 419 KX530 339 KDC75R 399 KDC859 429
K09430 279 90330 249 KDC95R 469 KAC622 129
KX230 219 KXW952 559 KAC642 159 KAC742 229
KXW232 279 KX930 499 ADS

DENON 62 149 200, 229
DRM510 199 DRM600 269 POIO 299 PH15 499
DRM710 319 DRS810 399 PS5 Call P020 549
DRW850 399 DRR680 329 SB7 299 5410 369
09R780 319 0%1830 299 300,5 289 320IS 399

NAD
6425 Call' 6340
6100 419

AIWA

329
BOSTON

4 2 Pro 259
757 89
767 99

5 2 Pro 279
797 159
841 149

ADF810 2991
ADWX777 259

PIONEER
7W4509 179

7W65011 259
CTM66R 289

ADWX888
ADF400

CTW55011
CTWM77R
CTM55R

309
139

219
339
249

851 179

C700 159
62 PRO 299

SASBAZOOKA
762A 229

861 189
100 PRO 149
80 PRO 129

782A 249

CTS709 329 CTS6099 209 LASER DISC
ADCOM PIONEER

GFA53511 309 GTP400 329 3090 7191 1090 429
GTP50011 489 GFP55511 449 2090 539 990 239
GFT55511 289 GFA54511 429 KARAOKE
GFA555II 659
GFP565 679

DENON
PMA1060 479

GCD575
GFA565

PMA860

489
699ea

349

720 5891 820 679
SONY

MDP333 369

PMA560 269 P362400 549 1113=111111=
P0A800 249 T11660 259 SONY
AVC1000 559 AVC3020 799 SLVRS 8591 SLV585 398

HARMON KARDON RCA
104500 4681 TO212 169 VR535 2781 V9690 378

PORTABLES MITSUBISHI
JVC BOX

PCx200 2681 PCXT5 288

U54 4191 U55 499
TOSHIBA

SONY BOX 647 3091 447 238

CED765 CF0454 188 Call for TV Price
CED775 395 CPD455 228 JVC
CED470 258 CED55 148 6904700 4781 6906700 628

We sell authorized U S branded m rchandise and parallel imports All
products covered by manufacturer's warranty or New York Wholesaler's
exclusive limited warranty Manufacturer's rebates may not apply Ask

for full details at the time of purchase

CLASSIFIED
For Advertising Information Call 1-800-445-6066, 9am-5pm EST

RECORDS

GA
Rare Records lid.

We buy and sell

LP vinyl records
Over 100,000 titles in stock

139 West 72nd Street
New York. NY 10023
212 877.5020

LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES. Jewell boxes, record
jackets, sleeves, storage boxes, 78 sleeves, dividers, much
more! Free brochure, CABCO PRODUCTS, ROOM 641. ROB
8212, COLUMBUS. OH 43201 (614) 267-8468

PRIVATE LP COLLECTION! Hard-to-hnd, Out -of -Print, Treasures
49,000 Mostly Sealed, 1950-1990. Available Individually. (203)
227-8326

200,000 OUT -OF -PRINT RECORDS. LPs/45s. Fifties thru Seventies.
All categories. Catalogs available..state your interests. Want
lists welcome. Craig Moerer. Box 19231 -SR, Portland, OR 97219

PROFESSIONAL SOUND, LIGHTING, EFFECTS_ NEW & USED-D.1'S,
BANDS. RINKS & NIGHTCLUBS. CALL FOR 50 -PAGE BOOKLET

(502) 782-1172

LP/CD BARGAINS! DELETIONS - OVERSTOCK - SURPLUS. LPs
$2_99-$6.99/CDs $4.99-$8.99. FREE CATALOG! SPECIFY LP/CD.
RPM SALES, PO BOX 1348, DEPT. SRC, SOMERVILLE, MA 02144.
1-800-388-1386/FAX 617-776-2514

NEEDLES & CARTRIDGES. A.D C., AudioTechnica, Grad°. Or-
tof on, Shure, Signet, Stanton. & much, much more.
800-229-0644  612-378-0543. FAX 612-378-9024

AUTHORIZED

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, sub -
woofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD,
3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702.
1 (800) 283-4644.
HIGH -END LOUDSPEA1--i ,,stems, speaker kits and the widest
selection of raw drivers from the world's finest manufacturers.
For beginners and audiophiles. Free catalog. A&S SPEAKERS,
3170 23rd St., San Francisco, CA 94110 (415) 641-4573

WE SELL MORE HIGH PERFORMANCE SPEAKER KITS than anyone
in the U.S FREE CATALOG 1-800-346-9183 AUDIO CONCEPTS,
901 S 4th St, LaCrosse, WI 54601

CALL TOLL FREE! 1(800) 826-0520; NAD *
ONKYO a CARVER * M&K * VELODYNE *
HARMAN KARDON * HAFLER * LEXICON *
CWD * PRO -AC * FRIED * CELESTION *
ACOUSTAT * STAX * AUDIOCONTROL * NILES *
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY * PROTON * JBL *
MONSTER CABLE * BELLES * DAHLQUIST *
COMPONENT GUARD * KINERGETICS * NITTY
GRITTY * GRADO * THORENS * SOUND SELLER,
2808 CAHILL RD., P.O. BOX 224, MARINETTE,
WI 54143-0224. FAX#715-735-5838, PHO-
NE 715-735-9002.
SPEAKER COMPONENTS KITS, Audax-Vifa, Crossovers, Books,
more. Catalog $2. MENISCUS, 2442 28th St. SW. Dept. D, Wyo-
ming MI 49509. (616) 534-9121.

SLEDGEHAMMER, AUDAX PEERLESS, FOCAL VIFA & DYNAUDIO
LOUDSPEAKERS with good prices and fast service. MADISOUND
SPEAKER COMPONENTS, 8608 University Green, Box 44283,
Madison, WI 537444283. (608) 831-3433.

Sell all kinds of electronic equipment. Low, low
prices! Best selection, For more information call
now. 1-703-745-2223.
MTKOAKTRON speakers, in -walls, sub -woofers. Free informa-
tion. CLASSIC SOUND, 924 S. Locust Ave, Freeport, IL 61032
(815) 235-9268

EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE' FREE SHIPPING' MIRAGE.
PS, CWD, STAX. KINERGETICS, KEF, PHILIPS. AUDIOQUEST FRIED.
MONSTER. QUAD. SPICA, STRAIGHTWIRE, MORE', READ BROTH-
ERS, 593-B KING, CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29403
(803)723-7276.

CAR/HOMENIDEO for: DENON, SONY, INFIN-
ITY, AUDIO CONTROL, VELODYNE, CWD, COU-
STIC, BAZOOKA, MONSTER CABLE, KICKER,
ADVENT & PRECISION POWER. Full line autho-
rized dealer. Call (800) 321-0685 for prices
and orders. (301) 729-3711 for info and con-
sultations. C&C Audio,Video 11am-9pm Mon -
Sat EST.
"STEREO WORLD" IS YOUR DISCOUNT SOUND SOURCE WITH
GREAT DEALS ON HOME AND CAR STEREO. PANASONIC,
LANZAR, JVC. SONY. PHILLIPSSOUND LABS, MTX PINNACLE,
ORION. PIONEER, SHERWOOD, JBL, HIFONICS, BLAUPUNKT. AU-
TOTEK ADVENT, CLARION, SCOSCHE EFX AND MANY OTHERS.
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG. FREE UPS IN 48 STATES. VISA/
MC. COD ACCEPTED P.O BOX 596, MONROE, NY 10950 (914)
782-6044

CALL US
LAST

WE WILL

BEAT ANY PRICE
PRINTED IN THIS MAGAZINE ON

HOME & CAR STEREO

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke Commack. NY 11725

PNROOENS (800) 368-2344

FOR SALE

LOW PRICES!!! NAD, DENON, NAKAMICHI, CARV-

ER, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, LUXMAN, HAFLER,
ADS, B&K, ONKYO, ADCOM, POLK & OTHERS!!
SOUND ADVICE: (414) 727-0071. OPEN SUN-
DAYS!!!

LOW PRICES-- HIGH END EQUIPMENT Carver, Nakamichi, Hafl-
Luxman. ADS, B&K Bose, Onkyo, Proton, Philips and much

more! (414) 725-4431.

SPEAKER
CATALOG

Parts Express is a full -line
distributor of electronic parts
and accessories geared toward
he consumer electronics
industry, and the technical
hobbyist. Stocking an extensive
line of speaker drivers and
accessories for home and car.
Send for your FREE 148 page
catalog today.

Parts Express
340 East First Street
Dayton, Ohio 45402

Parts

1-800-338-0531

WE SELL PREOWNED high quality Audio and Video with a
money bock guarantee. For a FREE monthly inventory send
your name and address to. ROSS' EXCHANGE, 3061 Claire-
mont Dr. San Diego. CA 92117 or call (619) 276-8235

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS
IlowYou Can Save Money on Cable Rental Fees

Jerrold, Pioneer, Scientific Atlanta
30 Day Money Back Guarantee/Best Prices

FREE 20 page Catalog:1-800-772-6244
US cable Tv Inc. Dept. KSR692

4100 N. Powerline Rd., Bldg. F-4 Pompano Beach, NY 33073
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(DX 111000
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444357
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163
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113770 749 4111330 719
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FOR SALE

S. B. II. EbTTERPRISES
(800) 451.5851 NYC (718) 438-1027 S 7 1 8 11443: 46 I

167853rd St. Brook yaN.Y.11204 Mun.-Eri. B-7,Sun.9.6

DETECTORS

990 171 %a/ 119

96611W 739 911411011 719

957 109 9572 139

=auximi
ID 7S00 119

11/111

11991070
103000 139=1:1M
MDO 159 5000 _19

IOU 179

Wanton 79 .1N.
5111115 71. 129

HOME STEREOS

1.1117MEMMM
RECEIVERS (ASSET! NOM

1110511 155 19a 01 14
113053 115 1911:05 34
1150511 70 114X5 II
1170511 105 Me 505 17
116311 375 970105 39

111053 145 111405 69
CD PLAYERS 111,05

111%111 IP . /05 lo

11.141 POSEAMAS
114741 1,, 10 101 71

11 51 1170 ril 612301 51

MINI COMPONENT 6131b 11

1111 441 61'51 Al
11 10 61 al 50 474 6114 71

in 70 611 44310 771 6P1 71

6175 11IRIFIllm, =iiiri:=
11416111 171 FE 1000 NI

CAR STEREO

RECEIVERS59
599 ON 10200

771094,4 111700

3" :III :71'1°(a0

719

739

739

701

775

719

199

(699

44;

719

119

394

339

ii;
ril

MONZIMMUM Dome 111

Now 301(317 339 111111103 1.611

Atonal 341 CUR
Done (7137 319 1113703 II
Mahrodon50119 391 11171:0 159

Maw (1/17 319 (D14 149 (011140 711

Oarde EEO 719 (DINEO NI (D11645 315
Wiwi (MI

7,4,9 1=13E3:11:=1
Soft 94 10147 . .,.' 43000 471 IWO VI
CloyoveM17 729 1310(0 10 11170(3 461

=3111 179 51700 34 511130 769

159 31701( 111 17701( 759

kW 50149 III 1777 194 1771 211

InoperISODI 1E9 1731 1/9 1101 119

(K11 Sr (DC 144 719 RN 111 1110 III
62110 WIMP SYS 169 I/03 III OW 019

61011 151mew HP
114 1155 411

111 003 171

nt am 134

1110005 34
33 11

(ASSET) DECKS
(1 171 171

Ca WI 771

011551
1161 M 171

Us 4501 /41
(36001 71A

450 115

(7,551 ifl

CS 701 114
(156011

CD PLAYERS
NY 1E1 179
101651 114
malty
641150
61440
6111450

A COO
10 WM
61 4:6
19 716

LASER PLAYIAS

4 111

z?
(di Mt 571

MI 3090 77,
0D MO 495

DECEIVERS
13 VW 11 711
I/ 7,0 iv 149

171W 04 01

Akre, Ammo Ewen SW WilnEnd, coned Wl non at/.r 964 own' ((ohs (00
ordenwondwoll 11114157 SO We Down SIO SO (4,141.91wrinws(41/11U PS

wow. el r or, Bo 'newels la Teciree.el ere, IN

MINI AD WITH MAXI SAVINGS

Wholesale Connection
718 997-6644To order -Call:

CD PLAYER
Technics 51170300 4139

S1PS700 249
SLP13807 219

JVC XLZ441 159
XLM505 229
XL68705 299

Pioneer Pf3/117700 269
PDM455 219
P014550 239
P168650 Call

Konwowl DP2030 139
DP5030 199
DPM6630 219
DPM7730 249

Sony CDP491 129
CDP591 169
CDPC515 239
CDPC715 Cell
0170910 Call

Hermon/ 1407400 229
Kardon 617550 299

607500 369

RECEIVERS
Technic SAG11505 329

SAGX710 499
5AGX910 Call

nJVC 60505 24'04705 309
R0805 37
R%905 Call
6X1050 Call

Pioneer VSX3800 289
VSX4800 Cell
VSX5900S Call
V5/(99005 Call

Kellwood 61366030 249
SRV7030 329
109691030 399
1091/9030 Call

Sony STRAV770 249
STRAV970 329
STRAV1070 Call
STRAV2070 Call

Marmon/ 6403400 299
Kardon 603500 399

603600 Call

TAPE DECK
Techntca 0510212 149

115714313 169
135141515 219

JVC TI30441 159
T011541
T016505 4(9
T DV/805 249

Pioneer CTS609R Call
CTW450R Call
CT11/65011 Call

Kellwood 10(5530 1 79
607030 249
10(W6030 199
10(V/8030 Cali

Sony TCRI(470 199
TC66)0 249
TCWR670 199

TCW6570 159
TCWR775 Call

Hermon/ 0004400 299
Kardon T134600 Call

HOME SPEAKER
Per Paodeent Heritage 459

Laureate 369
Legacy 319
Prodigy Tower 239
Baby II 149

Bone 10 2 Sen. 11 Call
901 Call
6 2 399
4 2 269
A1415 Senn II Call
AM3 Synfts II Call

JBL 4X44 399
1622 Call
21342000 239
21313800 299pm," REF 6
REF 5

Cell
Call

REF 4 359
REF 3 279

MINI SYSTEM
JVC All Model Call
Kertwood All Model Callson, All Model Call
aaaaa onsc All Model CallIW All Model Call

CAR STEREO
JVC 6561600 159

65004 229
65608 259
61035043 Call
661160600 Call

Sony 067070 269
XF15900 239
C DX 7560 Call
C DX5040 Call
CDXA15 Call

Kellwood 611C3004 199
66C430 219
6110530 249
6110630 Call
6 DC7511 Cell

Pioneer 6E1700 159KF3700

189
KEHM6200 249
13E11760 Call
CD/(6140 Call

RADAR DETECTOR9.9 All Model Cell
WhiIler All Model Cell
Cobra All Model Call

CAR AMP 8 SPEAKER
All Models A B Cell

CAMCORDER 8 VCR
JVC All Model Call
Sony AO Model Call
aaaaa onic All Model Call
Canon All Model Call

CALL FOR PRICES on Models and Brands Not Listed
HRS Mon -Sal 9 AM -6 PM EST Prices subject to change. Prices
exclude shippIng 8 handling Not responsible for typographical
errors. MasterCard. Visa. American Express and C 0 D

Wholesale Connection 63-48 108th St. Forest Hills, NY 11375

HARD TO FIND DEX & ADC PARTS & SERVICE. CALLAWRITE RES,
5462 BUCHANAN PLACE. FREMONT, CA 94538 (510) 490-1622,
FAX (510) 656-8878.

BANG & OLUFSEN, B&W, CARVER, REVOX,
NAKAMICHI, ADCOM, DENON, H/K, YAMAHA,
CELESTION, KEF, ADS, POLK, INFINITY, JBL,
KLIPSCH, ETC. MANUFACTURER'S WARRAN-
TIES. AUTOMATED PRICING 24 HRS, LIVE AS-
SISTANCE 10-6 ET. AMERISOUND SALES, INC.
(904) 262-4000.

VOCASINGERS, REMOVEIA:
Unlimited Backgrounds"
From Standard Records & CD's with the

Thompson Vocal Eliminator'. Call for Free
Catalog & Demo record.
Phone: (404)482-4189 Ert 50 110
Singer's Supply, Dept SR. I

7985 Hightower Trail
Lithonia, GA 30058 Nre

Line (004)482.2405 Er! 50 Art! k24 Hour Demo tnh. Request

Singer's Supply  We Have An '  & Everything For Singers

BEST $1000 LOUDSPEAKER GUARANTEED. PLUS B&W  BANG &
OLUFSEN  VMPS  NAKAMICHI  DENON  ONKYO  REVOX 
TRIAD  TECH ELECTRONICS (904) 376-8080.

Dial This Number And Save!
Many Makes And Models Not Listed

PLEASE CALL

1-800-522-8937 THEE
RECEIVERS CO PLAYERS CAR STEREOS

Luxman
R-117 Call
R-115 5E19
Yamaha
RX 950 New
RX V1350. Call
FIX V1050. Call
H. K ardon
HD3500.. Call
Carver
HR 742 449
HR 772 Call
Nakamichi
Receiverl Call
Receiver2 Call
Pioneer
VSX 9900. New
VSX 5900. Call
JVC
RX 805 Call
RX V1010. Call
NAD
7100 Call
Onkyo
SV 70pro. Call
SV 90oro

Yamaha
CCC715 Call
010815 Call
H. Kardon
TL8500 Call
74 8600 Call
Carver
SD/A 4907 Call
7468 3600 Call
Nakamichl
CD3 Call
co2 Call
JVC
XLM 505 Call
XLZ 1050 Call
Onkyo
DX -702 175
DX -704 Call
Sony
011e0615 Call
CDP-C715 Call

CASSETTE DECKS
Nakamichi Call
Yamaha.... Call
Dimon. Call
Luxman.... Call

13=== Pioneer.... Call
Dohlguiat
D112 Call
Ca -8 Call
Advent
Prodigy Call
Legacy II Call
AFL
M5 Call
M6 Call
Bose
AM 511 New
901Classic Call
Polk
M 10 SII Call
RTA B TL Call
JBL
LX 44 Call
Corwin -Vega
DX 7 a

Call

AMPS
Haller
SE 240 339
4_260 Call
H. Kardon
HDE1600 Call
Damon
POA 2400. Call
Yamaha
AVS-700 239
DSPE-300 Call
MX -1000 Call
Carver
CT -17 Call
TFM-25 Call
TFM-45 Call
AV -64 Call

Sounderaftaman

Autotek
7150 BTS Top
7054 BTS %led
Alpine
7294S Call
5952S Call
Orion
XTR 12 Call
225 HCCA Nov
Kicker
C15-4 Call
C12-4 96
ADS
PH15 Call
3201S Call
Pioneer

8200. New
KEH 8200 Call
Soundatniaft
D10011 249
MC245 Call
Softwood
SRC 930 335
Sony
CCM 5040. 265
COX A15 Call
R.Foagyii
Punch 75 Call
Punch 150 Call
Clarion
035870 349
Sherwood
X06320 Call
X4-1100 125
JVC
KSR G9 Call
XL G3500 New
Coustie
AMP -460 Call
AMP -660. Call
Bazooka
7-16 ..... . Call
T-82 Call
Boston
861 Call
797 Call
Pro 6 Call

Atlantic Buyers Club
18 Oak Hill Dr Toms River, NJ 08753. All products

are new & backed by our 10 da money back guarantee.

COMPACT DISCS

OVER 15,000 USED CD's. $3.99 TO $9.99. Buy/Sell, 8th Year, Visa
MC. Send $2 (RetJndable) for 28 page catalog. AUDIO HOUSE
43048 Brawn, Swartz Creek Michigan 48473. (313) 655-8639

SELL YOUR CD's $7.00 FOR SOME. Free details. Compact
Music -SR, 1105 Webster, Sandy, Utah 84094-3151. (801) 571-9767.

PURCHASE 10 OR MORE CDs, NO SHIPPING CHARGE. Over
300.000 CDs! Ship same or next day $12.45/$11.99/$10.99 or
less. Jazz Blues. Rock & Classical. Want list to: MUSIC TO GO,
4850A South Emerson. Indianapolis, IN 46203 Fax:
317-783-6183. Catalogs $4 (Refundable with order).

CD'S USA-CD'S & CASSETTES at Discount Prices. Pop, Rock
Jazz Oldies Classical. Send $2.00 for 30 pg, CATALOG or Call
(516) 567-0846. CD'S USA, 1801-A Arctic Ave. Bohemia, NY
11716.

STORADISC - See why CD Review picked our Library Series as
their -top choice" Fine -furniture quality in a variety of finishes
and 512645. Call or write Davidson -Whitehall, 555 Whitehall St..
Atlanta, GA 30303 1-800-848-9811.

INVENTIONS WANTED

INVENTIONS / NEW PRODUCTS / IDEAS WANTED: Call TLCI for
free information & Inventors Newsletter, 1-800-468-7200. 24
hours/day--USA/CANADA

MENTORS! Your first step is important. For FREE advice, call
ADVANCED PATENT SERVICES, Washington DC, 1-800-458-0352.

INVENTORS, have a new ideo for market? Call ALI for a free
inventors kit 1 -800 -8 -INVENT.

CAR STEREO

ALPINE

(800) 736-5533

BOSTON PPI
7915 .._ ........ ...... $429 52 4279 p. 2050 AM $275
7914 389 82 299 pr 2075AM 375
7294 439 851 .......... .. 185 pr. 2150 AM 469
3331 190 861 175 pr. 4200 AM 410
3555 385 10.0LF 100 ea.
72928 299
5957 430 Eqe $239
7803 439 XL02000 $229 Epicardor 189
7802 379 KS19014 239 EI1L 169

XLMG800 279
299ORION

XTR 12
XTR 15
XTR 12DVC

JVC

$99 KSRG8 .........
115 ea.
100 ea.

AUDIO CTRL

KICKER
C" CIS ......

C12 Se ea
C10 ......... _.79

841 and Whaled

RADARS

NAKAMICHI
CO 2
CD 3
REC 1
CASS 1
CASS

PARASOUND NE INITY
$645 HCA-600 II $339 Sm 112 $429 pr
485 HCA-1200 649 Ref 2 239 pr
765 MCA -2200 1245 Rel 5 529 pr
685 P/Fe1-90011 350 Rel 6 659 pr
325 C/PT-1000R 459 RENAISSANCE

PARADIGM NAD JVC3 ..... $239 pr. 1600 $319 6X707 Audlonzed
gee II 636 Pr 2400 THX 479 RX 1 050 Dealer
See II ..... 349 pr. 5060 359 AVX1050 Cal
740 II 389 pr. 7240PE ........._....385 X1.2 1050 Cal
11 II 8396. 210010 345 Systeme. Cal
Titan 1806. 7225PE 265 TOV 541 Today

YAMAHA
RXV 650
RXv 1050
OSPA low

PINNACLE CARVER
1649 Pella $2066. CT -6 5450
969 PN54 1466. CT -17 629

1190 PN24 1106. TFM25 559
PN Sub 225 *a. TFM 45 879

SDA 4901 559
CELEST ION

Model
Modal 11
SL 6 SI

POI KCM
C11 RTA-11TL -.4779 pr.
COS 99113000.............569 Beta IV

C8 100 ....... -...... 149 IY4
MI2 789 pr. A/3a

$279 M 10 579 pr. 0(4
239 Ma ........... 149 pr.
185 kr 5 Fr 280 pr.

89 ea.
190

AUDIO SRC
SS 3
AMP 1
TUNER 1
V13

Pro an*

FRIED
Aubotized

Dealer
CalIll
CW11

UDIO ALCHEM

ss products messed bysmnulselsorr mummy orb J Audio's eacluaw 'mod
warran3 AS for 6AaHle el to low of purchase  MI

IN

IF

"The Quick Connection"--,----

B.J. AUDIO
991 Beachmeadow Lane ti

Cincinnati. OH 45238
15131451-0112

iii

I= visa Mastercard I-- -

WANTED TO BUY

LP's & CD's. BOUGHT & SOLD: Classical, Rock. Jazz, Audi
ophile. Etc. PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 Tulane St
Princeton, NJ 08542. (609) 921-0881



BLANK TAPES CABLE TV

STOP PAYING RETAIL! BASF CHROME HI -BIAS CASSETTES FROM
410 MAXELL DAT 120 (USED 1X - LIKE NEW) $6.99.MONEYBACK
GUARANTEE' MCMSA 800-321-5738

RE Si IN AUDIO. VIDEO. DAT-TAP OVER 500 D1F 1.000, .6000

TDK SONY FUJI OUR 17TH YEAR XE L

VA.r.1'12:
ouitee 216

VIO
LIMO WOO 1I

DISC VISA IX
NO F URA
CHARGE

0

TAPE

WORLDA
G 2120 12 N. RD WW1 rISS SR20 OS

we 221 Deo An, 122 ev Order Iftr6d/62 66P14
 veva, Cneme 12, 41.6 64,32, le  16 2102
262,  Remleme   VS Iv Tapes SOS ler 2121

C 0 0 NI Pm M.2 TR.. Rem
U 6 Wan.. Revel Oval 261 cr

TYE M041.0 DM IMMO ST OCR NI ROLL RS 1111121.2121
C66011 NOW NC PANASPIC

1:«
msE 1311. ORIN DS 206 4224.12
urrm. OS =MI .221 so WTI::

AN'l-;707St"
62212/61.6,
1111011661

0

RTS-WEINCO. 1-800-432-2557. MAXELL
MXS-90 $2.89, XLIIS-90 $2.20, FUJI ANPRO
T120 $3.50; TDK MAXG-90 $15.50 & MAXELL
13590B $8.99. DELAWARE. (302) 426-0102.

LASER VIDEO

USED LASER DISC CLEARANCE. WE BUY SELL & TRADE. FREE
CATALOG. VDI/J, 5339 PROSPECT #221. SAN JOSE. CA 95129

MISCELLANEOUS

CLASSICAL MUSiC LOVERS' EXCHANGE.. Nationwide link
between unattached music lovers. Write CMLE. Box 31, Pel-
ham, w 10803 (800) 233-CMLS

TERMPAPER assistance. 19,278 papers available! 306 -page
catalog--rush--$2.00. Research,11322 Idaho. # 206SX Los An-
geles 90025. TOLL FREE HOTLINE 800-351-0222. (Californir:
(310) 477-8226).

LOUDSPEAKERS

IN -WALL SPEAKERS - IN -WALL SPEAKERS - OUTDOOR SPEAK
E RS - OUTDOOR SPEAKERS LOWEST PRICES -
CONTRACTORS WELCOME. THE SOUND APPROACH (8001
368-2344.

PROFESSIONAL FOAM REPLACEMENT ENE YEAR WARRANTY
DEALERS WELCOMED. NEVISONICS. 650-E BAXTER AVE.,
LOUISVILLE, KY 40204

COMPUTER DESIGNED LOUDSPEAKER KITS CUSTOM ENCLO-
SURES. CALL 715-479-7532 FOR FREE LITERATURE. SPEAKER -
WORKS. BOX 83R. CONOVER, WI 54519

SPEAKER REFOAMING SINCE 1977 PROFESSIONAL WORK ON
ALL BRANDS 4 1 2" 15" FIVE YEAR WARRANITY LOW PRICES,
FAST SERVICE! SPEAKERWORLD (813) 544-3511, 800-359-0366.
MOVISA AMEX.

SPEAKER RECONING, Refoaming Kits; Crossover Kits & Mods
By "Vans Evers", Grills Made To Specs; Diaphragms. Mids &
Tweets, New Speaker Test Lab Using L.E.A.P.-L.M S. THE SPEAK-
ER EXCHANGE, 1242 E Hillsborough Avenue, Tampa. Florida
33604.(813)237-4800.

AUDIO VIDEO STORAGE

THE BEST DISC AND TAPE STORAGE SYSTEM IN AMERICA Stack -
able, portable oak units hold all recording formats. FREE
Mailorder Brochure (please mention Stereo Review). Per
Madsen Design: (415) 928-4509 PO. Box 330101. San Fran
cisco. CA 94133.

CD STORAGE+
Store 300 CD's behind
glass doors. Five adjustable

shelves with brass bookends

hold single 6' multiple CD's.
Videos and Cassettes - in an \
combination. Comes in Solid
Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry.
Can stack or wall mount.

FREE Literature and Prices:
Call 1-800-432-8005
FAX 1-201-748-2592

SORICe
IN'.110tiel3;:xN J74077-4110

ARE YOU TIRED OF PAYING A HIGH MONTHLY
CABLE FEE? WE STOCK ALL MAKES & MODELS
OF CABLE EQUIPMENT. FOR FREE CATALOG
SEND SASE TO: CABLE-TRONICS, INC., 450
SHAGBARK, ALGONQUIN, IL 60102 OR CALL
(800) 232-5017. VISA/MC/COD. NO ILLINOIS
ORDERS.
Cable TV Descramblers, Converters, Accessories. Name
Brands. Lowest prices. Best service. Call CABLE READY
COMPANY (800) 234-1006 for FREE 16 -page color catalog.

Lowest prices on cable TV descramblers, converters, acces-
sories. Nome brands Great service. Immediate delivery
Call Prime Time Cable (8001 777-7731 for information and
color catalog

CABLE TV CONVERTERS/DESCRAMBLERS.
Guaranteed lowest prices in U.S., Jerrold, Ham-
lin, Zenith many others! Lowest dealer
prices! Orders shipped within 24 hours!
MasterCard-Visa-C.O.D. accepted. For Free
catalog, orders and information, call (800)
345-8927. Pacific Cable Co., Inc., 7325 1/2
Reseda Blvd., Dept. 1384, Reseda, CA 91335.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISERS:

You can reach millions of prime pros-
pects for your mail order products or
services through low-cost Market-
place Classified advertising in this or
other Hachette Magazines, Inc.
titles.

To place an ad, or further information
including rates, ad styles, sizes and
multi -title discounts, call Toll -Free

(800) 445-6066
9am-5pm EST

Stereo Review

RETAIL MART

TAKE THE

SIXIND APPROACH
AUTHORIZED

DEALERS
FOR:

KENWOOD
ADS

S. ALPHASONIK
. JVC

NHT
NILES
ONKYO
PIONEER
POLK
SONANCE

 MANY MORE

BAZOO
BOSE
CARVER
DENON
HAFLER
INFINITY
KICKER

THE SOUND APPROACH

6067 JERICHO
TPKE COM

APPROACHNY 1172',

40 SONY 8001684344PRODUCTS)

This publication is
available in microform
from UMI.
Please send me information about the titles
I've listed below.

Name

Title

Company/Institution

Address

CityiStateZip

Phone

U -M -I
A Bell & Howell Company

300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48106 USA

800-521-0600 toll -free

313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll -free from Canada

SELECTION, PRICE & EXPERT ADVICE!
FACTORY AUTHORIZED
ONLY authorized dealers offer
you the protection of a manu-
facturers warranty with your
purchase: at other dealer3, you
may have no warranty at all.
Authorized dealers stock only
components designed for the
U.S., and have the training to
help you select the right one for
you.

 ACOLISTAT  CERWIN VEGA
 ACOUSTic RESEARCH  COUSTIC
.ARC  Cw0
AIIS OBX

 AIWA  OENON
 AKG  ECLIPSE
 ALTEC LANSING  EPICURE
 AMBICO  FISHER
 ATIANTI:: TECHNOLOGY  FOX
 AUDIO QUEST
 BOW  GRUNOIG

 BAZOOKA  HAFLER
 BBE  HI FONICS
 BELTROMCS  HITACHI
 BELLOGE3T1  INFINITY
 CAMBER  JVC
 CANON  K40
 CANTON  KENW000
 CARVER  LEXICON
 CELESTION  LUXMAN

 MB QUART
 MAK
 MINOLTA
 MITSUBISHI
 MONSTER CABLE
 RAO
 RUH
 NHT LABS
 NILES
 OLYMPUS
 ONKYO
 OPTONICA
 ORION
 PANASONIC
 PARADIGM
 PHASE LINEAR
 PHILIPS
 PINNACLE
 PRECISION POWER
 PROTON

 PARSEC
 RCA
 SHARP
 SANYO
 SONANCE
 SONY
 SOUNOCRAFTSMAII
 SOUNOSTREAM
 STAX
 STILLWATER

KICKERS

 SUNPACK
 SURROUND SOON
 TARMAC
 TEAC
 TECHNICS
 THORENS
 TOSHIBA
 TRIAD
 VELONME

Meadtown Shopping Center *Route 23  Kinnelon, NJ 07405

2014384444
The Only Number You'll Ever Need!
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g?'@34MW CDEZ &K @7@TUW 4W9CD ED MD[21E...
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CAMBRIDGE  DENON
AUDIO DA 345 ,6-0,..

A-70 Power Amp Receiver
C-70 Pre Amp

, DENON
JVC -1050  DCM 320
CD PlayerX  CD Changer

KLIPSCH  TAN NOY
5.2 Speakers  603 Speakers

Reg. $2750  Reg. $859
Sale $2199. Sale $699

 BOSE AM -51I or
 A/D/S
Sub Sat. 2 0

Your Choice
$559

 Triad system 6 or
 Triad System 7 CALL!

JVC ux-1$429
Complete System

 DENON D-60
 NEW!!! CALL!

' '
Iso Fifth Ave.(tINm. 19&20th)

.14: evt ticA0011
. -

...,,

0 2
Authorized Dealers for:AIRTIGHT,
CHARIO, A/D/S, CAMBRIDGE, KLIP-
SCH, CARY, TARALAB, ETI, JVC
SUPERDIGIFINE, CREEK, HARMAN
KARDON, TRIAD, EPOS, DAHLQUIST,
AUDIO ALCHEMY, ACROTEC,
AUDIO STATIC, MUSEATEX, TAN-
NOY, AUDIOLAB, DENON & More. Call Us For Great Savings On Other Similiar Systems!

'11w $4)(irti $eller
For the Musical Difference

Authorized Dealer For:

Acoustat
Audio Control
M&K
Nitty Gritty
Celestion
Carver
Kinergetics
Monster Cable
Nakamichi
Niles
Fried
Thorens
Proton
Component Guard

NAD
Onkyo
Harmon Kardon
Lexicon
PROAC
Dahlquist
Target
Velodyne
Grado
Atlantic Technology
Apature
CWD
STAX
Sony

2808 Cahill Road
P.O. Box 224

Marinette, WI 54143
(715) 735-9002

Audio Concepts, Inc. has been selling Sound that
Satisfies . . . factory direct for more than 15 years.

Mary Dzurko, V.P. Audio Concepts. Inc. with lid speaker.

You can't buy a better pair of speakers for your
money. I guarantee it or your money back. For an
even better value assemble them yourself.
Call 1-800-346-9183 today for a free catalog on our
superior quality high -end speakers.

Audio Concepts, Inc.
901 S. 4th St., La Crosse, WI 54601

through
as
environment

\Ve

Before
spend
Be well informed

Our staff of
today's

we help

feature

provide unparalleled

you invest your
some time with

before you make a major

knowledgeable professionals
maze of state-of-the-art components,

you design a system that is perfect
and lifestyle.

the latest in audio and video technology
prices. We offer fast, convenient

service after the sale
a sound one.

I

money,
us.

purchase.

will guide you

for your

at
shipping and

to make your

MEMBER

BETTER
BUSINESS

affordable

investment

REFERENCE
310 5,700 BUREAU

FAX 310 5 1 7 - 1 7 3 2
AUDIO. VIDEO 18214 DALTON AVENUE, DEPT S, GARI)ENA, CA 90245

ACOUSTAT  AKG  APEX  AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS  AUDIO ALCHEMY  AUDIO CONTROL  BEYER
DYNAMIC  BOSE  CAL AUDIO LABS  CELESTION  COUNTERPOINT  CWD  DAHL' UIST  DCM

FOSGATE  HAFLER  GRADO SIGNATURE  HARMON KARDON  HUGHES  AMO  BL
IA 3Z1011Z1 /I 33 wen 1110.40108.13u1R01.181,41,1111 i1.1.10.1.13u 3 EMMA I r.13u tI8 UK, 8 I LIMil BERN
NAD  NESTOROVIC  NHT  NILES  OHM  ONKYO  PARASOUND  PHILIPS  PIONEER  PROTON

PROAC  PS AUDIO. ROOMTUNE  RYAN  REVOX  50NANCE  SONY  STAX  TARGET  TDK
THORENS  TICE  VELODYNE  VPI  AND MANY MORE!



MERICA

Buy it ti*ht,
the first time!

 10 DAY MONEY BACK SATISFACTION GUARANTEE 
NO FL\E PRINT  SAME. LOW PRICE FOR CASII OR CREDIT  NON -COMMISSION SALES PEOPLE

OVERNIGHT DELIVERY AVAILABLE  10% RESTOCKING FEE ON RETURNS

RECEIVERS

Pioneer VSX-9900S

Pro -Logic, DSP, Remote /125 W/P/C Front, Dolby

JVC FIX -307 $195
JVC RX-507 $295
JVC RX-707 Just
JVC RX 807
Pioneer VSX-3800
Pioneer VSX 4900S
Pioneer VSX-5900S
Technics SAGX 303
Technics SAGX-505
Technics SACX-710

Arrived
$295
$395
$495
$285
$365
$475

Illmr"1"TNE11111
-Ammon

III

Pioneer PDI11-650
6 -Disc CD -Changer,
Full Remote, Programmable$295

$205
$245

JVC XLZ-441TN $195
JVC XLZ-1050TN $625
Pioneer PD -6700 $195
Pioneer PDM -640 $265
Pioneer PDM -550 $235
Pioneer PDT -M1 $365

CALL FOR PRODUCTS NOT LISTED

JVC XLM-307
JVC XLM -407

CASSETTE DECKS

JVC TDW-805TN
Dual Reverse, DolbyB,
C & HX-Pro, Linear Count
Aiwa ADWX-616
Aiwa ADWX-717
Aiwa ADF-810
JVC TDR-441
JVC TDW-307
JVC TDV-541TN
Pioneer CTW-850R
Pioneer CIV-650R
Pioneer CTW-M77R
Pioneer CrW-M66R

$285
$185
$235
$285
$195
$225
$265
$365
$275
$385
$305

IINT777771111
OHM Cam 32
 2 -Way
 250 -Watt
 10" Woofer

$325pr

PRICES PER PAIR
Advent Baby II $125
Advent Graduate $195
Advent Legacy II $325
Advent Laureate $375
Advent lientage $445
Advent Mini Sub System $285
AR M 1 $185
ARM -5 $675
ARM -6 $950
BIC America Top Rated
JBL LI $445
J131. L3 $675
JBL L5 $875
JBL L7 $1425
NUT Zero $145
NIIT IA $245
NFIT 1.3 $345
NUT 2.3 $780
OHM Cam 16 5245
OHM Cam 42 $425
01IM 3X0 $885
011M Walsh 5 Call
Pinnacle PN 8+ $245
Pinnacle PN 2+ 595
Pinnacle PN 5+ $145

Many More In Stock

VIDEO

20"
Color TV
Remote, Stereo,
On -Screen Disp

$299
TELEVISIONS

JVC AV 2051
JVC AV 2651
JVC AV 3551
RCA F20551
RCA F27235
Toshiba CS1926
Toshiba CF2055A
Toshiba CF3266

$335
$515

$1725
$295
$795
$265
$315

$1175
VCRs

Hitachi VTF-350 $365
JVC HRDX20 $245
JVC HRS4700 $515
RCA VR-535 $325
RCA VR680HF $425
RCA VR334 $255
Toshiba M658 Call
Toshiba M222 $235
Toshiba SV771 $645

LASER PLAYERS
Pioneer CLD-M990 $395
Pioneer CLD-2090 $625
Pioneer CLD-3090 $785
Panasonic LV-101 $435

CAMCORDERS
Ricoh R-88 $1085
Panasonic PV19 $690
Panasonic PV21 $725
Canon UC1 $765
Canon E-65 $795
Minolta 516 $765

CAR STEREO
CD -PLAYERS

Pioneer DEII-680 $335
Pioneer DEH -880 $425
Clarion CD -5670 $325
JVC XLG -2000 $245

TAPE -PLAYERS (Pull -Out)
Clarion 9772 $225
Sherwood XR-3144 . $145
Concord CX-60 $269

AMPLIFIERS
Autotek 7100BTS $225
Autotek 7150 $325
Autotek 7300 $465
Orion 220GT $135
Orion 420GT $295
Onon 2150SX $485
Orion 225HCCA $335
Panasonic CDP-Q40 $365

SPEAKERS
Cerwin Vega CS9 $165
Cerwin Vega XLIOD $95
Cerwin Vega XLI2S $118
Pyle WP830/4 $55
Pyle WP1040 $65
Pyle WP1240 $75
Pyle KP-6940 $119
Orion XTR-10 $69
Orion XTR-12 $85
JBL T-903 $159
JBL T-602 $125
JBL 1500 GIT $195
JBL T-902 Call
Pioneer TSA-6907 $99
Pioneer TSA-6904 $69
Pioneer TSA-1670 $85
Bazooka TUBES 3(W. OFF

Please Call For Products Not Listed'
213 SOUTH STREET / ROUTE 24  MORRISTOWN, NS 07960

ER201.984.8080.72---
SERVICE STORE

201-984-6732 mum/4 GRLINDI"nm SPEamISTS 800-258-4556AKA G HITACHI
MON. - FRI. 9 - 9PM SATURDAY 9 - 6

Straight Talk....
For 32 years we have provided
high quality, selection, and ad-
vice to music lovers throughou
the U.S. at competitive prices!

106 Brands Available!
Acurus-Adcom-ADS-Alpine

Audio Prism - Audio Quest
Audio Control - B&W

Chicago Spk
CWD Denon Kef

Esoteric Audio - Fineline
Forte - Kimber Kable

Klipsch - Martin -Logan
Mitsubishi - Monster
NAD-Nakamichl-Niles
Onkyo - Paradigm

JVC-Phase Technology
SME - Phillips - Revox

Sanus Sennheiser
Shure - Signet - Snell

Sony - Sony ES - Sumiko
Stax Tara Labs - Target

Threshold ;- Velodyne
Yamaha

& 61 More
CALL ABOUT ANY

BRANDS NOT LISTED

KIEV'S
A.11J1E0 I IC) ZN71131 FD)
913-842-1811 Lawrence, KS 66046

Mon-Thur 10-8 Fri -Sat 10-6 Ext-3

25-35% OFF SUGGESTED RETAIL
ON MOST BRAND NAMES

World Wide Electronics
47 Gadsen Place, Si., NY 10314
Hours Monday-Friday 10 AM-7PM

Sunday 12 PM -5 PM
"THE CALL THAT SAVES YOU MONEY'

718-370-1303
HIGH -END AT LOWEST PRICES

WE MAINTAIN THE MOST REASONABLE PRICES
ON 75 DIFFERENT BRANDS

 CALL 8 LET US WORKOUT THE BEST DEAL FOR
YOU.

 ALL PRODUCTS ARE AMERICAN MODELS.
 7 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

CAR & HOME STEREO

ABC
ADCOM
ADS
ADVENT
ALPINE
ALTEC LANSING
AR INFINITY PIONEER
AUDIO CONTROL JBL
AUTOTECH JVC
BAZOOKA KENWOOD
FMK KEF
B80 KICKER
85W KLIPSCH
BLAUPUNKT LEXICON
BOSTON ACOUSTIC LUXMON
BOSE MARANTZ
CARVER MB QUART
CELESTION MIRAGE
CERWIN VEGA MIX
CITATION NAD
CLARION NAKAMICHI
CONCORD OHM

COUSTIC ONKYO
DBX ORION
DENON PARADIGM
HAFLER PHASE LINEAR
HARMON KARDON PHILIPS
HIFONICS PINNACLE

PRECISION POWER
PROTON
PS AUDIO
PYLE
ROCKFORD FOSGATE
SHERWOOD
SONY
SONYES
SOUNDSTREAM
SUMO
TECHNICS
THORENS
YAMAHA

ASK ABOUT FREE SHIPPING
All products covered by manufacturer or W E D exclusive warranty
Extended warranty available



FACTORY AUTHORIZED
1.800.542.SAVE
JVC ALAI 51 BK

Turntable
FREE PSX10
Cartridge

$89
LUXMAN Digital Surround Master

orig.
$499

5 YEAR
LUXMAN

WARRANTY
G007 Digital Surround Processor

ROCKSOLI CIS
Indoor/Outdoor Speaker

CALL

ACOUSTIC
RESEARCH

POWERED PARTNER 570

Best for CALL
center channel

System 6  System 7
Satellite Subwoofer Systems
"Triad Blows the Bose Away"
NOW ON SALE
CALL FOR

PRICES

1121AD.

BRAND NAME
6+1 CD Changer

t9
4.1

Originally I 9,
5329

EPICURE
Model 4

Model 5

63%OFF

$179
$129

STEREO HEADPHONES
JVC Sony MORV6

AKG K500
867

NEW
AKO ,44-.a1;,,," Sennheizer HD520 CALL

tJAD)
40,.....- Sterling 7E400

JVC HAD770
S199s

179\--' SONY. JVC HAD990 $99
-,/,SENNHEISER AKG K280 1159,

dbx
sFoRuEnEd dibmxpaScXt2 ORe Vstiodreeo;

with the purchase of the
dbx SX10 Video Sound

0 .,,,,. Dymanic Enhancer
SX1 0 $ 3 995

''' - ' Now Only

CELESTIOfl
Performance, Technology & Style
Celestlon 3 SL700 CALL
Celestlon 5 SL6SI

Celestlon 7 SL600SI FOR
Celestion 9 SLI2SI PRICE

jvc NEW LINE OF RECEIVERS
RX207TN4uvviLn, f:IliotE

RX3O7TN .30W/ch w/discrete output

RX5O7TN "Doiby` Pr.:, Logic .,,/equalizer

-

443

Icia CALL FOR'
RX7O7TN OOW/ch Pro Logic w/5 built-in amps SOUND CITYS

RX8O7TN -h LOW PRICE
  NEW BOOKSHELF SYSTEMS: MX44  MX55M  MX77M  

r2FICYr°1NT OVERSTOCK SALE

D940 FM Receiver

ORIG $400 $
NOW ONLY

25,

II Oa 'mono.

. f =r4:31 0

D540 Integrated Amp

ORIG $319 $
NOW ONLY

0 Ca [:oneI: '='-*ErE

440 Digital Tuner

ORIG $269 $ 169NOW ONLY

MEADTOWN SHOPPING CENTER
ROUTE 23 SOUTH

KINNELON, N.J. 07405
INFORMATION
201.838E3444

CUSTOMER SERVICE
201E83801180

VISA

Index to Advertisers

Reader
Service No.

Page
Advertiser Number

I Adcom
3 Adcom 26- Advent C3

- Basic Repertory 29
2 Blaupunkt 74

- BMG CD Club 16a,b- Bose 5, 15- Bose Express Music 83

6 Cambridge Sound Works 21-23, 25, 27- Carver 12- Columbia House Cl) Club 32a, b- Crutchfield 44

14 DCM 42
19 Definitive Technology 38, 39
20 Denon 2
17 Dr. Woog 105

13 Electronic Wholesalers 104

15 Geneva Group Sri- George Dickel 35

Illinois Audio 91

36 J&R Music World 92-93
23 JBL 10-11
- Jensen-Car 30- JVC 9

16 M&K Sound 78- Maxell 18-19
22 Mitsubishi 6-7
29 Mobile Fidelity 84
24 Museatex 42

31 Omnimount Systems 87- Onkyo 36

- PARA 41- Philip Morris 40a,b- Pioneer-Car C2, 1- Polk Audio 45-47
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Seizing the Day
.i. HE time was when Dolby Labs

was a quiet sort of company, pa-
tiently and humbly peddling its
noise -reduction systems success-
fully (home and professional re-
cording, cinema sound) or not

(FM broadcasting), holding its modest
beacon aloft to attract the rational and
cost-conscious, and eschewing any
grandiose schemes. Then, early this
year, Dolby spokesmen appeared in
New York to explain how the compa-
ny was positioned to take over audio-
all of audio, or very close to that.

The tale begins in the motion -pic-
ture theater, or rather three such the-
aters where a major film has been
playing with a Dolby SR -D sound-
track. SR -D refers to a new fully digi-
tal audio format wherein the data are
photographically recorded on the
blocks of film base that alternate with
the sprocket holes. Anyone who has
seen the damage an inept projectionist
can do to a film's sprocket -hole track
will probably groan at this revelation,
but the reason the SR -D information is
assigned its unlikely location is to
leave room for a conventional Dolby
Stereo track, to which the projector
automatically switches if the SR -D
feed stops making sense.

Just for the record, SR -D provides
five totally discrete full -range chan-
nels: left, center, right, and stereo
surround plus a low -frequency sub -
woofer channel. But SR -D is not really
the subject for today. The way it will
serve as a precursor of and foundation
for future home media is.

THE HIGH END
by Ralph Hodges

The mechanism by which surround
information from motion -picture re-
leases winds up on video tapes and
discs, for extraction in a home theater
by special decoders, is now familiar to
most audiophiles. In like fashion,
Dolby SR -D soundtracks are destined
to be transferred to future generations
of the same media via SR -D's digital
encoding format, called AC -3. AC -3 is
a rather radical digital data -compres-
sion scheme in which approximately
1.3 megabits of information per sec-
ond are tucked into a 400 -kilobit -per -
second package. This feat is accom-
plished by ignoring any audio signals
that can be expected to be inaudible
anyway because of psychoacoustic
masking. In concept it resembles the
well -publicized PASC scheme that
Philips has developed for its Digital
Compact Cassette, although it is not
yet clear whether there will be any
degree of useful compatibility be-
tween the two. (On this point, a Philips
spokesman advises that the DCC sys-
tem is nailed down, so any yielding on
operational characteristics will have
to take place in the Dolby camp.)

It seems to be Dolby's expectation
that once the cinema system is estab-
lished, other applications will develop
as a consequence, certainly in home
theater and perhaps also in audio -only
media such as the CD, as is even now
happening with Dolby Surround, ex-
ploiting the growing number of com-
patible decoders in the field. Does this
mean that there could someday be a
thing that is physically a DCC mecha-
nism but magnetically an AC -3 record-
ing? Surely, and especially if high -end
audiophiles, should they accept data
compression at all, decide that Dolby's
process is the better one.

Just now, however, neither of the
players anticipates such a scenario.
For one thing, DCC was deliberately
conceived as a recording format,
whereas AC -3 is a "front -loaded" ar-
rangement whereby producers of pre-
recorded software undertake most of
the expense and complexity, while the
end consumer need invest only in a
single -chip decoder package. In this
respect, the two systems appear to be
entirely different animals.

Still, in the 1980's, cassette -related
enterprises constituted a good third of
Dolby Labs' business. It will be hard

to part with, even if the transition to
digital tape technologies is as gradual
as expected. Therefore, the company
is mounting a strong assault on the
back door, hoping to capture territory
that Philips will not be able to secure
through a frontal entry-or at least
that's the way I read the situation.

And then there are those who be-
lieve that it doesn't really matter, that
the game is already over. Among them
is Richard Clark, president of Ameri-
can Multi Media, this country's largest
independent producer of prerecorded
cassettes, and certainly its strongest
innovator. In a recent telephone con-
versation, Clark offered comments
that suggest he is prepared to abandon
such contact media as magnetic tape
and embrace optical -pickup alterna-
tives like Mini Disc or the recordable
CD that is rapidly drawing nigh. He
cites factors such as the rapid -access

Once Dolby's new SR -D
digital cinema sound
system is established,
applications in home
theater and audio -only
media may develop.

capabilities of disc -based material and
the limited bandwidth of current digi-
tal media, which he doesn't see the
tape -system proposals striving to
overcome. He also finds the condi-
tions that Philips is imposing on poten-
tial DCC duplicators oppressive. If he
is correct that tape is doomed in the
consumer sector, Dolby could wind up
with more room to maneuver.

In the interim, Dolby is going pub-
lic, informationally. Those of you who
have access to modem -equipped com-
puters can subscribe to America On-
line, (800) 827-6364, where you'll find
the Dolby Audio/Video Forum ad-
dressing such topics as, "What Is
Dolby Surround?" and "Cassette
Technologies from Dolby." The soft-
ware is free, although the service isn't.
It purports to inform you about films
worth catching, however.

This is no longer a quiet company. 
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OUR SPEAKERS ME ALWAYS BEEN KNOWN
FOR THEIR GREAT VALUE.

NOW WATCH US TAKE THIS CONCEPT
TO NEW HEIGHTS.

Though we're known for value r-
at Advent, you might assume even
we had to draw the line at our New
Vision Series:' Speakers as tech-
nologically advanced as these must
surely be priced up in the strato-
sphere. Not so.

Yet they achieve incredibly rich
bass and unsurpassed imaging.
Each one, the 500, the 350 and
the new 250, is the product of three years of
meticulous research.

SADVEX1
Sound as it was meant to be heard

Take our bookshelf -size 250 model,
for instance. Its Hemholtz resonator
band pass subwoofer is ingeniously
mounted horizontally to achieve
astonishing sonic performance from
such a small cabinet.

In fact, just one listen to our New
Vision Series will convince you that,
finally, high -end sound doesn't have
to mean high -end price.

For your nearest dealer and free literature,
call 1-800-477-3257.

NEW VISION SERIES BY ADVENT
O 19,. Advent ,s a registered trademark and New Vision Series is s trademark of koemalional Jenson Inc I, Canada. SCL Products 604-273-1095 (13 CI 416-890-0298 (ONT)



In choosing a CD player,
you can play the numbers...

am
motIV GC0-575

1 beam or 3 beam/Mash. one pit, 16

bits, 18 bits or 20 bits /2 times

oversampling at 88.2kHz or 4 times

oversampling at 176.4kHz.1 beam or

3 beam /Mash. one bit, 16 bits...

...orplay the music.
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Recently more and more CD players have been
promoted by a kind of numbers game, as if by

some magic combination one CD player can be
made to sound better than another. The vast
majority of these CD players still fail to address
the most important subtleties that reproduce the
natural real sound of live music.

Adcom on the other hand continues to impress
the audio critics with the superior musicality of its
GCD-575 CD player. To reach this objective,
"...the GCD-575 was designed and built with
extraordinary attention to detail." *

We ask that you let your ears be the judge of
which CD player meticulously reproduces the
integrity of the original performance. The CD

P`' qr-

player that plays the numbers? Or our critically
acclaimed Adcom GCD-575 which plays the music.

Please visit your Adcom dealer for a
demonstration of this remarkable product. Or write
us for our brochure. You will discover why it pays to
play the music, not the numbers.

*Stereo Reitert , 12/89.

A
details you can hear
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